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UFO CONTACT: The Day Before Yesterday
In Support Of George Adamski
(Part One)

The Foreword hereafter, is the introduction to a new series of articles by our columnist and good friend, Ragnvald
Anders Carlsen, who was responsible for the 'Half a Century Long UFO Conspiracy' account. These new episodes
should be treating specific events as they were revealed in the newly (in 1966) created international "UFO Contact"
magazine. Ragnvald's good friend, Ronald Caswell would be the British editor of It, and make good use of their relation
and their knowledge of the UFO scene at that time. The Editor - Gensing Gardens News

FOREWORD.
The cover of the book was blue; the title was black on white. The title read: "Report From Europe." It was the English version.
The line drawings, black on blue, depicted the Adamski scout-craft and the mother-ship, and a globe of the world criss-crossed by the passage of
flying saucers. It was edited by Hans C. Petersen. In excerpt, the introduction read: "In the year I 952, human beings from another world contacted
the American, George Adamski. It was the first occasion in our time that a being from Earth made contact with beings from other planets.
"George Adamski is the only now-living person who, from the first contact and until this moment, bas stood as the space-people's spokesman in
a special program. - - - In the something over ten years that have elapsed since George Adamski's firsts contact, be has written a number of books.
these are: ''Flying Saucers Have Landed." - "Inside The Space-ships." and "Flying Saucers Farewell."- - "THE WHOLE WORLD must make an attempt through the few helpers whom George Adamski, by bis own experience and acting on the
space-people's information, bas found suitable for the work. In this work the few helpers in whom be bas trust are people who have both feet on the
ground, who are modem, progress minded and happy, and who have learned to control their egos to that extend, that the result of their endeavours is
more important to them, than the position they have in the program.'
Opening speech by H.C. Petersen.

FREDERIC/A, THE FIFTH OF MAY, 1963

"I should like to bid you all a heartfelt welcome to The Sufoi Congress. Welcome to all from far and near. A special welcome to Professor Marcel
Hornet, who came the long way from South America, to tell about his field of science today, here with us.
Welcome to Mr. George Adamski, who came from California to make a speech here today, this being the first station on a journey that will take
him to Finland, where among other things be will be received in audience of the Finnish president, - furthermore to Germany, Belgium, Switzerland
and Italy.
There are two other guests I would like to mention, because they have travelled a long way in order to be with us. One of them left England last
Monday -hitchhiking- and arrived here Thursday, that is Mr. Ronald Caswell - - -" Unquote.

Ronald Caswell and Hans Petersen had been in correspondence and association with each other for the previous five years, ever since a surprised
Hans had received a letter from Canada, written in Danish by an Englishman, requesting information about "flying saucers." Ronald had read about
Hans' UFO-related activity from a New Zealand publication in 1958, and decided to contact this serving officer in the Royal Danish Air Force,
whose affiliation to the cause of the Polish-American, George Adamski, bad awakened his interest. Why? Because Ronald was also a supporter of
George Adamski! Apart from his contact with Adamski through correspondence, he was also associated with Canadian Government scientist,
Wilbert Smith, whose writings and ideas on alien, human, contact, were so close to the concepts and beliefs of George Adamski ...
An Englishman writing in Danish! How could that be? Having studied at High School and worked in Denmark for some years, and being married
to a Dane, and having written a number of articles for a Copenhagen newspaper, the language was no problem. Ronald had also worked in the
Swedish arctic area of Lappland and travelled widely in Norway and Finland, both under the Midnight Sun period of perpetual daylight and during
the months-long darkness of mid-winter. And another surprise for me over the years, as I got to know him better, was that Ronald Caswell had also
been a long-time member of the elite Special Air Service! What else did we have in common?! Apart from a strong and enduring belief in George
Adamski;;;!
Whilst at the SUFOI Congress, with about 720 in attendance of Hans Petersen's 3000-odd membership, Ronald had a confidential discussion
with G.A., as we affectionately called Adamski, and was engrossed in the day's activities either in the debates from the platform or the private talks
behind the scenes. Subsequently, be was to become G.A.'s English Co-worker, as leader of IGAP-GB. During the following period of years, after my
move to England from my Copenhagen origins, and in my association with him as friend and confidant, I made long mental diary entries of Ronald's
activities, both personal and UFO group-wise. I got to know his family and friends, particularly those associated with him in his 'flying saucer"
work. Some research we did together, visiting "contact'' sites and following up on "sighting" reports in various parts of the country. He travelled to
venues about the country, meeting Ufologist friends and giving lectures to interested groups among the general public.
In October 1966, after long discussions and much preparatory work, and with the help and staunch of the international co-workers and fellow
researchers world-wide, Hans and Ronald launched the IGAP International Journal: "UFO CONTACT", with Ronald as English editor and Hans as
editor responsible for its publication and printing in Denmark and subscription and delivery world-wide. Its aim was to make possible an
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infonnation programme publicising the evidence of visitations to Earth by extraterrestrials; in the main, friendly and well-disposed human beings
like ourselves, who have already passed through the phases ofwarfare and self-destruction.
The IGAP Infonnation Service, under its heading: "Purpose and Scope", stated that:
'This magazine has been dedicated to: MR. George Adamski.
Mr. Adamski launched the IGAP - International Get Acquainted Program - in 1959, based on the philosophy that people in all parts ofthe world
should be given the opportunity of knowing what is going on everywhere in the filed of flying saucers. His hope was that as many as possible would
discover the truth ofthe present age and tum to face the time to come-to learn to accept, through conviction, the fact that we are all citizens ofthe
Cosmos and children ofthe Cosmic Power whose Laws run through the entire Cosmos. These Laws we can learn to comprehend through study and
understanding ofthe "Science ofLife" brought to our attention by the presence offriendly visitors from other worlds.
This magazine is sent to civil and military authorities all over the world, to leaders in the United Nations, in the Vatican, in scientific circles, and
to Press, radio and TV authorities. The purpose ofthis magazine is to bring to everyone, everywhere, news of events from all quarters ofthe globe,
in all its varied aspects. This means any news that can possibly be ofvalue in our endeavour to bring to mankind an understanding ofwhat is going
on in our world all the time. We shall try to detect any and every move in the direction of that truth which we have accepted, but which is not yet
officially accepted or recognized in broader circles:
/. People from other worlds in our system are visiting our planet.
2. People from other worlds are in contact with certain political and scientific circles in East and West.
3. People from all walks oflife, official and unofficial, all over the world, have been contacted by people from other worlds; such contacts have
been kept secret so far.
4. The philosophy brought to the world by Mr. George Adamski is considered an aid helping to uncover the truth of our origin and our future
destiny.
The magazine will make no attempt whatsoever to fight anyone, in spite of any action which might be launched against it. Only the truth, whatever
its guise, will be brought to bear, to allow each to decide for himself what he can and will accept in this wonderful world on his march forward to
new experiences.
This magazine is non-political, non-religious, non-sectarian and non-profit making. We hope that you may profit from reading it, and that you will
tell as many as possible about it, - especially if you find it ofvalue. Please write to us ifyou find it without value or if you have any suggestions or
comments to make.
Sincerely yours, The editors.
This account, in its various parts, is not all or just or in the main, about the journal "UFO Contact". The UFO contact element in the title ofthe
series is concerned with the concept ofmeetings with human extraterrestrials generally, and particularly in relation to the friendly and helpful human
alien contacts made with George Adamski and bis associates over a number ofyears, particularly through the 1950s and 1960s, both in America and
on the European continent and elsewhere. It gives details of meetings and rendezvous with, and messages and infonnation from these kindly
humans from other planets, and it offers photographic evidence in support of these claims of rendezvous. You will meet with individuals and
researchers engaged in assembling this ufological jigsaw puzzle; and you will also meet with the doubters and the mockers and, perhaps, with the
redoubtable "men in black" who have clouded the UFO case in obfuscation and derision, and who are real persons with a murky agenda of their
own. You may occasionally "meet" with a VIP, who, in his or her own individual way, has made efforts towards bringing the UFO case to the fore,
in public and official recognition.
Ronald Caswell and the regional UFO Study group working with him, as a part of the nation-wide IGAP-GB organisation, was involved with
a set of circumstances that could only be described as "non-coincidental", being a number of events following each other chronologically, with
pre-detennined action taken as the situation unfolded, leading to an end result which gave strong evidence oftruth and actuality. This account, with
photographs, will be described later in the series, along with newspaper coverage of the original event and the circumstances surrounding this very
real "extraterrestrial rendezvous."
Hans C. Petersen's "Report From Europe", records the illustrated lecture programme of the explorer-scientist, Professor Marcel Hornet's
journeys in south America, with its extraordinary description of tentative "landing platfonns" and carvings on rock-faces with centuries-old
hieroglyphic inscription remarkably like those on the "famous" foot-prints ofAdamski's Venusian contact "Orthon". The Professor makes mention
ofthe work ofCanadian Government scientist, Wilbert B. Smith and also many other scientists, anthropologists and ethnographers like himself, who
have found convincing evidence ofearlier civilizations which had knowledge ofextraterrestrial visitations, such as that provided by the Nazca Lines
in Peru. Surprisingly, he exhibited a UFO report of his own, consisting of a sketch of the unidentified object in relation to Orion and three stars; a
sighting shared with approximately 200 other passengers and crew, whilst on his way to Europe, only a few weeks before. Hans Petersen then
introduced George Adamski, the Polish-American with the broad grin, who told of his meeting with "Orthon" near Desert Center, California, on
November 20th, 1952.
Hans Petersen then asked for questions from the audience. For several hours, he had the onerous task of interpreting questions in Danish for
Adamski, and replies in English for the relatively few number ofDanes who could not understand English, or the Amercanese of George Adamski.
These sessions were conducted with a great deal ofhumour, and the repartee between G.A. and Hans was much appreciated by the several hundred
Danes and other Scandinavians present The Danish "sans for humm-" is entirely synonymous with the British in many ways, and there was often
loud laughter and applause when one or the other of the speakers made a gaffe or a droll comment concerning the other. The meeting was followed
by interviews with the Press, who were most complimentary about the American's sprightly bearing and straightforward replies to their questions.
One reply from Adamski, published next day, the 6th of May, by the Jutland newspaper "Fredericia Daglad", made large headlines on the local
bill-boards. It stated the following:
"ADAMSKI: Venus-mand advarede mig om Cuba-krisen"
("Adamski: A Venusian warned me of the Cuba crisis. ")

- Unquote.

"It was during the summer of 1965 that I was invited to a rather
special afternoon tea at the London flat of the Honourable Bainsley le
Poer Trench -later Earl of Clancarty-to discuss matters of some
import to both to both ofus: namely, the subject ofthe enigmatic "flying
saucer". As we chatted over a slice of Marks & Spencer's fruit cake

Some years ago, Ronald Caswell wrote a precis of events following
on from the receipt of the "Silver Spring Scout-ship" film from Made
leine Rodeffer, and a review of articles published in the IGAP journal,
UFO Contact. Copies of the first issue were sent to, among others, the
President ofAustria, and President Nasser ofEgypt ...
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The occasion: to view for the first time in the U.K. a film photograp
hed some months previously in the United States, a film that was to
become one of the most controversial UFO documents in the world for
years to come.

against her earlier persecutors, anonymous and otherwise, as indeed she
showed before disbelieving Senators way back in the Sixties, when she
told them: "I would not like to be in your shoes when all the people find
out just what is being hidden from the people of the world."
"My father passed away one month after George," she wrote to me
years ago. But despite the loss of a good friend and her father, her
fighting spirit lived on, unbeaten, determined, despite the physical and
mental harassment and downright persecution from an earlier breed of
"The Men In Black." -{Madeleine died, aged 86, on 26th May, 2009.)

•

•

apiece -(- one of my favourites, Ron!) - it was to continue the debate
then rageing in all quarters of the lounge by such as Charles Bowen and
Gordon Creighton, directors and one-time editors of "Flying Saucer
Review, Charles Gibbes-Smith, aviation expert, and others of that genre.

As Timothy Good, co-author with Lou Zinsstag of the book: "George
Adamski: The Untold Story" (1983) wrote: "On the afternoon of Friday
26 February 1965 the most impressive close-up colour movie-film of a
UFO that I have ever seen was taken at Silver Spring, Maryland, by
Madeleine Rodeffer and George Adamski, a few months prior to his
death. The full story is published here for the first time.
"My first viewing of the film was in December 1965, when I went to
Brussels with Ronald Caswell, Adamski's principal co-worker in the
U.K. at the time, together with the Belgian co-worker May Morlet and
her son Patrick, to show this and other Adamski films at the university
there. I was initially disappointed with what I saw on the screen at the
preview: a dark, almost one-dimensional Adamski 'scout-craft' perfor
ming a series of repeated manoeuvres and appearing to change shape as
it did so. It did not look nearly as convincing as I had anticipated."
Timothy Good went on:

UFO CONTACT, the journal of the International Get Acquainted
Program, ended its short but eventful life after twenty-eight months of
service, October 1966 to December 1968. It was not just an account of
UFO incidents, though it contained numerous and varied news reports
from all parts of the world; translated in many cases from the original
languages by dedicated co-workers.
Representing the IGAP Information Service, the magazine was sent
on a regular basis, gratis, to over 200 personages eminent in their field,
in all walks of life, throughout the world; scientists, politicians, Church
leaders, including the Pope, (also the Secretary of State at the Vatican
and to the editor of the official organ of the Vatican, L 'Osservatore
Romano). Each issue was sent to sixty representatives of member states
of the United Nations in New York, including the Office of the
Secretary-General. It was sent to journalists on various leading newspa
pers and other media, anyone of whom might feasibly take a stand for an
acceptance of the reality of the "flying saucers".
Its contributors numbered among others, scientists and other com
mentators; articles written and authorized for publication by such as
Canadian Government scientist, Wilbert B. smith, whose views on the
visitations to Earth by humans from other planets, and articles explai
ning their philosophy and technology which paralleled precisely those of
George Adamski, were amplified in personal letters to me and others,
i.e.: 23 February 1959. Quote: "For your information every nation on this
planet has been officially informed of the existence of the space craft
and their occupants from elsewhere, and as nations they must accept
responsibility for any lack of action or for any official position which
they may take ..." Unquote.

"The reason for this, I learned later, was that the film was a copy, and
with duplication the degree of contrast is increased. Compounding this,
the original film had been stolen and replaced with a copy, with many
important frames missing and even some fake footage added by person
or persons unknown. Since what was left of the film was of brief
duration it had been necessary to lengthen it by splicing on another
copy. All this naturally gave rise to considerable speculation as to its
authenticity, and if I had serious misgivings then what would the
public's reaction be?"
As Tim went on: " In a letter referring to the occasion Gordon
Creighton explained to me: 'I don't think that either Charles Bowen or I
ever thought the pictures were fakes by her. Brian Winder and Charles
Gibbs-Smith are sure they are. I simply think that Bowen and I felt they
looked like the usual "transmogrifications" ... fakes by "them", not by
humans.'" Unquote.

He wrote to enlighten me as to the nature of the efforts I was making
in UFO research and publicising of the facts in the Northern Ontario
backwoods town where I then lived.

My own opinion, listening to Charles Gibb-Smith's views, was that
his insight on "earthly'' aviators and the performance of heavier-than-air
machines had clouded his conceptions as to the infinite possibilities of
"manoeuvring" by aeroforms alien to our forward-pointing, stream-lined
craft. And he was a bit pompous about it, too!

•
It was somewhat before this, forty-odd years ago, that I had contacted
Major (then Captain) Hans Petersen of the Royal Danish Air Force.
Having studied and worked in Sweden and Denmark, attending high
schools in the latter country, I could converse freely with him and was
also able to assimilate literature in the three main Nordic languages. It
was the beginning of years of fruitful research together. I had also
previously corresponded with George Adamski, and Hans Petersen and
I found that we had a lot in common concerning our views on G.A.'s
experiences. Later, we were to become part of the world-wide I.G.A.P.,
George Adarnski's Get Acquainted Program.
Among the important articles written for UFO Contact was an
Account of activity by so-called "telemetre discs". Amazingly, the
properties and manoeuvring capabilities of these remote-controlled
"mini-saucers" or globes were described first, in detail, in Adarnski's
Inside The Space Ships. Major Petersen, at that time working with
NATO, was officer in charge of air traffic control from 1949-76. I recall
one occasion that I was permitted, as an ex-military man, to accompany
him on a tour of his control-point at an air-field in Jutland. Major
Petersen has, on a number of occasions, despatched interceptors to
lock-on to radar sightings of UFOs over-flying Danish sovereign terri
tory. He has himself seen Adamski-type "scout-ships" and others over
head, as well as the tiny telemetre "reconnaissance" craft. Major Peter
sen writes with authority on the subject, showing also photographic
sequence of one such in action.

Tim Good continues by explaining how, unlike many who, without
attempting any analysis or investigation of the film or those who took it,
condemned it out of hand, there were photographic experts who, after
technical analysis of the film, frame by frame, considered it to be
authentic, showing "full size" aerial objects in flight.
"I too felt certain, after lengthy consideration," he wrote, "that the
film was genuine for a number of reasons." His subsequent meetings
with Madeleine Rodeffer, an acquaintance and friendship that has
continued for over thirty years, was summed up in his own words some
15 years ago, in 1983. "There was no doubting Madeleine's obvious
sincerity from the moment we met at the airport, and we established an
immediate rapport." Unquote.
That I can concur with, as evidenced by the genuine pleasure I felt in
her voice as we spoke together across the Atlantic Ocean a few days
before this time of writing. Then 75 years of age, she had the fresh and
open voice of a young girl, with the excited telling of the latest events in
her life, what had happened since I last phoned her, how she still has a
"few good friends."
She had a bit of a coughing fit and went to fetch a drink of water,
whilst my mid-night Transatlantic pennies continued flowing over the
air-waves; (or bounced off some anonymous satellite in space undrea
med of in Charles Gibbs-Smith's honourable predecessors' philos
ophy!). She didn't have the energy she had as a young woman, she said,
but she had determination in her voice, a determination that stood out

•

Many people have seen them, either as large "soap-bubbles" or discs.
Wilbert Smith, head of the world's first official -later to be denied, a
story in itself- flying saucer sighting station, at Shirley Bay, ten miles
east of Ottawa, - Project Magnet - described an incident in which he

Cl The contents of articles, copies, photographs or any other material received from authors not related to the Ge11sing Gardens News
team, and which are published in the Free Newsletter, do not necessarily reflect the Editor's opinion, who cannot be held responsible for
any breach of possible copyrights, nor for the authenticity of the aforementioned publication(s). ■
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himself was involved. It was whilst giving a lecture in March 1961,
speaking of the peculiarities of a newly-discovered force which was
apparently associated with the UFOs. This he called "the tempic field".
He came onto the subject of the telemetre discs.
"- We had very good reason to believe that a certain conversation we
were having with a friend of mine was being monitored by one of these
little fellows. So when we came out of the house, we made a definite
effort to locate it... It was down in a ditch just in front of the house, and
as soon as we spotted it, apparently the people who were controlling it
became aware of the fact. As soon as we spotted it we saw what
appeared to be just like a heat-wave, something like a foot in diameter.
Popped out of the centre of this appeared a little disc about so big, and it
just took off like that and disappeared into the great blue yonder. I think
the whole operation probably occurred in less than, maybe, two seconds,
but we were looking right at it, and there were three of us, and we all saw
the same thing. And knowing this trick about the field, we figured that
that was how it was done."

•

Another contributor was Dr. James E. McDonald, Senior Physicist at
the Institute of Atmospheric Physics, University of Arizona, Tucson.
Our last issue bore a letter from Dr. McDonald to the Editors of UFO
Contact, following our publication of a number of his articles, in which
he expressed his "considerable distress at the extent to which you accept
and even venerate the writings and statements of the American, George
Adamski.
We replied to his comments in the magazine's last Open Letter,
pointing to our reasons why we did not, in fact, venerate George
Adamski, and expressed a number of reasons why we published what we
did. We pointed to another area of debate wherein we differed.
Quote: "On the other hand, Dr. McDonald, in taking a stand for the
' grand foul-up' theory"-as against the 'conspiracy' theory advocated
by UFO Contact-"you are, by inference, suggesting that the U.S.
Government, the U.S. Intelligence agencies, and all those similar bodies
throughout the world who have purportedly used the pronouncements of
Project Bluebook as a front for their apparent lack of action in the UFO
question, are stupid, or at least not as knowledgeable as yourself and a
few others." Unquote.

how Adarnski's preposterous claims" were investigated, unknown to
him, by his friends and supporters in Denmark and other lands en route
to his projected audience with the dying Pope John.
"George Adamski insisted that the Pope did not look like a dying man.
His skin had a fine texture and, although he seemed weak, G.A. was
almost sure that the Pope would pull through."
The Evidence of the Quite Contacts" introduced the modest associates
of George Adamski who carried on his work of "getting the world
acquainted" with the facts of alien visitations, and in doing so filmed an
armada of UFOs over Germany, 23 feet of moving pictures which were
shown, on invitation, to 22 officials at NASA's Goddard Space Flight
Center, (Greenbelt Maryland 20771) at Building A.I. from 10.30 a.m.
on February 27th 1967.
A letter from Department Of The Air Force, Washington 20330,
Office of the Secretary, March 17 1967, read in part:
"The Air Force would be very interested in reviewing your film. If you
will get in touch with me at the Pentagon, we will arrange a showing for
any Monday which is convenient for you. My number is O or 0
Thank you for offering to show your film; I am looking forward to
hearing from you. Sincerely, George P. Freeman, Jr., Lt.Colonel, USAF,
Chief, Civil Branch, Community Relations Division, Office of Informa
tion."
"Our Pentagon Visit was Monday March 20th at 2 p.m. at Colonel
Freeman's office." wrote Fred Steckling. "Madeleine came along. Several high commission officers reviewed the Sept. 7th film three
times, and Colonel Freeman stated, 'This is the best film I've seen yet.'
and 'I have never seen anything like this before.' - Madeleine's and
G.A. 's films were already known to them-no comment was made on
them. - The Colonel said: 'What about the scoutships we are supposed
to have in Dayton?', so we answered 'What about and how about it?'
They did not confirm it or otherwise. But here too we were treated
respectfully, and returned the same to them."
Stills from the film and photo-copies of the invitations to NASA and
the Pentagon, signed , came with the account of the visits.
ln these days of "de-classification" of documents, never dreamed of
in the Sixties; in these days of the "Greys", the "Men ln Black", of the
insidious manipulation of"disinformation", here is a unique opportunity
to look back, to see what researchers of the day before yesterday, -50
and more years ago- attempted to do, break the deadlock of silence.
It's a sober thought.

We concluded our letter: Quote: "Dr. McDonald, we realise that, by
virtue of the fact that you have continued to send us your articles and
also by the sentiments expressed in your letter-your distress at our
acceptance of Adamski's claims-you consider us and our work not as
fools or villains pandering to a sensation-seeking public, but as genuine,
misguided persons pursuing their ideals."
"Let us leave it there. Leave us with our peculiar brand of exegesis
and our cosmic truth. We can assure you that we do what we do with our
eyes wide open, not venerating, but just remembering, Adamski. Our
proofs of his sincerity are not your proofs. For one thing, you did not
know him."
"Yes, let us leave it there, each going his chosen way in this field.Time will show who has been mis-guided. Sincere best wishes." Unquote

Was George Adamski, towards the end of his life, "disinformed" by
those whose insidious presence is there in all aspects of UFO research.
Did the "Space Brothers" desert him at the end?
Or was the Silver Spring, Maryland, visit of his friends, just before
he died, verified by one of the most controversial films of ''flying
saucers" ever put before the public and the experts at the Pentagon? was it yet another way of saying: "Whatever your failings, George,
you've done a good job. More than on your planet, you've brought the
facts of our visits to Earth to the people. For that they will remember
you."?

It was a sad moment when we learned that, 33 months after his letter
of October 13. 1968, was penned to the Editors of UFO Contact, on June
13, 1971, Dr. McDonald was found with a bullet in his head in the
Arizona Desert. One wondered if, before he "committed suicide", this
lively and brave contender for the truth discovered, too late, who had
been mis-guided in his views vis-a-vis the "foul-up" versus the
"conspiracy" theory.

UFO Contact: The Day Before Yesterday." is an important link in the
history, the life and times, of a remarkable man.
This series is dedicated to George Adamski,
Who died fighting for the truth,
And, through his friends, FIGHTS ON .... ■

Von Braun's views, those of his mentor, Professor Hermann Oberth,
-the sorrowful point of view expressed by U.N. Secretary-General U
Thant, how he considered the UFO problem, the attempts made to
inform the United Nations Assembly by, among others, ex-officer of the
Hungarian General Staff, Major Colman VonK.eviczky, are portrayed in
detail; our own approach to Mr. Abdel-Ghani, chief of the Outer Space
Affairs Group, in February 1968, and his official reply- Latest scienti
fic discoveries in Space were reported, views pro and con the physical
aspects of the planets following on probes to the Moon, Venus and
Mars, etc., during the momentous Sixties.

Ragnvald Anders Carlsen.

Below: Two stills from the 26 Feb 1965 Rodeffer film.

Detailed for the first time at first hand, was George Adamski's
audience with Queen Juliana of the Netherlands, the furore among
disgruntled journalists who didn't go much on "a Court Jester on the
green lawns of the Royal Palace."
'The Vatican Visit" and the lead-up to the Road to Rome, shows
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UFO CONTACT: The Day Before Yesterday
In Support Of George Adamski
(Part Two)

AS I LOOKED UP into the tall trees gently interchanging the shadowed
pattern of their leaves by a cool easterly wind ruffling the high crowns, I
could almost see in my mind's eye the scene that Ronald had had described
to him by the still strangely-elated young man, Gary, less than twenty-four
hours after the event that was to make a kind ofhistory. That's how it felt to
me, anyhow. I say a kind of history, because I knew that devious men had
for years tried to conceal this sort of happening from the world for reasons
that the rest of us can only guess at; so far they had succeeded, these
devious men, but they couldn't go on doing it for ever. And when they are
finally found out, the memory of their names will be that of pariahs of the
human race.

Of course, the evening's main discussion, - or the day's main
discussion, if it was on a week-end, - was about flying saucers, recent
reports, news-clippings that they had collected, etc.; it also included
science, religion and the troubles of the world in general. It was an
enlightening session, at times, when photos and articles about space
probes and landings organised by NASA or the Soviet space agencies
were published in the media, or shown on television. The sixties were
prime time for the efforts to "get there first" by the two Power blocs,
East and West, and the claims they each made about Venus and the
Moon were debated with an open mind, - an open mind, that is, to the
fact that they could be completely wrong, or even deliberately mis
leading the population of the world with their claims. After all, if they
So here was I, over thirty years later, trying to re-live the moments when
were blatantly
that young man and his sweetheart felt their hearts leap into their mouths at
denying
that
a sight that Gary had described later as "out of this world." Events proved
UFOs were vehi
that to be a good choice ofwords.
cles from Outer
I had passed through Theydon Bois on the odd occasion, though not very
• Space, then they
often, when driving to Abridge or on the way to Rornford, one ofthe larger
_......._,�.. were not going to
market towns ofEssex.
verify that there
"It's at the bottom ofPiercing Hill," Ronald had said,"- just as it comes
was oxygen on
down to Coppice Row by St. Mary's Church. You can't miss it."
Venus that could
It was a somewhat cool mid-October day in I 998, intermittently bright
or might sustain
with cloudy spells; a typically English autumn, Ronald would have said F.;�:..:::..i.::i-':,d-N--�1-":<:---+---+---l(l,"'f.'1'4t1 life, human or
with a smile, knowing as he did that they had cool days with bright and
otherwise. One
cloudy spells in Denmark, too, at that time ofthe year. I had put on a pair of
had to read bet
stout walking shoes; "Be prepared," he had warned, "It could be mud up to
ween the lines.
the eye-brows." I was prepared.
And what was
most interesting
As it was, dodging the puddles beneath the trees wasn't the worst part;
was the fact that
it was watching out that your eyes stayed in their sockets, with branches
scientists bla
hanging low everywhere in the small area of woodland edging onto the
tantly contradic
road. It was fairly secluded here, despite its relatively close proximity to the
ted each other
crossroads at the bottom of the hill. Traffic was not all that frequent at this
concerning the
time of the day, - later morning - it would have been even less on a cold
"findings". And
winter's evening with frost hanging in the air. That was the way it was on
this was highly
the evening ofMonday, January 4th, 1965, - nearly 34 years before, Ronald Gary Byers' UFO landing took place at the junction of entertaining to
Piercing
Hill
and
Coppice
Row
on
the
evening
of
Mon
had said.
"th i c k - h e a d s "
day, January 4th, 1965, near to St. Mary's Church.
But now, because the overall story of these events is known only to very The Ivy Chimney landings, one and a quarter miles like us, who
few people, I'll leave him to tell it in his own, English, way. This is how away, took place in respectively, June/July 1958 and were not suppo
Ronald Caswell told it to me.
December, 1963. In both instances there were multiple sed to have an
witnesses.
op!lllon on scien
�----------------- tific issues!
Gary, -we'll call him Gary Byers, although that isn't his real sur
name- Gary had joined our Harlow Ufo Study and Investigation Group,
Gary lived with his parents in Hackney, East London, near
-HUSIG,- in late 1964, several months prior to the date in question. He was to Dalston Junction, in a quiet back street of terraced houses within a
in his early twenties, a little naive in some ways, - which may or may not stone's throw of a large area of greenery called London Fields. He was
have lent itselfto subsequent events, - but he was ready to laugh at himself fairly tall and slim, with dark, wavy hair which tended to get out of
when the older members of the study group got together to pull his leg on hand on occasion. When he complained about this, I would chide him
occasion. He was well-liked among our motley crowd, who came from and suggest that he could donate some of his brown locks to me, as I
various parts ofEssex and London, even extending southward into Kent in had almost reached forty and was going a little thin on top. I blamed
the case ofone of the group, Robert Erskine, who came from Sidcup. They this onto wearing a helmet, working underground at Northern Ontario
varied in age from the twenties to sixty-odd; my own father, who had just gold-mine. The others said it was my age! We all got teased!
become a pensioner, sometimes regaled us with stories from his four years
in North Africa and Italy as a Desert Rat, which he told with action re-play
I knew that Gary had a girl-friend living not far from Harlow, at
to bring out the highlights. Gary and he got on well together, despite the Theydon Bois, a small village on cleared land within the encroaching
difference in their ages.
arms of Epping Forest. With a name like that, it could well have been
"Don't take any notice ofthem, son!" Albert would say, when the others 'left-over" from Norman times, "bois" meaning "wood" in French. In
were teasing Gary. "They don't mean any harm. They're not a bad lot! - Just fact, just a few miles west of Theydon Bois lies Waltham Abbey,
tease 'em back!"
traditionally understood to be the burial site of King Harold, defeated by

•

;===������========�
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UFO CONTACT: The Day Before Yesterday
In Support Of George Adamski
(Part Three)

two weeks after the mystery object plunged into the River Lea, I noted
that he had elected to inform the Air Ministry of the details of the
investigation."

The Wing-Commander and the UFO
UFO RESEARCHERS, by the very nature of the word "research" would
find it impossible to work in a vacuwn. They need other researchers to spurt
them on. When this story came to Ronald Caswell's ears, via this very
intrusive editor, it brought a smile to his face and the remark: "I must say,
I'd just about forgotten that one!"
In a recently-released book, Cosmic Crashes: The Incredible Story Of
The UFOs That Fell To Earth, by Nicholas Redfern (1999 - Simon &

Schuster), my attention was drawn to an incident which occurred in 1964,
in Walthamstow, involving a UFO that "fell to earth".

Whilst researching his recent book at the Public Record Office at Kew, in
London, Nick came upon a reference to an event that aroused his interest, in
an Air Ministry (S4) file, a rather tatty newspaper clip which contained just
enough information to whet this appetite and to want to take it further. He
wrote: "The inclusion of this clipping in the file was itself curious, since
there was no evidence that the department with whom the file originated
(S4) conducted any form of investigation into the encounter. However, there
was enough information contained within the article to convince me that the
event was worth looking into."
It concerned a Walthamstow-based bus driver who was following his
route that crossed the River Lea in Walthamstow on the evening of 13th
April 1964. The incident occurred at 8.43 p.m. precisely, it appeared.
An object of some size came flying through the air at speed, sloping
downwards, just missed his bus, and disappeared into the depths of the
river. It was quite unnerving to the passengers, as Bob Fall, the driver
explained later:
"I just glanced into the sky and saw something coming towards me
very, very fast. It flew straight across the road and, had I been a few yards
further forward, it would have hit the top deck of the bus. At first I
thought the back windows of the bus had come in and, as I turned
around, I saw all the passengers looking out towards the river. There was
a big splash in the water. I stopped as soon as I could to report it."
It seems that a police spokesman suggested it might be a flock of ducks
taking a nocturnal dip. The driver pooh-poohed the thought.
"The thing was at least nine feet long, cigar-shaped and silver. If it had
been a bird or birds," he replied to that, "I would have seen the wings.
Besides, it was going too fast."
This, as Nick wrote, was all he needed to persuade him to look further
into the case. It could have been part of an aircraft, he reasoned, or even a
stray rocket or bomb, - unprimed, of course, - which had detached itself
from an aircraft in the vicinity, and had almost decapitated a bus in the
process.
But why should the Press clipping be stuck in a file at the Air Ministry's
S4 division, a file devoted solely into the investigation of Unidentified
Flying Objects, which the Walthamstow object most certainly was? It was
then that Nick's detective nose started to twitch. Other files at the Public
Record Office offered no clues about parts of downed aircraft, he explained.
But then he felt he had found something.
"Digging into the event," he wrote in his chapter: Accessing The Archi
ves, "I learned that the investigator Ronald Caswell of Harlow, Essex, had
looked into the crash and had uncovered a phenomenal amount of data that
had been almost completely forgotten by the UK's present-day UFO
researchers. Caswell was undoubtedly onto something, and he made an
intriguing move. Reviewing a letter that he had written to the Air Ministry

Nick then goes on to tell how, a couple of years before he began his
research into his latest book, he had met a "budding writer" who was,
in tum, researching material for a book, and had taken the course of
telling the authorities that he was looking into a particular case - that
of the crash of an atomic bomb-laden aircraft. Every time he approached
someone with possible knowledge of the affair, this person had
"recently received a visit" from someone in authority who had quoted
the Official Secrets Act and pulled the shutters down. The book was
never written, and probably the "budding writer" turned to flower
arranging or some such mundane occupation not likely to raise the ire of
someone in the top echelons of Government.
"While Ronald Caswell's very open stance with the Air Ministry
might have led to a similar clap-down," wrote Nick "his work did at
least show me that the matter was indeed of significant interest."
As I was reading through Nick's remarks on Ronald's open approach
to UFO inquiries, I was reminded of "a visit" some years later, with
regard to material publicised through Ronald's group-work, where the
Air Ministry (or was it the Air Ministry?) did step in, and material was
expropriated as a result. But more of that another time.
Now back to events in 1964 and the near demise of a London bus.
Nick goes back into his archives to further relate:
"Anxious to ensure that no stone was left unturned, Caswell mounted
his own investigation of the Walthamstow crash and made a personal
visit to the reported crash site. He informed the Air Ministry: 'From
newspaper reports it appears that an object approximately 9 feet in
length, shaped from the side like a cigar, silvery in colour, fell from the
sky, skimmed past the front of a I 23 bus, struck the bank and crashed
into the River Lea, just missing the Ferry Lane Bridge.'
"He continued that he went to Ferry Lane to make enquiries and
learned that the object had ploughed into a set of telephone wires. He
informed the Ministry:
'I have a piece of one of the telephone wires broken by the object. A
newspaper shows great coils of it on the tow-path. The police spokes
man's suggestion that a duck, or even four ducks, could have broken
those wires is ridiculous. Neither could a swan. The length of the wire
across the river would have moved away at the pressure of a plwnme
ting bird, and the bird would certainly have been badly injured, if not
killed.'"
Nick Redfern continues the sage of the object which couldn't possibly
have been a duckling, Ugly or otherwise, or even a Swan, and relates
again the vicissitudes and ups-and-downs of a UFO researcher in a case
where everyone, apparently, wants to lead you up the Swanee, or, more
precisely, the River Lea.
"Caswell further added that while walking the length of the river, he
had come across a 'river-policeman' working near to the lock-keeper's
house. It transpired that the very talkative policeman had himself been
present at 11 p.m. on 13 April 1964 and he assisted officers from
Greenleaf Police Station in dragging the river.
"Curiously, however," goes on Redfern, "when Caswell indicated the
area of river that he had been examining (the towpath on the main river
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stretch), the river policeman revealed that he ( Caswell) was looking in the
wrong place. 'He took me across a private foot-bridge and around a grassy
"island" to a spot overlooking a silted-up channel forking off the main
river. This was certainly no more than 4-6 feet deep. The policeman said
that this was where they had dragged, and nothing unusual had been
found.'
"Caswell then reveals his hand: 'This differs from information I had
earlier received to the effect that when it was late enough for the general
public to have cleared off, heavy lifting equipment was brought in and a
find was made in the early hours of the morning.'
"Caswell also offered the intriguing possibility that the river policeman
knew far more than he was telling, and 'was himself misled, or he tried to
mislead me, as to the area of the fall." He continued: 'The driver, as he later
confirmed, was on the larger of the two bridges when he slowed down to
hear the bubbling and hissing, just where he saw the object dive in. And at
this point, as the river policeman - who ought to know - kindly informed
me, the river could be 30-40 feet deep.'
"Caswell then fired off a barrage of questions (to the Air Ministry. - Ed.):
'Why did the police talk of ducks breaking wires, and of water from 4-6 feet
deep? How could all these points check with the driver's statement? Why
the hissing and bubbling? Why did the police confine their search to a
narrow, silted-up area of water, at least during the hours before midnight?
Did they receive instructions from higher-up?'
"Caswell then closed his letter somewhat cryptically: 'Why did a wing
commander from the Air Ministry take all the trouble of driving to
Walthamstow to interrogate the bus-driver on the 25th April, almost two
weeks after the incident?'
"Commenting on the alleged 'duck vandalism,' Caswell signed off: 'Was

"The Wing-Commander" perhaps, in private life, also an honorary member

of theRSPCA?' (Royal Society for Prevention ofCruelty to Anirnals.-Ed.)"
Redfern digs again into the archives, not satisfied that that is the end of
the trail. He comes up with evidence pointing to a fascinating twist in the
tail, with the possibility of internecine warfare in the wings, or, at least,
rivalry in the various departmental echelons ofthe Air Ministry, revealing a
pretty invidious state of affairs in the corridors ofpower to say the least. He
goes on:
"A further examination of the evidence showed me that on 14
May, Caswell received a reply from Mr. R.A. Langton of S4, who confir
med that he had no further reports on the Waltharnstow incident. 'I hesitate
to suggest any possible identification of the Waltharnstow object' he added.
"Interestingly, Langton seemed far more intrigued by Caswell's
assertion that Bob Fall had received a visit from an unidentified wing
comrnander: 'If a wing-commander from the Air Ministry took the trouble
of driving to Waltharnstow to interrogate the bus driver on 25 April, I
should be most grateful for any further information you may have that
would enable me to identify him.' " Unquote.

♦
We shall go on in a moment with Nick Redfern's further analysis of
events of the Waltharnstow case. But perhaps here we can pose a few
questions of our own, and also offer a few answers. From Ronald
Caswell's further experience, there might well be another aspect of this
case that Nick might not have considered. When Ronald was working on
the UFO-case in the fifties and sixties, there was much talk ofMIB.
Initially and American phenomenon, it later spread to Britain and, no
doubt, to other countries dealing with UFO investigation. It was almost
always three men who appeared and made demands on those who had had
a UFO-related experience. The UFO-case is crammed with incidents
involving threats and coercion. Whatever the true facts ofRoswell may turn
out to be, there is overwhelming evidence, by many witnesses, of suffering
at the hands of unidentified men. These Men In Black.

"George Adamski told me in 1958, that certain of these
telemeter discs are so simple to manufacture that normally
it is not considered worthwhile to bring them back to the
craft from which they are despatched. He said that such
objects are normally energised to a certain timed activity
relative to the task in hand. When this time is passed, a
chemical process begins which, in the first instance causes
the object to make for the nearest water, and secondly, to
disintegrate.
Major Hans C. Petersen, "The Telemeter Discs."
"UFO Contact." February 1967.
egg or a piece of telephone cable. so this visitor might not even be a
Man In Blue, let alone Black. So, it was very doubtful, indeed, that Mr.
Langton of S4 ever did discover who bus-driver Bob's unidentified
caller was. But what about NickRedfern and his further enquiries?
"I saw no further indication that Ronald Caswell had any additional
dealings with the Ministry with respect to the Waltharnstow crash,"
Nick went on, "butR.A. Langton's letter of 14 May certainly caught my
attention. I knew from my previous research from "A Covert Agenda"
that Langton's division, S4, was only one of at least five in the Ministry
that received UFO reports in the 1960s; and I also uncovered several
documents that showed that, in certain instances, UFO reports filed
with the Air Ministry had bypassed S4 and gone direct to Air Intelli
gence -soon thereafter combined with the intelligence divisions of the
Army and the Navy to create the Defence Intelligence Staff.

It appears, in the Waltharnstow case, that the "wing-commander" called
on Bob Fall in mufti. It would certainly be a case of neighbours snooping
over the fence if a wing-commander in uniform, with rings on his sleeves
and, no doubt, medal ribbons on his chest, turned up on Bob Fall's
doorstep, requesting entry. So, it was a question of showing a card with
suitable photograph and wording, and perhaps a rubber stamp. Not that
Bob had anything for an "authorised" caller to expropriate, not even a duck

"Was Langton aware that he was not getting to see all the data that
the Air Ministry had acquired on UFOs? I could not rule it out.
"A few other newspaper clippings aside, my search for addition
information on the Waltharnstow crash uncovered little else. Whatever
the nature ofthe object retrieved under cover of darkness from theRiver
Lea in the early hours of 14 April I 964, it had long since vanished."
The fact that this UFO "crash" had occurred so many years before did
not diminish our interest in any way. As it had done with NickRedfern
it awakened the Sherlock Holmes instinct in us, the urge to dig deeper;
The most significant fact of all, was that the report was hidden in a
Ministry of Defence UFO file. No doubt another file with details of the
large item covered with a tarpaulin, and dangling from a crane over the
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deeper section of the River Lea at the Ferry
Lane Bridge, was in a deeper vault at the
MoD, far from prying eyes and Freedom of
Information Acts. Leaning over to my
book-case and pulling out a Master Atlas
of London, Ronald made some relevant
points regarding the site of the
"Walthamstow Crash" and included what
one might call a couple of educated
guesses. Having possibly been the only
UFO researcher to visit the site, certainly
the first one to speak to the chief witness, I
feel that his views are worthwhile conside
ring. From Nick Redfem's account, it ap
pears that the material he dug up from the
archives was the only extant record of any
kind available to the public.
If this aerial object was a mundane arte
fact, manufactured by human hands and let
fall by human error, then it was only by a
sheer miracle that if fell where it did, into
the River Lea by the Ferry Land Bridge. it
could have killed a score of people if Bob
Fall's description was an accurate one.

�
Rona1d Ca.9wel1.,

29th April I961t.

Harlow, 1 ESSEX,

Officer i/c.,
Air Ministry, s.6.,
*tehall. 1 LONDON

s.w.1.

Dear Sir,
I would be pleased if you could give me some infol'lllation regarding the incident at the location River Lea - Ferry Lane,
Walthaastow, E,17,, on Monday, April 13th, a:t 8.,lt-3 p.m,

"There was a big splash," Bob said. It
was cigar-shaped, viewed from the side, perhaps circular in plan-view - it was at
Pro• newspaper reports it appears that an object ,ij>prox.
least nine feet long, and it was silver.
9 feet in leng� shaped fro• the side like a cigar, silvery in eelCould have been aborted or otherwise dis
placed from a military aircraft, with a de
our, fe:1 fro• the sky, sici•ed past the front of a 12•3 bu5 struck
1
scription like that. Maybe an accidental
touch on a switch by some hapless Air
the ballk: and crashed in the River Lea;, just missing the Ferry Lane
Force type. So why think differently when
Bridge. the driver reported that there was such a terrific crack
the answer seems obvious? Perhaps be
cause there were so many"obvious" -and� - - - ---------- --- - - - - - - ------�
inane- "answers" put out by other Air
force types, be they British or American "experts" who had learned their the Victoria Tube line. The two bridges are constructed over a stretch of
expertise in pulling the wool over the public's eyes for many a year past. the river where it is divided by a spit of land, a long, narrow island, in
There was nothing straightforward on the UFO-scene.
fact.
To get the picture, a thing like that, say nine feet long - (or nine feet in
diameter) - would fit into most people's front room. But the things that
make it out of the ordinary are the suggestions made by a police spokesman
that it could have been a duck or a flight of ducks. Given the area, a river,
nearby reservoirs and marshland, it was a feasible idea. Although, in my
young day I was taught by words from my elders and observation that a
duck or ducks does or do not hit the back first before entering a pond or
other watery surface, neither would a whole squadron of ducks bring down
a whole section of telephone wire that was later there, for all to see, wound
up and laid out on the nearby towpath. So it must have been the desk
sergeant sitting at his desk at the station, and not some perambulating
bobby, who made the comment on the duck/ducks. Ducks are trained from
ducklinghood not to slither down river banks and trampoline on telephone
wires, - except by express permission from Walt Disney.
Another auspicious - and suspicious - side to this saga tells us that it
does not take heavy lifting equipment to remove the inert bodies of a flight
of ducks from the river, which for some reason, entered the element of their
choice with much bubbling and hissing. "The driver, as he later confirmed,
was on the larger of the two bridges when he slowed down to hear the
bubbling and the hissing, just where he saw the object dive in. And at this
point, as the river policeman - who ought to know - kindly informed me
(Caswell), the river could be 30-40 feet deep." And why drag a silted-up
channel 4-6 feet deep while in public view, and then, after dark; probe a
30-40 feet deep river "where a find was made in the early hours of the
morning."
All to rest in an Air Ministry file devoted to UFOs, until dragged-up -to
quote a phrase- 30-odd years later.
The larger of the two Ferry Lane Bridges, on its west side, is near to
Tottenham Hale Railway Station and depot, which serves British Rail and

Again, on the west side of the River Lea here is a densely-populated
area of houses, schools and factories. Even an empty aviation petrol
tank knocking a hole in someone's roof would have been a disaster.
Interestingly, on the east side of the river, which flows roughly north
south at this point, there are a number of playing fields, reservoirs, and
large expanses of rough grassland, such as the Waltharnstow and
Leyton Marshes.
The reservoirs are, in the main, several miles in length, situated
between the London boroughs of Enfield, Harringey and Waltham
Forest. A little further to the east again, is Epping Forest.
If we think of this object in terms of an aerial petrol tank, which some
embarrassed and penitent Air Force types are having removed by the
local heavy squad before the public sees it and raises merry hell and
awkward questions in Parliament, then why a visit from a "wing
cornrnander" two weeks after the event - unless it was to say sorry to
Bob for nearly decapitating his bus? Which he didn't. So, fudge or
fraud?
On the other hand, if we consider it as just another of those flying
saucers from outer space, what are our reasons for doing so?
We can only make a few educated guesses. Which, at least, is more
than the police spokesman at Ferry Lane Bridge appears to have done.

♦
In "The Scoriton Mystery" by Eileen Buckle (Spearman - 1967),
Miss Buckle, a colleague and friend of Ronald's at that time, wrote:

C The contents of articles, copies, photographs or any other material received from authors not related to the Gensing Gardens News team,
and which are published in the Free Newsletter, do not necessarily reflect the Editor's opinion, who cannot be held responsible for any breach
of possible copyrights, nor for the authenticity of the aforementioned publication(s). ■
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"The Epping area would seem to be
one of those particularly favoured with
sightings; even at the time of writing a
new spate of them is occurring. The
Harlow Citizen of 14 October 1966, car
ried a letter from Ronald Caswell, co
worker of the International Get Acquain
ted Program (IGAP), in which these
sightings were included.
'On Saturday, 24 September, a West
Essex newspaper gave a detailed report
of a sighting by two girls from a Harlow
school. This was over Epping. At 5.30
p.m., two girls were walking along Lind
sey Street - (a country road with some
houses on one side and fields and an
undulating terrain on the other - Ed.)
-'en route to meet their boy mends. Sud
denly they heard a high-pitched whining
sound which was very mghtening. A
mile or so towards Epping Upland, ho
vering above a water-tower, was an
enormous silver and grey cigar-shaped
object, more pointed at one end than the
other, with a sort of fin. They watched if
for about seven or eight minutes, afraid
to walk on. In the end they returned to
Epping, leaving their dates waiting in
vain at home along Lindsey Street. Gra
dually the noise faded into the distance
and the object disappeared.

•

O.,r rt/trmet:
YM rtftrtnU:

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Mai• Bldldlll1. Whitehall, U1NDON S.W.J
T�kpl,�; wmtdtilll 1022,, ut.

S4f(Air)/1'l00

Thank yo11 .Cor your letter or 29th April• about ii! incident. at t_,lie Ferry Lane
.S:-i¾e over the Riv�r �11, WaltllamQtow, E17 on Uonde,y, April 13th at tl,43 p.111,
I have received nc other rer>0rt of this occur11nce 1111<1, if a Win,: Cocri1&11d�r from.
the Air lhnietcy to<'k the trouble of dri'ring to 'llalth11111stow to ir.terroeate the
o:,;.s-driver on 25th �.pril, I should be most grateful for any further infoL"ll!ltion you
Ill!¥ hav,; t!iat woul4 er.able ae to ide11tify hlm. Until t have all the evidence
avi.ilab:e I hesitate to suueat 811:f possible identification for the WRlth11111sto1
object. ·

So far· as- balloons drifting across from France are concttrn!!d, I attach a
i,�- Qf the fa��s about so.ne Col!.Jlic !ls,y research b11iloons seen last su.'111:ler and at
first t�ought to be �eteorological balloons, in :ase these are thP. su�ject of your
r;;;.1a1rks. A i:hoto6raph has been published 'ir. the ;,res� ri th a ca;,tion suggesting.
that· at a height of at least. 80,000 feH they would not be carried roun.J. in the
'Jock Gibb, a Scotsman living at Fulearth•� 11l'll0spherf, This is not so. Thoi balloons were in fa�t at 110 1 0,.10 feet and
lers Mead, Harlow, unknowing, had me�10·,!'1 quite rar,!diy from time-tc-tin.e •her, c�ught by currents ,in the medium in which
anwhile told his mends at work of the
·tney •ere flostinf.
noise that had caused him to wake up in�--�------------ - - - ---------- - - ---�
a mght on the night of Tuesday, 20
September. "It was no jet-plane!" he said. He woke up with his heart into the comparative darkness, a dim light here and there showing
beating fast. "And ah'm not easily mghtened!" he added. The night through an uncurtained window; to his right, looking west and north,
following, the same high-pitched noise tore across the sky overhead; Jock there was the faint shadow of the rising landscape under a waning
sprang out of bed and wrenched aside the curtains. Towards the east the moon, with stars speckling the sky. Away to the north-west was a tiny
sky was alight. A great, bright object vaguely egg-shaped, "though it was black dot that must have been the water-tower. For a few moments he
too bright to make out any real outline", came shooting across and passed stood there, musing, thinking over what he would do if he saw the
over the house' - (which is situated on the eastern outskirts of Harlow. mother-ship in the sky, what he would do if it released a small ball of
-Ed.) ) 'in a westerly direction. "It made a helluva noise!" he said, "I light that came speedily down towards him and hovered overhead,
waiting for his reaction to this unearthly visitor.
don't know how it didn't wake the wife."
'On Friday, 23 September, a young Harlow factory worker tells how her
younger brother complained of being awakened in the night by a loud
whining noise overhead. "He came down to breakfasts and said that he
thought the Martians had come! The two young people live with their
parents at Matching Tye, due east of Harlow."'
That Ronald had not thought of relating a rather amusing sequel to the
events of that week to Eileen Buckle, not feeling it was very relevant to the
subject as a whole, means that I can tell the story for the first time. Perhaps
it might be amusing to others.
Epping Upland lies between Epping and Harlow. The water tower
mentioned in the report can be reached by a minor road running south of
Harlow. Immediately after hearing of the sighting by the two schoolgirls,
Ronald collected his camera and walked the mile or two to the tower with
the idea of getting a photographic record of the area in case it could be
useful in subsequent investigations. As it happened, there was no sign of
anything untoward, as is sometimes the case in an area over which a UFO
has hovered; the seven or eight minutes of sighting claimed by the two girls
left no visible trace of activity on the ground below the UFO's approximate
position. So Ronald returned home.
It was quite late that same evening that Ronald decided to go for a walk.
"I might be a couple of hours," he told his wife. "Don't wait up for me. It
could be late.' His wife had already guessed.
He reached Lindsey Street in Epping in something under an hour.
Leaving the built-up area of the small town, he was soon walking again

He knew already what his reaction would be. He would go forward to
meet it, to meet the pilot and the crew who had come from another
planet to greet the people on Earth. That was how sure he was that
George Adamski was telling the truth.
His eyes were long accustomed to the night sky; there was always
something to see to guide you on your way. He had walked many miles
in the darkness of an Arctic winter as a young man, truiding through the
snow with a heavy rucksack on his back, eyes peering through the
blackness for a pin-prick of light that meant a Lapplander's dwelling
place and perhaps a reindeer-hide rug on the floor with birch twigs to
insulate your from the coldness of the ground. Many hundreds of lonely
miles beyond the Arctic Circle.
He would often recall those memories when he was on a long walk, he
said. Darkness held no fears for him.
He kept walking, his eyes alert for an unusual light in the sky. To the
south, towards London, Orion showed its lop-side beauty, with a
star-spangled Belt to separate Betelgeuse from Rigel, the million
candle-power stars that could swallow our Sun many times over, stars
reaching out - if our Sun was at its centre, - to the orbit of Mars and
beyond, massive balls of hydrogen and all the rest that would bring
tears to the eyes and Jumps in the throat to Patrick Moore and the rest of
the star-gazers, not many of whom would give you tuppence for your
theories on "flying saucers".
They would learn, these star-gazers, when they opened the eyes of
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their minds as they opened the canopy oftheir telescopes to the stars.
He had long left the houses behind as he approached the top of the
U-shape inverted towards the north-west. The road had been climbing
steadily to about 150 feet; soon he would turn onto the southern leg that
would take him to the south ofEpping, near to where the road led off to Ivy
Chimneys and Theydon Bois.
For the next couple of miles, eyes still alert to the night skies, he mused
over the events of the past year, the events that followed Gary's second
sighting over Theydon Bois, the incident near Harlow that had really started
the ball rolling!
The moon was high now, throwing a clear light over the landscape, the
trees into deep shadow. what seemed like a line of poplars rose from the
road-side. What were those white things that appeared through the trees?
Surely there wasn't a cemetery on the map here, was there? It did look
rather spooky!
A car was parked at the side ofthe road a little way ahead, a white trailer
attached behind. He would soon be approaching the Epping Road, then he
would turn north on the straight run back to Harlow and a welcome bed. He
looked at his watch. It was just coming up to two-thirty. There would be a
good four-five miles walk from here. Hm, - not much sleep that night!
Suddenly, his heart missed several beats, then pounded like mad. A very
large and angry dog hurled itself at the wall of the caravan he was just
passing, barking and scrabbling against the furniture, leaping against the
small, slightly-open window facing on to the road.
Realising that the dog, whatever its breed and size, was held captive
within the trailer's four walls, he stood there for a few moments, adrenaline
slowing to normal, contemplating the flimsy structure as if rocked and
shook on its pinions.
It was obvious that White Fangs' owner was not on board, or sharp words
would have followed. As it was, Ronald said, he uttered a few remonstra
tive words himself, which translated, could mean: "Aw, shut up, yah big
mutt!"
Arriving a few minutes later at the Epping-London road, he turned left in
the direction of Epping and Harlow; he couldn't help a wry smile, he
confessed later.

ed, eager to take to the road to the north, the male passengers openly
rubbing the sore points on their anatomy which worn and thinning
upholstery did not fully protect against the hard-sprung woodwork, the
leaping horses and the rambunctious whip of the coachman against
their heaving flanks.
"Excuse me, sir, could you be good enough to tell me what you're
contemplating, sitting there in the middle ofthe night?" The voice was
civil but bearing that slight air of authority that a policeman's helmet
gives to most mortals, small, medium or large. This policeman was
slimmish and tallish, and perhaps wouldn't be outstanding in a crowd
without his blue uniform and London bobby-type helmet.
Ronald awoke from his reverie, the leaping horses and small, ragged
urchins disappeared into the mists oftime. He looked up at the inqui
ring face ofthe officer ofthe law.
"Well, officer," he replied after some thought, "I've been contempla
ting the sky for the past three hours or so. And now I've got a three mile
walk back to Harlow."
He stood up suddenly and the officer took a step backwards in a
slightly defensive stance, obviously on instant alert for trouble. As
Ronald observed later, it was a little comical at the time, but one
couldn't blame the officer for being on guard against a potential
dangerous drunk or even a lunatic.
"Could you show me some form ofidentification, sir, ifyou please. If
it' no trouble!"
Ronald reached into a pocket and produced a driving licence.
"No trouble at all, officer. You have to do your duty."
"Yes, sir, " the officer ofthe law agreed. he scrutinised the document
and handed it back. "Well, sir," he went on, "You still haven't answe
red my question. What business do you have out here at three o'clock in
the morning, may I ask?"
Ronald replaced his wallet and looked at the man with an amused
smile, wondering what his reaction would be.
"As a matter of fact, officer, - I've been out looking for 'flying
saucers"'.

"It frightened the life out ofme!" he said.
The first Epping one finds in Webster's New Geographical Dictionary is,
naturally enough in an American dictionary, in America. It's a manufactu
ring town in Rockingham County in SE New Hampshire, 15m. W of
Portsmouth; pop.(l 970c) 2356; shoes, bricks.
The Epping that Ronald was sitting in that night, resting his feet and
sitting on a bench was: Urban district, Essex, SE England, 17m. NE of
London; pop. (1971p) 11,681; on N edge of EPPING FOREST, a former
royal forest oflarge extent, now a pleasure ground.
IfRonald had written the curriculum vitae ofEpping, Essex, England, for
the Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary, he later observed, he would have
specified: epicentre of extraterrestrial activity, with emphasis on large,
cigar-shaped UFOs.
As he sat looking around him, at the empty market-stall places in the
main street through town, the square-towered church rearing into the sky,
the small, sometimes antiquated shops lining the thoroughfare, all dimly-lit
by occasional street-lamps, it was natural enough that thoughts ofEpping's
past role in history should pass through his mind.
A main traffic route, despite its ancient narrowness, between the London
of medieval times and the historic Bishops Stortford and Cambridge, one
could se in the mind's eye horse-driven carriages bearing fine ladies and
gentlemen halting at the local tavern for ale and solid refreshment, perhaps
a slice or two oflocal venison if the 'royal' aspect of the Forest wasn't too
strictly adhered to; one could see small and ragged urchins scampering
around, looking to run errands of the gentry while the upper crust of
English society bantered and made small talk, the gentlemen eyeing the
ladies and vice-versa while the fresh horses champed at the bit and frolick-

Ragnvald A. Carlsen and Major (ret.) H.C. Petersen.

MoD, the UFO 'X' Files and National Archives
Are the National Archives at Kew, who released the latest collection of
previously classified files on UFO sightings, responsible for the 'loss'
ofsome ofthe precious documents?
In fact, the question is interesting enough to reflect a moment on a few
incidents, as there are only a few possible answers to it.
In the first place, if existing files are not classified among the
thousands ofdocumented sightings, where are they? Has the UFO-desk
at the Ministry ofDefence 'mislaid' them, or destroyed them? Ifso, who
decided to their destruction? If mislaid, they have to be found. It's
unthinkable that a file could pass into oblivion at such a level ofsecurity
- imagine for a moment it would contain indications ofserious threat
to the nation! A second line of thought: Have the files been transferred
to Kew, and been 'mislaid' or 'lost' there? Ifso, lost or mislaid where?
In a more secret vault than where the already secret 'For Your Eyes
Only' and other Intelligence classifications are placed?
As it seems, the UK's most famous UFO incident in 1980 at Rendles
ham Forest, Suffolk, has been destroyed. The well documented sigh
ting of (a) spaceship(s) in files covering 1980-82 were mysteriously
pulped.
As it seems, another gap in the archives' records reveals that all
evidence of a rumoured UFO sighting in 1998-99 on a navy ship, was
'lost' soon after the event.
Are we such a sloppy nation, or only when it is convenient? A. V.L.
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UFO CONTACT: The Day Before Yesterday
-----In Support Of

(Part

A GLANCE BACK at history will show that the middle of
the 20th century, the 40s, the 50s, and the sixties, was the
advent of the modern incursion into Planet Earth's air space of
the so-called UFO, the mother-ships, and their "flying saucer"
contingents that have since criss-crossed the Earth. In the
sixties particularly, a great number visited the area of Epping
Forest, in Essex. Why Epping? The area houses no nuclear
arsenals, no weapon testing-grounds. But it houses antiquity.
Perhaps therein lies its secret...
An incomplete table lists:
Waltham Cross, Essex
Tottenham,London,nr. Walthamsow
Penge,SWTey, nr.Croydon
Penge,(second report)
Epping,Essex
Woolwich, London
Kenton,Middlesex
Harlow, Essex
Harlow, Essex
Harlow,Essex
Harlow, Essex
Epping, Essex
Harlow,Essex
Nr. Canterbury, Kent
Epping, Essex
Guildford,Surrey

Aug.
4th
Aug. 15th
Sept.
Sept. 11th
Sept. 13th
Sept. 19th
Sept. 19th
Sept. 20th
Sept. 21st
Sept. 22nd
Sept. 23rd
Sept. 24th
Oct. 11th
Oct.
17th
Oct. 17th
Nov.

1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
1966

The first reported of the two 1963 sightings - one on Thursday 26th,
the second on Friday 27th, December - was in the first instance of an
aerial object seen at 8 a.m. when the conditions were dry but overcast.
The object, as described by the two witnesses, of 18 and 13 respecti
vely, and the occurrences were as follows:
"They were arriving at the stables - Mr. Banks's riding stables - at
about 8 a.m. on 26 December; the day was overcast and dry. Passing
across the sky they were surprised to see an unusual flying object.It was
long and flat, the exact shape not defined as they seemed to be presented
with a side elevation all the time it was in view. Towards the rear ofthe
craft there was a dome-like protuberance without visible windows. It
was silent.
Miss Foster (the older of the two witnesses) stated that her fist at
arm's length just covered the object from end to end. It was silvery
white and "bright"; as there was no sun they concluded that it was
self-luminous. They took their eyes off the object as they sought for
other witnesses; when they looked again it had vanished. Now if Carol
Foster's arm was two feet long (that is, eye to fist) and her fist 2.4
inches across, at 1,000 feet the object would be 100 feet across. On the
day in question, the clouds were "low'' they agreed, "lower than
today"(the clouds at this moment were about l ,000/2,000 feet, very
difficult to estimate accurately); they may well have been down to 500
feet.
The object was below the cloud cover so we may make a rough
estimate of 30 to 50 feet length - the object flew from NE through
South to SW at about 45 degrees elevation."
The above report was made by Dr.G.G. Doe! ofBUFORA, as is the
report submitted below.

From "Daily Telegraph,London, Monday June 26th 1967:
"A cigar-shaped object was seen over Essex on Saturday night (Early hours of June 25th. - Author) - by observers in 15 different places,
taking part in the 24-hour 1967 International Sk:ywatch for flying saucers.
They celebrated the 20th birthday of' flying saucers'."
From the "Sun", London,Monday June 26th 1967:
"Dozens of flying saucer spotters yesterday reported that they had
seen a large cigar-shaped object flying westwards over Epping Forest,
Essex." (Towards Walthamstow. -Author)
A large cigar-shaped object seen hovering in, or travelling across,the sky,
is traditionally considered by Ufologists to be the so-called "mother-ship",
the craft that is a carrier for the smaller "scout-craft".

This "large cigar-shaped object" was photographed by members of the

Harlow group and a photograph and the report of those present was
published by the West Essex Gazette ofFriday, June 30th 1967, and later,
the whole account, complete with pictures, was presented in the August
1967 issue of UFO CONTACT. (There was a significant follow-up to this
incident, but more ofthat later. -Author)

It will be of interest here to go back to Paul Webb's and BUFORA's
investigation of the 1963 reported sightings at Ivy Chimneys, Essex,which
uncovered also an incident in precisely the same area in mid-1958.
Paul Webb's inquiries point, chronologically, to a Major Collins's repor
ted sighting of a UFO at Ivy Chimneys in the period June-July 1958. This
object was on or just above the ground, about 150 yards from the position
given by a witness to the 1963 event, both with residual, physical evidence
ofcontact with the ground.

"Miss Pauline Abbott then arrived. She is a trainee riding instructress,
and also gave us her story.
Pauline had returned to Mr. Banks' stable at about 4 p.m. on Friday,
27 December (the day after the above sighting), and had ridden up to
the gate into the field where the horse was to graze. The horse suddenly
stood stock still and she could hear a squelching noise coming from the
field ... she thought it must be a man walking about in the mud. The
horse still stood rigidly and following its gaze she could see a peculiar
object on the ground in the field ahead of her. Then - presumably
remembering the previous day's sighting - she called out to Mr.Banks
a UFO: more exactly, 'Mr. Banks, there is a ewe effoh in thefield!"'
"The object was about eight feet long, she thought, three feet or so
high in the middle, tapering down to a point each end, and obligingly
Miss Abbott sketched the object for me. The evening was misty but the
object showed up well as it was bright and white. She concluded that it
was glowing slightly. Towards the left of the object there was a feature
which looked like a car windscreen seen nearly from the side. From this
panel there was a definite glow brighter than the rest ofthe thing. When
she called out, the UFO began to accelerate to her left, leaving the
ground in a shallow climb. Unfortunately,a straw stack immediately to
her left cut off the view of the object after 30 or so yards' flight and she
did not see it again." Unquote.

Residual Evidence
Dr. Doe! then goes on to relate details of residual evidence left by the
object as told to him by the three witnesses.
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ding, I turned into the small village ofivy Chimneys, a place of old and
new and sometimes grandiose-looking houses, which one could ima
gine to be the retreat of some London business-man or Yuppie who'd
tired of the Surrey stockbrokers' belt and decided to seek pastures - or
forests - new. Because the whole area around here reminded a man of
his closeness to nature, ofhis proximity to the ancient and noble Epping
Forest itself.

"The next day the occupants of the riding stables examined the ground
where the object had rested and according to the three witnesses already
mentioned, the ground was slightly depressed over a circular area and
marks like those made by a blunt knife, drawn across the muddy turf. There
was a central circle about a yard across with four radiating marks equally
distributed. At the outer end of these marks were impressions in the mud
like three large finger prints pushed close together in the ground. Pauline
sketched the marks, which the others agreed were at true representation. A
fourth trefoil could not be found.

I coasted down the hill in the short main street, again mulling over
possibilities. The names still fresh in my mind, I thought I would begin
with that ofa resident, past or present, Mr. Banks himself. How could I
trace Mr. Banks, who might well be dead after all these years? Parking
the car alongside others lining the road, I walked back up the hill to the
small pub: "The Spotted Dog"- Country Restaurant and Inn, as it states
on the publican's business card, along with a drawing of a small and
amiable-looking Dalmatian pup.
The pub was not yet open; it was mid-morning; but in answer to my
knock, a baying and barking ensued that led me to believe that the
originator of the sound was something other than a small and amiable
Dalmatian pup. Unless this one had grown up.

Placing the witnesses at the points where they estimated these marks had
been I found them to be eight feet apart. 1bis would make the shallow
depression (which was not evident now) just over eleven feet in diameter."
Unquote.

(1bis investigation took place in March, about two and a halfmonths after
the UFO sightings took place. - Author-)
An investigation made before the above-mentioned witness report shows
that the object seen on the ground became airborne, as stated. The BU
FORA report goes on:
"Mr, Paul Webb, a Bufora member, who had previously investigated the
sighting, stated that a fence post which could have been in the line offlight
was leaning away from the point oftake-off; on the top ofthe post there was
some thick, silvery, slimy deposit. Similar material was found by him
within the area where the object had rested. We did not find any of the
substance and the post had been straightened up. Mr. Banks said that he
was a sceptic and by the time he got to the field the marks not very clear,
He also said that there had been a previous incident in 1958 only about
150 yards from the spot, and that a Mr. Frank Collins had been there when
it occurred. He phoned Mr. Collins and in a few minutes he appeared.

Mr. Henry Hollins came out, wiping his hands on a bar towel, and
gave a questioning look.
Ah, well, - Mr. Banks didn't live in Ivy Chimneys anymore, he'd
moved out to one of the Lavers about 15 years ago. Mr. Hollins didn't
know which one. (The Lavers are various small barnlets situated in this
part of Essex.) Was there something I wanted to see him about? He
might be able to find out his address? Could he help?

He kindly consented to record for us the incident in 1958, which he
remembered vividly. It was in June or early July and he was in his garden
in daylight hours when he heard a tearing, rending, screaming sound, 'like
a jet plane out of control'. There was a brilliant green light which outlined
the objects against the white wall ofhis sitting-room. A crash followed, and
when he turned round he saw that bushes were alight and smouldering
some little way off. When he arrived at the spot, many people were running
out of their houses to see what had happened and later both the police and
the fire brigade appeared on the scene. The bushes were black and smoul
dering for 'about thirty square yards' and the police were probing a hole in
the centre of the area which was about seven inches in diameter and
fourteen inches deep. When they had gone, Mr., or rather, Major Collins
took a knife and scraped around the base of the hole. He retrieved pieces of
a silvery material resembling fused plastic, photographs being taken of a
Mrs. Hutton holding a few ofthe fragments. These fragments Major Collins
is trying to recover from Mrs. Hutton." Unquote.

Earlier UFO Cases
After looking over the reports ofNick Redfern, Dr. Doe! and Paul Webb
once more, I decided to drive to the sites of these alleged happenings, the
sightings, the landings, then sinkings, to gather in some of the atmosphere
ofthese events oflong ago, ifthat were possible, and to attempt to ascertain
if there were points of similarity, some kind of common ground on which
one could make some sort of, admittedly, belated judgement. A number of
these earlier UFO cases were of a nature that fascinated me, and, for the
expense of a couple of gallons of petrol, the time could be well spent in
"dredging up" the past, as it were! Ronald had no objection to this at all,
just observing cryptically: "Watch out for large dogs and angry swans!.
In fact, I did manage to avoid one large, and potentially angry dog, then,
a few minutes later, I met up with a large and helpful dog, a magnificent
Alsatian doing a very important and humanitarian job of work, (or perhaps
that should read "canitarian" in this instance; this one was guide dog for the
blind.)
As I drove along the London Road out of Epping, I was debating with
myself as to what I was looking for and what I would find. After all, these
cases were investigated 35 and 36 years ago; whatever trail left behind
would have disintegrated long ago. But, of course, it was not a trail I was
looking for or expecting; I was looking for pointers that could convince me,
to my own satisfaction, that these objects were probably objects from Outer
Space.
After a few minutes of winding and turning and climbing and descen-

Ah, well, - I thought, as I thanked him, anyway. How do I respond to
that? Then I thought of the way that Ronald had approached the Air
Ministry. I took the bull by the horns.
"I don't know if you have any interest, ... a lot of people feel that, ...
well, ... it's a little silly, unbelievable, in fact! Er ..." -I grabbed the
horns.- "Do you believe in flying saucers, by any chance?"
There was a distinct break in the twittering of nearby birds, and for a
moment, I thought I felt a tiny chill in the air, which had been warmed
up by the summer sun when I left home that morning.
Henry Hollins looked at me a trifle quizzcal.ly, I thought, just for a
moment. Then he passed the ball right back into my court.
"Do you?" he asked. He didn't even wait for the answer.
"Do I believe in flying saucers? I'll say I do! The missus and I saw a
flying saucer, ... ooh, ... twenty-odd years ago ..., what 1976 or therea
bout. Do I believe in flying saucers, ho ho!"
I was back on dry ground. Who would have imagined that the very
first man I had ever met or spoken to in Ivy Chimneys had seen a UFO?
or, perhaps, - a flying saucer!
"I was coming back home one night with the wife - we'd been into
Waltham Abbey,- it was about halfpast ten or so. I think it was 1976
or thereabouts. Anyway, I'm sure they were doing something on the
Motorway at the time, - the M25."
He pointed to the comer where the street disappeared up the hill in the
general direction ofthe Epping Road.
"A bit further along on the London Road, - turning off to the right,
takes you to Upshire and Waltham Abbey. We were coming back that
way, - it was about half a mile to the Epping Road; we'd just passed
Lodge Road on our right and the slip road to the Copped Hall Estates on
our left, coming up Crown Hill."
I discovered later that this was deeply wooded on either side, truly
within the depths ofEpping Forest.
"Suddenly, we saw this light ahead up in the sky. Rather, it was a
bunch oflights, like a string ofthem."
"Was the total length about the length ofan airliner? I asked.
"Much more, much more, - I would say. And it was dead silent!"
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"How did these lights move? I asked.
"They were coming straight towards the car at first; - I stopped the car on
the hill for a moment and cut the motor. Eerie, it was. Then the lights stood
still for a few moments, stood still in the air! Then, suddenly, this thing
turned sharply away, sort of upward and backward at a steep angle, in a
sort of a Vee to my right, then it zoomed back and made a sort of Zed,
coming back to the right of me in the direction of Waltham Abbey at
tremendous speed. And not a sound! It was all over in a couple of minutes,
- as I was climbing the hill."
We were standing in the sunshine, a little way down the hill from his pub.
It seemed almost unbelievable that he was talking about a flying saucer or mother-ship? - doing zig-zags in the sky perhaps a mile or so down the
road, when all around us the birds were twittering in the trees, and just
down the street an elderly fellow had halted his down-hill bike-ride to chat
to an acquaintance, removing his flat cap to scratch a white bald head the
while. What would he have said if he had heard what Harry Hollins had
just been telling me? You're mad! Or maybe he wouldn't. Maybe he had
seen a flying saucer, too!
Mr. Hollins had been going to show me where Mr. Banks had lived,
before he had moved out to one of the Lavers about fifteen years before. We
continued about 30-40 paces down the hill, then stopped as he proudly
pointed across the street to a house that he had built himself. Then he
pointed to the house next door.
"It's been added to, - it's a lot bigger than when Mr. Banks lived there.
Mind you, it's fifteen years ago."
If I had been walking alone down the road, I would have been tempted to
guess that this was the house. On a decorative board by the ornate front gate
was a sign: "BROADBANKS."
Next to it was children's playground and a pathway leading off to the left
of the road and up a grassy slope towards some trees on the brow of the hill.
"That path will lead you up past where the stables used to be," said Mr.
Hollins. "They're to the left, behind the trees."

The Zig-zagging UFO
Figuring that I would be taking a short walk up that grassy slope in a very
short while, I asked the publican if I could kindly use his toilet, and would
he kindly draw a sketch and make a couple of notes of the incident of the
zig-zagging UFO. Of course he would, he said, but I'd have to hang about
a bit until he'd locked up the dog.
Five minutes later, "Spotted Dog" UFO documentation in my camera
bag, I thanked the landlord, apologized for being teetotal, and wandered out
to investigate the former "Banks' Riding Stables."
Walking over the tufty grass of the common ground leading up the slope
to the brow of the hill, I saw a man with a large Alsatian walking in my
direction. The man was blind, and his amiable canine chum was a guide
dog. So amiable was his chum that as his master and I conversed the large
Alsatian sat itself on my foot, until I gently shoved him off, bearing in mind
Ronald's admonition to watch out for large dogs and angry swans. He
didn't mind; he just sat and looked out at the trees lining the riding stable
grounds which separated it and the meadow beyond from the heath and the
woods at the top of the hill.
It turned out that his blind master had been a soldier, a para-trooper; he
had been blinded during an Army exercise where they had been operating
in a smoke screen environment. Some idiot, possibly an officer, had added
to the excitement by tossing in a phosphor bomb or magnesium flare; it had
exploded in our friend's face.
I told him why I was up by the brow of hill overlooking Banks' former
riding stables. He didn't scoff at "flying saucers" either; in his position, I
imagine he would have been very pleased to have had the opportunity of
seeing one for himself. Unfortunately, he said, like the publican of "The
Spotted Dog", he wasn't living in Ivy Chimneys in 1963, and hadn't heard
anything of a UFO incident reported in a local Epping newspaper. We

finished our little chat, we shook hands, and he wandered off, while I
snooped between the trees with my camera, wondering if I might see a
wooden post knocked to one side by an aerial object, a wooden post
topped with a slimy, silvery substance that had formerly had its being in
the meadow beyond.
In the meadow beyond, past the corral-like enclosure and the paddock
adjoining, and about a hundred yards from my prying camera, were
several horses, a white one and a number of chestnuts, grazing and
chomping on the grass much as one of their predecessors would have
done after Pauline Abbott had shooed off her "ewe eff oh" 36 years
before.
I could see how Pauline's indisputable "flying saucer" would have
been well concealed from the outside world; thick woods surrounded
the paddock and the meadow on three sides; the heath beyond would
have been bereft of humankind on that cold, dusky hour after Christmas
1963. It could well be imagined; an object glowing in the dark of late
afternoon, an object which responded to Pauline's startled cry by lifting
up, fre.eing itself from the churned-up mud of the meadow and heading
off towards the anonymity of Epping Forest.
My next port of call, after a slight diversion, was to be the Ferry Lane
Bridge over the River Lea at Walthamstow, less than 8 miles to the
south-west of Ivy Chimneys as the duck flies.
And, too, I must be mindful of Ronald's admonition: to watch out for
angry swans. And swans there were, aplenty.
The eight miles by the duck must become somewhat further by car,
and while I was driving I was musing over the. history of the once-royal
Epping Forest, going back before William the Conqueror, before King
Harold, before the Danish Kong Knud -Canute-, yes, before the
Vikings and the Saxons and the Normans, and the Romans, to the Iceni,
and the pre-historic tribes of the Stone age. The Glacial period ended
about 10,000 BC, and the forests of the temperate zone began to flourish
over the lowlands of England. Mesolithic flint tools have been dug up at
High Beech, Waltham Abbey, Broxbourne; remains of a Stone Age
settlement by a water-course in Harlow. The ancient wooden church at
Greensted juxta Ongar, with its leper hole still in situ, was probably
built by Danes in 1013, a half-century before Harold got a Norman
arrow in his eye. Legend has it that a grave in the grounds of Waltham
Abbey church held his remains for centuries, until this day. As for
Queen Boadicea, her Iceni warriors burned part of London and Colches
ter to the ground, to deny them to the Roman armies. They would have
been busy in Epping Forest, I thought to myself as I drove between the
tall trees.

The River Lea Diversion
I overtook a large yellow double-decker bus driving in the red "bus
lane" as I approached what I earnestly hoped was the Ferry Lane Bridge
a hundred yards ahead. The bus was a Number 123. London Transport
had obviously changed its colour scheme, on this route anyway, in the
intervening 30-odd years.
Parking by a playing field in a quiet, residential side-turning, I locked
the car and, with my copy of Nick Redfern's "Cosmic Crashes" and the
"Master Atlas of Greater London" under my arm, I walked the couple of
hundred yards back to the bridge crossing the River Lea.
It was obviou,s that its surroundings had changed greatly, but the river
had not. There were blocks of high-rise flats in newish estates on either
side of the river now; what on an older map was shown as Glendish
Marsh was now Millmead Industrial Centre; a former sports ground
was now Tottenham Hale Railway Depot.
Running northward from Ferry Lane are two channels, one the River
Lea (or River Lee) Navigation, the other, the River Lea Diversion. The
Navigation canal comes down to twin locks on the northern side,
allowing passage for barge traffic and pleasure boats and "floating
homes" whose owners might wish to meander along the river, or
"emigrate" to pastures, or "water meadows, new.
On the south side of the Ferry Lane Bridge, where the waters are seve-

D The contents of articles, copies, photog1·aphs or any other material received from authors not related to the Ge11sing Gardens News team,
and which are published in the Free Neivsletter, 110 not necessarily reflect the Editor's opinion, who cannot be held responsible for any
breach of possible copyrights, nor for the authenticity of the aforementioned publication(s).
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ral feet lower, is an area as calm as a village pond and, at present, the
haven for a family of swans, the 30-40 feet deep channel where a
"silvery object, 9 feet long" came out ofthe sky one day in April 1964
and plunged, with much "bubbling and hissing" into the quiet waters of
the River Lea.
I went first to the lock-keeper's house, which is situated by the
tow-path on the west side, north of the main bridge. River Lea
(Navigation) flows beneath this main bridge and is spill into twin locks,
Tottenham Lock, by a long "island" jetty, from which four iron-runged
ladders descend to the water at its lower lever for barge traffic, enabling
crews, if necessary, to climb out from between the high walls ofeither
ofthe locks while emptying or filling.
AB I stood near to the lock-keeper's house, watching a gaudily
painted barge, probably ·a travelling home, christened "RUSSIA", was
settling into the water emptying from the upper reaches ofthe river into
the lower, one of its crew handling the bar which operate the gears
attached to the lock-gates. I took a seat on the bench nearby and re-read
the passages in Nick Redfern's book, trying to visualiz.e what happened
back there in 1964, when an aerial object with the probable velocity of
a falling bomb approached the bridge almost certainly over the spot
where I now sat. It was strange to think that in that few cubic yards of
air space immediately over my head, a visitor from another world might
well have deposited his calling-card, unintentionally perhaps, a calling
card of a very visual and very solid nature, that could have brought
death and destruction in its wake. But for one thing. And that one thing
we are going to discuss at a later point in this debate.
I looked at the two notices in the lock-keeper's front garden. On the
window, a notice read: "Off Day". Whether it was his dinner, his
disposition or himselfthat was "Off', suffice to say, I was already put
ofby a board on a pole in his garden that said: "Beware OfThe Dog",
which I decided was very anti-social. What did you do if you had
business to discuss or a lock to operate?
I knocked instead at the solitary neighbour's house and a handsome
young woman ofIndian appearance opened the window and quietly and
kindly assured me that she didn't know where the lock-keeper was or
when he would be back. I thanked her and walked away along the
towpath, considering the possibility that the man might concei�bly be
visiting a supermarket or a small comer store somewhere, buymg up
tins of Chum or some such dog-meat which might spare potential
callers at his abode the inconvenience ofa few weeks in hospital having
a piece offlesh grafted from his hip onto a hole in his leg. A Rottweiler,
perhaps?
It's rather a pity really, that the appearance and habits ofsuch a dog
utterly derogate that charming little walled town, Rottweil, in Bavaria,
near the Swiss border, where I spent a pleasant night's board with a
large German ex-paratrooper and his family many years ago.
A man and his dog - not a Rottweiler - were standing on the jetty near
the bridge looking down onto the slowly descending barge. I asked a
question to initiate a conversation.
"Why is it in this lock? Don't they keep to the "drive on the left" rules
on the river?"
The man, possibly in his late-fifties, pointed to the gates on the lock
by the opposite bank.
"Well, normally this chap would be passing through that lock. It
seems that something needs repairing, so they're using this one instead.
It's as well that there isn't much traffic on the river." He asked
conversationally: "Not local, are you?" He might have seen the London
Atlas I had under my arm. He went on as I was about to answer:
"There's the high flood tide marker on the wall over there." He pointed
to the bridge support. "1967. Record tidal mark."
Seeing that the man was so talkstive, I thought I might sound out his
local knowledge.
"Were you here in 1967?" I asked.
The man shook his head. His dog, an unidentifiable cross-breed, was
eyeing a pigeon nearby on a pole jutting out above the nearby jetty. Not

one ofRonald's "large dogs', thankfully.
"No, - I didn't live here then. Another part ofLondon.'
I decided to grab the bull by the horns again, as Ronald would have done.
"In for a penny -" he would have said.

It was in the papers at the time
Tm interested in something that happened here in 1%4.' I thought I'd
give it a bit of authority. "It was in the papera at the time. - The other side
ofthe bridge."
I told him about Bob Fall, the bus-driver, making a joke about the
police-spokesman's "flight ofducks". He thought seriously about the 9 feet,
silvery object crashing in the river. It was feasible, he said.

I don't see why not. - Who's to say that there's no-one else up there. It's
not likely that we're the only human beings in the Universe. They've not
proved it one way or another, have they."
I decided once again to take the plunge. (Figuratively speaking.)
"Tm a UFO researcher, - flying saucers." I went on to tell him about
Ronald's discussion with the river-policeman, and how he had been led
along to a small private bridge across to a grassy island and a silted-up
channel only a few feet deep, explaining that the real stretch of water was
not investigated until the early hours ofthe morning.
'Tm not surprised," he said. "They can be a bit crafty when they want to,
the police. - Did you ever find out what it was?"

I shook my head;
''Not really. Not for certain. But there are so many suspicious-sounding
explanations, that it's hard to believe that this was an Air Force fuel tank or
a missile that was released accidentally, when it was hidden in a UFO file
for 30 years."
I asked him ifhe knew the lock-keeper, thinking that, ifl could speak to
the man, I might be able to trace back to the name of the lock-keeper of
1964, - ifhe was alive. He shook his head.
''No, not really."
Several yards behind him and above his head, an iron gantry attached to
the side of the bridge just below the level of the road crossed over both
narrow channels, with their lock-gates holding back the waters, until it
reached the far side ofthe river where a notice reading: "PRNAIB" barred
access. There was the private bridge.
But there was no grassy island.
We walked together under the bridge, along the towpath where, years
before Ronald had found his section of telephone wire cut down by a
myste;,, flying object. Certainly no duck. The water here was almost
without a ripple, the lock-gates behind me closed tight. The barge
"RUSSIA" had moved off towards the east, which was perhaps the right
direction for it to go, perestroika or no perestroika.
"Cheerio, chum," said my companion suddenly. "I'm taking the dog off
home. Hope you find what you're after! Good luck!"
AB he turned to leave, he chuckled and touched my arm.
"Hey, look! There!"
I turned and couldn't help a smile. The family of swans was sailing off
down the river like a small naval flotilla, with Mum (or Dad) in the lead,
five greyish-brown cygnets in dead line-astern, and Dad (or Mum) behind
and to one side, taking up the rear. I quickly grabbed my camera and took a
shot as they moved smoothly off into the distance, in the direction of
"RUSSIA", leaving a tiny ripple ofa wake on the quietly-running surface
of the water.
There was not one angry swan in sight.
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I saw my "Grassy Island"
Looking back towards the bridge, I saw my "grassy island". The two
spans of the main bridge, the concrete facade in the process of receiving
a coat of white paint, fronted the shadowed entry to the lock-gates, the
centre support resting squatly on a concrete base edged round with
heavy wooden fenders bearing numerous rubber tyres for extra protec
tion for the barge traffic. On the far side of the main channel, a short
length of quay-side lifted from the water,tufted on top with a straggling
cover of rye grass, the tail-end of my "island". Ronald was right. On the
further side of this short promontory of land projecting from the south
side of Ferry Lane Bridge was another broad channel and another
bridge.
My mystery was solved.

certainly a probe.
For what purpose would the crew of a scout-ship land a probe in a small
field in a village in Essex? It is impossible to know. For what purpose have
there been so many appearances reported over the area of Epping Forest
throughout the I 960s? Perhaps the crew of this one were interested in
viewing the circumstances of a large earthly quadruped grazing or being
ridden by a human in these domesticated surroundings? Perhaps they don't
have horses up there!
Come to that, for what purpose would a "probe" be "probing" London?
again, I recalled the analysis of the "Waltharnstow crash", both from
Nick Redfem's summary ofRonald Caswell's letter to the Air Ministry and
his talks with Bob Fall, the bus driver, and the points Ronald had recently
made, - along with "educated guesses" as to what these aerial artefacts

I strode up the ribbed, cobbled slope to the level of the
road, once mare surveying the land. Walking back over the
bridge, I waited for the traffic to thin out and crossed the
road. I could seen the extensive development that had taken
place on what was shown on the old map to be a bare area of
land extending south between Glendish Marsh and the
miles-long Lockwood Reservoir. Fifty yards or so to the east
of the main bridge was the other bridge of the two mentioned
in the "Walthamstow crash" report, the further bridge I had
seen from the towpath. From that towpath there appeared to
be nothing to choose between the two, just two main chan
nels divided by the long, straggly island.
As I stood on the other bridge looking down, I knew I was
on "a spot overlooking a silted-up channel forking off from
the main river. This was certainly no more than 4-6 feet deep.
The policeman said that this was where they had dragged,
and nothing unusual had been found."
What on the opposite side of the bridge looked like a
normal, deep stretch of the river, showed itself on this side to
be a trickle of water where a couple of ten-year-old school
boys looking for tiddlers would come to no harm. A couple of
wading birds poked their beaks into the muddy bottom
through which a small rivulet meandered off between an
overgrowth of bushes and on into the distance. There was a
kind of muddy "sandbar" stretched across this channel, on
the south side of which the water deepened, but only to the
extent that one could see a crumpled sheet of white paper
resting on the bottom. I enjoyed taken my pictures of this
fraud of a river, knowing now how the trick had been done.
This was on the north side of the tributary bridge. It was on
. .c.__:
the south side that, in the vernacular of a Cockney Londoner,
....,li...L_.,._,,...,""-"'_'"'--'....:,L.. _
there had been "dirty work at the cross-roads."
could be interest in.
I sat back in an easy-chair, mulling over the observations I had been
making on my Ivy Chimneys-Ferry Lane Bridge day-trip, which had
given me much food for thought.
For one thing, the description of both objects reported from near at
hand, - one, nine feet long, cigar-shaped and silvery; the other, eight feet
long, cigar-shaped, white and glowing, - were so similar as to be other
than a matter of coincidence. The likelihood of them being of a common
manufacture, indicating the same or strikingly similar design, - and
intelligent design at that, - was too close to explain away lightly. That
they were both aerial objects of an unknown technology, the one
witnessed to by its observed take-off and flight, the other inferred by the
crude explanations given by "authority", the circumstances surrounding
its alleged removal, and the maintained secrecy regarding its nature and
origin in a Government UFO file, were indications that they were both
probably extraterrestrial artefacts, detailed knowledge of which would
be of inestimable military and scientific importance. The furore surroun
ding the Roswell incident assures us of that.
One point of significance with regard to the Ivy Chimneys sightings is
the closeness in time of the two reports and that ho.th objects were
allegedly observed from the riding-stables. The fact that the smaller
object landed in the exact area from where the larger object had been
seen the day before points tot the landing having been brought about by
design. The larger object was of the nature and estimated size of the
"average" scout-ship, the smaller, as we shall indicate later, was almost

It Flew Straight Across The Road
The estimate of nine feet would have been guessed at when the object was
at its closest point to Bob Fall's bus. As a bus-driver who has to be very
experienced in estimating the width of a gap between the traffic he is
approaching, the object would have been somewhat longer that the width of
this bus, 7ft.6in. One would expect his estimate to be accurate to within
one or two feet either way, say between seven and eleven feet in length.
Moreover, if the object coming towards him was consistently "cigar
shaped", not pointing and not whirling out of control then,
aerodynamically-speaking, it would probably be circular, like two hub cabs
joined at the outer edges, i.e., disc-shaped or diamond-shaped, point-first,
with rounded edges. "I saw something coming towards me very, very fast,"
said Bob.
"It flew straight across the road and, had I been a few yards further
fo"'·ard," (emphasis mine. -Author) "it would have hit the top deck of the
bus." The London bus then was 13ft.6in. high, 27ft.6in. long.
The statements: "coming towards me" and "across the road in front of
the bus" presenting this consistent "cigar-shaped" aspect, suggests strongly
that the object was discoid in design.
"There was a big splash -" points to either visual evidence of water rising
into the air in a spray, or an explosion of sound, or both. (That doesn't
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sound like a duck, - more like a flying hippopotamus!)

Why did the Police confine their search?

"The driver, as he later confumed," the report said, "was on the
larger of the two bridges -" (in fact, Ronald added, and as I myself
observed, it is the bridge spanning two channels of water divided by a
section of concrete and brickwork on which the centre support rests),"
when he slowed down to hear the bubbling and hiss ing -."

Tue question was asked of the Air Ministry: "Why did the police confine
their search to a narrow, silted-up area of water, at least during the hours
before midnight? Did they receive instructions from higher up?" Unquote.
Could this have been from Air Intelligence?

So Bob was actually on the bridge when he applied his brakes and
slowed down. Again, all this points very much to the object being
immediately adjacent to the parapet of the bridge, because"when it was
late enough for the general public to
------.,
have cleared off, heavy lifting equip �
ment was brought in - ". (Emphasis
mine. -Author)

Perhaps we might suggest a little scenario of our own.
Bob Fall:" -There was a big splash in the water. I stopped as soon as I
could to report it."
A message goes out to Greenleaf Police
Station, who inform the relevant depart
ment at the Air Ministry. A great bustle
ensues and a Minister is informed.

"Heavy lifting equipment" suggests
xpectancy of a heavy load, and this
"UFO in the drink? Where, for Heaven's
would have been possible to reach only
Sake? - Oh, - ha-ha! Did you get that,
from directly overhead, from the
Cyril? Heaven? - UFO? - Oh, never mind.
bridge , - the most likely method, or,
- Get the Super in charge of the Greenleaf
possibly, by barge from further along
Area; tell him to get to the Station sharthe river. The "river policeman" aspish and organize a diversion of some
sisted "officers from Greenleaf Police
kind. - Yes, man, - a diversion!
Station in dragging the river." GreenThere must be plenty of water there, leaf Road is just a mile and a half back
they've got bloody reservoirs all over the
along Forest Road; the likelihood is �:::::::::::::::::::,=::a:---.-IS'.u- u:.: r,===.:::::::;;;.:::;::J
place! Don't let the public or the ne wspathat officers from this station were also
per s get wind of this or the y'll be
involved in the dredging work at night,
spreading stories all over the place about
along with officials from the Air Mini'Flying bloody Saucers'! Do what? Yes, I
stry and other interested agencies. The
know, - it probably is a bloody 'Flying
question arises; what other interested
Saucer", but we can't tell them that, or it'll
agencies?
frighten them out of their bloody lives! Yes, Cyril, get the Super down there to
create a diversion of some kind to put the
Mr. RA Langton, of the Air Minipapers off the scent. - Yes, old chap, - and
stry's S4, UFO Reports, Division, said
give Cynthia my love, you sly one! - You
in his letter to Ronald that he had no
watch out I don't tell you better half, you
further reports on the "Walthamstow
dog, you! - Love to Agatha? Wilco, old
incident." He went on: "If a wingman. Roger and out. - Yes, tatta."
commander from the Air Ministry took �----- -------- -------i
- the trouble of driving to Walthamstow o a tion
: The deep side of the River Lea, looking from Ferry Superintendent in charge of Greenleaf
T pc p
to interrogate (emphasis mine. -Auth.)
Lane Bridge. Site of incident that took place, evening of 13th Station area looks at map.
_ the bus driver on 25 April, I should be
April, 1964.
most grateful for any further info rma- Bottom
caption: To the left, the river is 30-40 feet deep, to the "Wher e the Hell can I place a
tion you may have that would enable
right beneath the bridge, just 4-6 feet. The latter was the area 'diversion'? It either fell beside the bloody
me to identify him." Nick Redfern in
dre dged by the police during day-light hours.
bridge, or it didn't fall beside the bloody
turn, wrote of fTVe divisions of the Air
Photo taken from tow-path.
bridge. The driver knows that and the
Ministry receiving UFO reports in the L-------------- ------� passengers know that. And we're not
1960s, and of documents showing that
going to keep this out of the papers for a start."
some reports bypassed S4 and went directly to Air Intelligence itself.
Was this Intelligence agency also involved with the now very myste
A subordinate officer lays a finger a little to the right of the lock gates at
rious"Walthamstow crash"? It could not be ruled out.
the Ferry Lane Bridge and points to the name on the map. A smile appears
on the Superintendent's face as he sees a way out of his dilemma. He turns
For this reason and other, I decided not to visit Greenleaf Police
to his colleague and pats his shoulder.
Station, as was my original intention. If the Air Ministry had been
involved in the removal of the object from the river, it would seem
"Good thinking, George, - just the ticket! The man wants a diversion,
highly possible that the Official Secrets Act would have been invoked
we 'll give him one! - Bloody good thinking, George!"
and local police officers would be subj ect to discipline if the case was
made public beyond the already publicly-known fact that something had
And so the plan was made; the dredging-party would be operating in the
fallen into the River Lea. If from no other source, the news would have
shallow water at the first bridge until the public, - or most of it, - was in
spread like wildfire from the startled pas sengers on Bob Fall's bus. As
bed. nothing big; people would know that this part of the river was not
the UFO-<:ase is still very much under wraps officially, - despite
much more than a few feet deep, so why would they be using heavy stulfl "releases" of de-<:lassified documents, - it would be re asonable to
Then, later on, they'd bring in the heavy duty crane. They'd move along to
assume that inquirers at Greenleaf Police Station opening up the Ferry
the main bridge where the driver said it had dived in, and they would just
Lane incident, even after all these years, would also be "opening up a
hope that this "UFO", or whatever it was, didn't blow up in their faces.
can of worms", using the highly-<:olourfu! American jargon which ably Scenario end.
fits this case. "Official" callers on UFO researchers are not a thing of
the past; whatever the term "MIB" alludes to, the 1990s also has its
With regard to the source of Ronald's information; he could not reveal the
share, and more, of covert agencies poking their noses whe re they are
person's name. It appeared that one of Bob Fall's colleagues driving a late
not wanted.
bus back to the garage on the night of April 13th 1964 had to slow down to
e

After all, if, in S4's Mr. RA Langton's le tter, the Air Ministry man
wrote of a wing commander driving to Walthamstow"to interrogate the
bus driver", - thumb-screws and all,- what chance do the rest of us
have? Very little, probably!

a halt as he came to the Ferry Lane Bridge. There were signs of unusual
active, according to this person. The police escorted his bus past where part
of the main bridge was blocked off. He glimpsed a large crane jib operating
in the near darkness and a sizeable covered object dangling from the cable.
Then the policeman waved him on.
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When it first came up, I thought Ronald was joking. Then he pointed
to it on the map, just as the "Superintendent's" subordinate officer
might well have done.
I smiled, just as the "Superintendent" might have done.
There on the map, just upstream from my muddy, meandering and
silted-up waterway, where the wading birds picked at minutiae on the
straggling vegetation, perhaps wondering where their next meal was
coming from, were the illuminating words: River Lea Diversion.

+ + +
Ragnvald A. Carlsen
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Major (ret.) Hans C. Petersen
Royal Danish Air Force
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From Online Bookseller to Starship Entrepreneur
JEFF Bezos, the billionaire founder ofAmazon, is developing a new
generation of"space tax.is" to replace the shuttle fleet that will come to
an end this summer with space mission STS 135.
Bezos, 47, has always been mad about rockets and space, although
he previously kept his ambitions quiet and refused to confirm his
building of a spaceport near the Texan town of Van Horn, until nearly
finished.
After receiving a £13.4m Nasa grant to develop low-cost spacecraft
capable oftaking astronauts to the International Space Station by 2015,
he can no longer avoid silence. At his Houston Office, the design for
the new craft is shared by partners including Boeing.
He is already building a suborbital shuttle called New Shepard named after Alan Shepard, the first American in Space - which will
be able to transport seven people into suborbital space (at some I 00km
- 330,000ft altitude). Blue Origin, Bezo's private company, will
compete with Sir Richard Branson's Virgin Galactic.■

ESA's Dress Rehearsal For Mars
No, ESA has not yet put a
man on Mars.
This barren desert terrain
of Rio Tinto, Andalucia in
sunny Spain, is the closest
Earth's conditions get to
Mars. Boffins were just
testing out a prototype spa
cesuit and a £1.3million
unmanned Rover named
Eurobot.
The European Space
Agency called it a "dress rehearsal for the biggest journey our civilisa
tion has taken". ■

Job Vacancy: Mars Pioneers on One-way Trip
THE astronomer royal, Lord Rees, has recently suggested that humans
will only be able to set foot on Mars in the foreseeable future by cutting
out the huge costs and technical complications of arranging a return
journey.
The first astronauts heading for the red planet should be prepared to
take a "one-way trip". He believes there would be plenty of volunteers
willing to face the fate ofleaving Earth to die in the new World. "Many
could be found who would sacrifice themselves in a glorious and
hirstoric cause by forgoing the option of ever coming back home,' he
said.
Space scientists and astronomers are getting frustrated with the
slowdown in space exploration in general. Last year, the U.S. cancelled
Nasa's plans to send humans back to the moon. ESA has only limited
plans to send astronauts into space, with the exception of the close by
International Space Station.
"With the elimination of a return trip, the cost of a Mars mission
would be cut by 80%." Rees said. ■

Having a Pint of Beer in space: Easier said than done
AUSTRALIAN engineers have developed a special brew for the weightless
conditions.
Microbrewery, 4 Pines Brewing Company, designed a beer for the gro
wing space tourism industry(!), called Vostok 4 Pines Stout. It is full-bodied
and flavoursome, to counter the loss of taste that occurs when human
tongues swell in space. Jason Held from Saber Astronautics Australia said
that human faces puff out a little and tongues swell up a bit like having a
bad cold. To overcome the loss of taste, the beer has been made strong
enough.
A person testing the fluid on a zero-gravity flight over Florida, clearly
liked the taste - he drank nearly a litre of it - but said he found it difficult to
keep the bottle clamped to his mouth.
Since there is no gravity in space liquid will stay in a glass that is inverted.
The test person had to shake the beer out of the bottle. Which means that the
next task is to design a different kind of container. ■

In Search of: Extraterrestrial Neighbours ...
THE New Scientist issued mid-May, revealed in a leading article that our
search for extraterrestrial life may be focused too narrowly.
The author said that there is an apparent lack of any other solar systems
similar to our own, which we believe to have given rise to life. The diversity
we are now seeing raises the possibility that planets quite unlike the ones we
know might harbour life. If it does exist in such diverse environments, it is a
reasonable assumption that it will differ from us in other fundamental ways.
Given our imperfect but rapidly growing store of knowledge, the idea that
life can take many forms that to us will seem utterly exotic, looks in
creasingly plausible. (Where and what have scientists then been lookingfor
in the past? - Ed.). ■

Believers should know:
'Heaven is a fairy story for people afraid of the dark'
NOT immediately a subject that is related to Space, but since most
religions point the finger to it when indicating the Divine Paradise, we
thought it appropriate to classify it here.
Stephen Hawking, in an interview on May 16, has dismissed heaven as a
"fairy story for people afraid of the dark". He insisted that, rather than
advance to an afterlife, people's brains switch off like "broken-down compu
ters" when they die.
Hawking, 69, admitted his views were partly influenced by his long battle
with motor neurone disease, saying: "I have lived with the prospect of an
early death for the last 49 years. I'm not afraid of death, but I'm in no hurry
to die. I regard the brain as a computer that will stop working when its
components fail. There is no heaven or after-life for broken-down compu
ters.''
The Cambridge based scientist sparked widespread outrage last year by
claiming the universe was not created by God. No wonder religious groups
condemned the professor's words. ■

Voyager 2: Speaking Alien since one year
ONE year ago, Unmanned craft Voyager 2
started sending "distorted" messages home
from deepest space.
The probe, launched 34 years ago in a bid to
contact extraterrestrial life, at the edge of our
solar system [or, wherever it is now], stopped
transmitting on 22 April 2010, then began to
send 'gobbledegook'.
NASA engineers reckoned the glitch to be a
data transmission fault they could repair. But
so far, complete silence from the side ofNasa.
German Hausdorf claimed last year the sig
nals could be alien transmissions. Ifso, would
Nasa admit it? What did really happen?■
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UFO CONTACT: Tlie Day Before Yesterday©
In Suppo

IF ONE WERE TO RELY solely on that branch of Ufology calling
itself "scientific, rational, objective", then the world's summation of the
UFO-case would amount to about half a million claimed sightings and not
much else. By blinding themselves with their own science, these numbers
researchers would have caused Ufology to die the death. Mainly through
boredom, one might add.
So we won't look at "numbers Ufology" for an answer to the enigma of
the"flying discs", because we won't find it. This group of quasi-scientific
researchers and analysts have, to a great extent, sat with crossed legs - and,
perhaps, crossed fingers, hoping, - examining its own collective navel for
the past fifty years.
The only feasible and realistic way to look for solutions is to consider the
claims of the so-called "contactees". Put them under a microscope, weed
out the false and seek out the true. Don't throw out the baby with the
bath-water. Don't cashier the lot because some might be fraudsters making
a quick buck. There is a whole mountain of evidence to show that George
Adamski, for a start, was not one of these.
So where can we find answers to our questions, possible solutions to our
problems of understanding such cases as the Ivy Chimneys landing, the
submersed aerial object at the Ferry Lane Bridge?
Part of an editorial in the UFO CONTACT journal of December 1968
considers the matter of "what is PROOF?" It ,foals first with a reply made
by George Adamski to the request for artefacts from his claimed trips in
space with "The Brothers" which could help his case when relating
accounts to individuals or audiences or eminent authorities. His reply is
something that modern sceptics do well to consider.
"Look what they have said about the space craft photos which show
objects entirely different from any made on Earth - and which have been
photographed by many people in different parts of the world! So, no
matter how you look at it, unless the person himself has that something
to recognize truth, it would make no difference what was presented as
evidence, he still would want concrete proof to suit his own understan
ding, ignoring all the other minds in the world." Unquote.
These comments, taken from the Introduction to his book: "Inside the
Space Ships", speak of"that knowing faith" and "the inner being of men",
that recognizes truth in whatever form. He goes on:
" - Perhaps the Brothers from other planets are waiting until the inner
being of men on Earth stirs ever so slightly towards a wakening stage,
with desire for a better living amongst his fellow-man. Perhaps faith is of
paramount importance; not blind faith, but that knowing faith which
comes from within and cannot be swerved from what it knows to be true.
The first book did contribute to such an awakening. The pwpose of this
book is to stimulate this activity into ever greater growth and understan
ding -" Unquo/e.

Evidence offered by scientists.
The article goes on to speak of another kind of evidence, evidence that
even today is pooh-pooed by arrogant men of letters as well as a great part
of the general public.
"Science has, too, refused scientific evidence, evidence offered by
scientists to the Establishment.
But, as the respected, now-deceased, Canadian Government scientist,
Wilbert B. Smith, put it: 'It is truly said that one can lead a horse to water
but one cannot make him drink.'

"If the only evidence we had was philosophical, we might justifia
ble suspect it,' he wrote once. 'But when coupled with the reality of
the observations, thousands of them, we can. not dismiss it so easily.
Th.is is especially true when we consider that the science which bas
been passed to us from theses people from elsewhere explains in a
manner which we have been quite unable to do, and how it is that
they can do things which to us are virtually impossible. The science
and the performance check perfectly !
'Again, we have been told where our scientific ideas are wrong, or
inadequate, and experiments have been suggested and carried out,
and in every case the alien science bas been vindicated."' U11q1101e.
The UFO CONTACT editorial continues:
"As events have shown over the years since all these things were
written, the 'horse' just didn't want to drink. Scientific so-called
'studies' have studiously ignored the mass of evidence gathered by the
world-wide civilian UFO-research groups throughout the past 20 years.
Their investigations have taken in only the data collected and already
sifted by the military Air Force agencies concerned, plus some isolated
cases thrust upon their attention a short while after an incident took
place, to be met with the complaint that they were not informed of it
soon enough.
Where public anger has forced authority to take action.. the -very
expensive- 'action' has lengthened into a yawning lethargy and ended
with recriminations and accusations of impropriety.
If scientists were to do as Wilbert Smith did in the Ca.nadian study,
they would examine all cases of alleged contact along with the sighting
reports. Unfortunately, whe .re examination of 'contactees' has taken
place, other scientists have complained at the time wasted on 'kook'
cases.
And so it goes. 'Contact' has become a dirty word in UFO
research; because of its exploitation by persons interested only in
self-aggrandizement and money; the basic concept of meetings bet
ween saucer-crews and Earth-people, - which is a very logical
concept, especially after 20 years of sightings, - has caused a deep
rift to form within the ranks of that world minority of people inte
rested in 'flying saucers' or UFOs.
The world masses generally, if they can be persuaded to comment
on the subject, consider all 'saucer-believers' as strange, credulous
creatures. Conveniently overlooking their own nomenclature, 'serious
UFO researchers' consider 'contact-believers' or users of the term
'flying saucer' to be strange, credulous creatures;" The article conti
nues by pointing to another serious hurdle.
'Serious investigators' cry 'evangelistic clap-trap.'

"If some 'contact-believers' look for Biblical, legendary or pre
historic links with the present-day visitations, in an attempt to find
possible common philosophical or even technological ground on
which to further their research or theories, 'serious investigators' cry
'evangelistic clap-trap', 'religious crank', 'crack-pot' and 'lunatic
fringe'. They cannot see that they widen and deepen the abyss
forming before their own feet.
Because, in the logical scheme of things, even if contact had not yet
taken place, contact must lake place at some time in the future. When
and at whatpoint will these 'serious researchers' accept contact?
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If contact is proven to be made with alien hwnan beings, who is to say
that Adamski and others had not preceded this proven contact with their
alleged meetings?

issue of UFO CONTACT. Read it, digest it, and come to your own
conclusions.

It is, then, the 'serious researchers', as they call themselves, who are
splitting the ranks of those interest in the flying saucer problem as a whole;
their own dogmatic assertions, standing in judgement as they do over those
others who sincerely believe in contact, are equally as destructive as the
dogmatic assertions of orthodox science which stands in judgement over all
saucer believers." U,,quote.

1961, Mr Smith was �alcing of the peculiarities ofa newly di,oovered force

A greater part of any branch of research, be -it etymology, histoiy,
astrophysics or whatever, is in checking through the written word. Of
course, it's tbe same with Ufology. Along with sjghting investigation,
discussion, docwnentruy video viewing and all the rest, it would all be
pointless if one were to simply ignore what someone else has said or
written on the subject, even if one disagrees in principle or with some
specifio issue in mind However, the opposite was the case as l thwnbed
through a box-file containing the relevant copies of the UFO CONT ACT
JOURNAL with specific issues in mind with which lam in full agreemenl
I bad already settled in my mind that the Feriy Lane object, - and indeed,
the one landed at Ivy Chimneys in Epping Forest, - were flying discs. For
reasons already explained, the consistent "cigar-shape" of Bob Fall's UFO
indicates to me that it was, in fact, disc-shaped. In the Pauline Abbott
sighting, although "cigar-shaped'', the object left a "shallow depression just
over eleven feet in diameter. - four radiating marks - were found to be eight
feet aparl" It was impossible to think of anything but a circle.
I found the article 1 was looking for in the December 1967 issue. lt was
entitled: "Wired For Sound". Two questions formed the sub-titles. "Is
There Another Kind Of Evidence Of Our Visitors' Presence On Or Above
The Earth? Are 'They' Listening In To What We Say?' It was an article
written by Ronald Caswell. But the section in which 1 was particularly
interested at the moments was headed: "Telemeter Discs" ..
"Adamski has several times mentioned occasions when telemeter
discs - small, _remot�ntrolled recording devices - have been obser
ved operatiog in the vicinity of his former home at Palomar Gardens. For
a detailed explanation of .the operation and apparent purposes of these
tiny 'saucers' one can read the article by Major Hans Petersen in the
February 1967 of the issue of UFO CONTACT.
Some telemeter discs are understood to be capable of receiving sound
and pictures, much in the fashion of the television camera, but using a
fanatically simple innovation in the science of physics that would put our
transistorized electronics to shame. Other types of discs record atmosp
heric pressures, temperatures, etc., as well as registering the multitudi
nous phenomena in space itself. The tioy devices are guided by electro
magnetic impulses beamed from the larger craft.
In this matter of recording information on 'magnetic' tape, which is
becoming widely used in many fields, including the political, the mili
truy, the scientific, eto., it is feasible to suggest that these small devices
could be made to 'lock-on' (though not physically) to the recording head
of a particular machine which is being operated. Even copying of tapes,
not requiring 'sound' or amplifi cation, could be monitored in this way,
The information could then be beamed back to the mother-craft from
which it was sent.
From this, one could theorize that, on hearing 'confidential or
'harmful' information being passed onto a tape recording, th1rnperator of
the disc could cause a magnetic pulse to be directed onto the tape, or the
head itself, either to erase certain chosen portions, or even to completely
de-sensitize the whole spool, or even, in extreme eases, to 'neutralize' the
recording machine itself.
"If one considers the modern espionage methods of such bodies as the
CIA, or the Soviet Intelligence, with their buggirtg devices and other
electronic marvels, then one must perceive how simple it would be for a
vastly superior technology to intercept any message, anywhere in the
world, which is transmitted over radio and television frequencies, or
passed through devices such as the everyday tape-recorder.
What kind of evidence is there for this asswnption? Why should one
attempt to connect tape-recorders with the elusive flying saucers?
Here, in excerpt, is the incident reported on Page 76 of the Februaiy 1976

« 'In a lecture to

which

mcmben of the Vancouver Flying Saucer Club In March

was apparently mooiated with the UFOs. This he called

• - We had. very good reason

to

believe that a certain conversation we

were having with a friend of mine was being monitored by one of these little

fellows. So when we came out of the house, we made a defmite effort
locate it. It w.. down In a

to
ditch ju.<t in front of the house, and as soon a., we

spotted it, apparently the people who were controlling it became aware of
the

fact. A,,

soon as we spotted it we saw what appeared

heat-wave, something like a foot

In diameter. Popped

to be just like a

out of the centre of

this was what appeared lilcc a little disc about 10 big, and it just took off like
that and di.appeared into the great blue yonder.
• - I think the whole operation probably occurred

in lcu tl,an, maybe two

seconds, but we were looking right at it 1 and there were three ofu.s, and we

all saw the same thing. And knowing

this trick about the fidd, we figured

that that was how it was done -•

'One may ask how they could have bad "very good reason to
believe" that they were being monitored? Wilbert Smith was an
electronics specialist. One might assume that, in his years of investi
gation and research into the UFOs, he would have. discovered a
means of detecting, magnetically, the presence of "these little fel
lows'\
'Perhaps he learned his lesson via a tape-recorder?'" U.U[tlole.
Perhaps we can go now from the personal experiences of George
Adamski and Wilbert Smith, to another. military man, who has also bad
a number of personal encounters with these "little fellows". In the
February 1967 issue, we come upon an article entitled: "The Telemeter
Discs" by Major H.C. Petersen, who bas seen these devices whilst.on
duty as Air Traffic Control Officer with the Danish Air Force from the
1940s to the 1970s, and also on a more personal basis, in the vicinity of
his own home, and in company with his wife. 1n fact., Major Petersen
bas sighted all lhc types of extraterrestrial craft mentioned in his article
with the exception of the submarine-type era.ft.
Because of the length of the article, we will take those excerpts which
are, perhaps, more relevant to our present debate.
..Small, remote-controlled observation discs"

"WHEN Unidentified Flying Objects come under discussion most
people think of flying saucers - that is to say. manned bell-shaped or
saucer-shaped objects of varying sizes.
But we also have the mother-ship - the tremendous, cigar-shaped
interplanet:aiy carrier which brings all the other objects into, or within
range of our atmosphere. We have the similarly-shaped submarine
type craft, which moves in the interplanetruy 'sea', the sea of air, and
the sea of water, with.out any apparent change taking place in the
transition from one environment to the other. And we have the small,
remote-controlled observation discs which, in some respects, might
be considered the most int� type of all , because ii appears
everywhere, and, as such, can be seen by anyone.
Let us look a little, then, at this anywhere and eveiywhere observa
tional device, and hear something of its comings and goings since the
year 1944.
Whereas the olher types - the molher-ship, the saucer (or scout
eraft, as it is sometimes called), and the under-water or sub-marine
type craft - have not undergone any great change, as far as their
appearance is conce rned, it is wholly otherwise with the Telemeter
Disc , as we have chosen 10 call this small, remote-controlled ob ject.."
Unqt,ote.
Major Petersen then goes on to describe the so-called 'Coo-fighters',
the tiny, often green tele-discs lhat operated in many theatres of war,
Europe and the Far East in the main, and both sides thought that they
were a secret weapon of the enemy, though, strangely, these tiny devices
showed no hostility Lo any side, but were lruly what they later were
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the "tempic

Geld". He came onto the subject.of the the telemeter dues.

shown to be, - observation discs quite unlike aeything seen before. And
they were quite neutral. He goes on:

"Now they were the size of a band-baU."
"They came again during the latter part of the fifties, our mysterious
visitors; but now with a somewhat altered appearance. Now they were
the siz.e of a hand-ball, 'fog-coloured' by day, self-illuminating by night,
without, however, 'throwing out' any light. And now, one notes with
interest, they took on a wholly discernible operation pattern. They made
their appearance primarily in the vicinity of areas where many people or
large number of animals suffered a violent death, i.e. by some natural
catastrophe, railway accidents, ship-wrecks, air crashes; - they could
even be seen at times at sites of lesser incidents, such as traffic accidents,
suicides, fires and the like.
However, they are more often observed in the vicinity of military
establishments and scientific test areas and installations. Even the actions
of these objects in these circumstances were very varied, but most often
they just stood there in the air - difficult to discern against the sky
background, or at a low height, perhaps behind some trees or bushes, but
seldom dominating.
Some years later, in the second half of lhe I 950s, this type was
replaced - or rather, supplemented - by a larger type, 1.25 metres (approx.
4 feet) in diameter, and at the same time the operation area was widened
to include near approaches to such everyday things as airliners, cars,
motor-cycles, motor-scooters, etc., without apparent cause or untoward
incident to attract them to the above-mentioned means of transportation.
In some instances, car engines were stopped, but otherwise, generally
speaking, it seems that action was limited to observation only.
"George Adamski told me in 1958 -" goes on Major Petersen., " - that
certain of these telemeter discs are so simple to manufacture, that,
normally it is not considered worthwhile to bring them back to the craft
from which they are despatched. He said that such objects are normally
energized to a certain timed activity relative to the task in hand. When
this time has passed, a chemical process begins which, in the first
instance, causes the object to ma/refor the nearest water - (my emphasis
- Author.) - and secondly, to disintegrate. Depending on circumstances
the object changes to a jelly-like substance or to a kind of slag. Toe
jelly-like substance is produced after a fall into water, whilst the slag is
forthcoming when the water-bearing layer at the point of impact lies so
deep that it cannot be reached, and the residue therefore remains on or in
the dry earth.
"During the first half of the '60s a new variant came onto the scene,
and although the three other types were seen once in a while, here and
there, the new variety is most decidedly the one which more often puts in
an appearance. It is seen everywhere, in all areas, - every single day.
Toe newest member of the UFO family is like nothing so much as a
soap-bubble - yes, simply a soap-bubble, - and this is more likely than
not one of the main reasons why people generally overlook them, because
one just does not get excited over a soap-bubble.
However, this soap-bubble can move against the wind; it can go
through bushes and hedges; just as it can react to an observer's attempt
to make contact with it So, you see, in reality, it has only its appearance
in common with a soap-bubble.
And with this we have reached the point where everyone can join in
and can see that, though modest in size, this small, silent .fellow is an
emissary from our visitors' larger craft, - our visitors, who come from
planets in our solar system which the science of today can ' prove' cannot
support human life!" Unquote.

"They are intelligently-guided, these soap-bubbles -"
Major Petersen goes on to give instances of actual sightings of these
telemeter discs inaction, as well as providing three photographs in sequ ence
of a bubble-like UFO the siw of a baseball moving around at will In a
factory car park. When one recalls the incident at Ivy Chimneys when Miss

Pauline Abbott called out and the UFO lifted off the ground at her voice,.
th en one will read with some interest - and astonishment -the following
account as related by Hans Petersen.
"They are obviously intelligently-guided, these soap-bubbles, be
cause they can react on the thoughts of people who II)' to contact
them. To illustrate clearly what I mean, and so as to remove immedia
tely any thought of the supernatural, l shall give you an example of
such an incident
Krimilaassistend (detective-inspector) E. $lei was walking along a
busy main street in Copenhagen one day in 1 %5. Suddenly be caught
sight of a soap-bubble which moved in and out between the cars
driving along the road." (It should be mentioned here that Ensio Slei
was a member of Major Petersen's UFO study group, along with a
number of Danish Air Force pilots and other personnel.)
"He stopped and said to himself, though addressed to the soap
bubble: 'If you are not a soap-bubble, but a telemeter disc, - then just
you come over to me.·
The soap-bubble immediately left the heavy traffic, came over and
laid itself at Mr. $lei's feet. A moment later it rose slowly to the level
of this face, stayed still in the air for some seconds, and then
disappeared once again into the traffic.
There are many other instances which prove that the soap-bubbles
react to 'transmitted' thought" (And also could "understand", -either
the spoken language of just five mill. ion people, or the essence of the
transmission from the mind, which needs no words but talces in a
pattern of thought-waves which convey an idea - Ed.)

"Discs in action just above a military air-field."
Major Petersen goes on to give an accowit of an instance when both
Petersen and his wife were together and saw such telemeter discs in
action just above a military airfield. This account is recorded more fully
at a later stage, along with many other personal experiences related by
Major Petersen which occurred over many years of service in the Danish
Air Force and many years, too, in UFO investigation and research.
In order to allay the thought that only officials in UFO-study groups
see such phenomena, therefore they are entirely subjective, let us see
how the Telemeter Disc article concludes:

"Comment by Ronald Caswell."
When asked by Major Petersen to translate lhe article above, I
immediately sat down to go trough my own files on the subject.
Because the article struck a bell in my memory. The items which 1 am
going to quote here have never been seen by Major Petersen; howe
ver, one thing is sure. His article is going to ring quite a few bells
before long.
Correspondence between readers of the London newspaper, Daily
Mi"or, and the letters column of that newspaper were pretty-well one
track for a short time some months ago. It started this way:

'Daily Mirror, Monday, December 20th 1965.

Trying to keep her feet on the ground, busy Mrs. Sheila Hadley of
High Street, Hampton, Middlesex, has a job to keep her thoughts
from Outer Space...
"I HAVE JUST witnessed a mysterious thing hovering over the
road at roof-top level. In a few seconds it whisked away out of sight
gaining height steadily, not as a bubble would on a gust of wind, but
travelling at tremendous speed for such a small object.
It was approximately the size of a tennis-ball and closely resembled
a bubble when I first glanced out of the window. When in motion it
was more like a saucer.
I had taken my sixteen month-old daughter to fue window to
comfort her as she had knocked her arm which had recently been
vaccinated as we are emigrating to Australia this month.

D The contents of articles, copies, photogl'aphs or an�· other mat.erial reL-c�•ed from authors not related to the Geming Garde11.v New.f learn,
und which are puhlished in the Free New.,·letter, do not necessarily rencct the Editor's opinion, who cllllnOt be hclcl rcspomible for uny breau.-h
of possible copyrights, nor for the uuthenticity of the aforementioned publication(s).

■
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Surely I cannot be suffering from hallucinations at this time, when The 1957 Alien Abduction case of Antonio Villas Boas
my mind is on practical things like preparing lunch and packing. I can
assure you this is genuine, as I have no time to waste inventing things. A11 i11cide11t, often called co11tro1•ersial, that happened more than fifty
I feel sad to think how I have scoffed at flying saucer stories."' years ago. The careful reader 11>ith an ope11 mind, ne1•ertheless, can
Unquote.
find de/ails in ii Ihat are raJher 'common' 1J,rougltout Jhe years. There
is the colour of the landed craft, deSLTihed by Mr Boas to he red; and
there is 1he /a11di'ng gear: tltree 'legs', Both lhel't! de1ails can he fou11d
"Despite the gale, not moving an inch."
i11 very recent obsen•atio11s made this year, made by serious witnesses.
As for the occupants of dte craft, apart from d,e colour of tlteir outfas,
'Daily Mirror, Monday, January 3rd 1966.
Reports of unidentified flying tennis balls and bubbles are still and helmets, it were human-like personages, as is what others l,a,,e
v
coming in ... Mrs. S. Onions, of Ash Tree Road, Redditch, Worcester, encountered, e en 1101 longer thon la)·t year, here in the U.K. by
members of the Police. ..
writes:
T

AN ONIO Villas Boas was a Brazilian farmer claimed to have been
abducted by e�"traterreslrials in 1957. His claims were among Lbe first alien
abduction stories to r=ive world wide attention.
On October 16, 1957, 23-year-old Boas was plowing hi6 Fann with a
tractor at night to avoid the hot ternpemtures of the day. Ile saw whnt he
described as a "red star" in the night sk--y. This "star" approached him,
growmg in size, until he recogni1.ed it as an egg-shaped craft with a red
light at its front and a rotating cupola on top. Tbe crail landed in the field on
three "leg.s". Boas then decided to run from the scene.
He first attempted to leave on his tractor but its lights and engine died so
he decided to run on foot. However, he was seized by a fi,·e-foot humanoid
wearing grey coveralls and a helmet. Its eyes were small and blue. rt made
noises like barks or yelps of a small dog. Suddenly, three similar beings
And C. O'Neill, of Mead Road, Edgware, Middlesex, adds:
joined the fin;t hwnanoid in restraining Boas, dragging him inside their
"I SAW an object which looked like a cross between a bubble and a cral\
saucer - at Hendon, some months ago.
Inside the crall, Boas was stripped naked
At fin;t I thought it was a balloon, but then it moved off at
then covered from head-to-toe with a
tremendous speed."'
strange gel. He was then led into a large
❖
st.'lllicircular room. through a doorway that
had strange red S) mbols written over it. He
'Daily Mirror, Friday, January 7th 1966.
Now you're all seeing things! Following letters about mysterious was later able to recall them. lnside this
flying bubbles, many other readers have reported sightings of room, the humanoid beings took samples of
unearthly phenomena. Mrs. E. Colville, of Homdon--OI1-the-Hill, Es Boas' blood from his chin. He was then
taken to a third room while some kind of
sex, writes:
e,as was pwnped into the room, malong Rendition of craft & Alien
"A FEW weeks ago I saw a tennis ball-sized object speeding at Boas become violently ill.
roof-top height over the field behind our house. It glowed a beautiful Boas claims be was soon joined in the room by a female hwnanoid. She
green and then suddenly vanished as if a light had been switched off, was very attractive, and naked, the same height as the other bemgs, had a
or it had entered a waiting larger vehicle. My husband saw the same small, pointed chin and large. blue catlike eyes. The hair on her head was
long and platinum blonde but Boas noticed her underann and pubic hair
thing the next day."
were bright red. Boas said ho was strongly attracted to the woman, and the
two had sexual intercourse. During this act, Boas noted that the female did
While Mrs. G. Wheatley, of Homchurch, Essex, reports:
not kiss him but instead nipped him on thu chin.
"I SAW a transparent object, the shape of a large saucer, going up
After having intercourse, the female huma
an down in the sk-y and moving away from me. I am a very down-to
noid smiled and rubbed her belly while ge
earth person, but I can't help thinking this was something out of this
sturing upwards. Boos (left) understood this
world,"' Unquote.
to mean that she was going to raise their
child in "up there" in space. Boas said that
The comment concluded by relating the account of Wilbert Smith's
he felt angered after the encoW1ter. He felt as
personal experience, as told to the Vancouver Flying Saucer Club in
though he had been used and was little more
March 1961.
than "a good stallion• for the bwnano1ds.
He was then sivcn lus clothing back nnd
Mr. Smith, until the time of his death from cancer in December 1962,
taken on a tour of the ship. He attempted to
was Superintendent Radio Regulations Engineering at the Department of
Transport in Ottawa, and, as a Government scientist, led the flying
steal a small clock-like object as a souvenir
of his t.'!loounter, but was caught by the
saucer investigation "Project Magnet", originally sponsored by the Ca
nadian Government until, owing to adverse publicity, it was humanoids. He was lhen escorted of:f the ship and watched as it took off
'discontinued'. Mr Smith, along with other scientists, earned on the When he returned home, Boas discovered that four hours had passed
Following his abduction, Boas suffered from nausea, weakness, heada
project on a private basis, and was allowed to use the facilities at
Shirley's Bay, near Ottawa, until the time of his death. Readers will in ches and lesions on the skin. Dr Olavo Fontes of National School of
later articles be given a great deal of insight into the work of this Medicine of Brazil examined the fanner and concluded that he had been
dedicated and courageous man■
exposed to a large do�e of radiation from some source and was now
Ragnvald A. Carlsen and Major (ret.) Hans C. Petersen - © suffering from mild mdiaLion sickness.
Antonio Villas Boas later became a lawyer, manied and had four
children, He died in 1992, and stuck to the story of his alleged abduction for
.,WilbertB.
his ontirc life.
Smith
The aliens who abducted Boas were 5 feet tall, had small eyes and wore
grey coveralls and a helmel The female humanoid had human foatures
except her eyes were blue and shaped like a cal. She also bad a pointed.
I
chin. These clearly arc not lhe feamres of the "zeta." In fuct, Boas never
Hans C.
Petersen (1962)
asked or was told where these beings came from.■ - L.K
➔
"HOW pleased I was to read the Hampton reader's account of a
mysterious flying tennis ball because everyone laughed when I told
them about the 'bubble' I saw some year ago. We were then living in
a second-storey fiat.
I was looking out at the blizzard, the snow racing past the window,
when I saw this tennis ball-sized bubble. It was as clear as glass and,
despite the gale, not moving an inch. It just hung there and I couldn't
believe my eye.
Then it moved across the wind and over the house-tops at an
uncannily slow speed."
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UFO CONTACT: The Day Before Yesterday ©
In Support Of George
(Part Six)

"ON TfilS SIDE of the ship we were taken into a large
room which proved to be the laboratory."
With these these words, George Adamski talces his readers to the very
threshold of an entirely alien technology. Should some of those readers scof
at the idea then they need to look to themselves for explanations. This
would most probably not be the first UFO publication they have read. In
� s instance the 'U' stands for 'Unidentified'. The technology speaks for
itself. lf one of our readers has identified that technology then he need read
no further into the pages of this article. He will know it all. If he is not a
know-all then he must be ready to be informed, either by George Adamski
or by someone who, in the distant future, is finally accepted as having met
thes� aliens and shown their technology. If that man cannot accept the logic
.
of this, then one must feel pity for that man, for he has a closed mind. If it
must, in the scheme of things, happen to an earhtman of the future, then it
could have happened to an earthman of the past. It did. It happened to
George Adamski.
We shall not here go into details of the individuals whom Adamski met
"lside the Space Ships"; that is already on record to accept or reject. We
_
shall, mstead, go to areas in this chapter which give indications of the
technology used by these aerial visitors, the devices used, and the use to
which these devices are put. Here we trace back the science which put
flying "soap-bubbles" into earth's atmosphere, smaller or larger unmanned
probe-discs that have for years "telemetered" information of all kinds hack
to the monitor screens of aliens who are interested not only in our welfare
but also the� own. Atomic explosions do not delineate the geog(aphical
.
limits of therr destructive forces, as "Science" has found to its cost. They
now know, belatedly, that the very environs of space around Earth is
tlrreatened by man's innate seeking for one-up-manship, a rivalry that
bnngs the human race to the brink of self-destruction.
For those who mockingly reject that our visitors ®gbt conceivably be
here to offer a helping hand, then that is their loss. May any potential
great-8(8Ildchildren of theirs who might be around in the Third Milleniwn
be in a position to say anything, let's hope it will be: "We're glad they
changed their minds.

•

"Never had I seen anything like this room, packed with the most
amazing array of instruments imaginable. It seemed to me that every one of
.
these strange mstruments I was viewing for the first time was equipped
.
with its own large control console. Six were already in action, and the six
men who had accompanied us from the lounge immediately took their
places at six more."
He was told: "All operators of these instruments are what you call
advanced scientists. This is where we test the densities of the atmosphere
around the Earth. Or of any planet or body which we approach. We study
carefully the combinations of the elements of the atmosphere surrounding
each body' as well as the elemental combinations of outer space. Although
.
these are m a constant state of change, there is a pattern of behaviour
according to universal laws. This causes certain combinations to remain for
longer periods of time than others. In observing the activities of space, we
are able, among other things, to detect the formation of any new body in
outer space and determine its speed of growth."
He was talcen to other areas of the ship.
"It seemed th�t wonders would never cease. Each new step brought
fresh marvels until I began to fear that I could not retain half of them in my
memory. But my friends assured me that when the time came to write, they
would help me to recall an accurate picture of the night's events in every
_
detail. I doubt 1f many men have spent a night so full of surprises, beauty

and vastly instuctive sights, sounds and conversation.
Now, to my gl'eat excitement, I saw here twelve small discs lined up
.
m two rows on opposite sides of the ship. I guessed immediatly that
these were the registering discs or small, remotely controlled devices
sent out by the mother ships for close observation. They were about
three feet in diameter, of shiny, smooth material, and shaped like two
shallow plates, or hub-caps, turned upside down and joined at the rims
so that the central part was a few inches thick. I learned, however, that
such discs varied in size from about ten inches to twelve feet in
diameter, depending on the amount of equiment carried. As I have
stated elsewhere, they contained highly sensitive apparatus which not
only guide each little Saucer perfectly in its desired _path of flight, but
also trans®tted back to the mother ship full information on every kind
of vibration taking in the area under observation.

•

"Vibrations cover a large field of waves pertaining to sound, radio,
.
hght and even thought waves; all of these could be monitored back to
the parent craft for recording and analysis. Technically, perhaps, these
small discs were the fine feats of interplanetary engineering r had yet
seen. For in addition to the functions I have listed, they could also be
disintegrated if out of control and in danger of falling to Earth, either
� pidly by a kind of explosion or, if life or property on the ground were
m danger. by a gradual disintegration process. These little aerial won
ders were lined up on a wide table on each side of the room, resting in a
kind of g(OOve. In the ship's wall directly behind each disc was an
opening like a port or irap door large enough for them to pass through.
However, at the time we entered, all were closed." - Unquote.

•
Elsewhere in this account, instances of such cautionary disintegra
.
tion processes have been described. In later articles personal experien
ces of this phenomenon will be presented by Major Hans Petersen
regarding occurrences witnessed by himself and his wife near their
home. First published in 1955, Adamski's "Inside The Space Ships"
was the very first book to inform the world of this peculiar action of
cautionary disintCg(Stion of these tiny craft; again, we see a "First" by
George Adamski. We shall shortly be provided with another such
"first" by this "fraud and charlatan", a "first" which has already startled
a world of sceptics and offered much food for thought.
Adamski goes on::
"When we came into the room, no seats had been visible, but as the
si.x women took their places before the control panels, small, stool-like
seats rose silently from the floor, possibly due to pressure on a foot
pedal.
These control panels differed slightly from others I had seen, and I
cannot be certain wheter small buttons were recessed into the panels, or
whether they were operated by means of keys like an organ. Once
seated, the women worked very quickly, their nimble fingers darting
above the instruments as they fed instructions and flight data to the
waiting discs. I remember noting the resemblance to six women playing
in pantollllme, a silent concerto. It was fascinating to see how, when a
disc bad received full 'instructions', one of the trap doors would open
and the disc would slide smootley into the orifice, passing tlrrough
air-locks before hurtling away into outer space on its ®ssion."
He was told: "Let us return to the laboratory where we can follow
their flight on the instrument panels."
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"Back in the laboratory, all the men were still operating the instruments
in front of them. I noticed on one of the screens varying lines shaping,
disappearing and reappeaering in new formations. The lines would then be
replaced by round dots and long dashes, which would quickly form into
variou\ geometrical figures." (How like a modem.day computer! Adamski
was a veritable Jules Verne, wasn't he! And no�ne laughed at him! - Ed.)
- "At the same time, other screens were showing different colours of
changing intensities, some in flashes and others in waves. Figures would
form on them from time to time. These, too, changed rapidly in size and
shape. Everything was a vast mystery to me."
It was explained to him: "'The men are registf.lring with their instru
ments what is taking place on the screens, all of which will later be made
into educational records.•
Curiosity prompted me to ask what had become of the two discs which
we had watched leave the ship.
The pilot explained: '"Ibe discs are now hovering above a certain
inhabited spot on Earth and registering the sounds emanating from thet
spot This is what you are seeing on the screen as shown by the lines, dots
and dashes. The other machines are assembling this infonnation and
interpreting it by producing pictures of the meanings of the signals, together
with the original sounds."'

•
Not understanding these processes too well, he was told: "'Everything
in the Universe has its own particular pattern. For e=ple, if someone
speaks the word "house" the mental image of a dwelling of one kind or
another is in his mind. Many things, including hwnan emotions, are
registered in the same way.'" -(Lie-detootors? - Ed)
"'By the use of these machines, we know even what your people are
thinking, and whether or not they are hostile towards us. For if there are
harsh, frightening words, or even thoughts, these will picture themselves in
thet manner and our recorders will pick them up accurately. In the same
way, we know who amongst you will prove friendly and receptive. Every
thing in the entire Universe moves by "vibration", as you call it on Earth
or, more recently "frequencies". It is by these lh,qumci"" ur vib,atioos that
we learn the languages of other worlds.'
During bis explanation, l watched the screens aod the everchanging
patterns. I thought it all looked comparatively simple, and wondered why
our scientists had oot stumbled upon this same procedure long ago. As I
fathered this thought, without e�sing it in words, my companion
answered, 'They have to some extent. This is not very different from your
tape and other kind of recordings. The principle is the same, only we have
carried it further. Instead of stippping with the gathering together of the
many frequencies for sound reproduction alone, we are now able to trans
late them into picture form as well You do this in a small way in the
intertairunent which you call TV. But in this, too, you are slill bound by
your limited knowledge."' - Unquote.

ments were suggested and carried out, and in each case the results
confirmed the validity of the alien science. Beyond this point the alien
science just seemed to be incomprehensible.
There followed a period of soul searching during which many doubts
were raised. We felt the! we had established the reality of the craft from
elsewhere, and of the intelligences associated with them. and while we
were able to establish the! these people all told the same story, was the
story the truth? There existed some pretty good evidence to support their
statements, and precious little with which to disprove them. but we did
not overlook the possibility thet there might be some other more
conventional explanation. We looked carefully at every conventional
explanation we could find, but they all fell quite short of the mark. If the
whole thing were a delusion, then quite a large number of people must
be suffering from the same delusion. and an externalized delusion into
the bargain. If it were a hoax, then it was by far the most gigantic hoax
the world hod ever known, and to what end, and by whom perpetrated,
and who was putting up the money because some of the 'evidence' must
have cost a pretty penny to produce.
"The inevitable conclusion was that it was all real enough, and that
these people from elsewhere were probably what they claimed to be.
The science however was definitely alien and possibly forever beyond
our conprehension. So another approach was tried, the philosophical,
and here the answer was found in all its grandeur! I will not go into
detail on the many revisions in ideas and basic th.inking which had to be
widergone, beyond stating that there were indeed, many. The people
from "elsewhere' displayed great patience and understanding in helping
me to overcome many of the prejudices and stores of misinfonnation
which I hod spent many years accumulating. I began for the first time in
my life to realize the basic 'oneness' of the Universe and all that is in it.
Science, philosophy, religion, substance, and energy are all facets of the
same jewel, and before any one fac.it of the jewel can really be
appreciated the fonn of the jewel itself must be perceived.
One of the most important things I had to realize was that we are not
alone. The hwnan race in the form of MAN extends throughout the
Univ=e, and is mcredibly ancient Also, its appearance in physical
form is but one of its many manifestations along the path of progress.
Our civilization here on this earth is only one of many th.at have come
and gone. This planet has been colonized many times by people from
elsewhere, and our present human race are blood brothers of these
people. is it any wonder that they are interested in us? To orthodox
thinkers th.is may seem strange, but not nearly so strange as our ideas on
evolution!"
-From: "Why JBe/teye in the Reality a/Space Craft'' by W.B. Smith.
- The above are excerpts from a series of articles sent to Ronald
Caswell by Wilbert Smith, founder of the Canadian "Project Magnet"
in 1958, and reproduced in the journal UFO CONTACT of December
1968.

•

•

What was it that Canadian scientist Wilbert Smith said? "If the only
evidence we had was philosophical, we might justifiably suspect it. But
when coupled with the observations, thousnnds of them, we cannot dismiss
it so easily. This is expecially true when we consider that the science which
has been passed to us from these people from elsewhere explains in a
manner which we have been quite unable lo do, why the saucers behave as
they do, and how it is that they can do things which to us are virtually
impossible. The science and the performance check perfectly!

But in this, too, you are still bound by your limited knowledge,"
Adamski was told by "these people from elsewhere."

"Again, we have been told where our scientific ideas are wrong, or
inadequate, and experiments have been suggested and carried out, and in
every case the alien science has been vindicated."
- From: ''The Ph//osohpy ofthe Saucers. " - by Wilbert B. Smith.
Smith goes on:
"Having located what seemed. to be channels of communication between
ourselves and these extraterrestrial intelligences, the next and obvious step
was to uy and get as much info!Dl8tion as possible. As may be expected,
this effort was al first directed towards science and technology, but it soon
became apparent that th.ere was a very real and quite large gap between this
alien science and thet in which I had been trained. Certain crucial cxperi-

"During the time th.at he was explaining th.is to me, he had been
intendly watching the many screens. As he finished his explanations, be
suggested that we go to the disc room to watch the return of these little
messengers.
We had no more than reached the other room when the same two
trap doors, looking much like large portholes in the wall of the ship,
opene. d to receive each returning small disc. They settled into place as
tough quietly set down by some unseen hand." - Unquote

•

" - We had very good reason to believe that a certain conversation
we were having with a friend of mine was being monitored by one of
these little fellows. So when we came out of the house, we made a
definite effort to locate it. It was down in a ditch just in front of the
house, and as soon as we spotted it, apparently the people who were
controllirlg it became aware of the fact. As soon as we spotted it we saw
what appeared to be just like a heat-wave, something like a foot in
diameter. Popped out of the centre of this was what appeared a little
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disc about so big, and jt just took off like that and disappeared into the great
blue yonder."
-Wilbert Smit!� speaking 10 members of the Vancouver Flying Saucer Club
in March 1961.-

•

Adamski was told, = It was means of discs like these that we first
became alerted to the abnollDlll condition building up on the fringe of your
abnosphere - a condition constantly increasing with every atomic or
hydrogen bomb that is exploded on Earth. And since these instruments are
in opereation at all times, they tell us what we can expect as we move
through space."' - Unquote

•
"Some years ago, following some rather bad aeroplane crashes for
which there was no satisfactory explanation. the people from 'elsewhere'
were asked through 'contacts' if these crashes were possibly due to our
craft flying too close to their craft. We were informed that while a very few
of our craft had suffered in this manner, much greater care was now being
exercised by the saucer pilots so that this cause was virtually eliminated.
We were informed however that our pilots flew around in complete
disregard of the regions of reduced binding with which this planet is
afilicted, and very often their craft were not desi gned with a sufficient factor
of safety and came apart,
When we countered by saying that we knew nothing of such regions,
we were informed that means for detecting them were easily within our
technology and that we should build suitable instruments and then pay
attention to what they registered. They also passed a few uncomplimentary
remarks about our propensity for shooting off atom bombs which actually
created a pair of such 'vortices' with each e,q,losion."
-From: Binding Forces. By Wilbert B. Smith-

"'The abnormal condition - constantly increasing with every atomic or
hydrogen bomb that is exploded on Earth."' • Adamsk i
"Our propensity for shooting off atom bombs which actuatlly created a
pair of such 'vortices' with each explosion." • Smith.

« As we stood talking in the laboratory, my attention was drawn to a
particlular screen by the pilot. 'You see there' he said, 'visual images of the
dust which you call "space debris". These are now being flashed back by
two of the discs. '

It was fascinating to watch the behaviour of these tiny particles of matter
on the screen. There was a constant swirling activity. Sometimes the fine
matter would seem to condense into the semblance of a solid body, only to
disappear and revert to practical invisiblility. Occasionally, these fonnati·
ons became so rarefied and fine that they seemed to have been transmuted
into pure gases, In a way, it reminded me of little while clouds suddenly
forming in a clear sky, perhaps to grow larger, then as quickly to disappear
into nothingness. 1bis, at least, is the best analogy I can draw in describing
the activity I witnessed on these screens.
•
�Yet, with each formation of particle bodies, certain quantities of energy
seemed actually to take visible, solid form, then immediately again be
dissipated by what seemed an explosion or sudden disintegration, plainly
visible on the screens. Other instruments recorded intensity and composi·
tion. Sometimes these accretions formed with great intensity and the
ensuing 'explosion' was equally violent. At other times they were very mild
and barely detectable. But the cycle was ceaseless; whirling energy, solidi
fication, disintegration; a perpetual motion of energy and fine matter ever
seeking to combine or react with other particles in space. I use the term
'energy' because I can think of no other word for what I was observing. It

seemed to contain great power, and I noticed that when gathering into a
sheetlike formation or cloudlike body, it appeared to disturb everything
near it in space.

I believe that I actually witnessed the very force that pervades all
space, from which planets, suns and galaxies are formed; the same force
that is the supporter and sustainer of all activity and life throughout the
Universe." - Unquote.

One of the regular features of the journal Ufo Contact was an
ongoing series of articles with the general heading: "What Adamski
Said'' The first of these was published in the December I %6 issue. The
article had as its theme a very significant item of evidence which even
today, after five decades and more have passed in the UFO saga, is
indisputable proof that Adamski, seven years before the first American
went into orbit around Earth, had spoken of an unknown phenomenon
in Space. He not only wrote of it, be had seen it for himself. It became a
talking-point among Ufologists 30-odd years ago; it is still a matter of
serious debate today. Those newly interested in the study of ''flying
saucers" need to give this article serious consideration.
•

WHAT ADAMSKI SAID:
We shall from time to time introduce excerpts from George Adams
ki's writings and recorded public lectures under the above titel: Such
was the nature of Adamski's utterances that he continually rubbed
against the tender spots of scientific theory, causing derisive response
from the watchful keepers of this 'holy cow' which seems to graze in
every field of Science. In these articles we shall seek to show how near
to the mru:k Adamski was,. sometimes months, sometimes years before
scientific cor. roboration arrived to back up his words. The trouble with
this man was, that he conveyed something over to the ordinary layman
which was impossible for the orthodox. scientist with his starchy
vocabulary. 1bis and something else indefinable, was George Adams
ki 's great weapon against scepticism and ridicule. This, and a strength
of purpose, coupled with a fantastic energy, was the power which
directed the eyes of countless thousands towards the stars.
Radio listeners in all parts of the world sat with their attention glued
to the broadcast of the orbiting American astronaut, John Glenn, as he
cruised around the Earth a hundred and more miles up. l t was February
20th 1962, less than four and a half years after the first satellite was
thrown up into Space.
It was on this mission that the world first heard of John Glenn's
'fire.flies'.
A complete accoW1t of his encounter with this phenomenon, and a
subsequent mention of it by his fellow astronaut, Scott Garpenter, is
contained in the book compiled by the seven astronauts of Project
Mercury, 'Into Orbit'. (Cassel Company)

•
Page 201,An hour and thirteen minutes after launch 1 had left A�iralia
behind and was in touch with the Canton Island tracking-station.
half-way across the Pacific. I decided to have the first of two planned
meals here. I pulled a squeeze-tube of apple-saus out of its receptacle
and parked it the air in front of me. Weightless, it stayed put while I
opened up the visor on my helmet. Then I squeezed the apple-sause into
my mouth. swallowed it without spilling a drop and closed up the visor
again. There was no problem. I could see the brilliant blue horizon
coming up behind me now; the sun-rise was approaching.
The strangest sight of the en� flight crune a few seconds later. I
was watching the SWl•rise, which suddenly filled the scope with a
brilliant red, and had put a filter onto the scope to cut down the glare.
Then I glanced out of the window and looked back towards the dark

D The contents or article.�, co11ic.�. phutog..aphs or an.v other material received from author.� not related to tJ1e Ge11sing Garde11s Ne111., team,
and which urc published in the Free Newsletter, do not necessarily rtoflect the Editor's opinion, who cannot be held responsible for any breach
of possible copyrights, nor for the aulftcnticijy of the aforementioned rubJkation(s). ■
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western horizon. It was a startling sight. All around me, as far as I could
see, were thousands and thousands of small, luminous particles. I
thought for a minute that I must have drifted upsidedown and was
look.ing at a new field of stars. Then I looked again. I was in contact with
the Canton Island tracking-station at the time, and I tired to tell the Cap
Com (Capsule Communication) there what it was like.
"'This is FRIENDSHIP 7" I began. ' 1'11 try to describe what I'm in
here. I am in a big mass of very small particles, that are brilliantly lit-up
like they're luminescent. 1 never saw anything like it They're coming by
the capsule, and they look like little stars. A whole shower of them
coming by. They swirl around the capsule and go in front of the window
and they're all brilliantly lighted. They"re probably average seven or
eight feel apart. but I can see them all down below me, also."'
'The Canton Island Cap Com came on the air and asked if I could
hear any impa ct between the particles and the capsule.
"Negative," I reported. "They're very slow; they're not going away
from me more than maybe three of four miles per hour. They're going at
the same speed I am approximately. They're only slightly under my
speed. They do have a different motion. though, from me, because they
swirl around the capsule and then depart back the way l am looking."

'Then, as the sun rose ahead of me, I got my first look at John Glenn's
'fire-flies'. As they drifted around the capsule near the window they
looked more like snow-flakes to me, whitish in colour and varying in size
from one-sixteenth to half-inch in diameter.'
-Page234. Scott Carpenter continued.
'J was trying to stow equipment away so that it could'nd bounce around
during re-entry; and I was talking to the Hawaii tracking station about my
retro-fire procedures. And then, suddenly, one of John's fireflies came by
the window again. It was a particularly bright one, and I reached out to grab
a light meter to take a reading on its intensity. As I did this, I hit my hand
against the wall of the cabin and a whole cloud of particles flew off past the
window. I was fascinated by this swprise, and I started thumping the wall
all around me. Eveiy time I hit it, more particles popped away. Surely, I
thought to myself, they must have been clinging like frost to the capsule and
were coming from the capsule after all, not, as John bad thought, from some
other souroe. There wasn't time to think about it any longer, for I had lo get
ready for retro-fire and the long return to earth. But I believe that I had
solved the mystery; they were bits of frost that had collected on the cold
outer surfuce of the capsule.'
'Toto Orbit" - U11quole.

'The particles seemed to disappear in the glare as soon as the sun
came up. But I saw them again under the same conditions on the next
Ronald Caswell goes on in the Ufo Contact Article lo analyse the ''l.nlo
orbit. This time, although I was having a few troubles with the capsule,
I turned it around 180 degrees in order to look at the particles from Orbit" account and the opposing views of the two astronauts concerned.
another direction. I wanted to see if perhaps they were emanating from Scott Carpenter's explanation seemed far too simplistic, and, given the
the capsule itself. They did not appear to be, however. They were not circwnstances, perhaps, much too convenient. The time factor between the
centred around the capsule but were stretched out as far as I could see. I two flights -February 20th and May24th I 962- could have given some
saw fewer of them this time, because I was looking against the sun. But "science fiction" buffs on the NASA team who might have. read the comic
some of them still came drifting towards me, just as they had done when series by George Adamski food for thought.
I first saw them. They were yellowish-green in colour, and they appeared
to vary in size from a pin-head to perhaps three-eights of an inch. They
bad the same colour, luminous quality and approximate intensity of light
The UFO CONTACT article goes on:
as fireflies, and the sensation as I slowly rode through them was like
walking backwards through a parture where somone bad made all the
"ln Glenn's account we can understand that here is a man who is not
fireflies stop right where they were and glow steadily.•
clear as to the phenomenon be is observing. Nevertheless, to this man with
'I saw the particles once more on the third orbit, again just as the first many experiences behind him, the 'fire-flies' are 'the strangest sight of the
r.iys of the sun appeared over the horizon. They stayed in sight for aboui entire flight'. He uses the expression 'ii was a startlinS sight', 'all around
four minutes, some of them turning dark as they went into the shadow of me as far as I could see', and 'l never saw anything like it." - 'They vyere
the capsule, other swirling on past the window and changing direction as not centred around the capsule.' and 'they stayed in sight for about four
l moved through them. It was a fascinating spectacle, and though various minutes." - •It was a fascinating spectacle.'
scientists have assumed since that the particles were undoubtedly ema
'The particles were a mysteiy at the time, and they have remained one as
nating from the capsule itself, I find this hard to believe. I thought at first
that they might be a layer of tiny needles that the Air Force bad. sent into far as I'm concerned.'
space on a communications experiment and bad lost them. But needles
Yet Scott Carpenter, no doubt requested to clear up the mystery,
would not be luminescent - nor was r at the proper altitude. I also
thought that th. ey might be tiny snowflakes formed by the condensation knocked against the capsule and the mystery was solved.
of water vapour from the control nozzles. I intentionally blipped the
'Surely, I thought to myself, they must have been clinging like frost to
thrusters to see if they gave off particles. They gave off steam, but no
particles that I could see. The particles were a mystery at the time, and the capsule and were coming from the capsule after all, not, as John
they have remained one as far as I'm concerned. Our staff psychiatrist, thought, from some other source.' - Unquote.
Dr. George Ruff, heard me describe them at one of the debriefings after
the flight, and be had only one question: "What did they say, John?" T
guess they were as speechless as I was.
"If I were driving a car through a snow-storm and I happened to start
thumping like mad on the side of the car, would I then have the right to say
that the particles that popped off did not emanate from some other source, i.e. the sky, - but from the car itself?" went on Caswell.
-Page207
'As I passed over Canton Island on the second orbit I saw the
"One thing that is worth noting in Glenn's account, apart from his own
particles again. I tried to photograph them, but ap parently there was not
insistence that the fireflies did not originate from the capsule, is the fact thal
enough light for the colour film and none of the pictures turned out.
he noticed the particles for the first time just as he was passing over the
Canton Island tracking station. His veiy next mention of the paricles says:
-Page209
'The Cap Com asked me, as I passed over the Canton Islands station "As I pa ssed over Canton Island on the the second orbit I saw the particles
for the last time if I was still seeing those particles I bad talked about. again."
Apparently everyone was fascinated by this phenomenon. I told him that
Did John Glenn insist on banging on the wall of the capsule only on the
I had seen a few after I left Canaveral, and that I knew they were not
Canton Island section of his round-the-world tour?
coming from the capsule because they were moving toward me.

•

•
-Page231. Scott Carpenter's flight 24th May 1962.

It would appear, then, that the phenomenon was at that time situated
locally over an area in space relating to the Canton Island station. These
points seem to indicate that the fireflies were not a part of the "capsule
equipment".
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What has all this to do with George Adamski?
In July 19 55, a book was published in the U.S. which was
subsequently translated into many foreign languages. It became a
bestseller. Written over two years before the first Sputnik circled the
Earth, almost seven years before Glenn went into space, the book,
"inside the Space Ships", is George Adamski's account of his meetings
with and later trips with human beings from other planets, on board
their space craft.
We would like to remind you that these are now excerpts from
George Adamski's story, not that of John Glenn.
Adamski has met with people from other planets in this system namely, Venus, Mnrs, Saturn and others. Taken by a scout-craft, (the
saucer-shape with a dome), to a mother-ship high up above Earth,
Adamski is carried out into space.

•

-Page 76 (American edition).
"'We are now about fifty thousand miles from your Earth.'
Firkon motioned me to come to one of the port-holes as he said,
·Perhaps you would like to see what space really looks like.'

I was amaz.ed to see that the background of space is totally dark. Yet

there were manifestations taking place all around us, as though billions
upon billions of fireflies were flickering everywhere, moving in all
directions, as fireflies do. However, these were of many colours, a
gigantic celestial fireworks display that was beautiful to the point of
being awesome.
As I exclaimed at this vast splendour, Firkon suggested that l now
look back to Earth and see what our own little globe looks like from that
distance oUL

I did. And to my s111prise, our planet was giving off a white light,
very similar to that from the Moon, only not so pure as moonlight in a
clear night on Earth. The white glow surrounding the Earth's body was
hazy, and its size was comparable to the Sun as we watch this body rise
ahove the horizon in the early morning. There were no identifying
markings whatsoever to be seen on our planet. It looked merely like a
large ball of light beneath us. From hero, one could never have guessed
that it was swarming with myriad forms of life.

•

detail, unless this detail did, in fact, impress itself so deeply onto Adamski
himself in his own experience? - (And indeed, impressed John Glenn
equally so apparently! - Ed.)
These fireflies have certainly been around. They have also been written
of at some length in the August pages of the Encyclopedia Americana, in an
article on Space Flight
But wherever lhey are discussed, and in whatever voluminous tomes
they may be contained, the fact remains that these 'fire--flies' are precisely
What Adamski Said. - U11quo1e.
Having now read an account of the technology of other worlds described
by George Adamski and Wilbert Smith as indicated by their widely
separated but uniquely-similar experiences, their diverse but nevertheless
supportive contacts with the "Space Brothers" and the "Boys Topside", the
"people from elsewhere", we find a possible and, in many ways, extremely
plausible explanation of what those objects were which, on their separate
"missions", paid visits to Ivy Chimneys in rural Epping Forest and the
Ferry Lane Bridge in urban Walthamstow.
Whatever their objectives, - among those widely-diversified "targets"
outlined by Major Petersen, and with the brilliant alien technology
described by George Adamski and Wilbert Smith, - these telemeter discs
of varying shapes and sizes give evidence of intelligence and purpose.The
positioning of the object which "crashed'' into the River Lea, just short of
the extensive reservoirs adjacent to it, but also just clear of the sprawl of
dwellings and factories housing many thousands, indicates a deliberate
effort to save human life in a last resort plunge of a malfunctioning aerial
device, into water, as described by Adamski and Major Petesen, in the
same manner that a human pilot might well react, - and, as shown in many
an account of human heroism, has reacted, - in an hour of extreme danger
to his fellow-man.
'!bat the incident at Ivy Chimneys may well have been part of a
reconnaissance flight by the crew of a visiting space craft must now be
seriously considered, not only on the basis of the multiple sightings over the
Epping Forest area, but more particularly in the light of the fact that more
significant events were to talk place over the course of months just one and
a quarter miles away in the nearby village ofTheydon Bois, beginning in
the winter of 1965.■

Page77
'The entire floor in this section of the room was composed of
magnifying glass like that in the floor of the Seoul But the angle of the
ship at this particular moment was such that I would have had to kneel
to look through it.
Space and its activity held me transfixed as I strained my eyes in an
attempt to see everything that was going on out there. Apart from the
firefly effects, r saw a good many large luminous objects passing
through space. 'The larger bodies, so fur as I could tell, were not
burning, but merely glowing.' - Unquole.
Adamski has more experiences. On a later occasion, he is taken
aboard, not a Venusian mother-ship this time, but one from Saturn."
Caswell's article goes on with the account in the laboratory of the
Saturnian mother-ship, with special reference to the telemeter disc
activity and "the behaviour of these tiny particles of matter on the
screen. There was a constant swirling activity" - ("They swirl around
the capsule" reported John Glenn. -Ed.)
The article concluded with the following commentary:
"Many people have argued about these 'fire-flies' of Adamski and
those of John Glenn. Many have said that it was just coincidence and
that Adamski could easily have guessed how space looked.
But would a writer of science fiction have taken so much trouble
describing a minor detail, when he could have thrilled his readers with
'anti-diothermic devices', or whatever names they choose to invent for
their space fantasies? Three times Adamski makes reference to these
fire-flies, in one case nearly eighty pages further on in his book.
Why would he impress his readers with a relatively unimportant

Ragnvald A. Carlsen and
Major (ret.) H.ans C. Pelenen (Royal Danuh Air Force).

. . .

Incoming Fax Message . . .

White House: No evidence of aliens

The White House says it has no evidence that extraterrestrial crealllres
exist
The Obama administration made the unusual declaration in response to a
feature on its website that allows people to submit petitions that administra
tion officials must respond to if enough people sign on.
In this case, more than 5,000 people signed a petition demanding that the
White House disclose the government's knowledge of extraterrestrial
beings. More than 12,000 signed another petition seeking formal acknow
ledgement of an extraterrestrial presence engaging the human race.
In response, Phil Larson, of the White House Office of Science and
Technology Policy, wrote that the US government has no evidence that life
exists outside Earth, or that an extraterrestrial presence has contacted any
member of the human race. "In addition, there is no credible information to
suggest that any evidence is being hidden from the public's eye," Mr Larson
wrote. He did not close the door entirely, however, on a close encounter of
an alien kind, noting that many scientists and mathematicians believe that,
statistically speaking, odds are high that there is life somewhere among the
"trillions and trillions of stars in the universe• - although odds that humans
might make contact with non-hWllllIIS are remote.
It is not the first petition to force the White House to engage on an offbeat
topic since the "We the People" web page was inaugurated in September.
The White House has been forced to explain why it cannot comment in
response to a petition demanding 'Try Casey Anthony in Federal Court for
Lying to the FBI lnvestigators' - because it is a law enforcement matter. ■
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UFO CONTACT: The Day Before Yesterday©

NOW THAT WE have reviewed the accounts ofpeople
who by no stretch of the imagination can be called "frauds" or
"charlatans', let us consider the evidences emanating from the
mouth and the pen of the so-called "fraud and charlatan"
himself, George Adam.ski.

"It would therefore appear that this business of reduced binding
would stand quite a bit of further investigation. Unfortunately, be
cause of the unorthodox source of this information, efforts so far to
obtain official recognition have resulted only in more letters being
added to the • crank file "'. - Unquote

It would be impossible to give other than educated guesses as to the
reasons for such sophisticated devices as the telemeter (or tele•rnetre) disc
to be operating in Earth's atmosphere if George Adamski had not first
enlightened the world through his second UFO publication: "Inside The
Space Ships ". The means of operation, the type of information transmitted
to their operators, how the information could be of practical use to the
operators, is only made clear in the detailed account given by Adamski,
relayed to him in the first instance by the extraterrestrials whom he called
"the Space Brothers".

It was for this reason that Wilbert Smith, after his death, was
denigrated by lesser men, was labelled "spiritualist" and "dreamer". a
man not worthy of that scientific "status" that sets scientists apart from
other mortals. (Until Ibey blow up the world and are shown to have lhe
same imperfect bits and pieces as the rest of us.)

That account and that account alone gives answers to unanswerable
questions, explains the reasons for the use of these long-range, remote
controlled instruments seen in all parts of the world, - yes, even by
"humble" housewives.

When George Adamski wrote in his books about human extraterre
strials visiting Earth, to some it was a kind of blessing, this realization
that we are not alone in the Universe. To others, jaded and emotionally
and intellectually seared by the wickedness of a humankind bent on
ethnic-cleansing, tribal genocide and nuclear self-annihilation, it was
anathema, the cynical rejection of an idea that anyone, anywhere, could
be so altruistic, so good, so self-sacrificing. The "Space Brothers" had
said thai, rather than hring ahout the death of a being on this planet,
they would offer up their own lives. A Christ-like concept emulated by
some Christians and others, one would say.

Canadian Government Scientist, Wilbert B. Smith.
"Telemetry", of course. is not the sole prerogative of alien nations
visiting Earth. A useful definition is to be found in Webster's New
Collegiate Dictionary, i.e. "An electrical apparatus for measuring a quantity
(as pressure, speed or temperature), transmitting the result esp. by radio to
a distant station, and there indicating or recording the quantity measured."

•

What was it that "Project Magnet" 's founder, Canadian Government
scientist Wilbert B. Smith, emphasized?
"If the only evidence \ve had was philosophical, we might justifiably
suspect it. But when coupled with the reality of the observations,
thousands of them, we cannot dismiss it so easily. This is especially true
when we consider that the science which has been passed to us from
these people from elsewhere explains in a manner which we have been
quite unable to do, why lhe saucers behave as they do, and how it is that
they can do things which to us are virtually impossible. The science and
the performance check perfectly.
Again, we have been told where our scientific ideas are wrong, or
inadequate, and experiments have been suggested and carried out, and in
every case the alien science has been vindicated." • Unquote.
♦

It must surely be a very brave, and confident and hwnble scientist who
tells his peers that he and they had got it wrong in so many ways, that their
holy cow was not what they had made it out to be, indisputable, invincible,
an ivory tower that couldn't be demolished.
When Smith and his scientist colleagues working on "Project Magnet"
showed that it could be demolished, his recommendations and the docu
mentation and the physical evidence were pigeon-holed, set aside and
anesthetized by the lethargy of an "orthodox science" which was too high
and mighty to be questioned.
Smith summarized an article on a special project which produced an
instrument that could have saved many lives from air accidents, based on
suggestions made by his alien contacts and proven in tests, with the
following succinct remarks.

•

But more, much more, of Wilbert 8. Smith later.

A Blessing - That We Are Not Alone Io The Universe

"How quaint!" said the cynics, "How 'goodie-goodie'I", and gave out
a big, unbelieving belly-laugh, emulating other "Christians". They
o
would rather accept the ubiquitus
"Grey". Why? Because these
menacing, bug-eyed entities give evidence also of a cynical disregard
for hwnanity and Earth man's place in the Cosmos.
"Ah!" say the cynics, "The Cosmos! - What Cosmos?"

•

More than anyone in this field - Ufology - George Adamski went out
on a limb for his convictions, for his claims of"contact".
He said his contacts were form this planetary system, the neighbours
next door. "Science" and a surprising number of Ufologists pooh-pooh
the idea. I say a surprising number, because these same "serious"
researchers tell us that "science" is lying through its teeth when it
insists that "flying saucers are pie in the sky''. They don't exist. When
the same scientists say that Venus, Mars and all the rest are uninhabita
ble, "serious" Ufologists believe them.
The same "science" says that the distance to even the nearest star
system, and therefore possibly other planets, is so immense that a
space-era.ft couldn't span the distance in a life-time. The "serious"
Ufologists agree.
So, - where do they come from, these elusive Pimpernel-like entities
from Outer Space, be they "Brothers" with their "evangelistic clap
trap", or the menacing "Greys", with their physical and psychological
surgery, and their "Nordic" overseers? The centre of the Earth?

They Denigrate A man They Never Knew
Adamski and Smith and their associates and supporters are in a
no-win situation. The fact is that Adamski had the courage of his
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convictions and put his money where his mouth was, unlike some of the
wimps of today who claim to be Ufologists and UFO writers. They axe
balanced on the edge of everyone else's convictions, afraid to step to one
side or the other in oase they put a Ufologistic foot in it and gamble for the
"wrong" side. What if Adamski got it right after all?
Instead, they denigrate a man they never knew.

•

To look closer, with an open mind, at Adamski's claims, is to see
possible, tangible, believable solutions and answers to our questions. So let
us consider what Adamski told us in his books. Don't let those new to the
UFO-case and undecided, perhaps, in their beliefs, take as gospel the
machinations of those who, in their ignorance and arrogance, derogate the
reputations of these pioneers with scuttlebutt and below-stairs gossip. Read
first-hand of their experiences, these men who saw in the dawn of the
UFO-case and gave a hope of Cosmic brotherhood to a planet gasping for a
return to sanity after two planetary wars, and a half-eentury of human
blood-shedding.
Take no note of the muck-<iredgers; th.ese pioneers, worthy pioneers,
deserve better than that.

•

In order to give context to the questions we have been debating
regarding the operation of the telemeter discs and the type of information
they are seeking and recording, we will follow George Adamski through
the bowels of the mother-ship to which the scout�raft has brought him. We
ask you to read this account with an open mind.
"As we were lowered below the level of tl1e SCQut, which was still
where we had left it, I noticed a vast chamber in back of it extending far
towards that end of the ship. Through the centre of this compartment and
at right angles to the elevator shaft was a pair of rails. Resting on these
were four other SCQuts identical in size and design with the one which
had brought us up from Earth."
Adamski goes oo: "We passed two other balconies below the one over
which we had entered tlie lounge, and I figured that each of these must
lead to another deck io this gigantic carrier. At the third balcony below
the one leading to the lounge, the elevator was stopped. Thus, looking up
from tlie bottom of the great shaft I was able to count the seven decks on
that side of the ship.
As tlie elevator came lo a smooth stop, the railing swung open. On the
way down, I had noticed a pair of rails continuing through the lower part
of the ship. These formed a V-junction with the rails by which our SCQut
had entered, and 1 realized that these were the rails down which it would
travel when we left tlie carrier for our return to Earth. This indicated that
this whole section of the ship was taken up by arrival and departure
tunnels, the main shaft, and the huge hangar deck for the Scouts.
Somewhere in the same section, either adjoining or beyond the hangar
deck, tliere was probably a maintenance hangar and repair shop, while
beyond that again, at the far end of the ship, I knew there must be a
control room and pilot's compartment. I had been told that there was one
at eacb end of these colossal craft. On this side of the ship we were taken
into a very large room which proved to be a laboratory." - U11quote,

•
Let us consider the pros and coos of what we have read so far; let us
play both Devil's Advocate and Adamski devotee. Because these are the
roles each reader will be called on to play if he is to remain fair and
open-minded.
One could say that, so far, any hack science fiction writer could have done
as well or better. That is perhaps true. It's also true tliat, despite claims that
be wrote stories about Space People before his account in "Flying Saucers
Have Landed", he is not a science fiction writer. Anyone could have done
better, titillating the imaginations of his readers by introducing unpro
nounceable items of equipment undreamed of in the technology of man;
(look at Star Trek.) The fact is that Adamski did not pen the wording of

"inside The Space Ships".

For tliose who have not read the book tliere is a comment on tlie
dedication page which offers food for thought on a number if issues. Apart

from the words: "I Dedicate This Book To A Better World", which,
without being blasphemous, reminds one of tlie greatest maligned
person who ever lived, when be said: "Forgive tliem, Fatlier, for they
know not what they do." It also slates: "I wish to express my deep
appreciation to Charlotte Blodget for framing my experiences in the
written words of this book.
George Adamski." - Unquote.

We Should Learn Something About The Man
We will proceed with fue account of Adamski's experiences in a
while, but before we do this, there is something else we wish the reader
to consider; that is, that we should learn something about the man,
George Adamski, even before we read his story of joU01eys into space.
To an extent we can learn something from his acknowledged "ghost
writer', the one concerned with "tlie written words of this book".
Who was fuis "ghost writer", this unknown person who took on the
onerous task of transmitting to a world readership a short and unique
history of an Earthman's dealings witll humans from other planets, of
transmitting that "history" in a way which would do it justice, if justice
was what it deserved?
What do we know about this person; did she believe what she was
putting into acceptable literary phraseology; what did she think of tlie
man; what did she know of the man, Adamski?
Perhaps as much to the point; what does our reader think of this
woman who was the "pen-man" for Adarnski's "lmide The Space
Ships" as tliey consider part of the Introduction to this book?
Many who have never known the man, Adamski, including some who
have never read his books-evidenced by many misquoted passages
and errors in context-have vilified him on someone else's say-so. That
is oo way to arrive at the lrulb, Devil's Advocate or nol

•
"INTRODUCTION by Charlotte Blodget.'
'In the introduction to this book I wish to begin by stating that while none
can help but find the oontents deeply fascinating, I am fully aware lhat
incredullty In varying degrees is bound to follow. Some will accept lhat
George Adamski's claims the! his e,q>eriences inside the space ships were
real and factual. Many, feeling the sincerity with which he tells his story, will
brand him as an honest but self-<leluded man and toss his adventures into
the category of the mental or psychic. Still others, trained to reject anything
not yet proven in the familiar three dimensions, will enjoy writing it all off as a
cteverhoax.
Although I myself have seen the space ships on severe.I occasions, both
here in the Bahamas where I live and at Palomar during the several weeks I
stayed there this past summer, I have never been inside one. Nor, to rrrt
knowledge, have I ever met a space man. I have, however, met George
Adamski. To know him leads lo at least one certainty. He is a man of
unquestionable integrity.
After reading 'Flying Saucers Have Landed', and since in any case I was
headed for California lo spend the summer with ment>ers of rrrt family, I
wrote lo Mr. Adamski describing my sightings here and asked if I might call
on him. A cordial invitation to do so was the result
I do not hesitate to state lhat I made rrrt first visit to Palomar Terraoes with
heavily crossed fingers. I was quite prepared for anything from a brilliant
lunatic to a hannlessly self-<leluded man; or perhaps one more California cult
conveniently and profitably hung on the horns of the current Saucer interest.
What I found was man far removed from any of these and rather difficult lo
dascri>e.
My first reaction was that a minor crime had been committed in allowing so
inadequate and misleading a photograph to be used on the dust-jacket of
'Flying Saucers Have Landed' (American version.-Ed.) Not only is Adamski
a handsome man in a very individual wir,. but here was a fine face with
integrity clearly written on il It is also, as I discovered during rrrt weeks there,
a face from which an e,cpression of kindness and patience never departs.
This does not mean lhat Adamski has evolved beyond the point where the
little irritants which raise the blood pressure of lesser beings have entirely
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oeased to prick him. Far from It! For incidents sua, as a recalcitrant pipe when
functioning as an amateur plumber, or inability to locate a pet hammer, ha has a
vocabulary as normal as any man's. But his irri1ation seldom extends to anotheC'
fellow being. All who find their way to his door, be they bores, pests or bell�
challengers, meet with the same patient courtesy as the intelligent, the chanrnng
or the i111>ortenl In a worldly sense.
•He has, in short, true unders1anding and compassion. These attributes,
coupled with an ever-ready sense of humour, make him entirely approachable in
1he broadest sense of the word. Nor does he demand that everyone agree with
all that he believes or states. His is the true humility which precludes arrogance.
The fact that Adamski possesses more wisdom than formal education, is, in his
case, an asse� leaving him free of the fetters whlai too often shackle the
academic mind. At the same time, he is amazingly well infonned on most
stbjects, including world events and the causes that lie behind them. Perhaps it
Is partly owlng to this that he is something of a prophet Apart from a almost total
absence of any material acquisitiveness whioh sometimes leads others to take
advantage of him, Adamski emerges an an unusually well balanced man."
'I am inclined to believe that the remarkable brand of patienoe manifested by
Adamski must have played a large part in his selection as one of their important
emissaries on Earth by our brothers from other planets. Adamski's is not the easy
patience content to wait and dream beside a fire or under a shade tree, but
patience backed by action. For instance, once ha had become convinced of the
extraterrestrial nature of the strange objects ha had seen in the skies, he set
about getting photographic evidence of their reality. That this was a project of
major proportions should be obvious.' - Unquote.

Showing The Same Type Ships
Charlotte Blodget goes on in her account to tell of the four years that
elapsed, from 1949 through to I 952, and, in all kinds of weather and
conditions, George Adamski was out taking photographs, and it was after
hundreds of attempts that the Polish-American had obtained one or more
successful pictures of each different type of "space ship" he'd seen, He
could say "space ship" now, because these were not just blobs in a night
sky but structured aerial objects of unknown origin hovering and manoeu•
vring in a manner no earthly craft could achieve, zooming away and out of
"ight ill "impossible" speeds.
"Since then." she went on, "photographs taken in many parts of the
world have been made public, showing the same type ships in corrobora
tion of the Adamski photographs." - Unquote

What can one !cam of the woman, Charlotte Blodget, and the man,
George Adamski, in these few paragraphs? We ask this because you,
the reader, will read enough in this series of the other kind of comment
from those who, .in one place or another, have written or expressed
themselves in other ways in a diatribe against Adamski, a man they
never knew. In this account too, you will read comments and expressi
ons from people, ordinary people, who did know Adamski.
So there we have both the Devil's Advocate, - the "advocatus diaboli''
of ancient times, • and the Adamski "devotee" and supporter.

Having Herself Seen The UFOs
Mrs. Blodget \VBs not an acquaintance of many years, as were G.A.' s
volunteer secretary, Lucy McGinnis, and Mrs. Alice K. Wells, 11 philos
ophy student of his and owner of the small cafeteria at the foot of Mount
Palomar where Adamski sometimes helped out. (A fact that has been
rammed into the public consciousness by his decriers. We won't go
further into the nature and the mentality of that kind of person. More of
that later.)
Charlotte Blodget is aware of the incredulity which will follow the
publication of the book. It is also self-evident that she, personally, f�ls
that Adamsk.i's claims were true and factual, and that he spoke with
sincerity. Having herself seen the UFOs over the Bahamas and Califor
nia, she has probably experienced this scornful incredulity at first hand.
This, it would seem, would spur a determined woman on to want to
help a fellow believer, especially so, a man who has impressed her with
his integrity and strength of purpose.
After arriving at Palomar Terraces "with heavily-crossed fingers", she
finds a man of patience and long-suffering of boors, idiots and bigots,
who can still use strong language like normal men when their designa
ted task goes awry; so, no plaster saint there.
Despite finding Adamski "rather difficult to describe", she goes on to
do just that, from which we deduce that Mrs. Blodget finds George
Adamski to be a nice guy. Not a charlatan and not a fraud. Remember,
though, she's only known him for a matter of weeks and she has only
had some sightings of flying saucers. Not like those who have had no
sightings, have never met him, have obviously never read one of his
books, and know he's a charlatan and a .fraud. There's a difference.

She cites Leonard G. Cramp, MS.I.A., who assisted in the design of
Britain's Hovercraft, and who, in his book, "Space, Gravity and the Flying
Saucer', proved the "Adamski-type" scoutcraft to be identical in structure
and measurement to a craft photographed by thirteen year-old Stephen
Darbishire, the "Coniston Saucer".

Charlotte Blodget was probably as observant as most people. Perhaps
a little more than some. How has she summed up Adamski intellec
tually, apart from saying that he is "a handsome man in a very
individual way"?

•

One might gather from these comments that Mrs. Blodget was a
woman of some discernment. Regarding the matter of "concrete"
evidence which she felt might halp Adamslci's case, she went on to say:
"Although I understood Adamski's explanation as to why he felt such
evidence would accomplish little, I was still interested in getting
reactions to the lack of it from the widely assorted friends and acquain
tances whom I would be seeing. These included prominent scientists,
journalists, professors of various subjects and sophisticated laymen."

As quoted elsewhere in this book, Mrs. Blodget asked Adamski if he
could give her some artefact from his trips into space which might convin �
the people to whom she would be speaking in the future, of the buth of his
story. Adamski replied in a long letter, reasoning on the kind of argwnenta•
lion she would face from critics, whatever "proof' she offered on his behalf.
"Indeed," he wrote, "Judging from anything I personally saw aboard
the space craft, there is actually no more superficial difference between a
Venusian goblet and ours than between the thousand and one widely
varying types manufactured here on Earth!"
Then, in a single paragraph which, in essence, indicts the whole world
and its bigotted, cynical attitude, he wrote:
"Look what they have said about the space craft photos which show
objects entirely different from any made on Earth - and whicb have been
photographed by many people in different parts of the world! So, no
matter how you look at it, unless the p,m,on himself bas that something
necessary to recognize truth, it would make no difference what was
presented as evidence, he still would want concrete proof to suit his own
understanding, (Adamski's own emphasis. • Ed.) - ignoring all the other
minds in the world." • U11quote.

Would this lady with a c.ircle of "sophisticated" persons undertake
lightly, and on such relatively short acquaintanceship with this contro
versial man, to ''ghost-write" a manuscript with such potential reper·
cussions among her friends and the wider public? Would she become
involved in such a task at th.e drop of a hat?
It would seem that this lady liked the character of the man she met in
Califom.ia, believed bis st.ory, and, perceiving the lack of literary
expertise in this basically simple man, offered to help, using part of her
family holiday in Califom.ia to do so. What would the cynics make of
that?
lbat seems to sum up the character of George Adamski, in one. You
love him or you hate him. You trust him or you don't.

a

The contents of artklell, copies, photographs or 8IO' other material .received frum autl)on not related to the Geming Gardnu Nt!M>J ream,
and which are published ht lhe Free Newslnter, do not nett11arlly reflect the Editor's opinion, who cannot be held rtaponslble for any breach
of possible- copyrights, nor for the authenticity of the aforementioned publlcation(s). ■
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Adamski Was A Man's Man

this incident will be included in a later article.

Yes, Mrs. Blodget, Lou Zinn.�tag, May Mortel in Belgium, Dora
Bauer in Austria, and other lady national co-workers, and, no doubt,
Lucy McGinnis and Mrs. Alice K. Wells, working at the Adamski
"camp" back on the lower slopes of Mount Palomar, were all struck by
the charm of this man However, George Adamski was married to May
Shimbersky for 37 years, a faithful and caring husband. She died in
1954.

Adamski - Responded Easily And Without Hesitation

Despite his apparent charm for women, Adamski was a man's man, as
is borne out by the many down-to-earth male colleagues and friends and
researchers with whom he associated, over the course of years in many
cases. Even those who did not know him well, having met him briefly,
spoke of him in respectful tones.
♦

One of those persons of short acquaintance with Adamski was a
well-known British journalist, Robert Chapman, whose newspaper was
based in London's Fleet Street. among traditionally hard-necked news
papennen.
1n a chapter of his book: "UFO: Flying Saucers ofBritain?" (1968),
entitled: "inquiries at Scoriton", Chapman writes of George Adamski.
Chapman begins the chapter in this manner:
"The father of the UFO cult, if it be no more than a cult, was
undoubtedly the late George Adamski, co-author of the book 'Flying
Saucers Have landed', published in 1953. Adamski was the first man
to claim that be had made contact with someone from another world."
Chapman goes on to descnoe the meeting in the desert. He continued:
"The sensational nature of 'Flying Saucers Have Landed" ensured that
it would be a best-seller; Adamski became at once a hero and a villain,
a madman and a saint You took your choice according to what you
wished to believe, because it soon became evident that nobody was
going to prove one way or another whether the author was hallucina
ted. deliberately lying or telling the simple truth. By and large the
supporting evidence of his companions did not amount to much.
Although they testified to seeing the cigar-shaped object, the man in
the distance and the footprints, somehow they did not seem convinced
that it all added up to the anival of a visitor from Venus, Well, they
were a long way off, weren't they?
When George Adamski came to London in 1964" • (the author has
made an error here. It was in 1963 that Adamski made bis second visit
to this country. - Ed.) - "I telephoned him at the small hotel where he
was staying and was courteously granted an interview in the time he
had to spare before leaving to give a lecture.
I do not remember having any serious personal interest in the man,
but I suppose I regarded him as a likely subject for a newspaper story.
lt would be something to say I talked Lo him and if I could trick him
into an admission that the Venusian encounter was nothing more than
a hoax I could depend on getting sizeable headlines out of it"

"I could not quote any of the questions I put to him," went on
Chapman, "but they were all aimed at getting him to repeat to me
personally what be bad written in his account of the Palomar experience
in the hope that some embarrassing discrepancy would reveal itself.
Adamski, a lean, weather-beaten man with thick, iron-grey hair, respon
ded easily and without hesitation in support of his remarkable claim. It
had happened and that was that. If anyone believed him he was glad; if
they did not that was too bad but what could he do about it? Long before
I left him l knew I was beaten as far as tripping him into any incautious
admission was concerned. Adamski was so damnably normal and this, I
think, was the overall impression of him that I carried away. He believed
he bad made contact with a man from Venus and he did not really see
why anyone should disbelieve him.
I told myself that if he were deluded be was the most lucid and
intelligent deluded man 1 bad ever met. When some years later, 1 came to
write his obituary, I found it a melancholy task." - Unquote.
A very well-known fonner editor of the esteemed "Flying Sauce:r Re
view", diplomat and linguist Gordon Creighton, wrote in 1981:
"One almost trembles at the thought of even mentioning Adamski, for
to do so nowadays is considered very bad fonn in ufological circles
'because everyone knows he was a fraud.'
The emotional heal generated by the slightest mention of George
Adamski is curious because, if one troubles to reflect upon it, one will
see that, since the days of bis experiences and his photographs, which
would have been principally around the period 1952-53, dozens and
dozens of other folk, all over our planet, in various countries and
civilizations, have claimed to have seen-and sometimes to have photo
graphed-in these 29 years since 1952, precisely the same types of
'Mexican Hat discs' and large 'flying cigars' as Adamski claimed to
have seen and to have photographed. l notice too that , all over the world,
alleged UFO percipients have continued to tell 'oontactee stories' that are
far, far 'wilder' and far more fantastic than anything that Adamski ever
said, and yet, on the whole, these percipients seem to be listened to with
considerable respect by many researchers. Almost never do they seem to
be greeted with the sort of obloquy that was heaped upon Adamski.
The fact of the matter, I suspect, is that we have all got used to the UFO
contaetee syndrome now. We even expect their accounts to be wildly
absurd and illogical and full of lies and contradictions - as they usually
are. Adamski is all old hat and ta.me stuff now. But he hasn't stopped
being 'a liar and a hoaxer'. Others who tell the same story go off
scot-free." • Unquote.

•

Although 11 great deal of this "obloquy" mentioned by Gordon Creighton
-(obloquy: defined as "a strongly condemnatory utterance: abusive lan
guage") - "was heaped upon Adamski" during the post-Adamski period.
I did not knew enough about him to have fonned any clear impres i.e. 1965 to date, bis stance taken for what he knew to be the truth
sion of the sort of man I was going to meet but, if anything, I expected concerning human visitors from Outer Space was very unpopular with the
an individual of obvious wealth-he must have made a packet!- and so-called "serious" researchers, who were very loud-mouthed in their
of rather hectoring, go-to-blazes manner. One would have to be, opposition to "contact" claimants, also during his live-time.
surely, to have withstood all the publicity, criticism and abuse that had
been hurled at George Adamski. In the event I found a modest,
Former Adamski co-worker, Swiss-born Lou Zinnstag, co-author with
soft-spoken man with a gentle, patient face, who answered every Timothy Good of: "George Adamski: The Untold Story", told of one of
question fully and _politely, without the slightest attempt at evasion or them, whom she appeared to view with a mixture of admiration and
the slightest show of hostility, and who was evidently prepared to go dismay.
on answering as long as I cared to put the questions. Nor, as far as I
could see, was this due to his having become accustomed to cross
"The most prominent and influential among the attackers, howeVllT,
examination although he must have had more of it than almost any
bas always been Major Donald Keyboe, the gallant crusader and fore
man alive. • Unquote.
most authority in the field, whose books l value highly."

•

Regarding Chapman's reference to Adamski not sho\ving the slightest
hostility, the opposite might well have been the case. In 1959, on his
earlier visits to Europe, after the tour Adamski made of Australasia, a
newspaper columw.st betrayed Adamski's trust in a manner that could
have put off G.A.'s faith in British journalism for life. A full account of

♦

She goes on: "But at the same time I must add that Keyhoe has done
great harm to UFO research. Waveney Girvan, the late author and editor
of Flying Saucer Review , felt the same when be wrote: <We can ndmit
that if Donald Keyhoe and others do finally succeed in ridding the subject
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of Adamski and other contactees, then we are back in the dark days of
the saucers and it is doubtful whether the truth would come out for a
very, very long time ...!
This was a prophetic statement. Girvan continues:
'I wish (Adamski's) story to be true because without him and
others, the subject of flying saucers might well collapse or at best
slowly wither away. I think Donald Keyhoe is wrong, not because he
disbelieves Adamski, but because he thinks the subject would be
healthier without him ... '
Adamski's supporters well know that many people who condemn
him have not even read those 55 pages in his first book, otherwise
there would not be so many inaccuracies and false quotes continually
cropping up in books and articles on the subject of UFOs."- Unquote.

G.A. Had Offered His Photographs - Completely Free
Waveney Girvan was th.e publisher of"Flying Saucers Have Landed",
and be later stated that George Adamski had offered his famous
photographs to be included in Desmond Leslie's book completely free,
even refusing to go back on his word when later offers of large sums of
mon ey for the photos came his way.

Since then I have seen several sauoers, but none at such close range -."
• Unquote.•
♦

It's strange, isn't it, - as Mrs. Jane Priday said, - "Right deep inside one can feel a man's honesty''.
This was an unsolicited letter; Ronald Caswell did not even know the
lady. Would such a person, after hearing of the death of a person she
obviously believed was telling the truth, then concoct a story of a saucer
sighting of such detail that one could almost imagine the three-ball landing
gear hovering over your back garden? Cannot one feel "right deep inside"
this woman's honesty.
Or would the cynics just cast it aside with a "romantic clap-trap"?
♦

There are others, of course, who knew George Adamski from close
association and over a period of time. We shall read later of Madeleine
Rodeffer and her husband, who were with him when be died, of Fred and
Ingrid Steckling, of William ADd Rhoda Sherwood, of Major Hans
Petersen, in whose home in Denmark Adamski stayed for a week under the
close scrutiny of a man used to dealing with men and reading their
characters.
·1nese, too, will present their testimonies.

Desmond Leslie totally backs up Girvan's statement of Adamski's
free presentation of the most famous saucer photos in the world. In
Leslie's Foreword to Adamski's "Inside The Space Ships", the English
ex-World War Two fighter-pilot included this self-explanatory and
succinct paragraph concerning the "scout ship" photographs.
"When I co-authored "Flying Saucers Have Landed' with George
Adamski, I had never met him. My publisher and I agreed that there
was sufficient evidence, in his testimony that he had contacted a
flying saucer on the ground, to warrant publishing his narrative. Later
events proved we were justified. ln November 1953, one month after
our book had been published, an object almost identical to the one
photographed by Adamski flew over Norwich, Norfolk, and was
observed by seven members of the Rritish Astronomical Association
and the Norwich Astronomical Society, one of whom, Mr. Potter,
made a drawing showing a Saucer with a dome and a ring of
port-holes, almost identical in appearance to Adamski's photograph."
• U11quo1e.

These are the ones who knew the man, Adamski.
Ragnvald A. Carhen and Major (ret.) Bans C. PeterselL
Addendum:

FOREWORD
BY
IADY FALKENDER
This long overdue appraisal
contains much that is exciting and
new about the controversial claims
of George Adamski. Something
clearly of tremendous significance
happened to this man and some of
-Af laist-the lt'uth obout the, most
the information in the book is new,
controversial UFO contacteeo of all
highly controversial and thougbt
provoking. The authors realise the
lau Zin$stag & Timothv Good
scepticism they have to confront
from all those who do not approach
this
highly
sensitive
but
fascinating subject with an open mind.
I, for one, am delighted with the book's publication and hope it will
widen interest in the subject.

♦

In the event that certain readers might comment at this point: "Ah,
but Desmond Leslie was a friend of Adamski -", which was true but
didn't make Leslie a liar, let us consider the account of a bumble
member of the public, a lady who probably never got to know that her
story made it into print, a Mrs. Jane Priday of Stratford-upon-Avon,
England. She wrote this letter to Ronald Caswell, after hearing about
George Adarnski's death in April 1965. The letter was published in
T
UFO CON ACT of August 1968.

\t-s
.... f.,,,_ltnli'IO•l.<\ll<!tltHC
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"May 18th 1965.
- - I am very sony Indeed that Mr. Adamski has left us.
I believed in him absolutely. Right deep Inside me I felt his honesty, altho'
to many people ha must have sounded ridiculous. I am sure his books were
true, and his philosophy appealed to me.
It is not eaS'j to watch the skies. Neither is it eas; to travel long distances,
lecturing for weeks on end.
A few years ago I saw a magnificent saucer, exactly like the one
photographed by GA, altho' at that time I had not seen the Adamski
photograph.
This saucer was just over our orchard, about 200 feet up, or less. It was 7
o'clock, one bright July morning. The sauoer was quite a big one, being a
lovely shade of amber, with three ball-bearings beneath it Round the middle
appeared to be a strea.k of ligh� while just above that was a row of port-holes.
This craft pulsated up and down, for a full minute. Then suddenly it shot up
into the air, where ii streaked away at fantastic speed.
A man three--quartera of a mile away was feeding his hens, when he heard
a slight swish. Looking up he saw this craft just above his head.

Lady Falkendcr
House ofLords
October 1982
♦

The appraisal given here by Lady Falkender is not given by one who kneW
George Adamski personally, but by a person who, from 1966-1968, as personal
and political Secretary to Prime Minister Harold Wilson (since 1956), received and
opened, and no doubt perused his correspondence.
The P.M. and Dc1Nning Street were In regular receipt of gratis subscription
copies of UFO CONTACT at this time. Hence her acquaintance with George
Adamski ...

♦♦♦

- cc11/inuedfrom page 2-

Physicists hope to �t glimpse of"God Particle"

results is a sign that those bumps are not statistical anomalies, It is also
cause for significant excitement among particle physicists many of whom,
"fueled by coffee, dreams and Internet rumors of a breakthrough," gathered
to watch a webcast of talks and a discussion of the results at CERN on
Tuesday morning all over the world - and maybe they'll be doing the
same some time next year, too. ■
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UFO CONTACT: The Day Before Yesterday ©
In Support Of George
(Part Eight)

CN RONALD'S opinion, Gary Byers' UFO sighting in
January 1965, and subsequent events connected with it, were
part of a wider scenario which was to unfold during the
months to come. My own view is the same. There is no doubt in
my mind that that which followed shortly afterwards on the
other side of the Atlantic and elsewhere in the world were as
parts of a jigsaw forming, a mosaic of light and shade, with the
different nuances of colour coalescing finally into a complete
and clear picture which was, in itself, a small part of the UFO
story being enacted above and on the overall surfaces of this
planet.
On February 26th 1965, a few weeks after Gary's mysterious sighting in
Epping Forest, Esse� England, Mrs Madeleine Rodelfer and her husband
were host lo George Adamski, at their home in Silver Spring, Maryland,
U.S.A. Nelson Rodelfer had bought his wife a movie camera as a
Christmas present, an 8mm Bell & Howell. She had shortly before broken
her leg in a fall, and now she was hobbling around the house and garden in
a plaster cast., fussing about their special visitor like a mother hen. The day
before, Thursday 25th, had been her birthday, which she had celebrated
with her husband and George, a German-born couple, Fred and Ingrid
Sledding, and their young son, Glenn, and a few other close friends.
It was as well that her broken leg had not eome about during tbe
previous month, as that would have completely interfered with her projec
ted activities. As it was, she had taken time off from her work as a
Government-employed medical secretary. she had been phoning around
Washington, trying to get Congressmen and Senators lo view the recently
filmed sequences of UFO activity taken by G.A She had called the
Speaker of the House of Representatives, and a mild interest had resulted.
It was an eventful week on both sides of the Atlantic, as it transpired.
Especially for Madeleine Rodeffer.

A Dozen or so UFOs Were Circling ...
On Monday, January I Ith 1965, at 4.20 p.m., - about 168. hours, given
the time difference, afler Gary Beyers' sighting at Theydon Bois, Epping
Forest, England, - a dozen or so UFOs were circling in the area of the
Washington Monument. News of the event was received by reporters on a
local TV channel, WTOP, who interviewed some Government employees
who had witnessed the UFOs manoeuvring in the sky. Madeleine used the
opportunity on that programme to show part of a film G.A. had taken over
Madeleine's house a few months before, in October 1964.
On January 13th, a week after Gary and Ronald had been canvassing the
residents of Coppice Row, Theydon Bois, for UFO sightings, Madeleine
Rodelfer had contacted the head of the Senate Committee on Science and
Astronautics, Senator Clinton P. Anderson, and she was given an invitation
to show G.A.'s film to a group of committee members.
The following day, the 14th, together with Ingrid Steckling and 5
years-old Glenn and a rented 16mm film projector, she was at the Senate
building showing Adamski's film.
A report was later recorded.
"I have launched a campaign here in Washington which the officials did
not expect from a woman. In the Space Committee room they sat with
bowed heads, and would not look at me or Ingrid for some time after I
showed them George's film in January.
"I took quite a verbal beating at the Senate in January. After about 45

minutes of that, T gave it right back to them, and among other things I
asked them if they thought the public was blind. For many have seen the
planes chasing the saucers. Even children. I also told them, I would not
like to be in their shoes when all the people find out just what is being
hidden from the people of the world.
My father passed away one month after George." - Unquote.

•••

Now, five weeks later, Madeleine had far more than a bunch of
Senators to contend with: she had a birthday party to organize! But it
was the day afler her birthday, that the most memorable day of her life
presented her with a "gift" that was out of this world. Her husband,
Nelson Rodeffer, was at his duties at the Walter Reed Hospital.
To see that day in full perspective, we can go forward 30 years in
time, when, in an interview on film, Madeleine Rodeffer, now in her
seventies, comes out of her front porch into the "front yard" of her house
at Silver Spring, Maryland, and tells of how she and her husband met
George Adamski, and of how, in one short year, she experienced
something which was to remain with her for the rest of her life, which
was to bring her, (unknown to her then) a great deal of grief and also a
great deal of joy. These are her words, verbatim, transcribed from a
video tape which shows the amazing sequence of film which has been
debated and examined, frame by frame, by photographic experts, many
of them in different parts of the world. and from whom no evidence of
fraud has ever been forthcoming. Expert evidence has been forthcoming
that the object filmed in the sky, hovering over Madeleine Rodelfer's
front yard, was at least 27 feet in diameter and indicated a source of
power now widely accepted as compatible with observed UFO move
ments within the experience of trained scientific and military analysts
the world over. Despite serious harassment from unidentified sources
believed to be connected with Governmental secret agencies, harass
ment that has continued for many years, Madelein.e Rodelfer has loyally
defended the integrity of a man whom, in generally-accepted terms, she
hardly knew. The interview, on video, was recorded by Michael Hese
mann.
This is a vital part of her story:
'"A Space Friend Contacted Mr. AdamskL"
"We met him in March of 1964; I a.mmged a lecture at the civic
centre, about ten miles away from here. We became friends. I knew him
only one year and one month, the last year of his life, and he visited
from Cal.ifornia here about five times in that last year of his life, just
intermittent; he didn't stay at this house all the time.
''But on February 26, at approximately 8. o'clock in the morning, a
space friend contacted Mr. Adamski, came to this house, - I was still
asleep; - but when I got up, he told me, he said, that he had been told
that we should get cameras ready for filming later in the day; and, of
course, I didn't - had never - seen one so close before, - or I didn't
expect they were going to come, hovering that close in my yard; l would
heave rented a Polaroid, or prepared with more cameras. But, Mr.
Adamski actually helped me to put film in the little 8mm Bell & Howell
movie camera, and he had film in his Kodak camera, too, - and we
waited.
"Now, they did not tell him what time they were coming, but, - this
was early in the morning; - but this was middle of the afternoon, about
3.30, when we noticed them at a distance, - we were at the diningroom
window, looking out, and, - they came in closer; - and by the way, three
more space men came and knocked at the door just before the incident,
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and Mr, Adamski..." - (here there was noise from the road outside for a
Ronald made an appointment ,vith the editor of the Flying Saucer
second or two, and the words were unclear) - "...and they told him, • -get Review, and later met him in London. A showing of the film was
your cameras ready, they're coming, -'; and that was how close be was arranged; the venue was to be the South Kensington Apartment of the
associated with those people from other planets, - and it's difficult to Honourable Brinsley le Poer Trench, (later Earl of Clancarty, founder of
believe, they looked, just like Americans; one of them bad brown hair, one the House of Lords UFO Study Group.) Charles Bowen and Gordon
bad dark hair, one had slightly grey hair.
Creighton, directors of FSR were present, along with Charles Gibbs
"They parked in a car, - and I believe it was an Oldsmobile, but C don't Smitb, an aviation historian, and others. It appeared that there were
know the year, - down here at the street, when they came; and the space mixed feelings about the authenticity of the film. Gibbs-Smith, for one,
ship came and we went out; - I had a broken leg, I bad fallen the mopth was outspoken in his criticism. insinuating that it was a crude fake, a
before in my living-room and I was in a walking cast, and so I was able to film that any film technician could put together with no difficulty at all.
walk around, but with n little limping difficulty, but I did get around
I f he bad looked into the circumstances of the final making of the movie,
"And we came out on the porch, - up here ... " - (she gestured lo her house as researcher Tim Good did, he might have been less forthcoming in bis
from the garden) - "... and started to film, - er, - he told me lo film, and be adverse judgement. And an aviation historian is, perhaps, not much
was going to film, l said;'George, I can't do this, I'm too wobbly!' - Thad more of an expert in photography than the average man in the street, ns
not had the camera for two months, my husband bad given it to me for
eventually transpired in this par
Christmas, just two months before, - so I handed him the camera, so be
ticular case.
said: 'O.K., I'll do it,' - so C gave him my camera, and he laid his down, and
[n December of 1965, resear
we filmed on - he filmed it, - I started, you know, but f wasn't sure of
myself, and I didn't want to miss it, so I gave the camera to him, and he
cher Timothy Good accompanied
finished filming it, - but I was - you know, - hopping armmd in the
Ronald to Belgium to meet with
background able to walk, of course, without too much difficulty, with thi�
the Belgian Co-worker, Madame
cast on May Morlet, and her group, ba
"But they only stayed about - approximately 10 minutes; - they did not
sed in Antwerp, and subse
land, they did not get out of the space craft; but there were glimpses of
quently to attend the showing of
people through the round windows, and they manoeuvred, - they came in
the film to a 600-odd audience at
here with a low humming and a low swishing sound; and they came in,
Brussels University. Again, the
immediate response was not fa.
when they got closer, - here ... " - (she pointed above her al the trees) ''... they came in very slowly and - it was round, and there were three of
vourable, owing to the lack of
theses, - well, about this size, I guess ..." -(she motioned with her hands) quality perceived in the film, a
"... these landing gears underneath, - and they were going like this.
result of circumstances unknown
retracting in and out; - and they told George later, it was for stabiliz.ation; to Ronald and Tim at that time,
if they put all of them out, they would have bad to land, and they kept one
circumstances which included
Antweip 1965:
retracted all the time, - and the other two were going in and out. But
theft
of the original movie and
Suzy Peeters, Roo Caswell, May Monet
anyway, low swishing, low bwnming sound, and it wasn't real loud, but �-----------� tampering with the sequences of
there was definitely a motor sound accompanied with it; and it was blue, a
the frames during outside proces
brilliant royal blue, -er- it was round, and as it moved, it looked crooked, - sing in the U.S.
you know - lop-sided, and so on; - but they were moving and putting on
this performance for Mr. Adamski, to back up, - you know - bis efforts to
Adamski and Madeleine, along with the reputable William Sher
get the world leaders to tell the truth about lhe visitors from other planets.
wood, a senior project developmenl engineer with the Eastman Kodak
"They were demonstrating - they wanted him to capture this on film, - Company of Rochester, New York, who checked the various joined
their abilities to do certain manoeuvres - and they wanted him lo have this parts of the film at various stages, realized that a great part of it bad
proof to show th.e people or the world, because, - our world governments been replaced by some crude photographic overprints. These bad to be
have bener films and they haven't shared any of them with us; and they removed from the sequence of frames, leaving a somewhat dis-jointed
wanted Mr. Adamski to have this piece of film to show, -you know - to the movie to present to the public.
audiences where he was speaking, how they do these certain manoeuvres.
They did this on purpose." - Unquote.
Adamski - and Mrs. Rodeffer - were Under Surveillance...
On April 23rd, 1965, George Adamski died ...

It was to be a "farewell" performance for the world's best-known,
most-loved., most-hated UFO "contactee", George Adamski.
For several more weeks G.A. fulfilled a punishing schedule of engage
ments in the north-east United States, then, in April, he returned to the
Rodeffers' home in Maryland. He became ill and a doctor was called. G.A.
did not want to go into hospital. 'Ibe situation seemed to ease for a while
and he started to pick up his strength. It was to be of no avail Around lO
p.m. on April 23rd 1965, George Adamski died, apparently from a heart
attack, in the emergency room at the Washington Sanatorium, with Made
leine and Nelson Rodeffer in close attendance. He was buried at Arlington
National Cemetery, where the 74 year-old Polish-American, as a former
soldier in the U.S. 13th Cavalry Regiment. was perfectly entitled to be.
George was a widower. His wife, Mary Shimbersky, to whom he was
married for 37 years, died in 1954.

...

A short while after G.A.'s death, news of which was sent lo his
Co-workers around the world immediately and which was received with a
great feeling of loss, Ronald received a copy of the Silver Spring "scout
r
ship" film from his fiend,
Madeleine Rodeffer, whose own father bad
recently died. The double loss of a father and a good friend did not diminish
her determination to cany on G.A.'s work. Her own experiences of space
craft sightings was a guarantee for her that George's story was true. From
then on, it became a vocation. She was, and continued to be, as the
December 1966 issue of UFO CONTACT named her "A very Dedicated
Woman." She died, al 86 years of age, on 26th May 2009.

It was known that Adamski, and, for that matter, Mrs. Rodefl'er, were
under surveillance much of the time. The recently de-classified FBI files
on Adamski, and G.A 's own account, prove that be was approached by
Edgar Hoover's agents on a number of occasions, even being spied-on
under night-time conditions with the use of infra-red photography. They
were "always milling around", said George, whenever he was on his
lecture tours, checking on his hotel and motel overnight stops, and
banging around in corridors, not very secretively, apparently. One can
imagine G.A. giving them his famous cheeky grim as he passed them
by. It was when the film was left with a recommended photo processing
firm in Alexandria, Virginia, overnight, that the faking took place.
When the movie was. returned, all sorts of things had happened lo it.
Some of it appeared to have been re-photographed from a screen; other
areas of film were a both-up of an old grey hat, or something similar,
filmed and re-inserted into the missing parts of the original. Unfortuna
tely, the proposed use of the recommended photographic firm bad been
suggested to them over the telephone. It had later been verified that the
Rodeffers' telephone bad been bugged, with no prizes offered as to
whose door these infringements of the couple's rights lo privacy might
be laid Recent evidence of CIA, as well as FBI, involvement in the
UFO case, to say nothing of U.S. Air Force Intelligence, leaves n.o
doubt at all in the minds of right-thinking people, that phone-lapping,
mail interference, even physical harassment, were the hallmarks of the
secret agencies in the sixties, even as they are today.
Yet once more, even after stringent attempts to preclude further
interference with the film in its next stage of processing, alterations lo
some of the original frames were inserted, obviously at the laboratory
end of the process. That any of the Silver Spring movie remained in its
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dencc that men of this world were capable of blowing up the planet?
Wasn't this, then, a time when, if there were other intelligences oul
there, their presence would be made known?

original forrn at all, was a miracle.
"I Analysed the Film Frame by Frame"
With regard to both Adamski's earlier, telescopic photo-stills and the
Silver Spring movie, there were those who knew Adamski better than did
Charles Gibbs-Smith and other sceptics. one of these, William T. Sher
wood, an optical physicist and senior project development engi neer at
arguably the leading photographic film and appliance firm in the wodd,
Eastman Kodak, of Rochester, New York, had this to say about the
Rodeffer-A.damski Silver Spring "scout craft" movie of February 26th

1965.

"l analysed the film frame by frame,• there were 182 frames. We made
enlargements of the frames; we looked for such things as double-exposure,
all the tell-tale things that you find where there's trick-photography. We
folll!d out all we could abom the circumstances llllder which the pictures
were made, the distance from the camera to the object, the size of the
image, the focal length of the camera, the distance at which it was
photographed. I could tell by the branch of the tree where the object hovered
just where it was photographed.

"I went to Madeleine's house, I paoed off the distance, I knew exactly
what the parameters were. 1 derived a value of 27 feet for the size of the.
object I remember just how well this formula worked out It's a triangular
formula; the focal length of the camera was 9mm, the distance was 90 feet,
the size of the image was 2. 7mm, therefore the size of the object had to be
27 feet. You'll find this in Timothy Good's book.
"There were other factors, • we brought them all to bear, - there were
instruments we used, which we had available in the laboratories, projection
devices of all sorts, electronic devices; everything that you could name that
you could use, telephotometers, and. so on. The electron microscope, I
believe, was used by a man at Kodak Park.
"Everything pointed to the conclusion that the objects in the film were
/me objects, unknown objects, not model objects, and that it was taken by
Madeleine exactly as she told us it was. People with experience; • to call
upon the experience of those who had concentrated on the photographic
film, and reproducing pictures, meant more than anything else; it is not just
my opinion, it's the opinion of all of the experts." - U1Jquote.
How often did George Adamski go to the top men \vith his pictures; how
often did Madeleine Rodeffer, and later, the Stecklings, go tot the top men,
NASA, the Air Force, and to the photographic industry and say: "Look at
these photographs and call me a liarl"?
Perhaps a measure of the respect that Adamski earned from that photo
graphic industry is shown by the fact that be was an invited guest at the
Eastman Kodak Company a few weeks before he died, and he was warmly
received by the Vice-President of that company, who was especially
interested in the Silver Spring Film.
One would have liked Charles Gibbs-Smith to be present at that meeting,
if only to watch the expression on his face!
The ldea - Met with Great Response.
There were many sighting reports over Britain publicized during 1965.
On a number of occasions Ronald travelled to Warminster, in Wtltshire,
usually with his younger brother, Dennis, and other members of the group.
Reports from other parts of the country, too, were followed up by regional
members of [GAP-OB.
Major Petersen had suggested to Ronald Caswell that they should look
into the possibility of publishing an English-language international journal,
based on the UFO subject in general and the work of IGAP in particular.
So, material was sought from IGAP Co-workers, or national group leaders,
all over the world. This was to be sent to Ronald, as the English language
editor, in England, or to Hans, as publication and subscription editor, in
Denmark.
The idea immediately met with great response from members in all parts
of the world. Many who had read Adamski's story. But then, of course, why
should it be so fantastic? Weren't there already moves by the two Super
Powers to launch probes into space? Wasn't there already ablllldant evi-

There was however, another facet of human nature that tended to lift
its bead alongside the only too-evident, the in-built, Inhumanity To
Man. That was the tendency to sneer at "do-gooders''. The Space
Brothers written of by Adamski, Wilbert Smith and others, became the
target of a human Earthly race that had become seared intellectually,
morally and mentally, by the terrible, self-inflicted acts of humankind,
one group against another. Two World Wars in this centwy alone -(i.e.:
the twentieth at the original time of writing • Editor)• had killed over
100,000,000 people, men, women and children. however guilty or
innocent they may bave been. A great part of the world were Have-nots,
while a small part of the world were greedy, self-satisfied Haves, not
willing to share even their food among the starving and hapless millions
in the so -called Third World.
How could there be human beings "out there", aliens from other
worlds who had passed our stage in development, who might conceiva
bly be seeking our "partnership" in an interplanetary federation, who
may, perhaps, be willing to show us a better way to live?
Many who had joined the International Get Acquainted Program in
various parts of the wo.rld were willing to put their faith in such a stol)',
told to them by a man such as George Adamski.
A number of names for the magazine were put forward. Ronald
proposed the name: UFO CONTACT. It stuck.
Today, more than ever before, because of bias against Adamski, the
last movie film he took, along with Madeleine Rodeffer, of the Scout
craft over Silver Spring, Maryland, on February 26th, 1965, is regarded
as a "crude fake".
But there are others, expert in their field, who have fine tooth-combed
both the film and where it was photographed, and listened to the honest
testimony of a fine, courageous woman.
These are the men who know.
U.N. and Nasa E:xperts Called in
Fonner Major Colman VonKeviczky was the founder of the Audio
Visual division of the Royal Hungarian General Staff, who later worked
as a film expert at the United Nations Secretariat's Office of Public
Information, Radio and Visual Department
His comment is short and to the point. II is genuine.
"Madeleine Rodeffer showed an 8mm film sequence of a flying
object in front of her house, above the trees. II is genuin. e. I was
personally on the location, and I verified the distance where the UFO
was flying and all the necessary environmental circumstances, which
excluded any kind of faking of this movie film sequence.
Madeleine Rodeffer was n medical secretary for the United States
Government's Air Force. Madeleine Rodeffer presented a movie film
to the Air Force· Project Bluebook. lf that was a fake, I don't believe
that an employee of the Government would show a fake movie film to
the really high Authorities of the United States' Air Force on Project
Bluebook where there are real professional people, • you know,
experts for the motion picture film, and especially with the amateur
film." • Unquote.
Bob Oechsler, a robotics engineer and fooner mission specialist at the
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland, is a.lso
convinoed of the Adamski-Rodeffer film's authenticity. He believes
that the flight pattern indicates an energy field which enables the disc to
manoeuvre independently of terrestrial gravitation.
"The individual images as th ey came up are clearly showing
something that you could not see with the naked eye and looking at
the film, or even looking at the individual points under close scrutiny;

a

The contents of articlea, copies, photograplu or any olher material J"eCelved fmm autbon not related to lhe Gensilfg Gardms News team,
1Uld li'hlch are pubUahed in the Free Newsl.ettu, do not necessarily reflect the Editor's opinion, who eannot be held responsible for any breach
of possible: copyrights, nor for the authenticity of the aforementioned publicatlon(a).
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at Silver Spring, Maryland, by Madeleine Rodeffer and George Adamski,
-and that there was a haz.e, if you will, a very tight haze, almost like a
a few months prior to his death. The full story is published liere for the
fuzzy outline around the cmft itself, or the image. Now this, of course,
first time.
compared lo the trees, that are visible in the film. which were mystal
olear and very well in focus, so as to get a very sharp contrast.
My first viewing of the Ii.Im was in December 1965, when I went to
You immediately might be concerned about the possibility of the
Brussels with Ronald Caswell, Adamski• s principal co-worker at the
capabilities of double exposure, which is, of course, very difficult to do
time, together with the Belgian co-worke.r May Morlet and her son
with film.
Patrick, to show this and other Adamski films at the university there. I
However, in this particular case. we found it very, very intriguing
was initially disappointed with what I saw on the screen at the preview:
that the craft itself bad very, very sharp, contrasting edges along where
a dark, almost one-dimensional Adamski scoutcrafi' performing a series
the port-hole areas are, and round the top of the cab; but especially in
of repeated manoeuvres and appearing to change shape as it did so. It did
the bottom portion of the cmft we began to see that there was light
not look nearly as convincing as I had anticipated.
emitting from the craft, - but this was not a light such as a glow like a
reflection you'd get if someone was projecting a light onto nn object.
lbe reason for this, l learoed later, was that the film was a copy, and
This was rathei- interestii:\g, because it tended to suggest that there
with duplication the degree of contrast is increased. Compounding this,
was some form of energy associated with the vehicle itself that was
the original film had been stolen and replaced with a copy, with many
actually causing this sort of red glow in the undercarriage area; but
important frames missing and even some fake footage added by person or
that, along with the glow that we were getting, a sort of haze, a very,
persons unknown. Since what was left of the film was of brief duration it
very distinct fine haze around and very, very olose to the oral\ itself,
had been necessary to lengthen it by splicing on another copy. All this
though the images, suggested that there was an actual radiation effect,
nallll'lllly gave rise to considerable speculation as to its authenticity, and
almost
if l had serious misgivings then what could the public's 1:eaction be?
I guess you could liken it to a mirage effect people are very familiar
with when you ride down the highway during the summer; when you
can see the heat rising, and it tends to distort images that were behind "The Film Has been Dismissed as a Crude Fake." Tlm Good
the mirage. Well, this is very similar to the effect that we saw on this
"The reception at Brussels University was generally derisive, as indeed
object, suggesting several things, - one, that you were actually looking
it had been at the British preview some months beforehand, when Ronald
at a three-dimensional object, at something that was suprnmposed on
Caswell had shown it to the directors of Flying Saucer Review at
the film; that, again, suggested that there was technology associated
Brinsley le Poer Trench's London flat. In a letter referring to the occasion
with it; this was not just a trash can lid, or something that was just
Gordon Greighton explained to me: • ... I don't think that either Charles
casually thrown up in the air while filming was going on.
Bowen or I ever thougbt the pictw-es were fakes by her. Briun Winder-and
Charles Gibb-Smith are sure they are. I simply think that Bowen and l
"We're Probably Dealing With an Authentic Case." felt they looked like the usual "transmogrifications" ... fakes by "them",
Nasa Robotics Engineer.
not by humans.'
The majority of UFO researchers opted for a less abstruse inteipreta
"So, I began to become much more encouraged with wbat l was
tion, and by and large the film has been peremptorily dismissed as a
seeing, and the more I began to look into the individual segments of
crude fake. To the best of my knowledge none of these researchers has
the film itself, - the motion, - we befall lo see things that you might
conducted any investigation or analysis of the t:Jlm, since it is not
liken to a distortion; in other words, the cra.11. itself physically changed
available for study in the first place, as most copies have been stolen and
shape, - not the whole craft, - but it seemed that portions of the craft
only six selected frames haven been published as stills.
changed shape.
One professionally-qualified researcher who is convinced that the film
Now this was a product either of what you might call an optical
is authentic.- as far as that is possible to judge - is William T. Sherwood,
illusion. as a result of the technology associated with the craft, - the
an optical physicist and a senior project development engineer for the
method it used to maintain its levitated state, to violate gravity, - or, it
Eastman-Kodak Company of Rochestei-, New York State. Sherwood
was a mechanical apparatus associated with the oraft itself. We
analysed the 8mm film frame by frame as soon as it was developed, and
noticed that the ball structure in the bottom of the crafl, in concert with
I have had many discussions with him about it He supplied me with
the receding of these individual structures, - that the one portion of the
technical data from his evaluations which I summarize later in this
craft bad an indentation that would go in every time this one ball
chapter.
would go out; then it would come back out into a round disc, - circular
area.
i

"So I think that these featwes all collectively, more than anything
else, - and even more than the testimony of Madeleine Rodeffer
herself, and the historical testimony of George Adamski, prior to his
death, regarding this particular event, - all !.end to suggest that we're
probably dealing with an authentic case; and I think that it's perhaps
time that, perhaps, some researchers of historical value \vill probably
want to go back and take a much closer look at the George Adamski
case in its entirety." - Unquole.

Timothy Good Visited Silver Spring

"l Too Felt Certain That the Flm Was �nuine."

"I loo felt certain, aflei- lengthy consideration, that the film was genuine
for a number of reasons - not least being that the apparent distortion of
the craft would have been exceptionally difficult to fake \vith 8mm
equipment. To assess the validity of both film and witness I met Made
leine Rodeffer on my next trip to the United States in Februacy 1%7. I
was in New York with the London Symphony Orchestra, and as soon as
my schedule permitted I flew to Washington. There was no doubting
Madeleine's obvious sincerity from the moment we met at the airport,
and we established.an immediate mppotl
On arrival at her home in Silver Spring I was introduced to Madeleine's
husband Nelson and a number of friends involved in the subject, inclu
ding Fred and Ingrid Steckling, wbo had both impressive 8mm film
taken on a train in Germany in 1%6, which together with Madeleine's
film I was able to examine in slow motion, studying selected frames.
Discussion continued far into the night, and I decided that a reium visit
to Silvei- Spring was necessary before returning home to the U.K."

One person initially disappointed with the film was Timothy Good,
but, earnest researcher that he was, he wasn't thrown at the first hurdle,
and be subsequently went to great pains to verify, one way or the other,
the authenticity of this amazing film sequence.
Tim, in bis book, co-authored with Lou Zinsstag, "George Adamski:
The Untold Story", devoted a whole chapter to his research on the film.
fie even visited Silver Spring, lo check the layout of the trees and to
speak to those involved in subsequent ana.lysis of the film itself.

•

Tim Good, whilst he was still on the subject of the Silver Spring movie.
scotched another rumour, perpetrated by another critic of Adamski .
"At no time did the craft land, as Donald Keyhoe falsely stated in his
book, "Aliens From Space":
• A woman at Silver Spring, Maryland, broadcast a story about space
men who frequently landed near her home and dropped in for break-fast "'
- Unqw>te.

Here is a she.rt Cl\cerpl from: "Silver Spring - The Final Proor'.
·'ON the afiernoon of Friday 26 February 1965 the most impressive
close-up colour movie film of a UFO that I hove evei- seen was taken
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"George Adamski Was Truth -100%" Madeleine."

What of this lady, Madeleine Rodeffer, hersell'I What kind of woman
was she? Ronald had written an article about the Silver Spring film in
December 1966, entitled: "A Very Dedicated Woman." In it, he detai
led the problems with which she had battled, facing up to Senators and
critics alike, defended the integrity of Adamski, a man she hardly knew
but with whom she had shared so much. Some years ago, Ronald
received a letter from her, a letter which showed her steadfastness to the
man at whose death-bed she had promised to carry on his work. In reply
to a criticism from an acquaintance, she re-iterated her feelings to a man
she knew she could trust, Ronald Caswell.

now, because we are about to go into Space - • that's what they told him,
• - and also that we're having difficulty with atmosphere here on Earth
because of pollution that would continually get worse. - And remember,
this was 1965. -And it has occurred, too, - we have many problems as you
all know, with thicker and thicker pollution ..."

"Dear Ronald, - this is a hurried-up note to you. I do hope these
photos from the 8mm movie will help. ......George Adamski did not
elaborate facts, nor brag - nor mislead anyone. He was truth - l 00%.
Sincerest Wishes, - Madeleine."

- Unquote. ■

Ragnvald A. Carlsen and Major (rel.) Hans C. Petersen.

•

She had sent the first copy of the Silver Spring movie to Ronald, as
Co-worker for Great Britain. Apart from showing the film to audiences
about the country, he had succeeded in obtaining a TV viewing on a
C01JJ!Ilet:eial stati.on in England. Aller the Brussels University showing.
with the aforementioned response, he took the film to Denmark where
he joined Major Hans Petersen and Major Colman VonKeviczky in a
lecture and symposium circuit, where the film was shown to audiences
numbering in the hundreds, - in fact, upwards of six hundred on
occasion. With accompanying explanations now forthcoming. regarding
the subversive actions taken against the film, the Danish audiences
were sympathetic and attentive, just as the over 700 delegates to the
1963 Congress in Fredericia, Jutland, in May of that year, had been
when Adamski himself was an honoured
guest and speaker.

Not Every Case Requires a Photograph
Film or video footage and analogue or digital photographs are apparently
no/ always the right pieces of evidence required to prove a UFO incident.
ln the preceding lines, George Adamski had more problems not to be
considered a charlatan with his photos and films. than some others who
have only their verbal reports to convince their audiences of their
reliability. The following two accounts are examples of inddenl:s that not'
even have a second witness to confirm the sighting.

The Bolton, Connecticut, U.S.A., sighting

An anonymous person was driving along Route 85 at around 20: IO EST
on February 1st, 2012, when he/she saw a three light tipped triangle cross
the road over the tree tops. The witness was on the phone during the
sighting, seeing the weird lights- The craft was enormou.�. certai.nly larger 1
In June 1966, Madeleine sent a photo
than any commercial large passenger plane if it was -as it seemed- within a
graph of herself to Ronald as a way of
I hundred feet of the tree tops. There were no other visible lights other than
introducing herself. The face was a smiling
the three bright white tights on each of the triangle's tips. The sky was
face, yet a thoughtful face, with clear, ho
clear, and as soon as the object was out of sight, some two seconds later a
nest eyes looking into the camera and a
second identical craft passed along the same path. The witness drove
glimpse of white teeth showing, hair neat
eastbound and the craft passed
and a pendant at her throat. She was ,
from the left to the right. By the
nothing if not modest. On the reverse side
time he/she got home, there
of the photo she had written: "To Ronald:
was no longer anything to see
With Sincere Thanks and Gratitude, Madeleine Rodel:Tur." Shed irem.ized her chardcteristics, from her birth<lay to I in the wide open skies. The
her future - which she question-marked, and specified as 'Will keep triangles were enormous, had
no blinking lights, and made no
trying '."
noise. 1bis the witness knew
for sure as, with the second
What was it that brought about this friendship between a woman in object flying over, the window of the car was lowered, and would it have
her forties and a man in his seventies? It did not start with the film that been a commercial airliner, it would have been so close and so low there 1
has now been debated on throughout the world. There was something would have been audible noise. But is was completely silent.
else, intangible, impossible for many to understand. But it was, and is,
Norwich, Vermont Triang le
understood, by those who knew George Adamski.
"Will Keep T rying-Madeleine."

I

On the same day as the previous report, but at 04:50 a.m., a witness was
travelling in southern direction on the Interstate motorway 91, when he/she
looked in the drivers side mirror and saw a black triangular object with
large yellow lights flying some 50ft above the roof of a car in the fast lane.
The witness then corrected from the breakdown lane back into the slow
lane, looked into the mirror but the object had gone. "The car that had the
"You could feel truth and human friendship; he was friemlly and - he object directly above it, was still in the fast lane. Our witness kept an eye on
was not an actor of any kind, you know - he just wasn't. He was sincere 1 both the side mirrors, looking into the sky for the object, but it didn't
and honest - and you could feel the honesty and the warmth from him. re-appear. After approximately a mile South on the interstate he/she noticed
what looked like a red shooting
and he was enthusiastic and very happy about this film, because this
star with a streak in the sky di
would help to silence some of the critics. He was very happy about the
rectly in front of the car, lasting
film and he definitely - er - he had a sense of humour; - he definitely
only for about two seconds. ■
had a sense of humour, otherwise he wouldn't have been able to
(Both images are renderings -In
withstood all the barrage of questions - from people for hours and hours
both cases the witnesses are
on end. And sometimes it got a little acgumentati.ve too, but he'd !lay:
alone and driving. In the Bolton
'-no, no, - none of this: I'm telling you the facts, and I'm sharing them
area there are a lot oflalws and
with you, and, ' he said,' - it's up to you, to believe it or not, but, ' he
reservoirs, while in Vermont
said, ' - it is important that people of Earth know that these people are
here, - and they've been coming for hundreds of thousands of years, but there is only the Connecticut river.- Ed.)

Then in her seventies, she expresses what she knew about Adamski,
and she expresses also his concerns. Those concerns were stated in
almost prophetic terms by this man who had leaned on the wisdom of
others, much older and wiser than himself, his friends from Space.

•
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UFO CONTACT: Tlie Day Before Yesterday©
In Support Of Geo
Pa

N'

GARY BEYERS' UFO sighting over Epping Forest had, by now, drifted

a little into the background. There were increased sighting reports from all
over the countty and from abroad. They were exciting times, and busy.
There were week-end lecture trips and investigations; Manchester,
Newcastle, Devon, Wiltshire and elsewhere, up an down the countty. One
never knew when the next report would come in.
In mid-March, 1966, Ronald and his brother, Dennis, and their father,
Albert, braved the wintty weather and travelled to Devon to meet Arthur
Bryant, later to be the subject of Eileen Buckle's book: "The Scorilon
Mystery: Did Adamski Return?" The "Yamski" affair was much debated
for months to come, even after Arthur's untimely death from a brain
l\UllOtlr.
"Was 'Yamski' the reincarnation of George Adamski?" people were
asking. The alleged teen-age e>,.1raterrestrial had made his appearance from
o hovering scout-craft on the edge of Dartmoor, a very desolate area in the
south-west of the British Isles, a few hours after the death in Washington
of George Adamski at around 10 p.m. on April 23rd, 1965. That would be
at approximately 3.45 a.m. on April 24th, on this side of the Atlantic. It was
on the afternoon of that day, Bryant claimed, be made contact with the boy
"Yamski" and his two older companions, out on the desolate moor, near to
where he lived.
"As the contact story obviously Involved Adamski-"

Ronald's participation in the "Yamski" investigation began as
described by Eileen Buckle, who researched the story along with a fellow
member of BUFORA (British Unidentified Flying Objects Research
Association, the London-based investigation and study group), Norman
Oliver. In Chapter Eleven of her book she noted:
"In February, Norman and I decided to share the information we bad
obtained with Ronald Caswell, co-worker of the British branch of the
[GAP (hltemational Get Acquainted Program), the organization which
was formed to promote Adamski's teachings. As the contact story
obviously involved Adamski, we felt be would like to know about it; up
to that time we had only revealed the story to a small number of people.
Caswell shortly visited Bryant with some of his colleagues and was
very favourably impressed, particularly as they found him a much
"deeper'' person than they had anticipated. Bryant in his turn was most
impressed with Caswell and his friends, so much so that he tended to
compare Norman's and my attitude unfavourably with theirs. As he
described to me, 'I became immediately conscious of the fact that we
were as a band of men together, on a completely different plane; one that
can only be described as I see it, as leaving a dark room and entering into
the sunshine. We were as one indeed, true disciples. In each and every
one of them was their feeling for the truth of the thing, which is not
always backed up by solid evidence.' He felt that we, on the other hand,
had what be called a 'no confidence attitude.' Unfortunately, Caswell
became faced between the choice between supporting Bryant, whom he
believed, and his friends in the Adamski Foundation, who he bad known
much longer, and thus the short association came to an end. Speaking of
Caswell, Bryant said: • I still regard him as a friend. He is a very nice
man, sincere in his beliefs, and it is very unfortunate that my introduction
to him ended in this manner'." - Unquole.

♦
Previously, it appeared that Desmond Leslie bad:"sent the photostat copy
of Bryant's first letter and his drawings to Alice Wells, head of the
Adamski Foundation, and f (Eileen Buckle) gather that she received the
information coolly, to say the least." -Unquote.

As Ronald had stated, he believed that Arthur Bryant was genuine in
his statements regarding the contact, and sincere in his wish to inform
others. The contact, as such was not provable, and therefore needed to
be approached with an open mind. If everyone had approached George
Adamski's claims with an open mind, instead of a biased one, the
whole UFO-case would have been less subject to recrimination today.
To reject the claims on one letter and some drawings was not being
objective. The nature of the person also had to be perceived.
It seemed possible that Bryant's comment: "I became immediately
conscious of the fact that we were as a band of men together -" might
have referred to the fact that Ronald and Dennis Caswell, as well as
Albert Caswell, the father, were all ex-Servicemen, two of whom had
served in the same war as Bryant himself He would then perceive them
as ''comrades" together, people whom he could trust.
After describing the appearance of the scout-ship

In a later interview with Arthur Bryant on the 12th of November
1966, Eileen Buckle and three of her associates were permitted by
Bryant to record the conversation on tape. After describing once again
for Eileen's friends the appearance of the scout-ship and its three
accupants, Bryant again referred to Ronald's visit.
"As a matter of fact quite a number of people have been down to
see me. Ron Caswell, he's the organiser of !GAP, he came down to
see me and he was particularly interested. I suppose he associated the
meeting with Adamski, and be told me about it. He said, 'Do you
think it could possibely have been Adamski?' Well, at that time 1
hadn't even heard of him. I bad heard of flying saucers, of course. I
had several letters from him. He came down with two people from
Essex and I took them up on the site and 1 explained it to him. It was
then, of course, that he showed me the first photograph that I'd never
seen of Adamski, and he said, 'Do you think there is any
resemblance?' And I said, 'Well, quite honestly, there could have
been,' because there was similarity although being quite a young man
compared to the man I saw in the photograph."
Eileen then said: "Yes, and everyone remarks bow alike you are to
Adamski."
Bryan/: "Oh, yes. He said, 'You have been chosen.' You see, there is
a part perhaps you don't know. You see, my mother was Romany. She
was Spanish. I don't know wheter you do know that. I have of course
since learned that Adamski was Romany. Ron Caswell was particularly
interested on this point. As a matter of fact, when he first arrived l really
startled him, because he just leaned out of his car and stared at me as if
I were an apparition.'
Nom1an: "He did remark on it to us afterwards.'
Bryant:

"Yes, and I believe several other people have also."

Eileen:

"I've never seen Adamski, but you have seen him, Colin."

Colin:

"The facial resemblance is definitely there."

Bryant: "Incidentally, Ron did quite a lot to convince his higher
uppers, you know, give them the details, but I believe there
was some trouble over it. I don't quite know the exact
reason."'
Later Eileen asked: "Have you seen Flying Saucer Review?"
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Bryant: "l have beard ofil I believe it was Ron Caswell who mentioned it.
I'm not so sure he didn't bring one down. He also brought some
photographs down to show me, but we never got much chance to
look at them - it was a horrible sort of day ... Oh, I did see one at the
back of his car." (A Flying Saucer Review. -AuJl,or)

♦

Asked in the interview about the appearance of a certain man who had
visited him, Bryant gave an amazing amount of detail, including his light
brown. suede shoes;" A light coloured suit - I should say it was a pin-stripe.
- His face was a light brown colour.� Not a great deal of hair. "No, he
didn't have glasses."
Colin:
"What were the colour of his eyes?"
Bryant: ''Now I'm almost certain they were hazel. By the way, he had a
heavy ring on his right finger, which looked as if it had some
initials intertwined."
Nom1an: "Any sign of a moustache at all?"
Bryant: ''No. The actual face itself looked as though he could have worn
a moustache at one time. - Does this lit in with your man or
not?"
Norman: "To a degree, but not entirely."

"Moat hnpresaed with the detail offered by Bryant"
A number of dra,vings accompany the account in Eileen Buckle's book,
sketches made by John Cranson with the help and �peration of Arthur
Bryant, sketches of the three occupants of the Scoriton saucer. Cranson was
most impressed with the detail offered by Bryant
"It may well be considered by some that the amount of detail remembered
by Bryant is unusual to normal observation, and I would agree, but for the
following. I was given an instance of his extraordinary powers of
observation by Ron Caswell some time ago which may give some measure
for guidance. When Ron. his brother and futher visited Scoriton in 1966,
Bryant met them in their car and for convenience sat inside to talk. Ron
tested Bryant's powers of observation after a few minutes by averting his
eyes and asking Bryant what colour they were. Bryant laughed and said
'Hazel', and indicating the other two occupants of the car i.mmcdiotely ond
correctly described theirs. Test a similar situation yourself and see how
wrong you can be!"

reason Bryant suggested we continued our talk at the inn in the village
ofHolne rather than at the Tradesman's Amls. We said we would meet
him there after booking ourselves in at a guest house at BuckfasUeigh.
As soon as he was out of earshot, Colin turned to me and said, 'This
man's genuine! "' -Unquote.
"George's wife, Mary, being a devout Catholic, was often worried
and unhappy about the risks her husband took, once begging him on her
knees to discontinue his contacts and not to write about the subject
anymore. He could not stop, he said, even for her sake." -Unquore.
"George Adamski: The Untold Story."• by Lou Ziosst.ag and Timothy Good.
There was always plenty to do back atHarlow, where Ro�d and
his younger friend and companion. Clifford Poole, lGAP-OB's secretary
and general factotum, were engaged in correlati ng and itemizing
material sent by members and Co-workers from all parts ofthe world,
to be used in the prospective journal, UFO CONTACT.
Cliff replied to much of the correspondence, as well as
mimeog(llphiog newsletters to the growing membership of IGAP-0B.
The "Report From Europe", dealing in part\vith George Adamski's tour
of Europe in 1963 and published by Major Petersen in Denmark in
1964, was requested by hundreds of UFO-interested persons world
\vide, and these items too had to be packed and despatched. Names of
many well-known Ufologists of today were on the list: William T.
Sherwood, optical physicist of Eastman Kodak; Jacques Vallee, author
and researcher; Honourable Brinsley le Poer Trench, author and
researcher; Timothy Good, author and researcher; Karl Veit, publisher
and leader of a German UFO organization; also in receipt of the book
were W.H. Smith Ltd., Britain's leading book-sellers; the Anglo
American Book Company of Rome, and many more. All this entailed
much work of o mundane nature and consumed a great deal of time.
"Ron, I've seen it again!"
But someone, somewhere, was planning something that was to lift
events entirely out of the mundane, the everyday pattern of life into the
fantastic the - almost - unbelievable. And now 1 feel that it is
appropriate for Runakl Ca,wcll lo continue the account

•

"It was mid-morning on Tuesday, April 26th 1966. I was al work at
the local branch of a giant electrical components firm, EAl, on the
industrial site at Templefields, Harlow. At that time, the firm was
building a prototype microscope for medical and scientific research on
non-living matter. I was processing parts of the astigmatic component
for the large, non-optical lenses.

Eileen Buckle, in a reference to Desmond Leslie, quotes his views:
''Bryant sounds honest and is probably reporting an actual experience.
The point is What Experience? Probably a physical saucer and crew - but
Who?

It so happened that I was working quite near to the entrance from the
foyer on the ground floor, and so Gary Beyers saw me immediately as
he came bursting through the swing-doors of the assembly shop-floor.
The security man must have been elsewhere at the time for Gary to have
ga.ined immediate entrance.

"The Adamski Foundation seem convinced it is nothing to do with
G.A., and that these might be the mischievous space people of whom GA
warned on several occasions. It seems corruption is not entirely confined to
this planet - which is a sbam.e - and for reasons best known to themselves
there may be a group operating wish to deceive and confuse.'' -Unquore.

His eyes were a little wild as he came over to me. One of my nearby
colleagues, who, it so happened, was a member of our local UFO study
group, greeted him etfusively, if\vith a lack oftacL
"Hello, Gary, -you look as if you've seen a ghost!"

Eileen Buckle's book: "The Scoriton Mystery" was published in l 967
by Neville Spearman. Several years ago it was published in Japanese.
Eileen kept faith with Arthur Bryant. She wrote to Ronald: "l dont know
whether you know, but Bryant died of a brain tumour not long after it was
published. Tim (Timothy Good) and I visited him in a hospice run by the
Buckfastleigh monks. and he still maintained his story was true."

Gany stammered out a few words, and I had to ask him lo calm
down.
"Ron. you've got to come with me!" he said in a somewhat choked
voice. "I've seen it again!"

Bryant wu prepared to risk the bniak-up of his home
"Al first conversation was of a general nature, but as soon as the subject
of Bryant's encounter with the saucer was brought up, his wife became
obviously nervous. Colin put the question. 'Bow did you feel when you met
Y amski?' and with that she suddenly got up and left the room. Realising
how the situration stood, we suggested we continued the convesation in the
local public house. Bryant was most apologetic, explaining that he had long
been trying to win his wife round and allay her fears, but obviously be had
not been completely successful. He had thought of renowicing the whole
thing but the feeling that he had always had, that he would receive another
contact, was stronger than ever before, so much so that he was prepared to
risk the break up of his home than not go through with it.

l looked at him a little sharply at that.
"You've seen the UFO? 1 was leading him hack towards the
swingdoors of the foyer.He looked as though he had problems enough,
without adding to them by being dragged out by a hefty security guard.
He was mumbling something about Theydon Bois.
"You've had a sighting at Theydon Bois?"
He nodded, grabbing my arm as if to pull me out of the entrance
doorway. I calmed him down egain.

a

"By now the whole village knew of the story, and probbly for this
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"What happenned?" I began to divest myself of my white nylon coat,
directing him to a nearby seat. The security guard came through another
door at that moment and looked at Gary with some surprise.

"It's alright, Bill," 1 said. "He's a friend of mine. Keep an eye on him for

a minute, will you? He's out to pinch the million-volt microscope we've got
planned!"
Bill grinned affably.

"He's welcome to it, if he canl What's he got, a push-bike? The ruddy
thing will weigh about ten tons, with the gantry and all, won't it, when it's
finished? - He'll need more than a push-bike!"
George Adamski would be there as guest speaker.
I knocked on Percy Bartell's door with a tongue in a tooth, as it were,
already figuring out his reaction. I bad come into the office some three years
before to ask for an early holiday date. Come to think of it, it was at about
this time of the year. I had taken the ferry to Ostend on the 27th April 1963,
bad crossed Belgium into Holland, then into Germany, and reached the
Danish Frontier at Drusaa by the 29th, having slept in my sleeping-bag in
a damp field, and spent the next night in the back of an empty fish lorry
making a return journey to Kiel, on the Baltic Sea.
I had hitch-hiked across half of Europe to get to the Scandinavian UFO
Congress in Denmark. Hans Petersen had sent me an invitation. George
Adamski would be there as guest speaker.
I bad visited Major Petersen again since then. in August 1964, but that
was by a more regular route, by ferry and car, with my wife and three yowig
children.

t

And now it was only about six weeks before, the week-eid of 12th-13th
of March. that I had asked Percy to excuse me from Saturday morning
overtime, as I was going to Devon! I didn't think I should mention Arthur
Bryant and "Yamski", though. lnat would have put the cat among the
pigeons, to use an often worked phrase!
I looked through the clear glass window into his office. My supervisor
bad a nick-name, "The White Tornado." He bad a habit of speeding very
breezily along the extensive shop-floor, his open white nylon overall flying
behind him. I was hoping 1 wouldn't raise the wind on this occasion, -even
a minor tornado, - as Percy's temper could be a little erratic, He liked
people to know who was the boss!
"You're not going to Devon, are you,- or Jutland?"
"Perce," { said, as he beckoned me in. "A friend of mine has just turned
up, quite upset about something. He needs some help. Alright if I pop off
for a couple of hours?"
He gave me a slightly cock-eyed look. We bad known each other for
years. I let him think he could read me like a book. I helped sometimes, rt
made him feel magnanimous.
"You're not going to Devo11, are you? - or to Jutland, or somewhere? - I
mean. - you will be back by this afternoon's tea-break? Or else?"
"Thanks, Perce!" I said. I was halfway out of the door, when I turned
and gave him a wink. "You know, you're not half as bad as they say!" I
-quickly closed the door. Glancing back through the window I just caught
sight of the wry grin on his face.
Gary still appeared to be half in shock. Yet he pulled away from the kerb
at speed along the small side-road, witil he reached the traffic on Edinburgh
Way and had to slow down.
As we reached the outskirts of Harlow on the Epping Road, I quitely
suggested that we pull into a layby and switch off the engine.
"It would be good if we're all in one piece when we reach Epping,
Gary," I said. "Now, le'ts hear what it's all aboul"

He had been over at this girl-friend's again, yesterday; that was
Monday. At Theydon Bois, of course.
I interrupted. He was still somewhat agitated, looking now and
again at his watch.
"Not 1mother 'good-night kiss'?" I asked jokingly, trying to get a
smile out of him. His slim face did crack a little.
"Hmm! see what you mean! No, as a matter of fact, we don't talk
about that evening much anymore. Julie's not really interested. - I mean,
I often go to 'Theydon Bois. Mostly on the week-end, of course. I don't
think about that all the time." He stopped and looked at his watch
again. "Then - last night -"
I didn't push him,just waited for it to come out in its own way, in its
own time.
"I was back home, - back at Blackstone Road, that is. Mwn and Dad
had gone to bed. They never know what time I'm likely to be back from
Julie's-" He reached towards his pocket. "D'you mind if I smoke, Ron?
We can open a window." He knew I was a non-smoker and be always
asked when he was in my presence. He was a considerate young man in
many ways. I nodded.
"Help yourself' l said.

I sat waiting while he lit up and puffed smoke through the top of the
open window. It seemed to help a bit. He grew calmer, half-closing his
eyes, looking ahead through the windscreen in thoughL
"It was last night, after I got home. I made a pot of tea and took a
cup up to my bedroom." He glanced across at my inquiring face. "then
- it happened. - I was just puffing away at a last cigarette, - this -" he
hesitated, took a deep breath of smoke and exhaled slowly, closed his
mouth and swallowed. "This voice - or whatever it was, - not a voice, something strong in my mind, - something just said: 'Go to the green in
the morning. - Go to the green in the morning."'
He stopped, staring rigidly ahead through the windscreen for a long
ten seconds or so. "go to the green in the morning -"
He paused and turned his head to face me. His eyes were troubled
again. He let out a sigh.
"I've hardly slept since then. I don't know how I got through the
nighL - I'll probably get the sack for not phoning in. - I decided to come
and see you as soon as I could." he added: "You always seem to know
what to do."
The 'Voice' knew the 'Green'? What ehe did it know?

"'Go to the green in the morning."' It suddenly dawned on me. "'Go
to "The Green"! - You mean "The Green" at Theydon Bois! The High
Street just along from Coppice Row!" I frowned. "The 'Voice' knew
'The Green"? - What else did it know?"
He nodded. There was more to come.
"That's only the beginning. - Just before I came to find you, - Aase
told me where you worked, otherwise I don't know what I would have
done, - I went to 'The Green'". Quite irrelevantly, he added: "Mum
thinks f'm at work, because I left home the same time as usual -. " be
took another puff then threw the wifinished cigarette through the opened
window. "It came again. The U.F.0. - I parked the car just across the
road from where we were that night last year. I walked along the road to
'The plain'; - it overlooks 'The Green' where Coppice Row meets
Piercing Hill. - I looked across at the trees, - 1 wondered what I was
supposed to do, what .I was supposed to see. I looked back at the road.
There didn't seem to be much traffic, even at that time in the morning.
Then - I had this strange feeling. I looked up. I suppose it was a few
hundered feet up. It was silver and black, though it might have been
shadow on it. It was about half-past nine." Gary paused, remembering

a
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his recent amazing experience. "It was an egg-shaped thing, darkish "Maybe if you turn up for work this afternoon, your boss will forgive you
for not phoning in. - He can't be any worse than the 'White Tornado'!" He
with a bright side to it, glinting in the sun."
gave me a blank stare. "My supervisor! We call him 'Toe White Tornado! "'
I let it rest. Gary seemed too pre-occupied to take note of unwitty jokes.
I was listening intently now.
"There was this ,.. voice, again, - a flat-toned man's voice. No accent
or dialect, as far as I could make out. Tt told me not to wony; I can
remember the exact words."
Gary was looking into my eyes, and 1 saw the sincerity there.
"'We have brought you here to reassure you. We know that G.A.'s
films are being shown widely, and that people are taking interest "'

I knew what was on his mind. This whole thing was so real lo him.
"Tuey said not to wony, Gary. Your 'Voice'. Maybe they'll gel through
another time, when you're on your own. Perhaps they have a reason for il
Al least, you got o message that makes sense. • You don't need to prove
anything to me. • It'U work out, you'll see."

It started to work out just three days later, on Friday, April 29th, when
the story was printed on the front page of the local newspaper, the Epping
and Ongar edition of the"West Essex Gazette".
l could hardly believe my ears.
How they got the story is not clear. it may have been that local resident,
Paul Webb, mentioned it to someone who passed the account on. Gary had
I wanted to believe, that WIU sure.
not been too keen, at first, to make the story public, but was persuaded by
We parked the car at the side of"The Green", at a diagonal from St others. He had had the good sense to use his mother's maiden name in the
Mary's Church, just opposite Avenue Road. Toe first thing I did was to account, wbicb pictured a somewhat apprehensive-looking Gary Byers
glance back the way we had come, down Piercing Hill from the north, eyeing the photographer, and another of Gary seated on a log on �Toe
from Epping. Toe tall trees on the corner gave nothing away. It looked Plain" gazing over the trees in the distance, the copse of woodland where he
very much the way it had in January of the previous year, except that now had sighted the hovering UFO on Tuesday morning. Toe headline coud not
I could see things plainly, whereas before it was by the dimly-lit lamps have been more eye-catching.
glowing at the side of the roadway and one not very adequate torch-light
beam.
An Appointment with a 'Flying Saucer'
"A YOUNG man kept an appointment with a flying saucer at
Theydon Bois on Tuesday morning.
Toe man, 21-year-<>ld Gany Beyers, of Hackney, says a mystery
voice spoke to hiin on Monday niiuit, telling him to go to Toe Green,
near the church on Coppice-row, tlie folJowmg morrung.
He went. And at 9.30 a.rn, he claims, as he had ciq>ected, a
silver-black egg-shaped disc hovered a few hundred feet overhead
The spot he was 'directed' to was the same as that from which he
observed a 'dazzling white object' I 5 months ago.
That was on January 4th last )'.ear. On that occasion, while parked
on the sn:en, he saw a bright wbite object passing over the trees. He
assumoo 1t was a meteorttte.
But half an hour later, he says, he had the fright of his life. He got
out of his car - and there, not TOO yards away, was the object, eitlier
on, or hovering just above, the ground.
Toe next day he called at local houses, asking if anyone else had
seen it. No one had.
But this week, Mrs. Wendy Cannon, of 'Mid.hill', Coppice-row,
told the GAZETTE that she, too, had seen the shining object earlier in
the day on Januruy 4th - at dusk.
'I was bringing Bruce and Wendy, the children, back from school
when we saw 11' she said. 'We sto� the car and watched. It was
stationary, and low in the s.ky ... qwte dazzling. After about a minute
il shot off at great speed. Toe children were qwte excited about it.'
Mr, Byers described it as 'like having a shining light bulb three
inches in front of your face.·

We walked across the grass verge into the copse of trees, warily
stepping over [alien bra.aches from the previous winter's storms,
weaving our way around the puddles and the squishy mud on either side,
the inevitable outcome of the April showers which always preceded the
s11D11Der sunshine in this part of the world. An occasional boot-print
conveyed the message that someone had gone before.
! looked at Gary as we stood beneath the tall trees, whose foliage was
somewhat more dense than it bad been a year or so before, in a
mid-winter dusk.
"Think, Gary," I said,"· Think hard, Concentrate!"
He looked at me, opened his mouth to speak, then got the message.
He half-turned away, closed his eyes, and lifted his face skyward. As I
watched his youthful face, eye-lids pressed earnestly closed, 1 couldn't
be sure what I believed. I wamed to believe, that was sure. Julie and
Mrs. M had seen the light, as it were. l wanted to see the light, in that
entirely different contexl I wanted to believe Gary, or, that is to say, r
believed Gary but wanted il to be more than a fevered imagination built
up on a diet of flying saucer stories. Who could know what was going on
in that young man's head?

"Since that da_y he has been actively interested in the study of
U.F.O.s (Unidentified Flying Objects) and has been in touch with
several experts. But nothing else unusual happened ... until Monday.
Then, he says, as he was having a qui.et smoke in his bedroom
before turning Ill, he heard a voice urging him to go to the �een the
following morning. 'lt was speaking 1n a flat tone ... a man s voice,
and it was so insistent that I just bad to go there on Tuesday morning.
l left home as if going to work, and then drove to Theydon Bois.
There I sat on a log near where I had seen the briRht light, and
watched a man walking a dog, and some girls on horse6ack.'

He certai nly hadn't been putting it on when he burst into my
workplace that morning. Hc was shaking still and his eyes were wild.
Nothing happened, of course. No magical scout ship hovered into
view. Perhaps they had been put off by my presence. Although one
would have thought that me being an old friend of G.A. might have
worked th.e trick. It was obvious that things didn't work that way.
Gary was quiet as we drove up Piercing Hill, along Theydon Road
and back onto the A/1 and into Epping,
Gary hadn't even given a second glance at the road off to Ivy
Chimneys on our right as we drove along the winding Theydon Road
Yet it had been the UFO sighting and landing at Ivy Chimneys in
December of 1963 that had sparked off his interest in "!lying saucers."
He had been on his way to look at the claimed landing site, after reading
about it-in the local press, when he met Paul Webb. It had been Paul who
later introduced Gary lo our group in Harlow, in the autumn of 1964. It
seemed that the Ivy Chimneys incident had receded into the backgro1111d
of Gary's consciousness. He had heard a voice from another world. It
was almost as if he, himself, was on another planet.

uThen, he says, the object appel!l'ed and he felt a strong insistent
voice inside bis head Toe voice spoke:
'We have brought you here to reassure you. We know that G.A.'s
films are being shown widely, and that people are taking interest."'
-Here, in brackets and italics, the reporter comments: - (Ed.)
"(G.A. refers to George Adamski, copies of whosefilms on tlvi11g
saucers are at present being shown to interestedparties by Mr. 'Ro11
Caswell, of Harlow, an expert on U.F.O.s)"
" 'I wanted to ask the voice questions, but I just couldn't gather
my wits to iphrase them,' he explained. '!t was as if I was just on the
fringe of dscovering something tremendous, but couldn't grasp it in
ll.me.'
Mr. B� was worried at first that by telling his story he would be
lauRhed at, but th.en he decided that tlie story demanded an official
exp1anation - and he hopes someone have seen what be saw."
-1.Jnquote.

At least, you got a message that makes seme.
"Perhaps you'U drive me back to the firm. Gary, if you don't mind."
My young driver had absent-mindely turned off towards my hom.e. He
made an apologetic nod of his head and proceeded in the new direction.

R. A. Carlsen and Major (ret.) H. c. Petenen, Royal Danish Air Foree
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UFO CONTACT: Tire Day Before Yesterday©
In Support Of George
(Part Ten)

AS RONALD expressed it, having accepted Adamski's claims
and consolidated that belief over the years, did not mean that
all contact claims were acceptable as a result. Far from it.
Both Arthur Bryant and Gary Byers appeared to be sincere people;
whether their claimed experiences were real, imaginary or hoax would only
evidenced in the course of time. Questions would have to be asked and
questions would need to be answered.
For one thing, for either of these two claimed "contacts" to have meaning
or pwpose there would have to be an end result to justify such "contacts".
The result in the case of George Adamski was that the whole world had
been given notice of forthcoming weather patterns; of the effect of nuclear
explosions above the Earth's atmosphere, allowing for dangerous radiation
belts, such as those "discovered" by Van Allen in 1958, two years after they
bad been described by Adamski in "Inside The Space Ships." Another end
result of George Adamski's stand against covert intelligence agencies all
over the world is that now people know of the conspiracy of silence, a
conspiracy that is now being revealed by the tardy de-classification of some
Intelligence and Governmental documentation.
In the separate, though indirectly connected cases of Bryant and Byers, end
results were yet to come. In the meantime, one needed to keep an open
mind. Adamski's experiences, along with a great deal of photographic
evidence for their validity, were amazing enough; one could not accept
those and heavy-handedly reject the possibility of like amazing experiences
of others. But to accept them willy-nilly would be foolish. As in all kinds of
reported UFO sightings, the integrity of the observer would come into the
equation. The integrity would also show itself, but in the course of time.
With regard to Gary's latest contact, an intriguing question posed itself;
how did the "Visitors" know of "The Green" at Th eydon Bois? The name
was posted on a small board along by the short road running through the
village; it was not emblazoned like the Wiltshire "White Horse" across the
open countryside. Did it mean that the alien visitor had reconnoitred the
area, - perhaps using a "probe" or a telemetre disc, perhaps at night, - to
evaluate the area in question? Perhaps similar to a vehicle of unusual form
that had landed - and taken off• a short mile up the road at Ivy Chimneys,
just over a year before? Did Theydon Bois have an historic connection,
perhaps? With a name like that it most certainly dated back to Norman
times. Nearby Waltham Abbey housed a grim reminder of those times, the
dust relic of Harold the Second's grave, a most grievous French connection,
a well-aimed or luck French arrow and good King Harold's eye. These
timeless flying saucers might well have been at Theydon Bois before.

Perhaps Our Alien Friends Tag Earthly Humans?
And this domed or igloo-shaped shining apparition that might well have
marked the type and registration of Gary's car at that first awesome
meeting; did it also get a fix on its young driver, an electro-magnetic fix on
this young Englishman as it had no doubt done on a Polish-American some
years before on the other side of the Atlantic, the historical home of another
ancient race, a race that believed in a type of fiery Thunderbird that had
brought its ancestors down from the heavens?
Earthly humans tag dogs and pigeons and much else; perhaps our alien
friends tag Earthly humans?
Events were soon to prove that tltis, indeed, was the case with the young
Englisrnan, Gary Byers.

Perhaps tltis young man was being groomed for bigger things, and
this was his emergence from the chrysalis. Was he to be a llllilor link,
or, perhaps in time, a major link between !GAP and the Space Brothers?
Events had proved that to be the case with Madeleine Rodeffer, with the
Stecklings. They had had amazing experiences; they had obtamed
amazing film footage of alien space caft
r ; they had offered it to the
Authorities and photographic experts for evaluation. Was that to be the
task set before Gary Byers? Was there a kind of naYvete about Gary •
perhaps a lack of prejudice or scepticism that was conducive to
telepathic contact and all that went with it?
One thing was sure; one had to use judgement in the acceptance of
any claimed sightings of the now ubiquitous "flying saucer''. And that
judgement must, as has been said, rest to a great extent on the character,
- the integrity of the character, - of the witness to the claimed event. So,
faith is involved. Intuition, too, must play a part.
Ronald Caswell had to draw on all the faith and all the intuition he
could muster in the weeks ahead.
The spring weather was temptingly approaching sl.llDlller, - "Shirt
sleeve weather", as the English tend to call it. It was Friday, May 20th,
some three and half weeks since Gary bad been startled by a voice in his
head telling him to "Go to 'The Green' in the morning", and
subsequently drag Ronald off to that small village in a clearing in
Epping Forest where his beloved Julie lived.
It was three and a half weeks since a pwported message from Space
visitors made the connection between George Adarnski's work in the
United States end Ronald Caswell's worl<. in Europe.
"We have brought you here to reassure you. We know that G.A.'s
films are being shown widely, and that people are taking interest."
Ronald related what happened next.
Unknown to me at the time, this Friday was to test my credulity end
my "faith" to a previously untried extent, at least with regard to Gary
Byers. I have since wondered if l was the one being contacted in this
subtle manner, and perhaps Gary was being used to test my own
reaction in some way.
Gary had been doing some work on his car and decided to take ii out
on a test run to Harlow. It was late afternoon, one of those warm May
afternoons when it was a pleasure to be out for a spin.
The Epping-Harlow road enters Harlow New Town quite near to
where I live, not too far from Harlow Common; (subsequently an area
that was to have a significant UFO visit the following year, though not
directly connected to Gary Byers. This later event, with photographs,
was featured in the August 1967 issue of UFO CONTACT. -Author.)
A medie. val road once ran from here to historic Bishops Stortford. "Old"
Harlow dates back, one might say, to Roman times; in fact, there are
remains of a Roman temple on the northern outskirts, near to the River
Stort.
An interesting fact concerning the historicity of Harlow in a broader
framework is evidenced by the former existence of a Stone Age carnp
site on the western outskirts of the town, as well as an underground
chapel and tunnel, which I have visited, discovered some thirty odd
years ago and since filled in, attached to a now non-existent manor
house in the centre of Harlow, near to a Norman church, where
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Cavaliers would conceal themselves and their horses when the manor was
approached by Roundheads of Oliver Cromwell's forces. One wonders if
the Romans, the Cavaliers, or our Stone Age ancestors had occasion to
observe circular shining objects cavorting in the sbes over Epping Forest,
as their Anglo-Saxon descendants were prone to do in the 20th Century!
So Gary was coming into the southern edge of the town. a couple of
minutes• drive from my home. He was a Ye!}' short distance from Harlow
when it happened, and in broad daylight. The message was very clear this
time. Toe voice was as human and clear as his own.
"Go to Everleigb. • That's West. Something is to happen there on the
Sunday of Whitsun. Go with your friends. • Write it down."

•

"I know Everleigh," I said to Gary, when he reported his new contact
"It's in the West Country, for a start, • near Pewsey. And there's an East

Everleigh and a West Everleigh."

"It was West Everleigh, then, Ron," said Gary, and now his eyes were
shining and he was very sure of himself. This had been a Ye!}' different
contact. For one thing, it had a purpose. I could understand why Gary was
so confident, in a way that he had never been before. If what he had told me
was the truth. And I had no reason to think otherwise.because a pattern was
beginning to emerge, something I could put my finger on. This was really
special. It had to be true!

He was a little mystified by his car engine
On the map, Persey was about 75 miles from the centre of London. Tiny
Everleigb was the same. I mulled over what Gary had told me. He hadn't
stayed for the usual cup of tea; he was a little mystified by his car engine,
which had cut out momentarily on the way to Harlow. He had opened up
the bonnet shortly after arriving at my house, checking the plugs and the
other el.ectrics; all in perfect working order. His mother had cautioned him
about driving as far as Harlow on his first trial run. Now he had decided to
take a steady run home.
After Gary bad left, I made a number of telephone calls to various parts
of Essex, London and Kent. There were excited voices raised and I couldn't
help smiling to myself. The enthusiasm over the phone seemed contagious,
as if it was passing through the wire to our group members in the
south-east. But when I finally laid the phone on its cradle I began to have
misgivings. If it turned out to be a wild goose-chase then all this
enthusiasm could tum sour, and the other members of the group might well
start to give Gary the cold shoulder. After all, this was the third time be bad
made a claim about a contact For what? Was it to build up bis ego?
This time, however, Gary would need no excuse. That is, if what be had
told me was true. And there were definite pointers to it being true. I was
banking on IL
I knew that the others had accepted Gary's wotd so for because I had
accepted it It was as simple as that

Much less likely to get me certified as a Lunatic!
A couple of days later I bought a post-card. ,After some thought, I
addressed it to my father, who lived with my mother and elder sister in
Leytonstonc, and outer borough of the London suburbs. The message bad to
be simple but fool-proof. It was to bear the stamp of authority. One could go
to a notary public and make a declaration that next week I was going to
Everleigh, in Wiltshire, to try to meet a flying saucer. There was an easier
way; it would be both cheap, clear-<:ut and much less likely to get me
certified as a lunatic.

I took the card from his hand and looked carefully at the postmark
Peifecl. He glanced at me curiously as I gave him a broad smile. I
explained.
"The message doesn't matter, Dad," I said. "That was just to remind
you not to stick it in the rubbish-bin. See, here. Large capital letters on
the front '23-5-66. Harlow. Please keep intact Ron."'
He looked pU2Zled. I showed him the real message.
At the top of the catd, in large letters. I had printed tho words
"EVERLEIGH W.S." three times. I had placed a firstolass threepenny
stamp over parts of all three "EVERLEIGH''s, The post-mark bad
neatly superimposed itself over another part of"Everlcigh". It bore the
seal fo authority. "Harlow• Essex. 9.30 a.m. 24 May 1966."
They could check my saliva for DNA traces if they liked. That
postage stamp was well and truly stuck. Toe stamp of authority. A
post-office clerk was much cheaper than a notary public lo put a seal on
it. Now we could lay further plans for next week-end
"Just a bit of insurance, Dad," l said, and left it at that. " By the way,
do you fancy a trip to the West Country on Whitsun Sunday? If Mum
will Jet you off the washing-up, that is!"
According to the photographs Ronald has in his files, there were five
car-loads of would-be UFO investigators who drove out to Salisbury
Plain to scour the Wilthsire mes in the early hours of Sunday 29th May
that year. Some of them jobngly remarked that Gary's Spaceman was a
decent type, making the rendezvous on that particular Sunday. The
following day could be a Bank Holiday, of course, and they could all lie
in!It seems that there were smiles all roundl
Among those be could call to mind, apart from his father and his
younger brother, Dennis, were Gary, Cliff Poole, IGAP-GB's secretary,
and his fiancee, Kay Rowlands, Geoff Agness, a local member of the
group, and Nonnan Oliver of the British Unidentified Flying Objects
Association, (BUFORA), along with other members ofIGAP-08.
It had been agreed that picnic lunches and 'Thermos flasks should be
the order of the day, as the local facilities were some distance away from
their rendezvous point. It was almost 20 years since Ronald had last
visited the place; nevertheless, he said, it was very unlikely that any tea
and sandwich bars had been located there in the meantime. One was
more likely to be run over by a tank than an ice-<:ream van. As he dryly
remarked, during and after the war, thanks and other great lumbering
vehicles did running-in trials in that area of Salisbury Plain, churning
up mud or dust according to the season. So if one of the group's drivers
should hear a vehicle's engine to the rear, it might be wise not to wave
them on, as one might finish up with a large-calibre gun protruding
through on's rear and front windscreens.

Seemed more than a co-incidence
A coincidence that seemed more than a coincidence, in hindsight,
was the fact that Ronald knew the tiny village of Everleigh quite well.
In years gone by, he would sometimes drive through it several times a
week! As a young soldier in the Parachute Regiment be had spent
months, including his 2 lst birthday, on detachment at Upavon Airfield,
a couple of miles to the west of Everleigh, as driver to a General Staff
officer, a Major on liaison duty with the Royal Air Force who was
organizing the battalion parachuting exercises on various parts of
Salisbury Plain.

I gave it a couple of days and went down lo see dad. He expressed
surprise, picking up the post-card from a side cabinet and running his eyes
over the message on the back,

As Dennis Caswell's white Fotd Anglia, with his father and older
brother on board, arrived at the edge of the village, Ronald stepped out
of the ear to set up his next ''bit of insurance''. He unrolled a large sheet
of white foolscap bearing the title "RONALD CASWELL" in large
letters and fastened it to the EVERLEIGH sign with a pair of bulldog
clips. Stepping back, be set his Zeiss Ikon camera at 5 metres and shot
his first picture on a new roll of film. From then on, the photographic
recotd would show that whatever happened that day, happened at
Everleigb. Others in the group did the same.

"What's this all about, son? 'Please keep intact, Ron'. Keep what
intact?'

'1f we have any pictures of UFOs by the end of the day, " he had
suggested lo the group," - we'll gel them developed professionally, at

I took another look al the catd before slipping it into the postbox. Thal
should do the trick. It would provide clear and forensic evidence of
premeditation that should even stand up in a court of Jaw. Should it ever go
that far! I grinned to myself as I walked back borne. Forensic evidence,
indeed!
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All the time, many pairs ofeyes were elevated skyward in th.e hope and
expectation of seeing one of Gary's "space friends" putting in an
appearance.
Some took snap-shots of the surrounding countryside, south towards
Everleigh, which could be plainly seen, crouching in the sun, the air
shimmering in the unusual beat-wave; some were taken across the
landscape of the Wet Everleigh Down and the fringe-line of threes
across the pasture-land to the north-west. This was pastoral England at
its magnificent best.
From the top of the tumulus one got a grand view northward over the
tops ofa tiny copse of trees dressed in blossom which encroached onto
the tumulus from the northern side.
the office of a newspaper or in the presence of an independent and
recognized authority. There are too many people shouting 'fake!'. We need
to talce all the precautions we can to answer that accusations, if it comes.
Wbe have to put on our thinking-caps!
The countryside around Everleigh gave indications of a number of
possible secluded landing sites where a contact might be made. The
undulating nature ofthe landscape which offered a panoramic view ofhills
and dales meant that some "sites" might be more advantageious than
others, so it was decided that the cars, initially, should spread out with their
various and assorted crew on board in order to cover more ground area.
After some hours ofthis, however, Ronald despatched a car to round up the
other groups to debate what they should next do.
The "rendezvous" was finally settled; the cars gathered in a field on a
slope overlooking Lower Everleigh and about a mile to the north, with a
downward view over many square miles ofcountryside. Ifa UFO appeared,
there would be an excellent chance of spotting it from a place on the map
designated: "Everleigh Barrows."
A small group oflonely tumuli situated in the middle of"West Everleigh
Down" seemed to answer all the necessary criteria; it was "West
Everleigh", it was an area, which, though lonely, by its very nature, i.e., by
its tumuli, would be recognizable in photographs, yet solitary enough to be
out ofthe public gaze. It seemed ideal.

Some of the Group baptized the Tumulus
One of the tumuli was chosen as "base camp". The ancient mound,
preserved by its white, many-pointed "star" atop a post, seemed almost to
identify with its timelessness the infinity suggested by some ufo-logists as
associated with the visitations ofthese alien space craft, evidenced as they
were by a technology so advanced above that of Earth science that the
historic documentation suggests has been operating in Earth's atmosphere
since time immemorial.
In time-honoured manner reminiscent of travellers of old, some of the
group baptized the tumulus into their comradely association by draping it
with their bodies in a recumbent but respectful posture, drinking in the
warmth of the sun, and planting, not a flag of politial sovereignty on its all
oftwelve feet high swnmit, but a tripot of scientific endeavour and cosmic
brotherhood, which would accomodate either a camera or a pair of
binoculars. As the sun rose ever higher overhead, some thoughtful person
tossed a jacket over the binoculars to prevent the likelybood of one of bis
Earthly Cosmic Brothers from getting two black eyes from the overheated
lenses, thus suggesting to a potential Space contact that there might be
bug-eyed monsters on Earth, contrary to Earthly scientific thought. That
would never do!
Wasn't there something about a curse on someone who opened up
Tutankhamen's tomb back in 1922, somebody asked? Desecration and all
that stuff. The thought of a curse being visited upon some Wiltshire
burial-mound sky-watchers didn't prevent a couple ofthe young men in the
party from divesting themselves of their clothes down to neat boxer shorts
and stretching out in the sunshine, a sunshine that began to make itself
increasingly manifest as the day wore on.

There was, of course, much talk of flying saucers. Would they get a
sighting; photographs, perhaps? There should be enough photographic
emulsion waiting to be exposed in that little patch of England to record
a whole series ofTest Matches, someone estimated.

Another piece of "Insurance".
As another piece of "insurance". the second raroe on Ronald's film
was a shot ofthe headlines and front page ofthe Sunday Express he had
bought en route. This would indicate the date when the film was started,
or, rather, the date before which it couldn't have been started. It could
be a date that went down in Ufological history.
Sunday, 29th ofMay 1966.
All they needed now, he said, was a flying saucer!
The "Your Holiday Weather" map on the front page promised "sunny
and dry", and sunny and dry it was. Ronald's daughter, Karen, claimed
that Daddy's face was as red as a bettroot when he crune back borne
from his Whitsun Sunday trip to Salisbury Plain! And Granddad had
worn his hat some ofthe time in case he got blisters on his bald bead!
Lighting-up time was 9.3� p.m. Plenty of light and plenty of sun for
photographs. As Ronald said: All they needed now was a flying saucer!
By this time, someone had set up a small, two-man bivouac on top of
the burial mound, hoping that some far-offancestor (or Tutankhamen),
wouldn't get in on the act...
A number ofthe group, most of those from Essex included, had seen
the "Silver Spring" movie that Ronald kept safely put away at home.
There were others, living in South London, Kent or Surrey, who had
been to the lecture and film-show given by Ronald when he visited
Croydon in late January, when the temperature was much nearer to
freezing than it was on this glorious May day! A lively discussion went
on into the various aspects ofthe "scout craft" technology exhibited over
Madeleine Rodeffer's home that day in February, "only last year!"
Couldn't it be absolutely brilliant ifthe same thing happened today?
was wishfull thought in the minds of most of those present. Adamski
and Mrs. Rodeffer had been warned just beforehand of the imminent
arrival ofthe "scout". Perhaps Gary's "friend" was doing the same!

What where these aircraft doing up there, anyway?
Time wore slowly on. Occasionally a plane would fly overhead, and
the click of the odd camera could be heard recording its passage across
the azure blue sky.
Come to think ofit: there seemed to be an unusual amount ofactivity
going on upstairs, considering the fact that it was a Sunday, and a Bank
Holiday Sunday at that. Ron Caswell had said that the R.A.F.- at least
in peace-time, - like their week-ends off as much as people in Civvy
Street. He ought to know, he said. He'd been stationed just up the road
at Upavon for some months a year or two after th.e war. A green field
airdrome, he said. Nowhere large enough to take some ofthese big 'uns
meandering around overhead.
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Some of them sat up a bit at that What were these aircraft doing up
there, anyway? One of them appeared to be the same plane they had seen
flying south not many minutes before, and now it was flying due north.
It must have circled round for some reason. What reason?
After a while, a li.ttle apathy set in; probably that was due in part to the
stifling hot weather. Despite the wide open spaces there was no cover
from the blazing sun overhead Sandwiches and flasks of beverages were
taken out of cars and offered around. Someone suggested a game of
crickel Someone else pointed out that n<H>ne had a bat and n<H>ne had
a ball. So that idea fell flat
A little later, someone suggested that there might be a pub open in
Everleigh. When they asked Ron, - he ought to know, - it turned out that
he knew nothing about pubs in EverJeigh. He was a teetotaller. But he
would settle for a bottle of orange squash if anyone was going down
there aoywny. So the odd pair of bare-chested young men donned their
shirts and flan.a.els, and a car-load of would-be tipplers took off for the
tiny, shimmering, village in the near-distance to seek out the hair of the
dog that had, as yet, bitten no-one, and had probably fallen asleep in the
bent, anyway.
Where was Gary? someone asked a little later in the afternoon. They
looked around, lazily searching out the perimeter of the large field with
binoculars. Come to think of it, no-one had seem him lately. He certainly
hadn't been. on the bing with the "Everleigh Hotel" party. To the south,
there was an open view over the landscape; he didn't appear to have
gone that way. To the west, there wns a long line of short picket-fencing.
It seemed unlikely that be had crossed that to wade through coarse,
thigh-deep grass and prickly gorse bushes.
A voice suggested that perhaps he was hiding his face; after all, the
only thing they'd seen in the air so far was the RA.F. on manoeuvres, or
whatever they were doing. One of the girls said, this was unfair. Just like
men. - She liked Gary.
They bad all taken pot-shots at suspicious objects in the sl..-y; one of
them seemed likely to have been a skylark. because, just after the excited
photographer had snapped his shutter, it hovered down towards some
cow-slips in a nearby field and hopped oil' to see its bidden nest. Of
course, the others all laughed at his wasted effort
Ronald suggested that they leave Gary to get on wilh it. 1f they felt bad
about the whole thing, he must be feeling terrible. After all, no-one had
been forced to come to Everleigh. lo any case, it was early days yet
Lighting-up time was not due for hours; plenty of time to get
photographs.
The pub party had returned with bottles of cool beverage, and, for a
while, all seemed right with the world. Then, apathy set in again. It was
all very well getting a bit of sun-bathing in, but Clacton or Southend or
Ramsgate was a bit nearer to home, and one could have had a cooling
swim into the bargain. It all seemed to be a bit of 11 waste of time.
Someone told the moaner to pipe down. Someone else said, somewhat
heroically, that alJ artists bad to suffer for their art. Someone else asked
what art had to do with sky-watching for flying saucers at Everleigb, and
suggested that the fat-head should shut up.

not otherwise have access. Many parts of the detailed account of"Scoriton"
show a likeness to events affecting Gary Byers. Apart from Arthur Bryant
and his story about ''Yamslu�', other, more sinister aspects of "oontact"
come in. Some of this will be discussed at a later time.
Excerpts from "The Scoriton Mystery", byEileen Buckle.
"The story of the young man who witnessed the Theydon Bois landing
goes not end there; 1 am giving him the pseudon_ym of Garry Myers, for
whilst his girl friend has come to believe in flying_ .saucers and now
believes in liis story, be still does not court publicity. His parents confirm
how very excited lie was on returning home. His mother remembets his
interest m the Ivy Chimneys' landing reported in the local press a year
earlier, but that apart, he bad not discussed the subject of flymg saucers.
Since his experience he began to take sei:ious interest, and got a touch
with IGAP, whose headquarters in this ooun!JY. were in the nearby town
of Harlow." (Gaiy was a member of IGAP before his own personal
sighting, as has been shown_ -Autlwr.)
Ronald had later met Eileen and Norman Oliver in London to discuss the
Gaiy Byers affair in more deUliL Eileen relates:
"Ron told us that Ga!_ty's friend, Paul Webb, had also had some
stran_ge experiences but for some reason had dropped all contact with
!GAP."
Eileen recounts an occurence that took place, acccordiog to Paul Webb,
on Christmas Eve, 1965. It involved "a voice". He resisted the calJ and did
not twn up at the appointed time.
=were you frightened? I asked
'Well, I'm only hurnan.' he answered."
"'The second time he had one of these experiences was a short time
before the Everleill.h incident. This time the rendezvous was to be the
green at Theydon Bois where Gaay had seen the landed saucer. He went
on this occasion but an hour later. The third and last calling hawened
subsequent to the Everleigh incident, at the time a �t deal ofUFO
activity was taking place 8TOW!d Harlow and the soutli ofEngland as had
actually been predicted by the spaceman in Garry's second contact.
The place given this time was the Wimpey Bar in Harlow, and again he
did not go. We were surprised at this and-asl<ed him why. Did he liave an
impression of insistence or compulsion on his going which he resented?
He said there bad not been, but he preferred to choose his own time and
p!A<'.e ,"
Converted Garry's Fiancee to a Belief in Saucers
"Meanwhile he had broken contact with both IGAP and BUFORA and
was reading evetything be could lay his hands on in an attempt to get to
the bottom of the problem. He told us Garry had often dropoed into the
garag_e where he woriced, for a chat, !IS his fiancee lived qwfe near. One
.
day uarry had SWJ>.rised
him by asking if he had received any of these
experiences and so he had felt obliged to tell him.
An interesting detail we learned from him was that Garry's fiancee and
her familY. hacf seen a UFO display directly over his garage from a
window of their house. This sighting converted�• s fiancee to a belief
in saucers, for untiJ then she liiid been a sceptic. The display mill.ht have
been deliberately staged to make life smootlier for Garry and the Tact that
it took place over Paul Webb's garage indicates that there was a link
between them as was afterwards shown."
Eileen here goes on to discussEverleigh:

It was almost like a signal

"NollI18ll Oliver was one of th .ose invited on the trip. I was not aware
myself of these plans, but knew somethimi. was afoot owing to some large
hints Norman liad dropped to me in a telephone conversation, tho!18li I
had not connected what Norman had told me with Ronald Caswell. I will
leave him to tell of what happened that day."

Meanwhile, Gary returned, apparently having been doing his own
thing, wandering around looking at the sky as the others had been doing.
At this stage, Ronald seggested to Gary that they might take a little walk
together to get away from the ,:ather frivolous presence of some of those
in the group who were finding th.e waiting tedious.

nRon Caswell had arranged for me to be driven down to Everleigh by
BobErskine who belongeato both of our or�tions. Bob duly ca!Jeo
for me at about 11 o'clock on the Saturday rught, and we set out.picking
up on our way Margaret Holmes - a former secre� of LUFORO, the
London Sociel)'.
preceded BUFORA - end making a stop at Sideup
to join up wilh anotlier car driven by John Cranson who possesseo
considerable clairvoyant and other psychic powers.

It was almost like a signal to those who might be waiting above.
During the course of the pnst few months, Ronald had been in contaot
with Eileen Buckle and Norman Oliver over the Scoriton affair. It was
natural that Gary Byers' experience should come under discussion. The
case had evoked equal interest on Eileen's part and it was agreed that the
account thus far could be used in her book to givc a rounder picture to the
Adamski story as it had affected those in Britain. Now, with Eileen's
kind permission, we can round out parts of Gary's story in retrun, with
accounts by others involved with Everleigh. accounts to which we would

whicn

John had grave doubts as to whether he should start out at all; he felt
very strongly that something somewhere was wrong, and this feeling
reflected 10 his appearBOJ)C - he certainly did not look at all weir.
However, as he was taking others in his car and did not want to
disap�int them, he decided to set out, at the same time making the
interesting p_rediction that we would be sto
on the way down to
Everleill.h� Now, 1 have driven a lot by oi �
1 and cannot recall ever
having
stopped by an}'tm!lg much other
traffic lights and major
roads!On this occasion, tho� we reached Farnham in Surrey at around
2 a.m. to find that the police were stopping each car and checkin � pretty
thoroull.h.lY.- IL was shortly after this, when we arrived al the Hog s 13ack
above Guildford, that Jolin lold us his fee� bad become so strong that
be really did not think he should go on and liis car turned back

oeen
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We pressed on and eventually found ourselves at Everleigh at the
unearthly hour of half-past four, to find that four other cars had
already arrived • there were about eighteen or twenty people all
together. EverleiRh consisted of a chw-c� a hotel, a small snop or two,
a few houses ano very little else. It was in the middle of some very
ch� countryside which I suppose one would describe as more
undulating than hilly, though there were a number of vantage points
from which good views of the surrounding terrain were to be
obtained.

"One evening shortly aft �� Norman told me of the EverleiRh excursion
and what had lead up to it. ne was feeling very put out over tEe affair, not
because Ron Caswell and Garry Myers nad brought everyone down on a
wild-goose chase. He was angry al whoever or whatver had caused the
disappomtrnent.

Ron Caswell decided that the best � to do would be for us to
sr,read out and so cover the area more effectively as we had no idea in
what part of the country around Everleigh the 'something big' would
happen.

'Be careful,' I warned jokingly, 'They might be listening and miRht
play another trick on you.' I never dreamed they really would • or rud
!hey?" - Unquote.

We 'rooeeded to spend an interesting four or five hours exploring
aroun J and about - it developed into quite a game of 'spot the other
cars'. Around then o'clock, however, Ron sent a car down to round
everyone up and all five cars joined forces about a mile away from the
road into Everleigh at the end of a track throuRh a number of fields,
finishing up by a couple of tumuli and two small craters.
From then on until the afternoon, except for making two UFO
detectors operative, very little else was done apart from watchirul the
sky. It was a glorious day, and we all finished up with a marvellous
suntan! Indeed, there was very little else one could do that might be of
use. For part, I alternately dozed, sky-watched, strolled around,
chatted and ate, until about 4. I 5 p.m., when, after having been
reclininll on the tumulus for some time, I decided to stretch my legs
and walked down the side to the field.
Now, there was certainly nothing unusual about Garry apart from
the fact that he had received these messages· he was a perfectly
ordinay, likeable chap. he was with his friends, \.w.d a transistor radio
going and was thouroughly enjoying himself. Ron Caswell had been
th.inking, however, that 1l mililit perhaps be a good idea to lead Gany
away from the rest for a wh.ffe to see whethe�l he would be mentally
calriier should the voice decide to come througn.
After walking some hundred yards, I noticed Garry and Ron in the
field to my left, Garry apparently crouching on the ground; my first
thought was that he ha<f found something of interest in the field. At
this point, Cliff Poole, a friend of Ron's, passed me half-running,
calliiig out as he went by, 'Is something wrong with Garry?' lie
reached the two of them a few seconds later, but by the time I arrived
at the spot, I could see that Garry was allright and did not butt in, in
case something should have occurred.
After a lapse of a minute or so, Roa Caswell came over to me and
told me of !he message that Garry had just received - in the same
voice as before; this was' We are coming in over the Big Stones, give

us a guiding light.

This seemed a fairly obvious reference to Stonehenge, which was, l
suppose, some fifteen or twenty miles to the South-East; [the actual
distance and direction is 9 miles South by South-West-Author.] moreover1 this was in the g_eneral direction of the gentle slope which
dropped aown
towards the Everleigh Road and 1,eyond, resulting in a
clear view for miles. The words 'give us a guiding light' were taken
to indicate that nothing would occur before ausk at any rate, so when
I returned to the top of the field, a group of us decided to go into
Everleigh for refresnments.
The time at this point was a quarter to five; we were away for
three-ci.uarters of an hour, and on our return we found there was
considerable excitement as two or three UFOS were believed to have
been seen while we were away. One of these was described as 'a
metal sphere or ball • white in colour'. or 'saucer-shaped like a piece
of flat whitish metal'. Another object sighted about the same time
was seen to be the shape of a triangle, haVJDg what were described as
'cylinders underneath with the sugg_estion ofa red spark', the general
s!:iape being most complex and difficult to describe. A few minutes
after we haa returned, some said a whitish disc was visible to the East
or North-East. 1bis I could not myself manage to locate before it
disappeared.
Just before dusk, the five cars were arranged in a 'V' formation in
the field, which attracted the attention of the farmer, for in our
eagerness we hadn't noticed some crops were actually sown there. I
was rather intrigued to know exactly what Ron would say to him. In
point of fact, he told him the truth, and lo this day I have never been
quite sure whether the poor chap let us stay there because he was
outnumbered, or whether he was so astonished he just didn't know
what to do about it! As soon as it became dark enough, the lights of
all the cars were periodically swithched on and off for a few seconds
at a time and they must indeed have been visible for miles. Nothing
happened, however, and about 10.30 all of us experienced a rather flat
feeling that nothing was likely to happen. At half-past eleVt,"!l we
decided to call it a day and left for home.
It really was most uncanny, but from noon onwards that day, my
own feelings on the likelihood of anything materialising varied
constantly roughly about every hour, from what I can only say was
absolutely certain knowledge that something was going to occur, to
the feeling that the whole Utlng_ .was utterly impossibfe. There JUSt
seemed tobe no 'in-between' fee\ing, and to say the least, this sudden
veering of outlook was extremely weird, and impressed itself very
vividly on my memory. One thing further, Roa later told me that at
the time he received the message m the field, Garry had had a strong
feeling of conflict between good and evil forces.''
Eileen Buckle rounded off the Everleigh account thus:

'I think they are playing with us,' he said crossly, 'They're playi,ng a
trick, making us run round in little circles; I'd like lo play a tnck on

them.'

Ragnvald Carlsen and Major (ret.) Hans C. Petersen

'We can take ET Home...'
THESE were the exact words pronounced during a 1993 lecture by the late
Ben Rich. former president of the Lockheed-Martin "Skunk-works" in
PalmdaJe, California.
UCLA School of Engineering alumnus, Ben Rich (6911'), is known as the
'Father of Stealth.' He was recognised as one of the best aircraft engineers
in the world and led development of the F-117 stealth fighter.
During the 1993 lecture, Ben Rich stated that Lockheed-Martin then had
the technology to travel to the sta.rs, using an entirely oew technology not
dependent on rockets and chemical propellants. He slated that, "fl would

not take years to travel to the stars, and some UFOs are theirs and that
some of them are 011rs..."

Followed then the projection of a series of slides, while going through the
history of the Skunk Works, with the U2, F-104 and SR-71 and drones that
no one had ever seen before. He also showed a black disk headed for space,
stating, "We now have the technology to take ET home."
During the following Q & A session, he stated, "fl 's now possible to

travel to the stars. There was an error in the equa1io11s which was
corrected The time of travel isfast." But he didn't say how fast.

Ben said he believed that security was too oppressive and that the time
had come to develop this technology in the commercial world now that the
cold war had ended. Months later, on his deathbed, he declared:

"Extraterrestrial UFO visitors are real a11d U.S. Military travel lo stars,"
before dying of cancer... !

These significant lines were revealed during an interview with Jan
Hanan, the California assistant state director for the Mutual UFO Network
(MUFON), during a Web Talk Radio Network in January of 20U. Harzan
is an IBM Executive, and directed last year's 2011 annual MUFON
conference.
The data should provide strong evidence that UFOs are real, that we have
been helped by aliens, and that we have our technology to visit other
planets, said the editor of the article.
Meanwhile, astronomers Paul Davies and Robert Wagner had proposed
a sear for alien evidence on the surface of the moon in 2011. These
astronomers had believed that a detailed study of thousands of photographs
taken by NASA's Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter might reveal such evi
dence.
"If it cost little to scan data for signs of intelligent manipulation, little is
lost in doing so, even though the probability of detecting alien technology at
work may be exceedingly low," they said.
Both astronomers, Davies and Wagner, are affiliated with Arizona State
University. M24digital.com on 12 May 2012, released a report from the
astronomers stating that they captured five UFOs over the Moon in mid
April 2012, disappearing into
its dark side.
The astronomers now say
that: "the search for life

beyond Earth shouldJoc11s on
the Moon."
-Right- Ben Rich and his
F-117 slealthjighter
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UFO CONTACT: Tlie Day Before Yesterday ©
In Support Of George Adam
(Part Eleven)

THE PERPLEXED look on Gary's face was understandable,
said Ronald. Io the space of a few moments the young man had
experienced great joy and great fear. Joy at finally making
"contact", and then this overwhelming pressure from
something "really horrible!"
Ronald described Gary's subsequent reaction to what must have been
some "negative force" trying to interfere with the message from his earlier
''contact.)>
Overwhelmed by his experience, Gary bad walked off and lain down in
the warm grass, seemingly oblivious of what went on around him. Then
there was his sudden striding off down the hill, pushing people to one side
as they tried to calm him; the looks they gave each other and the voices
which bad been raised excitedly at bis "message" tapering off into confused
silence.
Th.en, worried, Ronald and some others following after him in the
distance in a car, in case be came to some harm. Fortunately, on his return
he seemed more relaxed, and, after a while, not a little ashamed and
apologetic at his previous actions. The others in the group showed � eat
understanding and tried to lighten bis mood by telling him of the vanous
sbaped objects they had seen in the sky. Then, a plan was laid by which
those "Earthlings" on the ground could give their "Cosmic Brothers" above
the necessary "guiding light"
Some of the group bad been into Everleigh to seek extra sustenance; the
next couple of hours seemed like waiting for ever. The cars' drivers were
briefed and drove their vehicles into place, stepping out again to admire the
effecl Toe local farmer appeared, then left again, shaking his head. Excited,
the group looked expectantly at the view towards the low plain in the
south-west, hoping any moment to see a fleet of tiny, shining discs m the
distance, heading their way. This was well worth waiting for!
"What's This About Stone Henge?"
As drivers hastily took their seats, Ronald spoke to Gary.
"Did they say what time, Gary? Did they say anything else?"
He shook his head.
"No, nothing else. l don't think so. - I felt so bad, I wanted to be on my
own? - r tried to empty my mind, first of all, and nothing happened. Then r
tried to picture the dot in the sky over Tbeydon Bois. Still nothing
happened." He made a wry mouth. "l thought I might as well come back
and face the music. - Then it happened! Something came into my head so
clearly! It made me jump!" His eyes shone again. "Then it said just that:
'We're coming in over the Big Stones! We're coming in over the Big
Stones!' - Then there was this • the other voice."
He looked at Ronald with a question in bis eyes,
"What's this about Stonehenge? Do you think they mean Stonehenge?
Where abouts is Stonehenge?"
Ronald said 1.ater that be did not know what to think. During and after the
war he had been at a number of Army camps situated on Salisbury Plain.
At one place, Larkbill Camp, the unit had lived under canvas within a mile
or so from the circle of megaliths and could see them clearly through the
open flap of the tenL He found it hard to believe that some one didn't know

where Stonehenge was. However, he had to dismiss that thought from
the argument. It was purely a subjective reason that seemed to be acting
as some kind of Devil's Advocate, finding points to pick on that could
undennin.e Gary's story in order to be "objective". Like those people
who had dreamed up the argument that the Loch Ness monster was a
myth, therefore the flying saucers were a myth. His knowing the
whereabouts of Stonehenge had nothing to do with Gary's not knowing
the whereabouts of Stonehenge. He and Gary had moved in different
circles in life; be was nearly twenty years Gary's senior. Gary had
probably never been to Wiltshire in bis life. Why should the young man
know where the great stone circle was situated?
On the positive side, certainly, the age-old monument would be a
magnificent land-mark from the air, and, - if one wished to stretch the
imagination, - a land-mark which extraterrestrial pilots could have
been using for thousands of years. - Like the Pyramids. One couldn't
say the same about the Empire State Building...
He pointed acrosss the panoramic landscape to the south-west, o:,er
the gently-sloping countryside between the western edge of Everle1gh
and the few dwellings that made up Lower Everleigh.
"It's about ten miles that way, Gary." He gave Gary another long
lool::. "They could be here at any moment tbeo, Cllnlrln't they."
For forty-five minutes or so, on a given signal at one minute intervals,
the drivers simultaneously flicked on their bead-lights for a period of
seconds, then flicked them off again. A quietness had descended over
the countryside. The cars threw long, individual shadows to the
eastward as the sun stood lower in the sky. [t was after nine o'clock.
Still some way to official lighting-up time, 9.34, but there could be no
doubt that the battery of ten full head-lights could be seen as bright
pin-pricks for miles against the sloping backdrop of field and trees.
Probably at that moment, some person warling casually along the
diminutive high street in Everleigh was wondering what on earth was
happening up there, on the ground sloping away to the north. 7bere was
a distance of 90-100 feet between the two cars at the tips of the
Vee-shaped formation, the Wolseley 1500 on the left, the Ford Popul�r
on the right. In between were an Austin 1300, Dennis Caswell's Anglia
JOSE, and the white "Beetle", a VW 1300. Surely that was a
sufficiently observable beacon for a sophisticated craft that could
perambulate across millions of miles of space, albeit, probably tucked
up on board a cigar-shaped "mother-ship"?
The Whole Day Was "A Complete Wash-out"
It was not far-off midnight as the small convoy of cars edged its way
down the narrow road towards Everleigh village. Ten minutes later they
were driving over the downs and between the high hedges bordering the
A342 to Ludgersball and on the way to Andover and London.
There was no doubting the great disappointment felt by every member
of the party. The whole day, despite the brilliant weather and pleassant
surroundings, was, in the words of some, "a complete wash-out."
In the leading car, Dennis Caswell's Anglia, the two tall sons
stretched their long legs out in the front, while their father, 5 feet 4
inches tall, Albert Caswell, ex-Desert Rat and raconteur extraordinary,
took his ease in the back seat. Questions there were, some unspoken,
some the subject of deep debate.
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"We're coming in over the big Stones!"
If one was an alien, from Venus or the environs of Tau Celi, what would
one call that collection of great grey slabs stickjng up out of the middle of
Salisbwy Plain? Those megaliths that your 700 years-old grandfather had
told you his great-grandfather had hovered over as a young man about three
thousand yeaIS before. Would one call it Stonehenge? Or the "Big Stones"?
How would Gill)' reason? He hadn't given the impression of being
''map-wise", as some people are. He was a young Londoner, born towards
the end of the war; you didn't need survey maps to get around in London,
you used Underground maps and the like, or bus time-tables. He'd never
been called-up on National Service, as had been the case with Caswell
senior and his two sons. Would he have been conversant with the lay-out of
Salisbwy Plain, with its many Arrrrt camps, airfields, and tank-training
"W.D. Only" areas, off limits to the public? It seemed clear that he had
never before heard of Everleigh earlier than a week ago, when he'd been
given that specific instruction to go to "Everleigh. that's West". The first
occasion on which he had met Ronald since the Friday afternoon of his
claimed contact was nine days later, as they met in their cars on the
outskirts of London lo travel to the West Country. A map of "the West
Country" would cover many co\lllties; it would not be very helpful when it
came to finding a pin-prick of a village called Everleigh. It was hard
enough lo find a world-famous place called Stonehenge, unless one knew in
which county to look.

feeling of letting th.e side down, losing the trust of people who had
beliiended him. Whatever value had been placed on his earlier claimed
contacts had been made as naught. His ego was at rock-bottom.
However, it wasn't as simple as that. Other, covert elements were
shown to be involved; elements and factors not governed by human
dictates had been busy behind the scenes, if other witnesses are to be
believed, others' experiences withing the Everleigh context to be
accepted.
Part of the book written by Eileen Buckle, The Scoriton Mystery:
Did Adamski Rehm,?, dealt with experiences of a strange nature to
which her UFO research colleague had been subjected for a period of
some months.
Not only was Nonnan Oliver receiving superimposed messages and
"instructions", both in Morse and in clear English, on his tape-recorder
when the machine was not set either to record or play, but he, too, had
been contacted by a "Voice" in his head. This had occurred on a number
of occasions during the time that the investigation at Scoriton had been
taking place.
To add further to the mystery, events before and after Everleigh seemed
to be piecing themselves together like an animated jigsaw, - with more
and more pleople becoming involved. One of these was John Cranson,
a member of IGAP-OB living in Chislehurst, in Kent, somewhat south
of the River Thames. He, too, had begun to take an interest in Arthur
Bryant's "contact" at Scoriton, and in fact, with detail., provided by
Arthur in correspondence, had made a series of dreawings of the
"Yamski saucer-crew" which agreed, after a number of suggested
alterations, with Bryant's recollection of their likenesses.

The odds were heavily in favour of Gary's "Big Stones" being the
genuine article, and not something he had dreamed up to gel himself out of
a tight spot with a group of would-be "saucer spotters".
But they had seen no "flying saucers", and it was there that the crux of
the matter lay. 'The "rendezvous" at Everleigh had failed.

Bryant's Description Of The Two Blond-Haired Men.
Eileen tells of John Cranson in her book:

Little Dots In The sky Mostly

"We were to meet yet another person having a connection with
Gany and Evetleigh who had met with some unusual experiences.
Norman mentioned that one of the cars which had set off for
Everleigh was driven by John Cranson, a person with a certain
amount of clairvoyant powers, but that he turned back on the
jowney down. John got in touch with us primarily because of his
interest in the Scoriton affair which he had teamed of from Ronald
Caswell. B,:yant's description of the two blonde-haired men had
haunted him and, having an artistic gift, he had tried to portray
their actual liken.ess. After a series of postal consultations with
Bryant, he achieved as near a likeness as he could get and which
he has kindly given for inclusion in this book. We learned from
him exactly why be felt impelled to tum back on the journey to
Eveleigh. but there are some interesting sidelights to his story
which are included in his written account which now follows:

It appeared that Dennis had taken a few snap-shots during the
al;lemoon, little dots in the sky mostly, which could have been birds. A
flash in the sky to the north; what looked like a plane with a large tail-fin;
anything to pass the time which was becoming somewhat tedious.
Ronald couldn't remember Dennis taking photographic pot-shots, at
birds or anything else come to that. Mind you after the sun-bathing session
which some of them had enjoyed on top of the tumulus, the tripod had come
down, overlookjng the sweep of down hill landscape to the south. People
were wandering all over the place, looking for cover from the sun,
investigating rabbit burrows, and probably closing their eyes for forty
winks when they thought their fellow sky-watchers were watching the sky.
Orderly confusion appeared to reign.
Dennis had a friend who was a professional photographer; • Dennis
himself was a commercial artist; be collected a few assorted used and
part-used spools to be developed. As was pointed out, even the aircraft
floating around in the sky, - and particularly the helicopter which appeared
to be takjng an unusual interest in the group, hovering overhead as if to
indicate that they had. no business to be there, - seemed to be there for a
reason, so why not get the photos developed free! And perhaps some of the
birds weren't birds after all!

EVERLE.IGR
... lmmediately following the Whitsun holiday, probably all those
in on the Everleigh trip must have felt acute disappointment. To
have been in possession of pre-knowledge of a possible UFO
event-the hope of some really solid evidence within our grasp-
only to return apparently wi.th nothing but doubts and even more
questions, must certainly been one of the bitterest setbacks that we
oould have imagined.

As the somewhat rueful faces smiled their ''good-byes" on the western
ouls.kirts of London, Gary sat back in his companion's car, withdrawn and
quiet. Eveyone felt sorry for him. His "big day" had turned out to be a "big
flop". lt seemed doubtful that Gary would have any more sightings to
report.
It looked as if Gary's "contact'', -if he'd ever had one, - had let him
down badly. Poor Gary!

Yet as time has gone by the analysis of the innumerable
subtleties of the day, and of the happenings, too, both before and
after the rip, seem to show that the evidence is there, though not
perhaps in the anticipat.ed form.

In the parlance of the Nineties, the expression: "Went there, did it, got
the Tee-shirt" can be construed as being cocky, as having succeeded in an
<-'Ddcavour, as being "the bees' knees", (to back-track a couple of dt)Clldes
or so); it is an expression of ego.

To complete the story as it is known today, my own experiences
and those of my friends have to be added, as objectively as
possible. It would perhaps be easier to start a little before
Everleigh. For some time a small group of people had been
meeting fairly regularly in Sidcup, drawn together by a mutual
interest in UFO and George Adamski's work.

In Gary's case, one might say he'd been there, he'd heard it, and he'd
got a bad headache, and, what was more painful still, he had the distinct

We had joined lGAP-0B, the English part of the American group
dedicated to continue the work started by Adamski, which is

♦
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currently run from Harlow by Ron Caswell, the co-worker in this
country, and we had begun to gather information lo add to the
col'llmon pool of lmnwled. g.e. Ju.\l prim to tbe hu:.alci� o( lb$:
Everleigh news we had heard of the story of Garry Myers' contact
which was published in the West Essex Gazette, and also the reports
from Devon concerning the Scoriton affair.
At about this time another member of our local group and I had
begwi to geJ. strange leelings. thal thete tvas something we had to. do
or somewhere we had to go, without the slightest knowing why. On
our last meeting before Whitsun, held as usual in the house of Bill
Cannon, who, with his wife Joyce, had always made us so welcome,
Marion, the young girl who has shared my feelings over the previous
week or so, was absent.
At this meeting I gave the membeni as much of the up-to-date news
as I had received from Ron Caswell. I had also found by this time that
I knew where I wanted lo go -up into the Olford Hills area. Why. I
did 1101 know I (Olford lies some 9-10 miles south of Chislehurst, on
the North Downs. • Author.) Anyway, we discussed the point for a
while and then Don Slillman and his wife Chris told us of a sighting
that they had in the Swanley area. (Swanley lies 5 miles north of
Otford -Author.) This meeting was held on 22nd May 1966, and the
sighting reported by the Stillmans took place on the 10th, a Tuesday,
at abaut l l .30 p.m., whil;: tlwy were tnm,lling oo.-n;: along the- lv.O
just outside Swanley. Both said that they experienced a strange
tingling sensation and had a sense of 'presence'. Don pulled the car
off the road and stopped, looking with Chris up into the sky to see an
orange light which was moving backwards and forwards as if
searching. The area was dark at the time, so Don flashed his
headlights and they both then saw the orange light Dash back with a
whitish light. The object was in view for some minutes and then
eventually went away South-East towards the 1ltames Estuary.
"It went from the conker tree to uncle Brian's"
Within a few days of this report I had another, probably the most
enchanting ever, when an office colleague told me that his four
ycor-<>ld son come down to breakfast with the announcement that he
had seen a 'big round thing' fly past his bedroom window and with
the confumation that it wasn't an aeroplane -and it wasn't the
moon- it Wft5 round like a light and it 0-· pest the v.--indow'. The
following day my friend asked the question for me to see which
direction the object took, to be told with some precision that 'it went
from the conker tree to Uncle Brian's, from which we found it was
near enough East-WeslJ So, young Paul Frost goes in.to the record,
tool

•
To return to the meeting. Joyce Cannon had been worried all
evening about Marion not turning up. She felt th.at somenting was
wrong as Marion usually rang Joyce's daughter Carol during the day
and hedo't done so. I wondered it; in view of the strange things that
were happening around us, Marion had perhaps had an experience or
sighling that had disturbed her sufficiently to prevent her from joining
us as usual. So, the following morning l rang and asked if anything of
the kind had occurred. She then told me that she had the most
unpla,-=t fuding.s of being wnhmoo, trod 11 :strong impn:smon tiutt
she had to go to a particular place although she did not know where
and, instead of coming to the meeting and trying to explain these
problematical feelings, she had asked a friend to take her for a ride in
a car to see if she could find some s pot that fell right. They apparently
travelled some distance during the evening, mostly towards Surrey,
-(towards the west. • Author.) • but she insisted on returning to Kent
and they finished up in the Otford Hills area, Marion feeling that that
was the right place but without finding any exact spot. I knew that, at
this stage, she had no idea al all that I had felt compelled to go to the
same place.

•

Later, on the strength of this joint feeling, the group made one or two
sorties, combing parts of the area, but with only one ' possible' and
somewhat vague sighting lo show for it that was not really admissible

for the record.
All this seems to have little to do with Everleigh at this stage of
the l\locy hul i1. bas s.om.e hearing. later on.

•
For the whole of the week preceding Whitsun I had been so
involved with the preparations for the lrip that I had little time to
stop and analyse my reelings. Then; on- !he day itself, l Jo,;.;w that
I didn't want to go at all! Considering our excitement al the news
we had been given this was a most uncomfortable feeling. 1 had
arranged to meet Bob Erskine at Bill Cannon's house late on the
evening of departure so that we could drive during the night to
arrive al the rendevous at dawn. T went, having picked up Don and
Chris Stillman on the way, spending some moments at their house
trying desperately to rationalise my feelings, without success. Bill
and Joyce Cannon were away on holiday, so I had also planned to
take their daughter Caron to represent them and as company for
Chris. Bob was taking Margaret Holmes and Norman Oliver,
le-a:viog. Q.De spare seaL Again l tri.ed. to �Qrt. out. wl:!aL i1 wa& that.
was disturbing me and tried to explain to the otheni, again without
success, and we eventually set off a little behind time.
A Very Clear Picture Of A Hog's Head On A Plate

A diiy or so bt,fon,, I lmd t:lm:e pn:cognitm, :symbol.- '='
inside my head, but had told no-one of them. This phenomenon
had happened to me on several occasions over the years and bad
always been substantially accurate. The first of these impressions
was as a picture of a white-barred gate opening into a field off a
grit road, the field being on a lower level. The second was of a
spacecraft similar to the illustrations of a Venusian scout in
Adamski's books, and this I put down to a trick of the mind! The
third was a very clear picture of a hog's bead on II plate, cooked
and glazed, with cream piped on in the traditional manner of
serving in Elu.abethan times. I also told Bob that I thought that we
would be stopped on !he \.'la)" 00""1'Twice on the way we stopped because I had a strong feeling of
pressure on me, as though it wom: 11 weight on my shuul<.lcn;. Ou
both occasions I only went on because I felt obliged to my
passengers. Later on we were stopped at about two o'clock in the
morning by police on a spot check, so it seemed that the
premonition was right!

•

Eventually I slowed down on the other side of Guildford, pulled
off the road and stopped. I had to explain to the others that the
pressure was so great that I just had to turn back. Don and Chris
said that although they were disappointed they understood and
would come back with me. Carol Cannon transferred to Bob
Erskin' s car and at this point I gave Bob my ordnance map of the
Everleigh area and wrote down for him the premonitions I have
mentioned, just in case \hey turned out to be of re!evSflce.
We parted, Bob to drive on and 1 to tum the car round and head
back towards Guildford. I hadn't got into top gear when the most
unusual sensation started to pervade me, starting at the nape of my
neck and quickly spreading to the rest of my being, exactly like an
electric shock, onry much slower. r thought momentanly lfiat it
was some sort of nervous reaction, but as it persisted I turned my
head lo mention it to Don, who was in front with me, when Chris,
before I could say a word, said, 'Don, I've got that queer feeling
again!'
In seconds she was in tears. Don's eyes were watering and my
own were tricking under the same effect. I remember saying,
'Shall I go on or stop?' or words to that effect, and Chris replied,
'Go on - if they want us to stop they'll stop us.'
Wf, went on somehow !ind gradtudly the ser.siitioo: went, le8'oing
all three of us shaken right through. They then eKplained that this
was the feeling that they had tried to describe at our last meeting

a The contents of artkles, cople..,, pholographs or any other material received from authors not related to the GensingGurden.< News team,
11nd whim 11re published In the F'ru Newslitfler, do not nttrnarlly reflect ttie Editor's opinion, who eatnnot be held responsible for any breach
or possible copyrighlll, nor ror the lllll.henticity of the aforementioned pu.blicalioo(s). ■
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-Eileen Buckle continues io her commentary:
"__The reason behind John Cmnsoo's compulsion to retrun is
any011t:.'s gu�s. It might have be<.'D. the 'goooies' anticipating trouhle
atEverleigh who used this method of contact to prevent him going on;
they may have tried to get through to the others in the same way but
only John was sensitive to their message.

before Whitsun which they had felt at the time of their sighting
near Swanley .
We Continued In Thu Way, Being "Dlreded".
We scanned the sky through the car windows as we continued on
our way but saw nothing. Further along the road I turned left and
back came the feeling again, though this time not so strongly. Chris
promptly told me to tum and go straight 011, which I did and the
sensation went We continued in this way, being 'directed', with
Chris giving directions from the back seat on the strength of it In
retrospect I must odmit that this was probably the only occasion
that I have ever submitted to a back-seal driver!

On the other hand, it could have been the 'baddies' attempting to
dcm,pt thc party: TI,,= muy be somc �ignini:a.tice in thc l\u;t tlmt tho
sensation experienced by both John and his friends began in the
region of the brachia! ple,rus and at the nape of his neck; Garry also
clapped bis hands to the back of his neck when the harsh message,
accompanied by intense pain, came through to him,
If the tape messages of Norman Oliver's had been an isolated
phenomenon I would no doubt have been inclined to ascribe them to
a quirk of the sub-oonscious mind. However, as so many queer things
have been happening to people associated with Everleigh or Garry
Myers, I n.>el another explanation should be sought Could it be that
the 'forces manifesting as poltergeists' rnentiooed lo Bryant by
Yamslci are those very forces manifesting on Norman's tapes and
interfering with Garry and others? If this is so then it is ironical that
we should be their victims. Bryant did, of course, report that they were
abducting people for procreating experiments and I wonder whether
Yams.lei was referring to the same entities. He might well have been
talking of negative interference in general and Bryant became
confused into thinking that they were all of the same kind.» - Unquote.

The prooess went on until we found ourselves back in the Otford
Hills yet again at about six in the morning, and there al last the
feelings went all together. We agreed lo call it a night, and went
borne.

•

1n the time that followed, firstly Boh Erskine came over to sec me
and tell me of all that had happened at Everleigh, and then he and
l went in my car down to Otford to really comb the area to sec what
we could find. We found no UFOs but we did find a gate exactly as
I had seen in impression, although the opposite band, and it was
very close to a spot called Hog's Wood. We also traced on a map
the place where I had turned round, ond we fuwid that it was right
in the middle of the Hog's Back, although we didn't realise it at the
time. - (The Hog's Back is an elevation in Surrey, part of the North
Downs. It is approximately 10 miles or so long and 500 feet high,
stretching fromGuildford to Farnham, with the road running alo .og
the top. -Author.)
There is a Hog's Down at Everleigh, and the name Everleigh
means Hog's Wood, according to the Reader's Digest atlas.
Perhaps there was something in the Hog's head impression after
alll

Both "Contacts" Relate To Adamski's Dedicated Work

Ronald had spent many hours in telephone calls and visits coocemed
with the Scoriton inquiry, discussing the many aspects of an unusual UFO
case with Eileen and her colleague, Norman Oliver; there were up-dates,
too, on the Gary Be yers (AKA Garry Myers) experience. Thal there may
have been a connection was uncertain in the minds of the three
investigators. One obvious link was the strong attachment to the Adamski
There Are Photognphs 1n Existence "theme = and bolh were of a posthumous nature, i.e., "reincarnation� of
Adamski, and, in the case of Gary, the message: "GA's films are being
All this seems to be very much ado about very little, but there are shown widely-". Both of these "contacts" relate to a furtherance ofG.A.'s
some cross-references which should be mentioned and o point or dedicated work, to inform the world of the presence of alien visitors in our
two to make, though perhaps it is unwise and untimely to draw any skies and the by-product of that work, the invidious nature of the covert
conclusions.
opposition to that revelation by unknown but transparently obvious
intelligence agencies in various parts of the world.
(I) Most UFO experiences on record have happened to people
not connected with the subject and, as it were, by sheer chance. We
In a review of "The Scoritoo Mystery" written by Ronald in the August
were and are connected; we had been forewarned and were on a 1967 issue of UFO CONTACT, he commented that: "Eileen Buckle her.;elf
journey with the express purpose of making some contact with was brought deeper and deeper into the mystery, together with others
UFOs.
wodcing on the investigation of the three separate cases. Yet arN>l1- man

received 'telepathic' impressions to go 'somewhere'. - The 'messages'
were confusing, though appearing to follow a pattern. And Eileen Buckle
began to feel that possibly these tape 'contacts' were not as healthy as one
might have hoped. Could it be that there were 'Baddies' up there as well as
•Goodies'? - The young man in Essex was forewarned of"sightings in the
area" which actually came to pass during the period stated, verified from a
number of sources. The contact goes on ... - ls conf11sion being
The cross-references are reports of similar sensations contained deliberately spread among UFO researchers in a certain field - (the
in Leonard Cramp's new book, Piece For A Jigsaw, and in True "contact" researchers. - Author) - by an opposition which could emanate
magazine of October 1%5 in an article by Jacques Vallee. These from entities in space or certain agencies on Earth? Is this some kind of
are sighting reports which are on official record and in each of three las.t-dil£b. stand against an imperu:lmg revelation of the facts about 0.yiog
cases descnoes a prickling, electrical sensation exactly similar to saucers?" - Unquote.
our experiences, including a sighting which seems to tie in with the
Stillmans' first sighting at Swanle.y
Ia ConfusJon Being Deliberately Spread Among UFO R-rchen?

(2) Although something seemed to go wrong with the intended
event, there are photographs in existence which on considerable
enlargement show objects that are definitely not the grain of the
paper and could not have been added to the negatives or the prints
0\1,ing to their small size.

Nooe of these reports were known to me at the time of our trip,
although it must be stated that they were io e,tistence in some form
prior to that date. I have not, therefore, any valid claim to really
positive documentary evidence, but if l needed any reassurance
myself, then that much I ccrlaioly do have.
There have been many events in the UFO field to keep us all
busy since Evcrlcigh., and no doubt if we can bitvc the neccs:!81)'
patience we shall in time learn a great deal more about this
fascinating and too-often maligned subject.., - (Unquote from
John Cranson's contribution to the Evcrleigh story.)

The review of the book was the only mention of theGary Be yers incident
in any of the !OAP-OB publications. "The young man from Essex» was not
the subject of public debate for many very good reasons, as Eileen Buckle
later recognized. That young man in Essex did not continue to publicise his
story of contact in local or national newspaper. Not because of the "failure"
atEverleigh; that was later explained. There are more threatening aspects to
UFO disclosures than "entities in space". Much closer to home. Dr. Morris
Jessup and Dr. JamesE. McDonald, (the latter a frequent contributor to the
pages of UFO Contact in the I %Os), both eminent scientists and UFO
researchers, found that out the hard way. Both "commited suicide".
The ''impending revelation of the facts about flying saucers" spoken of
in Ronalds book review did not come out in the Sixties, neither bas it come
about in the Nineties. The question asked: "Is· Confusicn being deliberately
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"Well, that I can't be sure of because it was so sudden, so sharp. It was
just a big mau. I heard what they said but afterwards I couldn't really
deteanine in. what tone, el.<.cept that it was a han;h tone. lt was really
horrible. It came through as though they were just above me. They
pumped it through. I put my hands to my head; l thought it would split.
I lost complete balance. I had my hand over my eyes and I didn't know
whether I was sitting there, laying there - I suppose I must have had a
temporary black-out -I lost all sense of balance and finally fell over.
I laid there for a minute and remember opening my eyes. Run wa�
kneeling down beside me and he was trying to pmnp out of me what
was going on. I wa�-n•t in tlu: mood. Anyway, I told him what they'd
said. They said they would be coming in over the big stones, which was
complete Hebrew to me. However, Ron decided they obviously meant
they were corning from the direction of Stonehenge.
Well, \vith that, I felt completely rotten, I don't mind admitting. Right
up to this point I felt I was onto something good and this made it
horrible. As I say, 1 felt really rough; it gave me this terrific headache,
and I suppose the heat didn't really help, and I must admit 1 went back
and completely cut myself off. I laid down and sulked and nobody could
do a thing with me. I lay in the sun, ashamed to show my tau, t wss. so
upset about it."

spread among UFO researchers in a certain field •" was a prophetic
prelude to the widespread dissemination of "dis-information" so
apparent today► particularly in thi:_ roost threatening section. o( tlu: UFO
spectrum, - threatening to the Establishment, that is, • those who bri.Qg
the truth about Contact to a bewildered and confused world. There is,
after all, nothing threatening to the establishment in a row of statistics,
a dot sighted in the sky. The prevaricators and prognosticators of Project
Bluebook showed us that. And one of those foremost in the science of
"cxplanistics" was Dr. J. Allen Hynek. We shall later make reference to
this leading light of Project Bluebook, who was to refer to a photograph
of the "Adamski" scoutcraft as that of 11 "chicken feeder". The fact that
Adamski did not call one of the most frequently-sighted UFOs in the
world the "Adamski-type" scout, and the fact that the same type of craft
has been seen all over the world is an indicator of one thing only; that
the farmers' catalogue from which some have claimed Adamski took
his "chicken-feeder" did a very good job, advertising its wares • all over
the known world.
Eileen descended on his home in Hackney
In a recent letter to Eileen, now Eileen Lloyd, married to an ex
journalist and living in a little cottage near Leartherhead, Swrey •
together with a three-legged cat, • I asked Eileen, now a free-lance
editor, if I might have permission "to take a few 'slabs "' of the material
from her book to round out the infonnation on Everleigh that we had at
this end. She gracefully wrote in her reply: "...The most important thing
is to let you know that it's quite okay to take any 'slabs' of my material
you like for your work." That is a 11Ue friend!

Somebody shouted out: "Leave him alone!"
"Well, I don't know how long I lay there, but it must have been a fair
time. Then, suddenly, I had this impulse to get up and start walking. I
got up and started off down the side of the hill. Somebody shouted out:
"Where's Garry going?" I think it was Cliff Then his girl friend Kay
came along, and I remember pushing her. She fell in some brambles. I
was quite spiteful with everybody and then somebody shouted out:
"Lem•e him alone!" l remember the voices being shout out but 1 loo t.'>e
feeling, oh, I couldn't care less. I was going along and I was pushing
everybody. Good thing there was no one bigger than me! I had this
terrible sort of feeling to go somewhere, but where 1 didn't know. I kept
walking (-I'll tell you: I'm not particularly food of walking-), and I
remember seeing something. It must have been miles away, glistening
in the sun. I can't remember what it was.

It was on the 2nd December 1966 that Eileen and Norman and two
other researchers "descended on his home in Hackney" was how Eileen
put it when they called on Gary, on his willing invitation, six months
after Everleigh. Norman was the only one who had met Gary before;
Eileen wrote of that first meeting, when she would need to use a
woman's instinct and a probing mind to sum up this young man and his
fantastic, yet plausible claim.
At this stage, I must add that 1 have left certain details for a later
airing, for reasons that will become abundantly clear.
The four researchers took Norman's tapes with them to see if the
"Voice" was in any way comparable to Gary's "Voice". With regard to
the possibility of a message being superimposed onto Norman's tape
recorder, Colin McCarthy, a young Australian electronics engineer. who
was with them on the visit to Gary's home, said that such a feat was
possible. An electro-magnetic beam striking the tape at the recording
head could produce the effect even if the recorder was on play-back.
(The reader might recall that this was the suggestion offered, with
regard to "tape interference", in the article written by Ronald Caswell in
the December 1%7 issue of UFO Contact, "Wired For Sound'.)
Gary agreed that the voice was similar, but that be wasn't sure.
"In the course of our conversation with him we all became convinced
of his sincerity. He was an absolutely normal young man, well balanced
and fully-integrated. In a xwtuml, matter-of-fact manner he recounted
what had happened to him from the very beginning."
After describing the events surrounding his initial contacts, Gary
continued by relating what he had experienced at Everleigh.
"...'Well it was getting on a bit. The sun was getting pretty hot.
Ron said to me: "Fancy coming for a walk?" I said: "Alright." We
went for a stroll and Ron said: "Tiy and keep your mind open." n was
on our way back that a member of the party had come off the liill we
had been sitting on and was walking towards us. All of a sudden I
had a feeling that I shouldn't go near her, I should go away from her.
l remember walking to my right trying to avoid her line of direction
and I was beginning to lose the sense of things around. I sensed Ron
was there, but I sensed I was losing contact with him, and with that,
there was this terrific great• well, shall I say that it was like being hit
on tlu: head with a hammer - this splitting voice came through. and it
was really homole."
''Was it the same voice as the other?" I enquired.

"Well, I was sure this was somebody trying to attract me away from
where everybody else was, and it was that which I was following. Now
I would never had got to it, which I realised afterwards, but I was being
compelled to walk towards this silvery glint.
Then I remember hearing a car, someone was coming after me. Then
there was Mr. Caswell, Ron's father- I remember him saying they'd had
some sightings. Ron joined him and slowly they were walking me round as
they were talking. Directly I got out of the line of this thing I began to get
my� back, and I real� they m= telling me fu-, truth, they btni seen
something. At first l had believed they were kidding me to make me go
back. When l reached the others they began patting me on the back, saying
they had seen this, and they had seen that. I thought: Great! I hadn't seen
a thing! Nobody to my knowledge at the time had taken any photographs,
so I was quite disappointed, you might say."• Unquole.
Rilgnvald A. Carls1!11 and Major (ret.) Hans C. Petersen

UFO FIL.ES Russian Roswell
Kapustin Yar was the former Soviet Union's most sensitive Air Base. It
was cn:ab,d Ill! the site for the development of the So'l'iet Unioo's �pttoe
program after the end of World War II. It Lies over 500 miles south of
Moscow and about 60 miles east of Volgograd, the former Stalingrad. It
was here that captured V2 rockets and the Gennan scientists that created
them were set to work wiih not only the single task of getting into space
before the Americans, but also designing and testing new aircraft missiles
and other weapons systems. The base was deemed so secret that the nearby
town of Zh.itkur was emptied of its population and levelled because it was
too close. In 1948, less than a year after the Roswell Incident the base's
nidar operators picked up an unidentified object. At the same time,a fighter
pilot had a visual sighting of a silver, cigar-shaped object. Reporting that he
was being blinded by rays from the UFO, the pilot was ordered to engage
with it and, after a three minute dogfight, a missile suocessfully brought
down the UFO. It seems that the UFO fired some sort of energy weapon at
the MiG and both craft crashed to the ground. ■
http://www.youtube.com/
V'«Jeo available on:
watch?v=3ekQK I Lsuu8&feature=player_embedded#t=92watch?v=3ekQK
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UFO CONTACT: TJ,e Day Before Yesterday©
In Support Of George Adamskt
(Part Twelve)

It is many years since George Adamski's account in Flying
Saucers Have Landed went out of print. Perhaps some can be
forgiven then, for taking as gospel false claims, by its
detractors, as to its contents. It was a fantastic story, yes, but
so was that of Gagarin, of Glenn and all the others. Let us
remember that.

Yet many thousands were encow-aged to accept the truth of the reality
of visiting space ships by simple words such as this:
"The ship was hovering above the ground, about a foot or two at the
far side of me, and very near to the bank of the hill. But the slope of the
hill was such that the front, or that part of it closest to me, was a good
six feet above the earth. The tree-ball landing gear was half lowered
below the edge of the flange that covered them, and 1 bad a feeling this
was a precautionary act just in case thy had definitely to land ... It was a
beautiful small craft, shaped more like a heavy glass bell than a saucer "
The large, buff envelope marked "Do Not Bend • Photographs" that
arrived a few days after Everleigh, was not from some distant part of the
world; it was from Ronald's brother, Dennis. There was a large
photographic print inside. It proved that Gary had been right, after all. In
the centre of the frame • much enlarged. of course • was the tiny but clear
shape of a bell-like scoutship, apparently hovering over the woodland to
the north of the tumulus. Its location indicated that ii might well have
positioned itself deliberately to be photographed in an identifiable location,
Everleigh Barrows. Indications were that it was fairly low in altitude,
perhaps less than a thousand feet. But what was more amazing was the
fact that the bright "corona'' effect on one side was opposite to the sun
beaming down from the west. This was shown plainly by the shadows on
the foliage about the twnulus and on the picket-fence stakes by the
adjoining fields, and principally by the sharp shadow on the short, wooden
pole supporting the white "star" which indicated that this was a burial
mound under preservation. The photograph, one of those taken by Dennis
Caswell, had been snapped from the level field to the south of the
"barrow" or tumulus, seemingly around rnid-<lay or early afternoon.
Dennis had written a few explanatory words. It would seem that the
large "tail-plane", which he had thought could be the rear appendage of an
American B-29, turned out to be a flying saucer. It appeared to be
hovering, or passing over, in the area of Hog Down.
A glance at the survey map showed an area of woodland to the north,
variously itemized as Everleigh Ashe.�; Cow Down; Hog Down; The
Scmbs; and a tumulus or burial mound, named Oldhat Barrow. Near to
this, a little to the east, was an area of 639 feet elevation. Perhaps the
saucer bad come into sight from there.
Whatever purpose it served, Gary's claim had been vindicated after all.
The UFO rendezvous bad been honoured, as promised. It now remained to
be seen if some further contact would be made, or any enlightenment on
Everleigh would be forthcoming.
One thing was sure: Dennis Caswell had photographed a classic flying
saucer. As events were to show, there was much, much more.
The Uncertainty Had Gone
Those who had been at Everleigh were informed that "the failure" had,
after all, turned out to be a success. The local group began to view Gary as
being, perhaps, a little more special than they bad previously considered

him. Gaiy's big smile showed what he felt about the whole affair, but be
wasn't one to crow. Instead, he just seemed pleased to have bad the
experience. The fact that he had not seen the saucer at Everleigh was a
secondary thing with him. Ronald's opinion was that Gaiy bad become
more mature following on the Everleigh incident. The uncertainty bad
gone.
It seemed sensible at the time to keep the whole series of incidents at
a low key. Publicity, in the context of UFO claims, and especially of
"contact", had, on occasion, destroyed people's lives. It was hoped that
Gary would have.moo: contacis; publicity now could pc,baps jccpardize
future possibilities of receiving messages that could take this contact a
stage further. The aliens had kept their word; they had provided evidence
that telepathy had worked, that is, as far as Gary was concerned. They
bad also provided photographic evidence of their presence. That aspect
of George Adamski' s claims, at least, bad proved itself to be a fact;
telepathy worked.
❖
Meanwhile, on Wednesday, 1st June, - a date between Everleigh
and Ronald's receipt of the photograph of the bell-shaped saucer, - a
Warminster housewife in the night, followed a little later by" a brilliant
white light which lit up our bedroom bright as day".
Perhaps as bright as that which lit up Mrs. "M's' bedroom at
Theydoo Bois, Essex, one January evening a year and a half before.
Whether or not they impinged on the privacy of other people's
bedrooms at the time, there was a whole mass of sightings reported over
the United Kingdom in the next few months. One can be sure that there
were many other reports than those recorded on Ronald's files for the rest
of 1966.
Ronald phoned the Independent Television Network
The year 1%6 was to continue with a generally busy schedule.
Ronald bad ooen assisting rest:archer.; Eileen Buckle and Norman Oliver
in their inquiry into the Arthur Bryant (Yamski) affair, at Scoriton in
Devon, south-west England, which was to result in the writing of
Eileen's book: The Scoriton Mystery. Earlier, in May, be had sent, on
request a report on the "Ya.mslc.i" case to a U.S. newspaper, and ce<:ei.ved.
reciprocal help from that source.
Now, in July, aware that the October date for the publication of UFO
CONTACT was drawing ever nearer, Ronald phoned the Independent
Television Network in London for an interview regarding the showing of
the Adamski-Rodeffer Silver Spring colour movie. Shortly afterwards he
met the editor of one of their documentary programmes and lhe film was
previewed in the studio. A prospective date for the TV viewing was
arranged. Ronald groaned, he said, when the date was finally fixed for
August 1st. He would be in Denmark from July 27th WJtil well into
August. Unfortunately, with the programme's tight schedule, it could not
be arranged otherwise.
The film was shown, as scheduled, on August I st, on the "Date
Line" programme, a prime time television slot. Meanwhile, in Denmark
on August 2nd, a long interview \vith Major Petersen, complete with
Adamski photographs, appeared in the large circulation family magazine
"HJEMMET". On August 31st, a live interview with Mrs. Netty de
Bruyn-Kops, !GAP-Netherlands, was filmed on Dutch TV, with a large
"Adamski-type" saucer screened in the background.
On September I st, Ronald flew to Brussels, and was at the airport
later to welcome one of G.A. 's closest Co-workers in the States, Fred
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Steckling, - who himself had a pilot's licence, - along with his wife,
fugrid, and young son, Glenn, to a meeting at the home of May Morie!, in
Antwerp, where Fred would show a film.and give a talk.to BUFOl-lGAP
members and reporters later in the evening. There were 50-60 present in
the large lounge.
Among them, there was a rather special young woman.
With regard to whether Space People celebrate certain days, Fred told
Ronald a story whilst they w·ere driving from Brussels to AntweIJ> on the
fir.rt t!llr.
❖
Madeleine Rodelfer had been at the airport as they left. Washington, he
said. There were two Brothers standing back a bit in the crowd. They
weren't with Madeleine, but possibly she knew they were there.
Ingrid bad' broken in on the oonversation.
"Oh, Ronald!" she exclaimed in her German-accented American. "If
only you could meet them! There is this wonderful feeling of goodness
that seems to reach out to you! "
"Ronald," Fred went on. They were tired after the hours of travelling.
It cheered them up to be with George Adamski's friends again. Patrick
Morlet, May's older son, was busy dodging the traffic on the outskirts of
Brussels, but he, loo, was listening carefully to the conversation. IL was a
good thing that he was an expert at the wheelt
"Ronald, - do you know, -it's just as if they have our frequency. I had
a birthday a while back. - Ingrid and I were watching TV. I don't
remember the show. - Suddenly, it went doot-di-doot-doot on the TV, just
like that, - maybe ten or a dozen times. Doot-di-<ioot-<lootl Ingrid and I
just looked at each other, - and then we both dashed to the porch! There,
over the bou.-re, was the saucer! lt just swayed there back and forward.
Then it seemed to swing down low as the light showed from the porch,
and then it shot off over in the direction of Washington Airport at great
speed."

It was on September 7th that Fred Steckling filmed an ''Armada",
several formations following one aft.er the other, forty-odd craft in
oumhec, while travelling by train between. Mannheim and Frankfurt in.
West GcnnaJl¥. a sight witnessed by scores of fellow pa.�sengers as well
as the Steckling fiunily. Fred wrote, describing the incident and offering
to show the film, to Major-General Thomas G. Corbin, Department of the
Air Force. He also wrote to Senator Clinton P. Anderson, of the Senate
Space and Aeronautics Committee, and to Dr. Paul D. Lowman JR at
NASA. Fred sentoopies of the replies he received, along with colour stills
frvm fuc f.!m; � Rv�ld, und· fue ;.;� �:; �:nr.:rl � �Jtmc-1%7 �x,�
of UFO Contact
lbe viewings took place at Goddard Space Flight Center, before 22
officials, at 10.30 a.m. February 27th 1967, in Building A. l. of NASA's
Greenbelt, Maryland facility, and before three top-ranking Air Force
officers on Monday March 20th, at the Pentagon.
The IGAP journal, UFO CONTACT, was published in its English
language version in October, 1966, as promised.. On October 8th, a
London broadsheet, the "SUN" newspaper, reported what was, in fact,
the.setting up ofa pk>y tori.d the U.S. Air Foo:e ofits somewhat tarnished
imase in the form.of Pmjeci Bluehook, although. it was not phrased that.
way and it wasn't to happen for a couple of years yet, anyway. One of the
fatuous and deceptive questions posed - by implication, by the Air Force,
- was: "Do Flying Saucers really exist?" - As if the U.S.A.F. didn't
already know the answer to that one.
RoualU had no i<lca lllt1r ht; v,us to appear oo WC U\'.Jur puge u? ihe
two reporters called on him a couple of days beforehand and
asked him to comment on the report

SUN when

"£140.000 Hunt For Flying Saucers." ran the headline.
THE UNITED STA'fES Air Force have given 300,000 dollars £ 140,000 - to promote a major investigation into flying saucers.
They want to know: Do Dying saucers really exist'/ Aie they flown
by men from outer spaw? Or are they simply figments of the
i��ti�

"And do you know, Ronald!" she burst out, "Madeleine had the same
thing happen on her birthday! Linda and some more friends were just
being seen off from the house, and they called out to Madeleine to look.
And there was this red, glaring light swaying over the house!"

The cash has been given to the University of Colorado for an
independent investigation. The Air Force have finally bowed to
public pressure after scoffing at claims that Unidentified Flying
Objects -UFOs- are manned by beings from space.

"You can bet they've got our wavelengths! Fred said.

The inquiry is the result of a call for more information about flying
sai.n:eis by the U.S. Congress armed services committee.

"Ron, I am wondering about that young woman"

PRESSURE..

P.�fkr the !e.cti.ire oo lh!J !i.<s.t ev'IDing. - "'Mil C-0-\Vo:>!k�. and...8�
frit:nds sat talking into the small hours of the morning, - Hans Petersen
and Ronald walked around the quiet, deserted avenues near to May
Morlet's home to get some fresh air. It was the first opportunity they had
had to talk alone together since their meeting in Denmark three or four
weeks before.

So many saucer sightings have been reported that pressure built up
for a Congressional investigation.
Airline pilots have reported being chased aeross the sky by flying
saucers.
Th,:: Arr Fc,--w:t s cfficiat F�� is lnz! it dvc; not �, iliu
possibility of life on other planets, but, so far, has no evidence
proving the existence of flights from space.
They had investigated l 0,896 saucer sightings since 194 7.

Hans also wanted to tell Ronald something about the meeting that
evening. About a young lady of rather special appearance who had,
during the course of the evening, moved out of the audience of reporters
and other guests and was sitting on a settee close to the speaker's table.
Just before the guests left., - some of them were unknown to May Morlet
- the young woman had spoken a tew words to Hans.

In Britain, Mr. Ronald Caswell, chairman of the British branch of
lhe Intemattonal Get Acquainted Programme, who are trying to
persuade people to take flying saucers seriously, said:

"Ron," Hans had said, "I am wondering about that young woman-"
❖
On &!p!e.T..ber 3rd a.'ld 4th, ,� good e9'i!!ffige •.¥as gi� t') the
meeting of Co-workers and the lecture in Antwerp's "Le Matin" and «La
Metropole" newspapers. On the 4th, the Stecklings, the Morlets and
Ronald Caswell drove to The Hague, in Holland, for a lecture by Fred
Steckling, including a showing of OA's films and the Silver Spring
movie.
Later, the Co-workers received a letter from their Austrian colleague,
Mrs. Dora Bauer, who told them of Fred's lectures in Vienna and Linz
She also wrote that he bad told her of the Space People, a Brother and a
Sister, who were at May Morlet's home on that first evening.

'There should be a similar inquiry here. There have been hundreds
of sightings in Britain this area'. " - U1,qvo1e.

In November, Ronald and Denn.is were at Warminster again
Also in October 1966, Mrs. M1lria Christina de Rueda was ru11med on
provided by her concerning Adamski, "Fire-flies" and other matters, was
referred to by the TV commentator. Mrs. de Rueda was Mexico's
Co-worker.
On October 6th, a French-language Belgian TV programme gave
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extensive coverage, with documentation, of the story of George Adamski
and contacts with Space Brothers and the Rodeffer-Adamski movie, and
received a very favourable commentary. This followed a series of lectures
given by BUFOI-IGAP, following the Brussels University film-lecture of
December 1965, where, because of the impaired condition of the film due
to tampering by unknown agencies, the reception had not been good
Also on October 8th, a long article on George Adamski, with photos
from the "Silver Spring" film, appeared in the Belgian magazine"ABC",
accompanied by a very fair commentary. Then, on October 15, IGAP's
journal, UFO CONTACT, in a Gennan version, published by Dora
Bauer, had arrived. On November 1st, a Danish version, produced by
Co-worker LeifE. Pedersen, came out, followed on November 15th by a
French version, by May MorleL
In November, Ronald and Dennis were at Warminster again to inquire
into the latest events over and above the Wiltshire township, to be
followed by a visit to London again to aid inquiries into the Scoriton
affair, which had awakened much interest.

I Had a Visit from Three Men in Suits.
Quite some time afterwards, when it appeared that young Bob Brown,
the 22 years-old amateur photographer. had lost interest in flying saucers,
Ronald approached him and requested further copies of the published
photographs, as the earlier ones had been sent to Denmark to use with the
magazine story. Bob was somewhat apologetic and not a little aggrieved.
"I'm sony, I can't oblige. I don't have them any more."
When Ronald asked what had happened to them, Bob hesitated.
"Well," he said finally, not long after the story was published and you
had the newspaper coverage in your magazine, [ had a visit from three
men in suits. They said that they were from the MinislJ)' of Defence, and
that they had to take the photographs away for examination. They also
took the negatives."
"What about the newspaper people? Didn't they have copies?" Ronald
asked. Bob Brown sounded rather rebellious.

During January 1%7, Ronald was assisting the "NationalEnquirer"
of New York with articles on the UFO scene. On January 21st he was
again on the way to Warminster, and to Glastonbury, in Somerset,
south-west England, for news on the .latest developments in the llying
saucer field. The name of the small Wiltshire town was now known all
over the world. Wanninster's apparent resident UFO was now called
"The Thing".

"The same thing happened to them. - Three men paid them a visit and
confiscated the film and negatives. When I phoned the MinislJ)' of
Defence and asked for my property back, - the photos and the negs, - they
said they didn't know what I was talking about."

On May 6th-8th, not qwte a year after Everleigh, the brothers were
again on a visit to the town 20 miles to the westward, Warminster; then
followed a further venue in Kent, south-east England, following up a
sighting.

As Ronald remarked afterwards: now he could understand why the
young man had lost his interest in "flying saucers".

Meanwhile, Gary Byers had had further "voice" contacts, though
nothing more of a physical nature as yet. However, further UFO activity
over Britain was indicated, but no dates or areas were specifie d In June
of that year, it came. With a vengeance!
In the August 1967- issue of UFO CONTACT, Ronald published an
article headed: ''UFO Flap Over England! - International Sky Watch
night: IGAP 'Bags' a Saucer."
The first report was quoted by the highly-regarded broadsheet: "Daily
Telegraph" ofLondon, Monday June 26th.

"A cigar-shaped object was seen overEssex on Saturday night
by observers in fifteen different places, taking part in the 24-hour

1967 International Sky Watch for flying saucers. The watch
celebrated the twentieth anniversary of flying saucers."

So, these saucer pilots did go in for anniversaries, afier all!
From the "Sun" newspaper, of London, Monday June 26th.
"Dozens of flying saucer spotters yesterday reported that they
had seen a large cigar-shaped object flying westward over
Epping Forest,Essex ..."
Then, on June 30th, the "Epping, West Essex Gazette" published a
story, and photographs, of an experience on that same "Sky Watch" night,
when three newly associated members of the Harlow group took pictures
of an object over the forest area close to where Gary Byers had had his
"Everleigh - that's West" contact the previous year. The photographs of
one of the trio, an amateur photographer using a fast-acting Yashica Mat,
were developed that night at the request of the newspaper reporter. The
result was startling. The two best pictures showed the typical "falling
leaf' pattern of an object of great brilliance, which was photographed
over the brow of the forest just to the south of Harlow. It was an IGAP
"scoop"! The full story and pictures were reproduced in the !GAP journal.
The story did not end there, however.

That young man knew nothing about "three men in black" and not
much more about George Adamski.

Major Petersen - was also in Greenland at this time
June had, indeed, been a busy month for members of IGAP, both in
England and abroad. Ronald, along with other members fromEssex. met
Lou Zinstag, G.A.'s Swiss Co-worker, at Heathrow Airport, and had had
several hours of fruitful discussion at a handy pub around the comer from
her London hotel. Later, she wos to give a lecture in central London. Her
talk was reported in September I 968's UFO CONTACT.
In Denmark, too, Major Petersen was giving a series of lectures to the
public, which was quite an achievement for a serving Air Force officer.
He was also in Greenland during this time, perhaps trying to prove that it
was possible for a person to be in two places at the same time. Ronald,
who was beginning to discover that it was sometimes difficult to be in
one place at a time, had to regretfully declin.e an invitation to be a
delegate at a UFO Congress in Italy.
Instead, he journeyed to Brixham, in Devon, south-westEngland, to
cover a story described in the New York "National Inquirer" as "8 at
Coast Guard Station see Flying Saucer". The story had earlier been
reported on in the August 1%7 UFO CONTACT, based on an account
from the "Sunday •express" of May 21st 1967. The full story, with the
usual official "e>..1>lanations" was published in UFO Contact of October
1967. The hilarious "explanations" alone were worth every exhausting
minute of the 24-hour, 650-rnile round trip, which also took in Cornwall.
During this time, Ronald made an arrangement lo visit Leonard G.
Cramp, MS.I.A.; A.R.Ae.S. at his home on the Isle of Wight, just off
Portsmouth, on the south coast. Leonard had expressed an interest in
viewing the Adamski-Rodeffer film for a very special reason.
In the June I %7 issue of UFO Contact, Ronald wrote a review of the
book Piece For A Jigsaw which Cramp had worked for over ten years to
produce, following on his previous work: Space, Gravity And The Flying

Saucer".

Written in a style which is as open and as lacking in pomposity as the
man himself," Ronald had comm.ented, "one finds a pattern developing
from each chapter to the next, as he takes us .from his brief but concise

a
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ffbackground material" of orthodox aerodynamics, curves into a high
trajectory through the experimental X-15 and the fumily of rockets, and
into the deep blue. One is almost shocked to find with what ease Cramp
brings us down, - not .in a capsule supported by great, billowing
parachutes, but gently landing in a field, any field, ready for instant
take-off to a far-off; hovering mother-ship."

national situation, and adding to the already well-reported scene of 1967
national sightings in the pages of UFO CONTACT.

Dear Friends,
It'• time you were hearing from me one,, again.

"At least, the mother-ship is there by implication, because Mr. Cramp,
as be says, having 'set myself the task of discovering the truth as an
engineer,' arrives, after 11 volume full of investigation and
experimentation, at the last chapter, which is entitled: 'Vindication of a
Scoutship' ."

Since our last newsletter things have really been happening, and I need
hardly say whtere some of them have been happening, as most of you will
already kno,v. Britain had it.s biggest UFO flap ever, mostly concentrating
during the week October 24th-31st.
Every national newspaper repeatedly told of UFO observations in all
parts of the country, mingled with e,q,lamrtions ranging from our old
faithful, Venus, to balloons and aircraft re-fuelling exerci5Cs. Wcll, no
doubt Venus ac=unted for some reports, as the bright planet was in
excellent shape that month, but the Ministry of Defence and other olBcial
bodies overdid it as usual, and the general publk: now seems lo be wary of
these 'ready' explanations, which somehow rarely fit the evidence. Of
added interest was the fact that a great many of the observers were trained
men, rnembe:rs of various police foroes scattered about the country.
However, a lull has apparently set in, and the ta.ctics of official
'disinterest' have once more paid off. At least on the surface. Perhaps,
however, those 'watch-dogs' of the Brithh Public, our news editors, will
now begin to sec the light. Heaven knows, it's been Dashing into their eyes
loug enough." - Unquote.

"The last paragraph ofthe second from last chapter might well sum up
a very large part ofthe UFO Story. It also sums up the author, a man who
succeeded in fonniog a large group of UFO enthusiasts for a very hard
core of technology, men who knew the principles involved in weight
distribution and surface manipulation, i.e., expert engineers producing the
revolutionary Hovercraft."
"'Some of my readers,' wrote Cramp, 'will have been way ahead of
me in these past assessments, and no doubt will have anticipated my next
intention. Yet others will be a trifle impa tient that the following
correlation should be made. But 1 must stress, I tiy very hard not to be
biased; science is far more interesting left as ii is. Therefore I nm sincere
in my next analysis' (i.e. "Vindication ofa Scout ship."R.C.) - 'I trust the
reader will be, too. r have pwposely chosen the following title for the
evidence which I hope may help shed some true light on one who may be
a very maligned man.'"
"Yes," went on Ronald, 'the very maligned man' is George
Adamski."
Welcomed heartily by Leonard Cramp and his technologist group
members and friends, Ronald's commentary and the "Silver Spring"
scoutship film were received with none of the remarks handed out in their
time by such as aviation historian Charles Gtobs-Smith, at the home of
The Honourable Brinsley le Poer Trench, or by some of the less mature
students at Brussels University. Knowing of the activities of certain
covert agencies in the United States, (with regard to hi-jacking and
crudely faking arts of the original film, necessitating a large amount of
pruning) the engineers debated the pros and cons of th.e hovering scout
ship, commenting on the possible n.spects of control of levitation and
flight with a marked openness ofrniru! which is the hallmark of pioneers
in their chosen field.

Dec,,mber 1967

"IGAP-GB

Well, of course, it's history now that the "saucer'' flap over Britain in
October 1967 no more opened the eyes of news editors generally, than it
opened the eyes, ears and. minds of the political, military or religious
hierarchy of the Sixties. It's the same in the Nineties. Secrecy prevails.
Even the release of once-classified documentation is a part ofthe game for
the manipulators in their corridors of power. Are those "cmridors" in the
White House, in the Kremlin, at Whitehall? Who knows? It seems to go
much deeper than the corridors of Government. Much deeper.

lncontrovertible Evidence of Artificial Installations on Moon
•Regarding my trip to Denmark, November 8th-18,' Ronald went on.
'At the request of Major Pettersen, certain alterations were made to our
original plan to suit our Amerlcao colleague, Mr. Colman VooKevkzky.
I arrived in Copenhagen on the evening of November 9th, where I was
met by my good friend and a.ssociate, Major Hans Petc,rsen, and Colman
VonKeviczky. CVK was very warm in his greeting ;u,d from the start we
struck just the right note together. As we drove on to Major Petersen's
home just outside of the city, I was given a brief rundown of evenb. CVK
bad been in Denmark prior to his trip to GcmJaDy, and after being met by a
Danish TV team at the airport for a show later in the day, had spent almost
a week at the Petersen's home, whtere pl;u,s were di.scu,sed concerning ooth
the 7th lnternational UFO Congress at Mainz, West Germany, where
CVK was to be the principal speaker, ;u,d also the lectures which he was to
give in CoP"nhagen and Jutland on his return. He had arrived back &om
Germany by air an hour or so before my own arrival on the boat-train
'Engl.enderen'.

Leonard was the ideal host, joining in a few "Dying saucer'' jokes, but
generally showing himself to be the serious and objective person that
comes out in his two highly-regarded works on the "possible technology
behind the 'flying saucers'. "
Bob Erskine, a Kent member of IGAP-0B, who had driven Ronald
down to the Isle of Wight, was also suitably impressed by the objective
analysis of the film by the group's erudite membership, in startling
contrast to the sceptieaJ and ill-mannered reception given to Madeleine
Rodeffer by members of the U.S. Senate Committee on Science and
Aeronautics in January 1965, when viewing an earlier film by George
Adamski.

We worked late into the night preparing for the first of the IGAP
Congresses, to take place next day, Friday, November 10th.
During the following afternoon we collected a number of large blown-up
prints of the Moon's surface, which Major Peteuen had bad processed at
the air-base nearby. On one of these, an official NASA photograph, there is
incontrovertible, evidence of artificial installations on the Moon, a fact that
was demonstrated on the screen at the subsequent lectures.•

lo November, Ronald was in Denmark
In November, Ronald wa;, in Denmark to take part in a lecture tour,
along with Major Petersen and a visiting guest, ex-Hungarian General
Staff Major Colman VonKeviczky, former staff member of the U.N.
Office of Public Information, until he was "retired" from the job because
of his frequent representations made to the U.N. regarding the UFO case.
As he was then a naturalized American citizen. there were to be no prizes
offered as to what agency used its powers to have VonKeviczky "retired".
However, he went on with his dedicated work until the time of his
"ultimate retirement". He died in 1998.

•
*The first !GAP Congress was held in a large modern school auditorium
at Ballcrup, near Copenhagen. Extra seats were brought in, but a number off
people arrived too late to gain admittance, as the hall was completely
crowded out. There were, a number of ' gate-crashed', which probably
swelled the final total to well in eKce.. of the regutered 650 persons preaent.
It was an ama2ing show of interest on the part of the general public, as well
as !GAP members, some of whom had travelled long distances to be present.

The Denmark trip had a two-pronged pwpose which is well-worth
relating in full Concerning the business undertaken on the tour, we refer
here to the December 1967 lGAP-GB Newsletter sent out by Ronald
Caswell on his return from Denmark. First the general business of UFO
sightings and comment to inform the membership in Great Britain of the

Along with Colman VonKevlc2ky's extensive documentation, over 140
slides we.re projected, giving an expert and balanced analysis of many of the
known, but also many of the littlc•known 'saucer' photogr•phs taken in
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various parts of the world. The Adamski-Roddfor 8mm film was shown to a
hushed audience. Major Petersen dealt ably with tJ,e involved translation ·
partly in English for the benefit of VonKeviczky • and explanation of the
material. I was myself privileged to speak for a while in support of our
United Nations approach and other projected programmes.•

UFO Research Institute based on ex-territorial ground donated by a
member state, supported by, and working under the auspices of, the United
Nations Orgaruzation.
It is suggested that a global project be set up, dividing the Earth's surface
into 2 J "UFO territories' • i.e. Scandinavia plus Iceland and Greenland as
one area, Australasia as another etc., and representative UFO analysts and
researchers from these areas be elected to work at the institute, where
scientists will be available to make specialist studies of material and
photographic documentation and to help correlate and analyse UFO reports
on a global scale.

•
•The next morning we left Copenhagen and drove across the country, via
the 'Great Belt' ferry-my second trip across in 48 hours- to the town of
Kolding, situated approximately mid-way on the eastern side of Jutland, the
mainland of Denmark. There we were warmly welcomed by senior master
Vagn Dybka,r and bis school-teacher wife, Else, who were to be our hosts
during our two-day's stay. It is Vagn who organizes the listing of subscribers
and distribution of UFO CONTACT.

Major Petersen and I have already sent a letter to the President of
Mexico, informing him prior to the Resolution being made public, and
impreuing on him the urgency of the situation. We hope it may be possible
for land to be granted in Mexico for the pul]X>SC of founding the institute.•

l

There also I was personaly very pleased to meet our own good friend and
IGA.1;'-GB member, Kay Rowlands, who, most of you will recall, is staying
at the Dybka,r's home to help the two boys, Bo and Dan, with their English.
At a dinner party during the evening we were able to meet many of the
Danish !GAP people who have been helping with the lnternational and
Danish versions of UFO CONTACT, and other group leaders from various
parts of Jutland. Needless lo say, we talked 'shop' all the time, half jn
English and half in Danish!'

•
'Since my return form Denmark I have received word from Mr.
VonKeviczky in New York that tentative arrangements are being made with
the office of Mr. Narasimhan, Chief Cabinet Minister of the United Nations
Secretariat, for a delegation to forma!Jy present the Resolution to the
Secretary-General. Major Petersen and I have been proposed, as
representatives of !GAP and UFO contact, but as it is not possible for me to
0y to New York at the present time, Major Petersen is making himself
available.

The Adamski-RodeOer Film
"Tbe second Congress and film show was held the following afternoon,
Sunday 12th, and despite the rain and that 'after-dinner' feeling, over 500
arrived at the ball.
As at the previous lecture, many good questions were asked after tl1e
talk, and it was quite a while before we were 'released' by the many
inquirers and autograph and photograph hunters. A journalist present wrote
a very good and positive article whicb appeared next day, and special
mention was made of the Adamski-Rodefl'er movie which I had escorted to
Denmark. in interviewing members of the audience afterwards, the
journalist noted that, of 'uncommitted persons be had spoken ,vith, the
majority were completely won over by the evidence which had been put
before them and also by the hard work and sincerity of
who had
presented the pictorial and written documentation.

ti•=

1 must add here that Colman VonKeviczky had among his material
photographic analyse, of George Adamski's scout and mothersh.ip photos;
part of Im corroborative evidence for G.A.'s photos goes back several
hundreds of years, from detailed etcrungs and prints preserved in certain
museums in Europe. I hope to use some of this material in a future issue UFO
CONTACT.

To conclude this letter, I have been asked my opinion of the recent Venus
*findings". To those of you who have read our !GAP Journal from the first,
l will say that my views have not changed in the slightest as a result of these
Venus "probes". My comments are published, for the record, in the
December issue of UFO Contact.
Sincerely, Ronald Caswell,
Co-worker. •

Major Petersen's growing collection of NASA "moon-shots" was to

he increa�ed dramatically a year or two later, when. following on from a

tip-off by a friend, a case-load of"moon material" arrived on his door
step from Goddard Space Flight Center in Maryland.

Details ofthis interesting event will be related in a later article. Could
be have unknown friends in high places ...? ■

•

Ragnvald A. Carlsen and Major (ret.) Hans C. Petersen Royal Danish Air force.

After the Sunday lecture, a further meeting took place at tlte Dybka,rs'
home, where other lGAP people were invited to meet Mr VonKeviczky and
myself. CVK was granted a most valuable insight on the Danish mentality,
an experience from which I know he emerged a richer man." - Unquote.

It is suggested that a Global Project be set up
Apart from the important and all-inclusive lectures and film/slide
shows conducted by Major Petersen and ex-Major VonKeviczky in
Denmark, perhaps the primary purpose for CVK's visit to Europe at that
time was, as has been mentioned, his appearance as principal speaker at
the Mainz, West Germany, congress, with its U.N.-directed Resolution,
part of a dedicated task of "awakening" this august body to the reality of
UFO visitations which was to be his main purpose in life for many years.
To achieve that end, be needed to call on other dedicated people to assist
him, among them the Co-workers of the Get Acquainted Program.

�

. B

The December 1967 IGAP-0B Newsletter went on:
*The three of us drove back to Copenhagen the follo,ving day, to
continue our talks and to finialize the wording of the resolution which had
been accepted, in effect, in the German version, at the Congress in Mainz.
This Resolution, in English, has since been sent out to all parts of the
world, to the Secretary-General of the United Nations_, U Thant, lo leaders
of 131 Governments, as well as to many individuals in Politics, Science, the
Military, the Churches, etc., and various News media. The text will be
presented i.n full in the December issue of UFO CONTACT.

One of the Everleigh photographs shot dw'ing the 'rendezvous'
that Sunday, 19th of May 1966, showing apparently 2 UFOs

Bridly, the Resolution proposes the founding of an Inter-Continental
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UFO CONTACT: 'Dheilay Before Yesterday©
Io Support Of George Adamski
(Series Two: Part One)

"ResUlll(!,,
r�n and Major (ret.) Hans C. Petersen

A PRECEDING number of articles has dealt with the lead
up to a UFO rendezvous at Everleigh, in the southern
England county of Wiltshire, a prospect which, in its final
phase, was shown to be a reality following on a possibility of
contact. That contact was far more real than our readers
have yet been shown; but that will come later. We have not
yet finished with Everleigh; there is more to come. The
pictures you have been shown thus far have been made public
before their inclusion on the previous article, Yes, there are
more to come from Everleigh.

Principled Love
Concluding that previous article was an all-inclusive reponed on
IGAP activities in Europe and the United Kingdom, which, however
lacked one ingredient; our readers had no knowledge of the individual;
concerned their activities within George Adamski's ''Get Acquainted
Program", other than those activities reported on. and, very imponantly,
what they looked like! We intend to fill that gap by telling you of other
things they do, or have done: In Suppon Of Adamski. Not all of them
were "Co-workers", humbling title that meant hard work rather than
kudos. However, those individuals who appear in this and any subsequent
article have one combining characteristic; they are working for the truth
of that elusive but very real concept: Contact. And not only that. but
Contact with beings as human as ourselves, yes, even more so, if one
considers the basic concept of ·'humanity." Living in peace and with
justice. the concept we equate with our interplanetary visitors, which
some of those above-mentioned have personally experienced, is LOVE.
And ooe step funher, altruistic Love. Yes, Principled Love. which thinks
of the other person first.
One man who accepted this concept of "agape love" was Canadian
Government scientist, Wilben B. Smith, of whose UFO-related activities
and research our readers have been apprised on a number of occasions.
To write of just one aspect of this altruism on the part of our Space
Brothers, as shown by their actions, have been on a number of occasions
in which travellers in airliners and other aircraft, have seen a space-craft
hurtle past al speed, and, in the distw1ce, have seen wi explosion take
place far ahead of them. Wilben Smith, following on with what he termed
research into: �Binding Forces", has explained that. according to
infonnation received from humans whom he affectionately tenned: "the
Boys Topside", there are areas of atmosphere which have been permeated
with pockets of "reduced binding", where a craft entering this area would
fall apart, its structure broken up in a "vortex", sometimes a result of
natural phenomena. but nowadays, more likely induced by the effect of
atomic bomb testing. more frequently so during the period of a decade
and more after the conclusion of World War Two. In correspondence with
Ronald Caswell in the late fillies, the veteran Canadian researcher wrote
of a device proposed by his contact with the Space Brothers, a simple
fonn of meter, - (Smith included a drawing of the device in the letter!), which could calibrate the extent of ..rcduced binding" in a given area of
sky which could give warning to an aircraft approaching, and thus save
the lives of those on board. Of this, and olber inforn1atioo obtained from
the "Brothers", he said: "-It would therefore appear that this business of
reduced binding would stand quite a bit of funher serious investigation.
Unfortunately, because of the unonhodox source of this inforn1ation.
effons so far to obtain recognition have resulted in more letters being
added to the 'crank file.' " - u,u111me.
An ioteresting fact was, that at observation points scattered around !be
Los Alamos nuclear testing facilities, many reports were turned in and
investigated, of green lights criss-<:rossing the heavens at will, with no
feasible explanation. Smith could have told them, and probably did, that

th�se green lights were flare-type missiles shot ahead of space-craft to
ehm11�ate areas, or vonices, of reduced binding brought about by
American nuclear experimentation, which could have broken their
planes into small fragments ...
Wilben Smith was not an arrogant man.
These words show his humility:
ur will not go into detail on the many
revisions in ideas and basic thinking which
had to be undergone. beyond stating that
there were, indeed, many. The people from
"elsewhere" displayed great patience and
understanding in helping me to overcome
many of the prejudices and stores of
misinfonnation which I had spent many
years of accumulating, I began for the first
Wilbert B. Smith, 8.A., time in my lite to realise the basic
M ..A., was a Canadian
"ONENESS" of the Universe and all that is
government scicntl_:..t,
in it. Science, philosophy, religion, substance
and kd 'Project Magnet' and energy are all facets of the same jewel
from I 50-1 S4; he died in and before any one facet of the jewel can
really be appreciated, the fonn of the jewel
December 1962.
itself must be perceived.. .'' - U11q11me.

Film Show And Press Conference lo Antwerp.
AT THE conference in Antwerp, on September lsi, 1966. held at
the home of and hosted by the Belgian Co-worker M. May Morlet,
were a motley crew of Co-workers from far and near, principal among
them. the ones who had just arrived, via Lufthansa, from the United
Sta!es; the German-American couple, Fred and Ingrid Steckling. and
their young son, Glenn, a lad of about seven. Major Hans C. Petersen
was there, a serving officer in the Royal Danish Air Force and IGAP's
European and Asian Organiser. Also present was the Dutch Co
worker, Mrs. Netty de Bruyn Kops van Dam. To complete the group
seated at the main table was Ronald Caswell, !GAP-GB Co-worker,
newly-arrived from England by air.
They each had their stories to tell of the journey from home. Fred
S�eckling's was of particular interest. He had flown from Washington,
via New York and Cologne.
''Madeleine was at the airpon as we left Washington. Oh. and
Linda, her friend, was with her. You know, that young woman who
had some sightings. She's written to you, I think. A nice girl. There
were two Brothers standing back a bit in the crowd. They weren't with
Madeleine. Maybe she knew they were !here." He went on talking
about some of the Brothers he had met. Ingrid joined in occasionally,
her eyes bright and shining.
"Oh, Ronald!" she said, in her Gcnnan-accented American
drawling the words. Ingrid Steckling had faced a chilly rcceptio�
committee at the private Senate hearing in Jwiuary. 1965, when
Madeleine Rodeffer bad presented George Adan1ski's films to its
members. After 45 minutes of waffiing objections from the Senators,
she had given a cold reply.
"If you only could meet them!'' went on Ingrid. "The Brothers!
There's this wonderful foeling of goodness that seems to reach out to
you!" Patrick Morlet, May's older son, who was driving the new
arrivals from the airport at Brussels, smiled as he swerved a little in
the busy traffic. Patrick and Ronald were old friends. When Ronald
had arrived in Belgium the previous December, with the precious
Adamski-Rodeffer's "Silver Spring, Maryland, Scout-ship" film
safely tucked up in bis suit-<:ase, it was Patrick, a University student
himsel_( who presented the film to 600-odd students and equally
disbelieving teaching staff at Brussels University. Now another copy
of the film was to be presented to the Press by George Adamski's
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American Co-worker, Pred Steckling.

I A ncwerp 1965 - (left m right): Suzy
Peeters. Ron Ca!,we/1, May Mor/et

Hans Petersen's
Little Contretemps!
Hans was about somewhere in the big,
old house. He had arranged for a few days
leave and had travelled down from
Copenhagen some days before. He may
never live it down, but, much IJavelled man
that he is, he had left his passport back
home! He gave n huge chuckle as he
described how he had managed to talk
himself across the German frontier!
Luckily, his wife, Jyttc, had .now sent the
passport on.
Fred's first lecture was on the evening
of this arrival in Antwerp, at May Morlet's home. Of the 50-60 in the
audience, which included reporters, Ronald particularly noted a young
woman of fine appearance who sat near to the speaker. Later that night, in fact, it was 3.30 in the morning, - Ronald walked with Hans ·Petersen
around some of the quiet, deserted, leafy avenues near to May's house.
Hans had suggested a walk before turning in. It was their first opportunity
to talk alone since their meeting in Denmark three or four weeks before.
He wanted to tell his English friend something. About a young lady of
special appearance who had, during the course of the eveniog, moved out
of the audience, and was silting on a settee very close to · the speaker's
table. Just before the guests left. - some of them were unknown to May
Morie!, - the young woman spoke a few words with Hans. "Ron," said
Hans, ·'J am wondering about that young woman."

Some
days
after Pred and
In g r i d
and
Glenn had left
Vienna
for
Berlin, for a
very
short
family re-union,
the Co-workers
received a letter
from
their
Austrian friend
and Co-worker,
Dora
Bauer.
who told them
of the lectures
Pred had given
in Vienna and
Linz She also
wrote that Pred_ Anrwerp, /965-(le6 to right):
had told her of Phili p Morie/. May Morie/, Hans Petersen, Ingrid
l
s Pa Ce Steck/ing. Fred and Glenn Steckling.
tWo
p e o ple,
a ----------- -- -
Brother and a Sister, who were at May's house on that first evening.,.

Lou Zinsstag's Special Talk

IT WAS ON a very special day in June. 1967. that Ronald and a small
_group of UFO researchers, made a trip to Heathrow Airport in London, to
welcome a very special visitor, IGAP's forme .r Swiss Co-worker, who
had f:lown from Basel to give a talk. It was as meeting of friends. The year
before, Lou had co-operated with Ronald on an article he was to write for
the first issue of U1c forthcoming bi-monthly !GAP journal, "UFO
CONTACT"'. due to be published under the dual edito�sllip of Hans
Petersen and Ronald Caswell, and printed in Denmark. As English
language editor, Ronald would be writing the journal's Editorials and
Open Letters, the )alter to be a regular feature, whereby the magazine
would make personal approaches to eminent persons in all walks of life,
to elicit their response on the visitations by alien, interplanetary space
craft to Planet Earth. The firs1 Open Lener would be addressed to the
current leader of the Roman Catholic Church, Pope Paul VI, who had
succeeded the recently-deceased, much-beloved Pope John XXll l, who
had passed away on June 3rd '1963. The very first leading article would
come to be called: ·'Vatican Visit I 963." As a princ i- pal actor in the

scenario of George Adamski's Audience with the ailing Pontit'C Lou
Zinsstag would know many of the answers to the questions being
asked about Adamski's earlier meeting with a Space BroU1er in
Denmark, and his receiving a message to be carried personally to Pope
John regarding the benign interplanetary visitors and their purpose in
coming to Planet Earth.
Ronald's sojourn in Antwerp in September, 1966. was also to gain
much-valued information from May Morie!, another key player in the
visit to Rome. Also from Hans Petersen, - who had started the ball
rolling concerning G,A,'s stay in Denmark from the end of April,
1963, - would come vital infonnation concerning the actual meeting
with a Space Brother and George Adamski, early one morning, on a
quay-side facing the 0resund, the miles-wide sea-channe.1 between
Denmark and Sweden, at Kastrup.

Tim and Eileen and Bob

Meeting Lou at Heathrow were new and old acquaintances. After
reading Ronald's account of lhe visit lo Rome in UFO CONTACT the
previous year, Timothy Good-now a world-renowned expert on
UFOs. but then a ·•cub-reporter" on the subject-was cager to meet
with the small-slatured Swiss researcher, and listen to her story Also.
Eileen
Buck le,
,,
r
recent author of.
"The
Scoriton
Mystery", another
Adamski devotee.
I
came to hear the
story of one of
T:!'�11.a.lt
earli est
G.A. 's
correspondents, Lou
Zinsstag. Robert
Erskine was a
personal friend of
Ronald, being a
member of his
original study group
in 1963, and more
a
recently
panicipant in the
Ev-,rlci�h
rendezvous. He had
London. 1967- (left to right) Tim Good, Robert
accompanied
Erskine, Lou Zinsstag, Eileen Buckle.
Ronald to U1c Isle of
Wight, to help with the showing of the "Adamski-Rodeffcr Scout
ship" film to the bigbly-technical members of Leonard G. Cramp's
UFO Study Group. ·nrnt had been a great success. The facts
concerning the illicit faking of parts of the film by covert members of
the U.S. ln1elligcnce community, elicited by Tim Good on his visit to
Madeleine Rodeffer at Maryland, Washington, a few months before,
in Fchruary, 1967. was also a great help in future showings of the
film, such as the visits to Denmark later in the year, with Major Hans
Petersen, Danish Royal Air Poree, and ex-Major Colman Von
Keviczky, former Hungarian General Staff officer, (and more recently
of the United Nations Office of Information, Audio and Visual
Section), and Ronald Caswell, fonnerly S.A.S., conducting a
symposium of film show and lectures at two high schools on
Copenhagen's Zealand and on the mainland of Jutland. Later, much
later, in 1983, Tim and Lou were to co-auU1or: ''GEORGE ADAMSKI
- The Untold Story", a copy of which was requested by his Royal
Highness, the Duke of Edinburgh, a long-time subscriber to the Flying
Saucer Review, and apparently a person with a great interest in the
Polish-American ''contactee" George Adamski. Eileen Buckle's book
about ex-Dartmoor prison warder, Artbur Bryant's claim to have seen
a landed scout-ship on Dartmoor and spoken to its occupants, among
them a transmogrified George Adamski, a few hours only after G,A, 's
deatl1 at a Washington hospital, in the presence of Madeleine and
Nelson Rodeffer. was later translated into Japanese.

I

I

"On George Adamski"

THE LECTURE GIVEN BY Lou Zinsstag at Caxton Hall was an
unusual one, that did not go too much into the interplanetary nature of
his experiences, but more into the nature of the man, into his dislike of
castles and churches and cathedrals, (such as the world famous St.
Peter's Dome, which he had so looke<l forward to visiting!). The
blood shed over U1e years, was anathema to this man who worshipped
a righteous Creator of all life under the heavens and also throughout
the heavens. No, George Adamski was more interested in trains, and
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steam ferries on the Rhine, and the workings of mechanica'I objects put to
use by man. Lou discussed G,A:s inherent good manners, even table
manners in company. despite his poor parentage a.ad immigrant
upbringing, Other traits were emphasized, such as when a boorish listener
or heckler at one of his meetings acted badly, George would not return
kind for kind, but say: "Waa l • I'm not here to tell you what to believe,
I'm just here to tell you how it is ... �
Lou started her talk by explaining her acquaintanceship with the Polish
-American of humble srock who had become world-famous, had had
audiences with the Royalty of the Netherlands, a disputed but
nevertheless indisputable meeting with U1e Pope. a probable series of
meetings with President John Kennedy, and, among others of higb rank, a
day-long discussion with such eminent military figures ad Air Marshal Sir
Hugh Dowding, the leader of U1e Batlle of Britain Fighter Command, and
Lord Mountbatten, Chief of the U,K. General Stan; topped off by an
invitation to visit Mountbatten's "Broadlands'' estate, lo view the claimed
site of a hovering space-craft. similar to Adamski's own encounter near
Desert Center, on the memorable 20111 November, 1952. This latter
meeting wiU1 the military is sworn to on affidavit by a much-respected
lady, who was herself with the party at the meeting, at the home of (later,
Lord) Desmond Leslie, ex-Fighter Connnand pilot i11 the above
mentioned Battle of Britain. But these issues were not debated by Lou
Zinsstag.
Lou began: "My dear listener, first of all I would like to thank you for
this opportunity lo say a few words on hehalf of George Adan1ski. a
widely-discussed and enigmatic personality, I was in correspondence with
him for over ten years, all in all. I spent si.x weeks in his company while
he was in Europe. From his letters I soon got the strong impression that he
was a simple but an intelligent man. and that he had excellent manners.
(I'm sure you know that there are such things as letter manners,)" •
(/11q1101e.
The talk was a long one, filled with details of GA ·s visits to Rome
and other parts of Europe with among others, Lou Zinsstag herselt:
Towards the end of the lecture. Lou discussed technical and oilier matters
pertaining to his strong personality, which many of his close conlidants
can vouch for with surety.

Propulsion Secret

"George Adarnsk;i was a. mon who kuew much more than he could tell.

door, the one of the Vatican. If the one, why not the other... He also
told me that Hot Springs was a very important place; that he often
went there lo '·meetings and tests", as he said. Later on, I remembered
this well, wben J,f, Kennedy was reported to have suddenly changed
his schedule of an important trip in order to go to Hot Springs, almost
alone and unexpectedly, There was much speculation in the papers at
thal lime as to what had made him change an important schedule. I
think thatGeorge knew. But he kept the secret of J.F.K. as well as all
the others." - Unquole loll Zms.,lag.
Lou later let her party into a little secret The "young, ambitious
man" referred to by G.A., was his friend. Desmond Leslie. With
reference to Jack Kennedy, readers of earlier articles will remember
U1e debate as to what JFK did, and whom he met up with, and who he
discussed Cuba with, on one of his visits to Hot Springs, along with a
cenain paramour, Marilyn Monroe. It was a secret she threatened to
divulge. that brought about her "suicider. Or, perhaps more correctly.
her murder. A CIA memo to that effect was dated the day before her
death, and points to possible CIA connivance in her demise.
A secret Adamski could have divulged Which we have already
discussed, and wh.ich could have upped his reputation no end , was his
day-long meeting with Lord Dowding and Lord Mountbatten, at the
home of Desmond Leslie in SL Johns Wood. in London, in June,
l 963. Ronald has an aflidavit swearing to tho event by the lady
concerned_ a copy of which is currently in the office safe of a notary
public. (This lady had previously met Adamski in England during his
tour in 1959, on which tour of lectures, Adamski and Lord Hugh
Dowding had had a two hour debate on Hying saucers before an
audience of several hundred people in a UFO Study group in
Tunbridge Wells. Kent. And G.A. referred lo a letter he had received
from the Air Chief Marshal, in the book: "Inside 1l1e Space Ships").
Among matters discussed with the noble Lords were Adamski's
Audience with Pope John XXIII. Circumstances indicate U1at
Kennedy had given a message concerning his meetings with the Space
People to Adamski to deliver to the Supreme Pontifl: a me-ssagc
handed over toG,A just a day or so before he left for Europe.
Major Petersen was told by Adamski during the latter's shon
residence with Petersen in Denmark, of the urgency ofG,A. to attempt
to meet with the ailing Pope, with the possibility of coven i n· terference
by the ClA and agents of the Roman Curia, who were in cahoots with
each 0U1cr under the aegis of Director of Counter-intelligence, James
Jesus Angleton. He fonnerly worked in U1e Italian section of ClA
activity since the war. and had received Italian medals to prove it.

This fact l want to establish and to point out here once and for all. For
instance, I am convinced that he had found out long ago the true
propulsion secret of, al least, the "ordinary" scout-ship, his own name for
the classical tlying saucer prototype. 1 once insisted tha.l the Brothers
could help him if, only once, they would accept another witness to his
visits on their ships. He reluctantly admitted that this was true, and tben
he added: ·you know. they once planned to take aboard with me a young
Something Missing?
friend of mine. They tested him before, and found that he was too young
and ambit'ious to keep a secret in his heart, because, you see, the bar that
They lecture at the Caxton Hall missed something out. which Lou
runs through the middle of the saucer from top to bottom, it is transparent Zinsstag had also missed out in a later article for U1e prestigious
and not empty, and there is someU1ing going on in iL Everybody with ''Flying Saucer Review'·. And much late, in fact 16 years later, in her
some technical understanding would have a good guess, I had ii, at any account in her 1983 co-authored book with Tim Good: "George
rate.'
Adamski - The Untold StoryM. The unanswered question: Who
This was a most revealing speech lo me, and I thought it was apt to d e l i v e r e d t h e g o l d
explain some of the antics of our visitors. It certainly confirmed my Ecumenical medallion that
suspicions that the "Boys" were not keen on letting us kno\\�as yet!' • GA displayed so proudly
Uugriore.
the day after his Audience
wiU1 the Pope?
Extraordinary Power of the Will
The answer was given in
the UFO CONTACT article
l.,ou Zinsstag continued: "There was anoU1er strong feature to of October, 1966. The fact
George's personality whfoh I discovere.d aller a while and which needs a was, that ndU1er Lou
rather high degree of intelligence: this was his extraordinary will power. Zinsstag nor May Morie! saw the messenger with U1e award from
JI did not show immediately and. l would say, it came forward rather in a Pope John to George Adamski for services rendered, ln the UFO
negative aspect, i,e., his capacity for silence, In my opinion. it needed an Contact article, Ronald Caswell filled in the gaps, AfterG.A's stay in
extraordinary strong power of the will as will as quite a lot of reasoning Denmark, he travelled to Antwerp, then to Basie.
power, in order to keep silent i.n such situations as George was nearly
daily in. At such moments when he could have put up a big show by
Private Entrance ...
telling exactly what he knew, he was able to keep his mouth shuL His
hean was a graveyard of secrets, he said. He once told me when we were
They lefl Basie for Zorich by train on U1e afternoon of the JOti, of
alone, that he was entrusted with many secrets from both sides of the
May, as plannc� After seeing Mrs Bauer off from the Station earlier
fence; (this was his expression). - from the U.S. Government as well as
in the day, From Zorich, they flew to Rome. arriving at about 8 o'clod,
from the Brothers, and this was because he never once broke a vow of
in the llvening. They booked in at the Albergo "Auriga" on Via S,
silence; he would rather play the fool when asked. • 1 believed what he
Andrea delle Pratte·. taking rooms 22 and 23. Later during their stay,
told me aboui entering twice a secret door leading to a side track of the
Adamski and the two ladies asked to have U1eir rooms exchanged,
White House, just because 1 had seen him entering another such secret

Q Tlw l'UUICUIH uf »rUCh'\, l'OJlfrs. pll!lf!ij:OIJlll• or ll11)' 111hrr mnftrlul rfl"i!J\ ed fs-O01 ftlll(1111, 11111 tl"lamf t•• thoe GtJL\JIJ/: <,w1f('JI\ fVl!wl
ttJtm, :1..11d 11hM111ri- puhli�heu in tltc l·'rtt> Nl!M;lellttr. tin not 111•1·e\�11ril) 1 cflccs 1lw f:dhot•� opinion. who nrnoot hf hrhJ 1·t�rnn�lhlt for
clU)' 111'1.'�('ll of pn�,11,1,, l.'Op�rigbh. UUt re,, th� a111hcntlc1ly ,irthc afUl'CUll'lll10nrd l)t1hllr11ti1111(, 1••
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owing to the noise through the windows overlooking the streel
Now read on in an extract from Leonard O. Cramp's ''Piece For A Jig
A few moments before 11 o'clock the oext morning, Friday, 3 Lst -saw", which was previewed at the publication of the book, in an article
May, George Adamski. accompanied by May Morlet and Lou Zinsstag, by Ronald Caswell in the June, 1967 UFO CONTACT. Under the
arrived before the great dome of SL Peter's.
heading: "Vlndicalion ofa scout-sb.ip,'' Leonard Cramp wrote:
- It Was A Day TI1at - When The History Of Our Civilisation
Falls Into Place - Will Prove To Be Of Tremendous Portent To
ult is just one more
Piece
Mankind On This Planet. - Unquole.
little technical point in
For A Jig-saw George Adamski's
As Lou has related, Adamski met with the sick Pope, passed on his
favour, unknown to the
message and received the Pontiff's blessing. Pope John CQncluded the
UONARDG.CRMlP public, wh.icb I have to
M..lU.A. A.R..·kS.
Audience with words that were most encouraging, but hiw-dly pllStoral,
mention, ror, together
and, ofcoucse, in English:
with the other data I
,�..,,,
,.,_,,=•·-1•,._,,.,...,_,,. shall offer, it look--s as
...,1 though many of us may
"My son. don't worry,• we will make it!"
have a lot ofreproachful thinking to do." - Unquole.
UFO CONTACT continued:
�When Adamski returned to the spot on the square wbere he had left
Timothy Good- UFO Authority
bis escort, the two ladies were waiting. His eyes were shining as he
spoke.
One of the accolades which Ronald treasures is tl1e title page of one of
'I've seen him! l've seen lhe Pope!'"
Tim's books, on which the now world-famous researcher and UFO writer
had written. "To Ron. - An esteemed friend and colleague, with warmest
regards and best wishes for your projects, Tim. - 26. VIIL 06"
Concilium Oecumenicum Vaticanum
Unknown al the time to Tim Good, the words were written on
Ronald's 80,h birthday. On the fly-leaf to Tim's book "Need To Know-
"From SL Peter's Place, they went for a meal al a restaurant. Out UFOs, !he Military and lniel/igenae" was Tim's CV. It stated; "Timothy
walking afterwdl'ds, they were very upset by the sight of a street Good is widely regarded as one of the world's leading experts on alien
accident, in which a cyclist came in under a bus. Taking a taxi, they phenomena. He has lectured at the Royal Canadian Military Institute of
returned to U1e hotel. Mrs Zinsstag went up to her room to rest. May Medical Laboratory Sciences, and the Oxford and Cambridge Union
Morlet, to keep her company, fol)owed. Though somewhat reluctantly. Societies, He has also acted as consultant for several U.S. Congress
G.A. adjourned to the coolness of the lounge. Not long afterwards, investigations."
his visitor arrived: a dignitary of the Church. They talked awhile in the
Among other facts not mentioned was that he was the first Western
secluded lounge. Then the emissary from St Peter's handed to George UFO researcher to appear on Russian TV. His reputation as a solo
Adamski a small, white etui marked with an inscription in ink. When violinist is also prodigious. Staring in l 963 with the Royal Philharmonic
May Morlet came downstairs at around five-thirty, G.A. greeted her Orchestra, he was later with the London Symphony Orchestra for 14 ears,
with an enigmatic smile. ·You should have followed your first and has free-lanced -wiU1 a number of other esteemed orchestras.
impressionl' he said.
It was on 31st AugusL 1965, that Tim sent a request to Ronald, in
Then he told her ofltis visitor from the Vatican," - Un·quote.
Harlow, for a copy of Major Hans C. Petersen's: "Report From Europe."
In the book. Tim read of Adamski's visit to Denmark. where he arrived
on the last day of April, 1963. II was n date that R�nald, hitch-hiking
Follow-up
across Holland and Germany, and spending his last night travelling in the
back of an empty fish-lorry returning to Kiel, also arrived in Denmark. He
[N THE WAY Major Petersen had experts checking on G.A.'s later met and conversed with Adamski, his long-time correspondent, at
claim to have met a Space-man at Kastcup, (possibly among them an the Scandinavian UfO Investigation convention in Frcdericia, on the
inspector of the Criminal Police department in Copenhagen. Ensio Slei, mainland al Jutland. That was a very special date for the whole of
who was a member of Petersen's UFO Study Group), Ronald ran a Denmark; it was the Fifth of May, the anniversary of the Liberation Day
check on the emissary from the Vatican. As Hans put it "We have to in 1945. 11 was also a very special day for Ronald Caswell. who, as an
be sceptical as other people would be.'' In the event, Ronald wrote to eighteen•and-a-half years-old paratrooper, had flown with "C'· Company,
the manager of Hotel "Auriga" to inquire concerning the visit of G.A. 13,h Para Battalion, 611tAirbome Division. from war-tom Gem1any, on
and his two lady companions. Although some years alter the Vatican just that day, to land at Kastrup aerodrome, Copenhagen, just a short
distance from where, in May, 1963, George Adan1ski met up With his
visit, the worthy signor recalled the occasion for a numbef of reasons.
"Si, the American signor and U1e two ladies, - one, J believe a Space-man. Of course, Ronald had not an inkling of this future event,
signora from Switzerland and the other signora from Belgique, - they when the crowds of deliriously-happy Danes, rushing across the -air-field
asked for a change of room because of the noise from the streets trucks, to drive them through packed streets and avenues, to a packed and
below." In answer to his question as to any special visitors, the man hoarsely-cheering city centre full of people ...
was wary in his response, which went something like this: "Please not
Tim Good's apartment in Beckenham, Kent, where Ronald had come
to give my name but there was I believe, a cardinal or other Father
from Vatican City. He stayed for awhile and then went away. Please to stay the night, was lined with UFO books, and like paraphernalia. In a
not to give my name, we are near to St. Peter's Church. and I do not corner stood his beloved violin, the instrument of his day-job. The UFO
books were his newly-discovered love, the research of which took up
wish for trouble.'' - Unquole.
most of his spare time. We have sometimes laughed together at the
"As for May Morlet's reluctance to follow Lou Zi nsstag for an thought of walking down the road outside. [f you drove a car along
afternoon siesta, it certainly was not Lou that introduced that part of the Meadway, Beckenham, yoo risked breaking an ankle. Apparently, the
commentary into the account!" added Ronald with a smile. "As it was, occupants of the houses along Me-.idway, being owner-tenants, were
it wasn't until the next day that Adamski showed the ladies, and others. expected to foot the bill for road repairs. By the look of it, no-one had
the gleaming gold medallion. It was to become George's most valued recently spoken to his bank-manager about the cost of re-macadamrning
Meadway, and the pot•holes nnd broken drains were going down-hill by
possession. But that's not tl1e last we shall hear about that . . . '
the minute. We discussed the forth•coming trip to Belgium, and debated
how tl1e students at Brussels University would take to Patrick Morlet's
talk
and showing of the Adamski-Rodeffer "Scout-ship" .film. Should we
An Intriguing Addendum
·fly British, or should we try one of the Belgian Caravelles? Belgium
won ...
An interesting but coincidental " cross-reference" to Lou's mention
of a vital technical matter in her talk, bears witness to the mechanical
The Untold Story
expertise that Adamski showed on numerous occasions. as seen in his
books. Lou ·referred to a "propulsion secret'' that was discovered by
In Chapter 16 of "George Adamski - The Untold Story," entitled:
G.A. He spoke of". the bar that runs through the middle of the saucer "Silver Spring• The Final Proof?", Tim Good writes:
from top to bottom; it is transparent and not empty, and there is
"On the allernoon or Friday, 26 February 1965, the most impressive
something going on in it. Everybody with some technical close-up colour movie film of a UFO that I have ever seen was r.iken at
understanding would have a good guess. I had it at any rate."
Silver Spring, Maryland, by Madeleine Rodeffer and George Adamski, a

---==...;..;;.;;..________
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few months prior to his death, The full story is told here for the first
time,
My first viewing of the film was in December 1965 when r went lo
Brussels with Ronald Caswell, Adamski's principal co-worker in the
U.K, at 1,he time, together with the Belgian co-worker May Morie! and
her son. Patrick, to show this and other Adamski films at the
university there. I was initially disappointed with what I saw on the
screen at the review; a dark, almost one-dimensional Adamski
"scoutcraft" perfom1ing a series of repeated manoeuvres and
appearing to change shape a it did so. It did not look nearly so
convincing as I had anticipated." - U11q11ote.
Here, Tim goes on to explain why this apparent fake was so
obviously a patched-up lilm, as previously stated. He wrote: "If I had
misgivings, then what would the public's reaction be? The reception
at Brussels University was generally derisive, as indeed it had been at
the British preview at Brinsley Le Poer Trench's London flat." Unquote.
-The Hon. Brinsley Le Poer Trench later became Lord Clancarty,
leader of the House of Lords All Party UFO Study Group. A number
of prominent intornational UFO researchers appeared be(Qre this
committee, including M�jor Hans Petersen, Hungarian Major Colman
\Ion Keviczky, Fred Steckling, and others, all the above being
supporters of Adan1sl..i. On another occasion Majors Petersen and Von
Keviczk-y presented tbe UFO case, with photographs, to the President
of Aust'fia at Hofburg .Palace, Vienna.Tim went on: �,n a letter referring to the occasion, Gordon
Creigton explained to me: 'I don't think that either Charles Bowen or I
ever thought the pictures were fakes by her. Brian Winder and Charles
Gibbs-Smith are sure they are. l simply feel that Bowen and I felt tbey
looked like the usual transmogrifications ... fakes by "them," not by
humans."'
Tim soon got to lmow Ronald's opinion of such as Charles Gibb
Smith, an aviation historian, who insisted that this was a crude fake
thal any amateur cameraman could put on to film in five minutes. "For
a start," reasoned Ronald, ''What does an aviation historian know
about photography, any more than the man in the street. And what
does such a man know of wingless flying machines? He is in the dark
as well as the next man. His authority rests on the Wright Brothers
who flew the Kitty Hawk, a heavier-than-air machine. It sounds as if
he is still manoeuvring over the Western Front in a Sopwith-Camel!"
After visiting Madeleine Rodeffer in the United States while on
tour. and meeting with an expert employed by Eastman-Kodak of
Rochester, New York Stale, Tim could write the following:
"To assess the validity of both film and witness, I met Madeleine
Rodeffer on my aext trip to the United States in February 1967. I was
in New York with the London Symphony Orchestra. and as soon as
my schedule pem1itted l flew lo Washington. There was no doubting
Madeleine's obvious sincerity from the moment We met at the airport,
and we established an immediate rapport." - Unquore.
Ronald oould well have a5sured Tim of Madeleine's sincerity. Jn
fact, he already had.

possessor of these films is surely in for a great amount of scepticism. 1'he
ego really takes a beating. Herc in Wa5hington you can be sure that I am
really ia for a large dose of iL I have been accused of everything you
could think 01; you can be sure. I will further add that the Uovcmmcnt
officials whom I have shown these [ilms to, knew that they were real. Still
they do nothing." The films-Adamski and Rodel:l'er-have been viewed
in many cities and towns, with Madeleine Rodeffer lecturing telling
George Adamski's story. A nation-wide network of over 60 stations had
the film projected on the Mike Douglas Show. She travelled to Montreal
and was interviewed oa TV and radio. TwiceG.A.'s film has been shown
on Washington TV, at one time immediately after a group of s;iucers were
sighted circling over the Washington Monument." - Unquote.

Optical Physicist
Tim went on: "One professionally-qualified researcher who is
convinced that the film is authentic, as far as that is possible to judge, is
William T. Sherwood. an optical physicist and senior project development
engineer for the Eastman-Kodak Company, Rochester, New York State.
Sherwood analysed the 8mm film frame by frame as soon as it was
developed and I have had many discussions with him about iL He
supplied me with technical data from his evaluations, which I summarise
later in this chapter.u - U/1quo1e.
From Bill Sherwood, a good friend of many years, Ronald ha5 a series
of photos ofG.A. in discussion with scientists at lhe Rochester plant. Bill
has written: "When Mr Adamski came to Rochester in March, 1965, I
took him to Eastman Kodak Co. and introduced him to scientists and
photographic specialists in the optical laboratory. Tiley questioned him at
len,gth about llis UFO photography since 1951 and examined the film that
had been made at Madeleine Rodeffer's home in Silver Spring, Maryland,
less than a month before. They accepted his films as genuine. A typical
comment was: "We wouldn't begin to knew how to fake such a film if we
wanted to... "' - U11q1101e.
A mark of the rcspeot they had for Adamski's film was when the vice
president of Eastman-Kodak invitedG.A. back to the company to receive
his thanks and a tour of the photographic plant at Rochester. New York
State. Ronald would have given his eye teeth for George Adamski to have
had aviation historian, Charles Gtbb-Srnlth, frog-marched beside him, as
G.A. received the recognition and acclaim that he so thoroughly
des.e rved ...

Vatican Visit
Tim joined in with Lou Zinsstag in her comments on the 1963 visit to
Rome. He was speaking of proof. ''The Vatican visit (Chapter Seven),
is a different matter in that Lou Zinsstag and May Morlet wib1essed
Adamski enter a private door of the building. As Lou noted at the time,
the visit would probably not have been recorded officlally, so it is hardly
surprising that U1e Vatican have failed to confirm it. But in a letter to co
worl\cr Ronald Caswell on 20Ll1 September. 1963, the Vatican's wording
was sufticicntly ambiguous to encourage me to write again for the same
information. The Vatican's response of 14 May, 1977, is more specific:
"·Secretariat Of State
No:326.770

A Very Dedicated Woman

:

In the second issue of the !GAP Journal "lJFO CONTACT", that
of December 1966, Ronald had -..vritteo an article entitled: "A Very
Dedicateil Woman." It was from the heart
"'There is a woman at work in the United States who sometimes
U1inks that she should have been a man, because 'this is a man's
world, and men have an air of authority." Nevertheless she is doing
lhal work because she kaows she ha5 to do it, because it is a job thut
was given to her to do, and because she is a dedicate woman, plenty of
attention, both from authority and from her fellow-countrymen. The
re,vard and attention she receives from authority consists of having
her mail monitored and sometimes hi-jacked, of having her telephone
tapped, and o[ having film, and other material stolen from her home.
From her fellow-countrymen - though only some of them, thank
God- she gets ridicule and a certain degree of aht15e. I ler name is
Madeleine Rodcffer.
Her crime is that she believes in George Adamski, worl..--ed for him
by approaching Government circles in Wa5hinglon, and last year, on
the 26th of February to be precise, was given the privilege by friends
from other planets to film i.n colour, close-up action pictures of a
flying saucer hovering over her front garden.
We heard from her from time to lime. 'Any individual who is the

14 May 1977.

Dear Mr Good,
1 write to acknowledge your letter of4 May
and the enclosed copy of your previoos letter of IO February.
Wilh regard to the alleged privllle oodience granted by
Pope John xxm on 31 May I963. l\m1ld as&1re you that no
such private audience ever took place.
With all good wi'i11es I remain
Yours sincerely,
Mgr.G. Coppa
Assessor:· - I/flqu01e
Tim's concluding remark to that wa,: "My quer)' as to how Adan1ski
canie lo be in possession of Lhe Ecumenical Council coin-which proves
the audience--was conveniently ignored. For the moment. the matter
rests U1ere." - Unquot�.
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The Boys Upstairs
Ronald often spoke of the almost affec1ionate terms used by the
Canadian Government scientist, Wilbert B. Smith, when commenting on
the benign alien visitors he had dealings with in tJ1e course of the UFO
research work in which be was engaged. To him, the "Space Brothers'·
were "The Boys Topside", "The Boys Upstairs·•, the very real and
definitive expression of where they were in the scheme of things, also in a
humane sense, when compared to their eternally squabbling, Earthly.
neighbours "below".
In his co-autl1ored book, "George Adamski- The Untold Story", Tim
Good relates an account brought to his notice by Major Hans Petersen. of
another V.1.P., one who used similar terminology in referring to these
space brothers, and sisters. who had so long visited Planet Earth. In a
section entitled: ·· The Boys Ups1airs•·, Tim begins in a personal vein:
·'During the course of my twenty-one years of research into contact cases
I have come across many stories involving experiences with
extraterrestrials living on Earth. Some of these accounts are known to
only a handful of researchers. and arc worth citing.
The first came to my attention via Major Hans Petersen. Adamski's
Danish co-worker, who was in charge of Air Traffic Control for the Royal
Danish Air Force from I 949-76, the fust such military controller in
Danish history. Major Petersen has told me of the many occasions when
he has observed UFOs, - some of the classic Adamski-type,-including
an experience in about 1960, when he tracked up to 22 UFOs on radar,
and personally gave the order to scramble four jets to intercept.
But of greater relevance is the letter he received from a U.S. Army
Brigadier-General describing his contact with 'The Boys Upstairs', as he
called them. Extracts from my copy of that leller run as follows:
'What I am about to impart to you, I am asking you as a fellow
veteran not to divulge the source, - you are free 10 repeat it. but not the
source ...
I was contacted late one night 11 years ago when working late in my
shop lo finish a printing job ... They came to my shop door, insisted on
my opening it, came in, looked around a bit, spoke no word, motioned
me to come outside. As I did so. I became aware of a large object, a few
feet overhead. I was taken aboard. and had my first experience of positive
telepall1y- a very informative few minutes. They lell, saying they would
return soon. They kept their word and they returned, I think I can honestly
say a few hundred times since, in the past 11 years. They have requested
that I act as their earth-man with quite a number of our national and
religious leaders, and my identity ... must remain a strict secret, except
with their permission as in your case. You can understand that if' my
identity and work were to become known, I would never have a single
moment's rest, and would soon become worthless to both them and the
problems I attempt to handle...
They have learned our language so perfectly, thlll if one of them was
to step up and speak to you ... you would not recognise bim from one of
your own people, and in appearance probably the greatest difference you
would note would be his handsome features and perfect proponions
physically .. .'' - Unquote.
The general explained that ''The Boys Upstairs'' had mastered the
languages of those U1ey contacted, because of their close proximity Lo
Earth over a period of 2,000 years, but in cases where difficulties arose
they made use of a translating device: �ln this manner too they can speak
to us in perfect English, if they arc near to their ships; the difference being
that they can transmit by thought to their machines and have it speak
vocally. I know these things work. because I have used them ..." (lnqtJO/e.
I have no reason 10 doubt the authenticity of U1is letter, since I know
Major Petersen to be a man of integrity, and I am indebted to him for
allowing me to publish parts of it. The Brigadier-General is just one of a
number of military. political and scientific figures who are said to have
had contact with the same group that Adamski met. as Wilbert SmiU1. a
Canadian Government scientist who studied such cases explained to
former Adamski co-worker, Ronald Caswell. in a Iencr dated 23
February, 1959:
"For your infornmtion every nation on this planet has been
officially informed of the existence of the space craft. and their
occupants from elsewhere, and as nations they must accept
responsibility for any lack of action or for any official position
that they may lake ... ' Wilben B. Smith. - U11q11me. Timothy Good
These two leaders in their field have informed us, separately, that
�They have requested that I act as their earth-man with quire a number of
our national and religious leaders --, and that ''Every nation on this

planet has been officially informed of the existence of the space craft
and their occupants from elsewhere -''. By their words and their
actions, both men are persons of integrity. Compare them to the liars
and �heats and fabricators in politics, the military, the Intelligence
Services, Science, the religious hierarchy, such as the Roman Curia.
the political and fiscal wing of the Vatican, and, yes, the high-ranking
commercial interests U1at arc making billions on projects with the
stolen back-engineered discoveries looted from the "Space Brothers�
and their advanced technology. Think, too, of the continued use by
commercial giants of the fuel industries, gas. electric, nuclear. which
threaten the health of our planet. and it� inhabitants with its out-dated
and potentially harmful fossil and atomic-based power. These "Space
Brothers" have shown us a belier way, often at risk to their own lives
and well-being; they have shown us what principled love, agape love.
really is. by following through on their fine words, unlike humankind
on Planet Earth.
. 0� the othe� hand, de-classified documentation from military,
scientific, lntclhgence and religious sources have shown us the
familiar pattern of deceit and subterfuge employed by those in power
throughout the world structure of "civilized humanity", a demented
·•world power" of greed and self-aggrandizement that is taking us,
squealing and squirming downwards on the road to destruction.
The "·Space Brothers", - lhe ·'Boys Topside", are here to show us a
belier way.
Rag11vald A. Carlse11 c111d Major (rel) Ha1,s C Peterse11

Giant Penguin Fossils Found In Antarctica
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Paleontologists from the Natural Sciences Museum of La Plata Prov
ince, where Buenos Aires is located. made their discovery at lhe start
of a summer expedition to Antarctica Apparently the fossils indicate
that this flightless bird stood taller than most people, at around 6 feet
5 inches.
"This is the largest penguin known to date in terms of height and
body mass." said researcher Carolina Acosta, who noted that the
record had been held by emperor penguins, which reach heights of
1.2 meters (4 feel) tall.
Lead researcher Marcelo Rcguero added that the find. announced
Tuesday, will ..allow for a more intensive and complex study of the
ancestors of modem penguins."
The team of researchers plans to return to the same location during
Antarctica's next summer to search for more fossils from this newly
discovered species. in addition 10 studying its anatomy, how it might
have moved around and whal colour plumage it might have sported.
Past studies have revealed reddish brown and grey colouring, unlike
the black and white of today's penguins.
The scientists from the Natural Sciences Museum believe that the
fossils date from the Oligenc Epoch (about thirty-four million years
ago), when the world was warmer than it is today. Antarctica was
surrounded by water, but times were changing so Uiat, for the first
time in hundreds of millions of years, ice sheets began to form. Even
tually the permanent ice that we see today covered U1e South Pole.
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UFO CONTACT: Th"1!1Jay Before Yesterday ©
In Support Of George Adamski
(Series Two: Part Two)

Ragnvald A. Carlsen and Major (ret.) Hans C. Petersen

THE REGIONAL AND NATIONAL nature of the UFO
investigation activity and talk schedule undertaken by IGAP
GB's Co-worker, Ronald Caswell, and his group members,
was to take a new slant. Apart from conducting affairs
internally solely with a view to propagating George
Adamski's Cosmic Philosophical programme, an extra string
was added to the bow. With publication of the new IGAP
journal, Major Petersen and Ronald, as co-editors of the
English-language UFO CONT ACT, together with Co
workers editing the new German, French and Danish
language versions. Were to go International. With
documentation, photographic material and news cuttings sent
from all parts of the world by Adamski supporters and
others, Ronald and .. Ho-cee", -Hans Christian's initials to his
good friends, - intended to lay siege to the UFO scene's
primary bastion of deceit and obfuscation, the Intelligence
Services and Air Force dis-information outlets in the United
States. Principal among these were the CIA, THE FBI and
Air Force Intelligence units. But there was an important body
of opinion with a potential for achieving great things, if it was
permitted to do so. That potential authoritative body was the
United Nations Organization.
It was in the February I 967 issue of U"FO CONT ACT, that the
editors made their first approach to that august body standing on the
banks of the East River, a body that had been resurrected like a phoenix
from the ashes ofan earlier attempt to solve the problems of the world, by
constitutin° a League of Nations that would ensure that the "Great War"
would be,; War to end aU Wars.) We know what happened to that pipe
dream...
Ln a leading article entitled: "A Man Goes To UNO", Ronald Caswell
wrote ofa Space Treaty that would bring peace to the world. Oftl1at 1966
treaty, President Johnson stated: "It is the most important arms-control
development since the limited test ban treaty of 1963. II puts in treaty
form the 'no bombs in orbit' resolution of the U.N. It guarantees free
access lo all areas and installations of celestial bodies. This openness,
taken with other provisions of that treaty, should prevent war-like
preparations on the moon and other exploration ... " This statement, with
its promise of "openness", along with its lofty-sounding prognosticator,
is, of course, long-since dead and buried. As with the Warren
Commission, an inquiry into the assassination of President John f.
Kennedy constituted by President Lyndon Johnson, all truth was
sublimated under the smooth tongues of the likes of fom1er, since
demoted, Director of the CIA Allen Dulles, and .L Edgar Hoover,
decades-long boss of the F.B.I. 'The Man-who went-To UNO, was, of
course, Colman VonKevicsky.

After 1946, He Served lo The 3rd U.S. Army
Of C.V.K., Ronald wrote: ''an ex-ma jor in the Royal Hungarian
General Staff, formerly a member of the staff of the U.N. Office ofPublic
Lnforrnation and a naturalized U.S. citizen, Colman VonKeviczl--y was
The Man Who Went To UNO. - VonKcviczk--y graduated as 2nd
Lieutenant from the Royal Hungarian Ludovica Military Academy in
Budapest. After years of service, he was made up to majo,r of the Royal
Hungarian General Staff, as chief of the military audio-visual education
department. After 1946, he served in U1e 3rd U.S. Anny, and U.S.
Constabulary H. Q.• at Heidelberg, in Gennany. After 1951, he was
proprietor ofa photographic store and laboratory in the U.S., and editor
publisher of the Hungarian World 1Jlustrated. !'or his reporting, he twice
woo first prize in the United Press Association's Ncwspictures Cont.est

For 12 years and more, VonKcviczky has been working on research in
the study ofUnidentified Flying Obj ects."
Along ��th an excerpt from a Draft Trea ty submitted by a Soviet
representative lo the United nations, Ronald quoted a number of
memoranda submitted lo U Thant, Secretary-General of the U.N., by
CVK, with annotated and detailed enclosures, which were sent via Dr
Kurt Waldheim, Pemianent Representative from Austria to the United
Nations, and Chairman, Outer Space Affairs Committee. The first two
paragraphs of his letter are a poignant and expressive example of the
treatment received by C.V.K. by certain elements of U.S.
''officialdom", which might well have blw1ted his enthusiasm on being
admitted to "the land of the free." Written on June 27th, 1966, be
st!lrled:
"Your Excellency,
On June 30, 1965 and February I, 1966, as staff
member of the UN Secretariat, I filed memorandums with the
Secretary-General U Thant, requesting pem1issio11 to present an
analysed global UFO documentation to a committee of his choosing.
I also suggested the establishing of a small analytic group to keep
under surveillance global UFO activities, and advised to the UN
Secretariat adequate preparations for any eventualities stemming
from outer space. - Both memorandums were silenced, and
acknowledged by an instant lay off in my steady position at the
Secretariat, within the space of 7days. disregarding my seniority 011
special service contract." Unquote except from letter to Dr
Waldheim. CVK goes on to state in his letter, the historical modem
day background to the UFO phenomena, and the apparent official
lack of interest, which was a matter ofgreat concern to many people
throughout U1e world."

CIA On The Floor Of The UN Building.
Al a later meeting with Hans and Ronald, CVK confided in
them the actual circumstances of his "instant lay off". He was
approached on the floor of the United Nations building itself by a CIA
agent who showed him his identification badge, and told to stop
making his UFO approaches to the Secretary-General's Office
immediately. When he ignored the warning, he was fired. "It could
only have been the State Department's intervention with the UN
authorities, because I am now and American citizen ..." he said.
The circumstances recorded in Ronald's article were not to go
unnoticed. nor were the frequent approaches made thereafter to this
"Seat of Nations.•· So it was that in the February, April. June and
December, 1967, issues, and U1e February , March and September,
1968, issues, of the UFO CONTACT international journal, leading
articles and OPEN LETTERS addressed to members of the UN
Secretariat and leading personalities among the foreign delegates,
were not only read by over three hundred eminent persons, Presidents,
Prime Ministers, Church leaders, politicians, Scientists, news media
and other leading personalitie.� in all parts of the world, who received
U1e journal gratis throughout U1e year, but also eighty foreign
delegates to the UN who were in receipt of regular, bi-monthly copies
of UFO CONT ACT. Thus the journal's editors received
acknowledgement from the cabinet office of the President of Austria.
President Nasser of Egypt, U,S, vice-president J lubert Humphries,
President Jimmy Carter, and many Senators and Governors
throughout the United States, expressing appreciation for this well
infonned little journal that was asking many questions about the UFO
phenomenon that needed to be answered. Like the Open Lener to U
Thant that preceded the article: "The Man Who Went To UNO.''
♦
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In December of last year, a draft treaty was out
lined with the tentative agreement of both the Space
Powers, lhe U.S.S.R. and the United Stale$. This
draft treaty, in effect, called for mternatronalization
of outer space and all celestial bodies, the outlawing
of weapons of war in space, and mutual aid in the
name of humanity should an emergency arise in space
or on any celestial body, including the moon.
Details of the various draft treaties considered by
the U.N. Committee on the Peaceful Uses of O1iter
Space are to be found in the magazine.
George Adamski was not the only man lo approach
the United Nations Secretariat with proposals reg
arding craft from alien planets. More recently, an
other of the pioneers made his way through the
thorny and obstacle-strewn corr idors lo authority.
As a result of his audacity, this man, an ex-major
of the one-time Royal Hungarian General Staff, since
working as a staff member of the U.N. Secretarial.
Office of Public Information, Radio and Visual Dep
artment - was immediately relieved of his post, and
put out of a job.
Hungarian-American, Colman VonKeviczky' s story
rs told he:e in the pages of UFO CONTACT. That
this man has made impact can also be deduced from
subsequent events at U.N.O. His draft proposals have
yet
been studied, conferences have taken place,
VonKeviczky was out of a job.
For a number of reasons - because of the fact of
Colman VonKeviczky's dismissal; because of lhe fact
that tho world's po�tal 3ervices are international
business; because of the fact that airliners span air
routes over all the countries of the world; because
newspapers and science and what-have-you are of
incontrovertibly international significance; - we shall
go to lhe hub of the great rolling wheel on which
many world hopes are pinned.
At the hub of the wheel sits a small, quiet, highlyrespected, dignified ma,1.
We address our Open Letter to
U THANT, Secretary General of the Unrted
Nations Organization.

powers, operating within the auspices of the United
Nations Organization, wherein the controlled peace•
ful uses of Outer Space by astronauts and space
craft from Earth was written inio a draft treaty for
study and finalization by various Committees and Sub
committees, and for eventual ratification by the
General Assembly of the United Nations.
For a world in space which rs now rEach1ng 01Jt
into the void, Earth has arrived at a er oss-roads. As
evidenced by the tragic events unfolding rn many
parts of the world today, Man appears to be an un
likely aspirant for the stars. With his inborn mate
rialism and disregard for others' basic human rights,
one finds rt amazing indeed that he could have rea
ched thus far on his road lo eternity.
But this is not a letter of pessimistic outlook alone;
we hope that a tiny glimmer of light might show
through soon as a result of the Outer Space co
operation proposals at the 21st Session of the Gene
r al Assembly. For UNO has come of age.
It ,s a question now: IS UNO MATURE?
In the same year, - we have noted also, with some
reservation, - one of the Major Powers concerned
has instigated another kind of movement regarding
possible uses of Ol!ler Space.
This concerns the recent U.S. Government grant
to an American university for an independent study
of reports of phenomena known as Unidentified Fly
ing Objects, (UFOs), or "Flying Saucers"
As certain matters have come to light in the past
around the actions of official bodies assigned to the
investigation of thcGc objects, one tends to feel that
a truly INDEPENDENT INQUIRY can only be achi
eved by a TRULY INDEPENDENT BODY.
IT SHOULD NOT BE LEFT TO THE POLICY·
MAKERS OF THE UNITED STATES OR THE UNION
OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS TO DECIDE
WHAT THE WORLD SHOULD KNOW AND ACCEPT
IN THE MATTER OF THESE ABSOLUTELY PROVEN
VISITATIONS BY BEINGS FROM OTHER PLANETS
IN THE UNIVERSE.
For 20 years Mankind on this planet has chosen
to bury its head in the sand. For the 20 past years
of this so-called ENLIGHTENED TECHNOLOGICAL
ERA, Mankind has followed meekly behind the scient
ific and religious dogmatists who hold the reins of
world opinion on this matter fn their grasping hands.
For 2 whole decades in the life of this advanced
human society, political, military and financial policy
makers have dictated the pattern of what the teem
ing millions of this Earth should or should not know
concernrng LIFE OUTSIDE THIS PLANET.

An open letter
UNITED NATIONS SECRETARIAT,
FEBRUARY 1967.
NEW YORK.

It is our contention, as spokesmen for an informed
section of world public opinion, that internationali
zation, in an official capacity, of the study of this
world-wide phenomenon is now absolutely essential.
Any official spokesman pronouncing on this issue
bears a tremendous respons\bility lo Mankind.
THE IMPLICATIONS OF THESE VISITATIONS
ARE TOO ENORMOUS FOR THIS ISSUE TO BE
ALLOWED ANY LONGER TO REST ON THE DAY-

To Secretary General Of The United Nations Orga
nization, U THANT.
Sir,
The year 1966 is. we believe, destined lo go down
in history as a significant one in Man's affairs. We
refer here to a year which came to an end with
broad agreement being reached between two major
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TO-DAY POLICY OF ONE NATION'S (U.S.) ARMED
SERVICES.
The true significance of 1966, however, lies, we
feel, not so much in the year's concluding events.
regarding Outer Space activities of Earth men, but
in the less publicized acceptance by yourself and
close associates in the Secretariat, of tne need for
world-wide investigation and analysis of reported
observations of the much disputed unidentified
aerial objects. Herein, perhaps, lies the light of dawn.
February 1st 1966 Just one year ago this month
a second memorandum, (the first was in Juno 1965),
was addressed to yourself as Secretary General, in
which a documentary report was submitted and cert
ain detailed proposals were outlined, with reference
to the formation of an eventual analytic network to
study UFO reports.
This memorandum was submitted by a member of
your permanent staff, working in the Radio and Vis
ual Department of the Secretariat's Office of Public
Information.
Within a week of the filing of this memorandum
its initiator was suspended and laid off from his job
In view of our earlier comments this action on the
part of the Secretariat would seem to be remarkable.
However, Mr. Colman VonKeviczky, the staff mem
ber tn question, ,s a Hungarian-born, naturalized
citizen of the United States.
As a naturalized American, Mr. VonKeviczky obvi
ously comes under the Jurisdiction of the State Dep
artment. And the U.S. State Department's policy
call ,t Air Force's or Pentagon's, or whatever you
regarding Unidentified Flying Objects, is no
will
classified affair, IT IS NOT EVEN AN OPEN
SECRET.
WE SUGGEST THAT MR. VONKEVICZKY WAS
FIRED AT THE DIRECTION OF CERTAIN AUTHO
RITIES WITHIN THAT STATE DEPARTMENT BE
CAUSE OF THE OBVIOUS THREAT, CONTAINED
IN HIS OUTLINED PROPOSALS, OF POSSIBLE
UNITED NATIONS ACTION COUNTERING THE
U.S. POLICY TOWARDS THE UFO CASE.
Sir, we would like to express our support, - as a
truly international organ,zalton, - for any author1tative
body which you and the Cabinet of the U.N. Secret·
ariat might wish lo set up, regarding an international
inquiry into the question of visiting space crafl and
entities from other planets.
IN THIS WAY, WE FEEL SURE, THE WORLD
WILL ARRIVE AT, AND COMPREHEND, THE
TRUTH.
Sincerely

NATIONS UNll.5

UNIT�D NATIONS
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A man goes to

N

by RONALD CASWELL
HERE IS A DECEMBER HEADLINE TO CHILL
THE BLOOD and to make one wonder where it is all
going to end.
"U.S. PLANS SPACE WARSHIP."
"America 1s to build a manned "Space warship."
It should be orbiting the Earth by late 1967.
This surprise development was announced in Wash
ington last night (Dec. 10th) by defence secretary
Robert McNamara.
Mr. McNamara said the new project would enable
the United States to meet the possible threat of war
,n Space.
He stressed that th,s was an "insurance pro•
gramme''. The United States, he said, was not envisonly preparing for Space defaging Space-war
UNQUOTE.
ence.

...

THE EDITORS.

From a London newspaper, DECEMBER 11TH 1963.
NOTE: We would also urge all nattonal delegates to
the United Nations to take up the case, as
th,s is a matter of immense importance to
every citizen of their respective countries.
National delegates not yet receiving this
magazine may obtain a copy on request for
circulation in their departments.

Yes. that was in 1963.
In 1966, there was talk of a new type of U.S. sat•
ellite wh,ch might be put into orbit beanng giant
solar mirrors with which the Americans could illu
minate great patches of the Vietnam Jungles. Strang
ely enough, this reminds one of the legend of the
Indian prince who, thousands of years ago used a

a

Tbt contents of iirticles, copies, phmogr11phs or an) other 11mteri11J received from ,iuthorb not related to the Gemlng Gardens News
team. anti "'hich are published in the Free Neiv$letter. do not necessarily reflect 1hr Editor's opinion. who cannot be held re,ponsfble for
any breach of Po•�ible copyril(ht:s. nor for the authenticity of Ole afortmenlioncd publlcalioo(s).

■
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United Nations Special
UFO CONTACT STOP PRESS RELEASE.
WE MUST CONGRATULATE our reporters ond correspon
dents around the vtorld on their aptitude in sending in news
items of importance JUST AT THE RIGHT MOMENT.
Readers will recall this journal's recent opprooches lo
the United Nations m a follow-up to the important work of
Mr. Colman VonKeviuky, e)(-slafl member of UNO's Of
fice of Information. Far over two years, since June 30th
1965, VonKeviczky hos been corresponding with the office
of the Secretory-Generol, end ,upplying increasing omounts
of UFO documentation and photogrofic eviden�., lo that
office and lo the office of the Outer Space Affairs Com
millee. Our readers were informed by us, from information
supplied by Mr VanKeviczky, that the Secretory-General and
his Cabinet were deeply interested in the UFO problem. We
have taken his word for this.
Our readers will oho recall our articles concerning the
devastating ottock. mode on Project Bluebook by Dr. Jomes
E. McClonold, University of Arizona. This issue corries a
main Iheme article on Mr. McDonald.
With the journal wrapped up ready for the printers, we
suddenly hod THIS pushed through the door A letter from our good friend, Horry A. Hoffman, of New
York, ond close associate al Colman VonKevicz�y. Many
!honks, Horry I
June 28 1967.
.Dear Mr Coswell,
Enclosed is the first wonderful results of your publishing
co-operation with Mr Keviczky. We thank you ond know
thot you, Maj. Petersen and staff also ore overjoyed on
reading about U THANT's comments of UFO -•
Enclosed:NEW YORK POST. Tuesday June 17 \967.

"U THANT AND UFOsu
By DREW PEARSON .
• WASHINGTON - In the very middle of the Near East cri
sis, UN Secretary General Thant too!< time to do a very
significant thing. He orrangod lo hove one of the top
odvocates of the lheory that flying saucers - UFOs - ore
from another planet, speak before the Outer Space Com
mittee of the UN.
.The Middle East wor brake an June 5. On June 7, Dr.
James E. McDonald of lhe University of Arizona, o firi11 be
liever in UFOs. spake before the UN Outer Space Com
millee. Dr. McDonald believes thot UFOs ore extraterrestrial
spaceships on recannoisonce missions lo explore the earth.
He has also addressed the American Society of Newspaper
Editors and the Washington Meteorology Society on this
subject
•Interesting foct is that U THANT has confided lo friends
that he considers UFOs the most important problem facing
the UN next to the war in Vietnam. U THANT made this
statement before war in the Neer East, so it's not known
haw he roles this last international incident compared with
UFOs.·
UNQUOTE.
Well, friend,, NOW IS THE TIME TO PRESS HOME TO
YOUR UNITED NATIONS DELEGATE THE UTMOST IMPORT
ANCE OF THE UFO CASE. WRITE TO YOUR UN DELEGATE
NOW AND ASK HIM WHAT HIS POSITION IS IN THIS
SITUATION. ASK HIM IF HE Will BE ONE OF THE LAST
OF THOSE WHO ARE FINALLY COMING TO COMPRE
HEND THE FACTS CONCERNING THESE VISITATIONS
FROM OUTER SPACE. WILL THE REPRESENTATIVE OF YOUR
COUNTRY AT THE SEAT OF NATIONS BE AMONG THE
FIRST AT RECOGNISING THE TRUTH - OR AMONG THE
LASH YOUR POSITIVE APPROACH, YOUR ACTIVE SUPPORT
NOW, MAY HELP TO PLACE YOUR HOMELAND AMONG
THE RANKS OF THOSE WHO FIRST BEGAN TO SEE THE
llGHT.
R. C and H. C.

NEW' YORK rosT. TUESDAY, JUNE 27, 1967

U Thant and UFO's
('l'oday, colJ111111 la b� Dr�• J'Nrlo• -4 1111
ouociate, lock A11dcr,o11.J
Was'hln,too.
In the very m!ddle ot the Near Eut criab,
L'N Sccre111ry G<!neral Thant took time to· do a
�·ery alenlflcant 1'hing. He arranged to hava CIDII
of lhe top advoc3te� of the theory that 1lyiJ!C
sauc.rl-UF�are from anelher pla� aped
before the Oute-r Space Alfa.In Committee o!
the UN.
Th9 Middle East waz- broke on JuM 5. On
June 7 Dr. James E. :McDonald ot the Ull1ver:slty
at Al'lZOlla, a firm brilever In UFOI, l()Oka befont
tl1e UN O'�ter space co,nrnlttff. Dr. McDonald
bcliel'es that UFOs are extTatenutrlal lll)IIQmll_ps
on l"l!COIIJ'l.'llsanee llUSliloos to uploni the earth.
lle has also addre$.scd I.he Alllerlcan $oc:le(y ol.
Newspaper Edl!Ol:'o and the Waabln,ton .Meu-or
ola1Y Soc,.yy on thl• aul,Ject.
Interesting tact 1s th.at U "niant hu oonJlded
to friends that he aonsldeni tJFOa the 11101t I&
portant pn:blan facing &e UN amt to Ille war
in Vletnirm. U 'nut made Ulla ata1m1mt betGft
war ln the Near But. ao ll'a aot lmow1l !low •
�ta W. Jut lDtamat'-1 ladlmt eallll)UICl
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111 the fo1m of phowxrnph5 and 111hc1 ev1dentc lor
rhe ex1s1mct· of alien �pateuaft 111 and around the
Earth's a1mo�plwre
Before ll'turn111g to New York, Mr Vo11Kev1C7.k}'
spent several more days m d1scuss1ons with Major
Petersen, and i.\fr Ronald Caswell, who had travelled
to CopenhaRcn from England to be present at the
tnlks.
Herc then, 1s the text of the Resnlutjon with which
the Intercontinental UFO Research nod Analrtic Net•
work will seek support from all parts of the world.

Resolution a/ the 7th international
t!fo congress
Nov<1111he1 J-<i. 1\li1111Z, lf'I es, Ger111n11)

1\. 11 Col111n11 1'011KenczkJ. 1\IMSE.

Colman VonKeviczky
in Europe, Oct-Nov, 1967.
I<uo/111io// 011 lllternnllo11al UFO l<t!Jellrch /11Jl1t111e
Forll'al'ded lo JJJ Go1•t!r1J11Je11h.
MR. COLMAN VONKEVlCZKY, known w read
ers of UFO CONTACT for his approaches ro the
United Nations, amved \'ia SAS in Copenhagen,
De �marlc, on Wednesday morning, October 25, at the
beginning of his European lecture tour. He was met
by Majo1· Hons Petersen nt the airport and interviewed
by the Danish TV network for its .,Aktuellt" pro
gram.
Mr Von Keviczky spent a week in discussions with
Mn/or Petersen and his colleagues, tben flew to
_
Mainz, in West German;•, where the 7th International
UFO Congress, organised by Mr K:u! Veit, was ro
be held.
Th : Congress, attended by a number of er. inent
sc1ent1sts, nmong them Professor Hermann Ot •rth,
and leading UFO researcbers from 24 nations cover
ed a period of 3 da)'S, Noi:embe, J-6. during which
time a Resolution was prnpnsed and unanimouslv
accepted by the assembly.
The text of this Resolution which has since been
submitted to leading statesmen' of 131 nations to the
United Nanons Secretary-General U Thant ;nd Ca
bi �et, and to eminent figures in politics, church,
SCJenc7, military and m:ini• other circles, is presented
here m UFO CONTACT, the international UFO
1ournaJ which has dose/ ;- followed the UN, political
and other aspects of this case over the past year.
On his returo from (' •many, Mr VonKeviczkr
lectured to large audience� in Copenhagen and in
Kolding, where he presented a massive documentation

Gort!l'lllllt:ll/1,/ ,1111lwl'lt1es, 1. e. USA. - USSR.
Canada, Ctcchnslovak Republic, Brazil, Argentina,
de have established research buu1c� 111,·estigating the
existence or non-cx1ste1Ke of ou11:r space intellrgcnce.
J\-11111)' St1e111tsts of 1n1ernattnnal repure on the basis
of physical C\'ldence of nbsen·atmn have urged im
mediate government and Cnited Nations investigation
of this global problem
/11 co11s,d1:/ftl/lJ11 of this the Internattonal UFO Re
search ann Analrtic Network, rcprt•scntcd b)• dir.
Colman VonKeviczky i\fi\lSE, mnJ. ret. representing
the United States nf l\rncnca m:1111 �peaker at the
7th lntern�twnal t;FO Congress nf reseal'l'hers at
Mainz, Ge1manr. �m·. '>-6, 1967 offered conclusive,
scientifirnll1· analrsed proof of the existence of in
telligcntlr guided dc,·ices in our aero-space and test
landings ni iSlirraling frnm outer spal'e.
A1 a rt'fl!/t, the Congress, represented by UFO
srn:ntists and researchers of 24 nations, urged the ln
tercontincnral Network to submit the following reso
lution to l 3 t legal world governments; His Exccllenc)'
the Secretaq• General of the United Nations, U Thant;
the General Assembly of the United Nations;
UNESCO; the Ambassadors of the United Nations
Missions and Observers; to His Excellency Dr Kure
Waldheim, Ambassador of Austria to the United Na
tions and Chairman of the Outer Space Affairs Com
mittee; prominent scientists; UFO researchers and the
distingu.ishcd representatives of the Press and other
News Medin.

RESOLUTION:
THE 7th INTERNATIONAL UFO CONGRESS
UNANIMOUSLY STATES AND PROCLAIMS
THAT UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS UFOs - ARE IDENTIFIED VEHICLES FROM
OUTER SPACE, AND THAT JT IS A QUESTION
OF A VJTAL PROBLEM CONCERNING THE
WHOLE WORLD.
ALL NATIONS MUST UNlTE IN MUTUAL
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RESEARCH AND SCIENTIFIC COOPERAT[ON
TO INVESTIGATE AND SOLVE THIS PROBLEM
FOR THE COMMON CAUSE AND FOR THE
MUTUAL ADVANCEMENT OF OUR PEACEFUL
RELATIONSHIP IN OUTER SPACE.

IV.

UFOs and their occupants on occasion seek contact
with the population but avoid facing the nations·
armed forces.
Consequently a world wide observation activity
must rely fundamentally on the population and work
in close cooperation with the governments, scientists
and with those pioneer UFO researchers who have,
for decades, been voluntarily working for the cause
of humanity.
No private organization or individual can mono
polise the investigation of a global problem for its
own or any other nation's benefit.

PART »A«

The UFO Question "s " Glob"/ Prohle111.

I.

D11r1111t. tht: paJt two decade1, certain governments,
statesmen and some of the world's leading scit:ntists
have identified the UFOs as of physic:11 appearance,
as aerial vehicles .,not manufactured by any nation
on this Earth" and originating from other celestial
bodies.
This statement has support in the United Nations,
but despite this facts not even one single costumary
Note of Protest had been filed with the UN Securit}'
Council which refers to the UFOs as a k nown or
unknown power endangering the terriwrial sovereign
ty of any state.
[t is a regrettable fact. that after 20 years of ob
servations no official explanation regarding these ex
traterrestrial space-ships has been made available to
the anxious populatinn of the world.
11.
CONSEQUENTLY, during the lost two years and

parallel with our space explorations, the greatly in•
creasing UFO reconnaissance activity combined with
continued testlanding on the Earth's surface has re
sulted in a dangt:rously misinformed public. fear of
panic as to the .,unknown" - and the nations· ,.highly
confidential" files have grown rapidly in number and
have created even more of a problem.
The present alarming situation calls for immediate
and expert investigation in order tu calm the public,
hefore it tJ too late.
III.
The abnve-ment1oned global reconnaissance actions
originating from ourer space appear to observe, and
sometimes to endanger, the nations' outer space -,
atomic and military installations, air-, water-, and
highwa1• n<ctworks and public Servin· and commun
ications systems. To some, their behaviour seems to
show a rather more unfriendly than friendly approach
to our Earth and its natinns, as they J!ive no hiot as to
their assignment nor apparently have they made any
cifficial attempt to contact our governments.
Global security requires as an imperative measure
an internationally organized, cxperr and scientific
tvnluation and research of all UFO sightings for the
sake of:
a) mutual i11formt1tio11,
b) establishing official w11/arf with extratf'rrestrial
beings and their governments,
c) for preparing a global emergevry in case nf
eventual landing of planetarians.

Gcnsing Ga,·dens News" editor- Andre VHn Looy

V.

Thwugh expert investigation of UFO and contactee
cases THE FACTS must def i n i t e I y be separated
from SCIENCE FICTION, thereby serving the wel
fare of mankind.
VI.
Glnbal UFO investigation has to stay apart from
all temporaty hostilities among oations, differences of
race and religion or political or governmental struc
ture.
Fnr publi( .tnd scientific registration of UFO act
ivity and for any eventual official contact with re
presentatives of outer space powers, the nations should
ESTABLISH AN TNTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE
LOCATED ON GROUNDS DECLARED BY ALL

NATIONS AS EXTERRlTORIAL.

PART »B«
UFO Problem Related To The Uflited Nauo111.
The representatives of the nations and the organis
ations at thf' 7th International Congress of UFO re
searchers in Mainz, Germany - take the liberty of
calling the attention of the United Nations' Assembly
tl> the following:

I.

The Constitution of the United Nations must pri
marily provide for the security of nur globe and its
3 billion inhabitants, representing a highly developed
civilization, against any action which could eventually
originate through our peaceful exploration of outer
space, thereby endangering ou.r lives and our planet.

11.

The United Nations should be constitutionally
authorized as the supreme authority in outer space.
Astro-cosmonauts must be the legal representatives of
the General Assf'mbly in nuter space and on celestial
bodies.

111.

The Ionospht're of our Planet, between 50 miles
(80 km) Theodor vnn Karman Line - and '.550
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great deal of documentation and photographic evi
dence concc:rning the subject of UFOs (Unidentified
Flying Objects. .)
.Also in recent months certain persons engage<l in
UFO research have been granted hearings before the
Outer Space Affairs Committee, a situation which we,
as an organisation and as international UFO reseacch
analysu. heartily applaud.
For those who are not bopelesly blinded by scienl•
ific bias and egotism, this is evidence, at least, that
unidentified flying objects ue categorized by this
UNO Committee as having a possible connection
with Outer Space. This is, indeed, a step in the right
direction, as far as we are concerned.
It is our understanding, - and here again, there is
ample evidence for this statement, - that a greater
part of the material your Committee has considered
had been of a natu.re not readily accessible from offi
cial sources. It has, in fact, been provided by a small
section of that dedicated group of private reseuchers
and unofficial organisations who have spent a major
part of their leisure time, in some Cit�es for years
past. in collecting and correlatmg reports, in invest
igating and analysing a.ses, and all the time in the
face of official denial, scientific disdafo and public
ridicule.
At last, however, there are signs of movement in
some official bodies and scientific circles, owing to
increasing incident reports and the growing public
interest resulting from these reports and, not least,
the endeavours of private r�arch organisations and
individuals.
At last. it seems, the world is waking up.
Our reason for addressing this letter to You.r Ex•
cellency will be made clear in this issue of our inter•
national journal. It is our wish to inform you, as
many other international figures ue at present being
informed, of a resolution agreed to by representatives
of many nations, which we feel is a most decisive
step forward in the international investigation of the
global pattern of ,.flying saucer u visitations.
This resolution, in outline, proposes the setting up
of an International UFO Research Institute or Centre,
at which will h(" conducted scientifically-guided in
vestig,.tions of reports from all over the world.
The Cent.re to be under sole United Nations juris
diction with full executive powers bestowed by the
Assembly of the United Nations Organisation.
Details of proposals concerning financial disposit
ion, legal application of guiding principles and the
establishment of this superanational institute are cont
ained in the text of the resolution made public on
November 6, 1967, by Mr Colman VonKeviczky,
MMSE.
We sincerely hope that Your Excellency will find
merit in the propos11ls contained in the resolution
and will give valued support to this truly internatio
nal effort to clarify and finally solve the enigm11 of
the ,.flying sauce_rs u .
With respect,
THE EDITORS.

miles (880 km) 5hould be declared SOVEREIGN
SPACE TERRITORY OF THE EARTH (SECUR
ITY BELT TO OUTER SPACE) UNDER THE
JURISDICTION OF THE UNITED NATIONS,
m be appended to the 1919 Puis Convention of
Aerial Navig,.tion and the International Civil Avi
ation Convention in Chicago, 1944, or to any other
rdevant treaty.

IV.

The Intercontinental UFO Research and Analytic
Network u a non profit making organisation pro
posing the Resolution, issues its Global Security Pro
ject, which outlines cooperation amongst nations,
their UFO reseuchen, scientists, governments, and
through the United Nations a world wide and ceo
rrally organized
INTERCONTINENTAL RESARCH INSTITUTE:
the same to be constructed on publicly donated
ground, d"rlorl'd t!XUrrlforial, in order ro achieve the
aims detailed above.
With this world-wide Resolution, the lntercon
tinmtal Network respectfully requests:
Heads of States, Government Lnders, Church
Authoritie�, military, air, naval and security forces,
scientific, educational, indwtrial, trade and agricult
ural establishments, private foundations, international
enterprises, individuals and the United N:itions f o r
MORAL, INTELLECTUAL, FINANOAL AND
ALL NECESSARY SUPPORT AND ASSISTANCE
in the establishment of an
INTERCONTINENTAL UFO RESEARCH
INSTITUTE.
November 6, 1967, Mainz
Respectfully yours,

MMSE, maj.ret.,
Director of Intercontinental UFO Re
search and Analytic Network. origin
ator of Project-G (Globe).
3l-l0 nth Street AlC Jackson
Heights, N.Y. 11372, USA.
Colma" Vo11Kff11i<d1,

�
In conjunction with the above, UFO CONTACT
directs its second Open Letter to a leading figure
at the United Nations:

An open letter - two
UNITED NATIONS ORGANISATION
NEW YORK.
DECEMBER 1967.
To: His Excellency
Dr. Kurt Waldheim,
Awtnan Ambassador to the United Nations,
Chairman of Outer Space Affairs Committee.
You.r Excellency,
Jn recent months your Committee bas received a

Notwt': Some ccpies of doc uments could 1101 be reproduced due to lock of space. See Appendix, p.116

In Excess of a hundred copies of memos and other documeotasy and
photographic materials were sent across the Atlantic from CVK to I IC,
owr the years of their acquaintanceship, from letters lo many of the
foreign delegates at the UN. to various Sccn:tary Generals who suc
ceeded U Thont. Both Petersen and VooKeviczJ,,.-y were invited to ad
dress the llouse of Lords All Party UFO Study Group, chaired by
Ronald's former host in his Kensington apartment 111c Hon. Brinsley le
Poer Trench, as a peer among peers. �Ho-Cce's" invitation came in
1983. The following }-eat, both UFO veterans were invited to an Audi•
ence in Vienna·s Hofbwg Caslle with the Austrian President KirshGcnsing Gardens c1>s • "duo,

Jager.
In 1985, VonKevic.lky was lo face up once again, to his feudal enemy,
the CIA. CVK went on to postures new, where the CIA were quite una
ble to reach him, on July 9"', 1998. One wonders if, by some chance he
had reached the New Millennium in his long and battle-strew life, he
would have taken on lhc Central Intelligence Agency one more time.■
Ragnvald A. Carlsen and Major (ret.) Hans C.Pctersen
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rn Support Of George Adamski
(Series Two: Part Three)

EVERLEIGH RE-VISITED
By Ragnvald A. CarJsen and Major (ret.) Hans C. Petersen

IN A LENGTHY letter to his brother Ronald, Dennis
Caswell re-lives his "special day" on Salisbury Plain, Wilt
shire, over three decades before, when apparently against
the odds, he found that he had photographed a ..flying sau
cer", - or two - or three...
Here is his unabridged account, written from the small
village of Bramley, near Guildford, Surrey.

known to me at the time, • (Sbuttlewood's book was published a year
later), - and as far as I know did not feature with any of t11e others who
took part at Everleigh.
· B • So, Warminster may have involved in tl1e Everleigh incidenL
This allows us to look at Everleigh, which, to me, contains absolute
factual happenings, in a wider context. It allows us to consider Ever
leigh, I terms of time and place as pan of whatever phenomenon
Wanninstcr was part of.

•

- C - Warminster lies on the periphery of Salisbury Plain. Evcrleigh
lies within the Plain. This area has been for some years-certainly
since World War fl-the most military secretive in the British Isles.
Apart from training grounds and danger zones it has contained instal
lations for research into chemical, biological, germ and missile war
fare. Understandably this has been generally suggested as an accepta
ble reason why UFO activity should centre above such interests.

"Bramley- 19 March '99.
Dear Ron,
The following was written in December 98, before your letter with
its list of queries, and was intended to be a memory of what happened
33 years ago and, in hindsight, a broader picture of the event.

·D·
Another general feature of UfO activity, globally and not
only in the Salisbury Plain context, has been about the higher technol
ogy displayed by these UFOs. Hence the notion that higher technolo
gy be equated witll higher cultural and moral levels applied to visitors
in the Eartli's airspace who control these craft. The argument follows.
With the aid of oilier evidence or educated speculation, that our visi
tors have been here before and over a span of numerous millennia.

Everleigh, Wiltshire. Whitsunday 29 May 1966.
As an individual in a group which travelled down to Everleigh in
the hope of enjoying some advanced UFO activity I returned having
seen two UFOs with the naked eye and through binoculars and having
taken a photograph of another UFO which I did not recognise as a UFO
at the time but as a plane. Consequently with the development of that
one shot, I discovered that the plane was a UFO with t11e possibility
that one of the other two was also in the same frame.

And this is another feature of Salisb ury Plain, its unique aniiquity.
It is one of the most sacred enclosures in tl1c British Isles and contains
evidence of this role in terms of pre-Neolithic, Neolitl1ic and bronze
age imponance. This is evidenced by sites like Stonehenge, Avebury,
Silbury Hill, the Long Barrow and many others. Indeed al Everleigh
we were attracted to spend the day sitting on a tumulus which was
probably of Bronze Age origin

Now, thirty years later, during which time, while retaining details
and certainly the spirit of the incident, I have lost touch with the enthu
siast's idea of UFOs, • except for the shared public awareness through
TV progran1mes like the X-Files and documentaries on Roswell,-my
interest is triggered again. This trigger is not out of boredom, I have too
many irons in the fire to suffer that.

The other feature alongside the sanctity of Salisbury Plain is, in the
circumstances, an ironical one. Such places as Stonehenge have en
tered our estimate as being beyond speculation as indicators of ancient
technology and science, cenainly in matters astronomical Thus, the
Plain has always celebrated its warrior class, over thousands of years.
and been a site for developing science. War-minster suggests an ap
propriate name.

The result is that a broader view has emerged which takes into
consideration aspect� which may seem obviously linked to Everleigh
now but which were not apparent at the time because of an over-focus
on the disappointments and confusions surrounding Everleigh.
You, and I, will have to take my word for much of the following in
that things revealed occurred in the order and at the time that 1 am
saying they did.

When faced with speculations-especially ones which tend to
make quite innocuous connections between technology and religion or
moral issues and then go on to devise pseudo-religious formulae
which mjght satisfy us in the twentietl1 century but which would have
bronze age types reaching for their oracles�( am tempted to respond
with So What! Or Would That Really Mean Anything To Them!

• A - I have always considered the possibility of seeing three different
UFOs in detail in the course of an hour or two as an ualikely luxury to
happen to anyone. However, aclivity on a broader scale suggests other
wise.

Nevenhelcss. I would offer a minor explanation to tile question;
why should they bother with Warminster! In Shuttlcwood's book he
notes, towards the end, an incident in 1965 in which UFO .fired a
torpedo-missile into Clcy Hill, the epicentre of activity at Warmin
ster. The missile was searched for with metal and mine-detectors. II
was found but was left untouched. Apparently it was considered to be
a beacon place by the UFOs on which to home in. That may or may
not be true. But was it necessary?
Why should a culture, thousands of years ago, bother to go to t11e
trouble of carving white figures in the chalk hills arouad Salisbury
Plain? Warmiaster is a few miles from the White Horses. Bverleigh is
two miles from the Valley of tl1e White Horse(s). The considerably
sized and ancient figures really only make sense from the air. The
peoples of the ancient world-from Greece to India, from America to
China had their own explanation of these white horses such as the
winged Pegasus-they were horses that could fly! They were pan of
long established tradition which looked to the skies.

One of tile most memorable and sustained waves of sightings eve
in Britain took place al Warminster in Wiltshire. 111c main feature of
this wave was The Thing, a large cigar-shape ship from which smaller
craft entered and exited. Warminster becan1e well known in the nation
al media.
Warminster is only twenty miles from Everleigh. We were so gung
ho about the whole UFO business in tliose days with lhe specific incen
tive being offered that we might make contact at Everleigh on that day,
that we missed the wood for the trees.
The other feature about Warminster (which I understood only a few
days ago on reading Shuttlcwood's 1967 book on Warminster) was that
the climax of eighteen months of intense activity at Warminster coin
cided witll our visit lo Everlcigh. Just one month before Evcrleigh a
respected group of UFO res earchers met at Warminster and held a
nicht vigil on Cradle Hill and were not disappointed. None of this was
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EVERLEIGH RE-VISITED
Thai is not an ansy,cr to the questioo, \\<hy bother with Warminster!
But it extends the focus from eighteen months 10 a few extra thousand
years.

out of the middle of a completely clear sky. Although I firs1 saw the
two UFOs with the naked eye, in both cases I saw their detail through
the binoculars I was carrying. As to my eye-sight, it was only six years
carlia that I had spent nearly two years in the Army in Malaya operat
ing a balloon theodolite (a surveyor's instrument for measuring hori
zontal and vertical angles. - Editor.), and sending up weather bal
loons of about two metres in diameter and following them with the
naked eye. through the theodolite., for 1cm of thousands of feet.

• E - II seems more than sheer speculation to suggest that Wanninster
might take its place alongside a belier known phenomenon - Roswell,
which began in the I 940s. The area around Wwminstcr is doued with
installations which might equal RDl>weU's. Certainly, Salisbmy Plain
offers the most basic excuse for espionage, even if in this case Yoe are
dealing with alien spying on terrestrial targets which amount to re
search into chemical. biological, germ and missile warfW'C.

As to the others at the time they mus1 have been coping with some
thing, either looking tbemselves or chasing after Gary and his voice. I
caaoot believe that I did not ltt the world know what I had tn my
binoculorsl

- F - Another very recent discovery on my part is in rim Good's book
'"Above Top Secret" (its first edition published in 1988) which states
on pages 120-J "that top secret research into UFOs was carried out by
lhc RAF at a certain \.'Stablishmcnt in Wiltshire. The name of that es
tablishment is RAF Rudloc Manor.�

The sighting oftl1c second UFO happened in the same way.
f ended up lying on the ground with the binoculars clenched m my
fJsts and elbows locked in. The object was a grey triangle seen Out on.
with a red lire coming from its centre. Along its vertical edge y,ere
thee tubes of equal length protruding. The object was metallic and
stationary. I recall my immediate reaction that it was cnurcly stupid!
·tt was like seeing a liling cabinet suspended in a clear, blue sky.' ll
must had moved olf or disappeared.

Tim then goes on to list and discuss the various functions of RAF
Rudloe Manor and their relevance to UFO activity. These include or
included (in at least 1971) serving as a UFO tracking station. He gives
1985 as the dale of his lirst interest in RAF Rudloe Manor but again
mentions a possible link which would point to its being operational in
the UFO sense al least in 1972.

Should these two UFOs appear on the frame carrying the ·scout'. I
did not witness them when I took that photograph which was taken
facing north over Hog's Wood. TI1c E}e was to the south and the
Triangle was to the west

Perhaps more significant to us 1s that the said establishment is
approximately 15 miles from Warmins� and 25 miles from Everle1gh.
Are not oil these facts rather cosy?" • Unquote.

(By the way. there "ere sketches of the UFOs I saw that day and
descriptions of them and I bclie�e at least the remark about 'the Ii ling
cabinet' in the Scoriton book. I ha�e not seen them sinct my own copy
of the book •disappeared'. No conspiracy of black suits involved.
simply a question of no-return).

The foregoing submissions ore the hypothetical answers lo ques
tions on the UFO scene in Britain which might be raised by w,yonc
interested in looking below the surfece of sighting rel)Orts and statisti
cal analysis to the possible current and historical reasons for the com
ing of the space ships from other planets. They ore the submissions of
one man, but surely must also be reckoned among the educated guesses
of all those who have looked at the broader picture of UFO visitations
for a number of years.

What others saw and how thlly re-acted, if at all, is one of the most
ballling clements of the whole episode for me. There were other cam
eras (some of the shots you have were taken by other member. s of the
group then:) and I believe the equivalent of tape recorders. And we
were primed 10 experience something big. What happened?

The following is the testimony of the writer Dennis Caswell, with
regard to a very important part of the Everlcigh experience: the taking
of the phocographs which give great credence to the fact thot a rendez
vous was made-end kept-by ··physical entities", as we shall later go
on to show. space people who had lbeir own agenda over Salisbury
Plain, an agenda which could have included 3ny of the hypotheses
sounded out in previous anicles.
IL is olso on the adjudged mtcgrity of the photographer in the mmd
of the reader, that, in part. his account will stand or fall. II must be
staled however that Dennis Caswcll's account of his Ut-0 observation
is in no way dissimilar to thousands of observations made over the pqst
half-century of modem-<loy sightings.
The outstanding difference is lhal he was there-on invitalioo
along with others. It was only the limitations of others present that
prevented them. also. from being eye-witnesses 10 the previously
stated events. That docs not make them less valid or true. We hope to
establish in our final testimony, that the circumstances surrounding this
"UFO rendezvous" are as stated in this work. and. as such. make a
valuable wi<l indeed, significant contribution to the ongoing UFO
saga.

I think \IC were very narve about the visit to Everleigh.
Al the end of a long. punishing day in the sun we returned home (I
had second degree bums on my face) believing that nolhing had hap
pened. In the first place Gruy had experienced an alleged cont.act
which nowadays we would call an encounter with an affable alien and
got us off to Everlcigh. Following his hearing of his ·voice' we point
ed our cars towards Stonehenge (The Big Stones) but on tl1inkiog
about it The Big Stones could have easily have meant Avcbury. Stone
henge is approximately 9 miles soutb-ish of Everleigh. Due north is
where I saw the 'scout' und pointe my camera. So, maybe we got it
wrong but Gary got it right.
II was a complete anti-climax, Or was it? I don't know if I ever
told you but I was not certain al the time thut nothing happened. When
ii was dork and we waited with cars pointing towards The Big Stones
there was a moment when Peter Cherry, who is a hard-boiled Austral i
nn, and l were suddenly scared stiff as we looked in that direction. We
thought "' saw something happening in the wood half a mile or so
away towards the Big Stones. ll was enough to pull Dad into the car
with us and womcd enough about the door-hght that came on when
we opened nnd closed iL But we were all too focused on whnt we
expected.

Dennis Caswell continues his account to his older brother, Ronald,
in direct relation to the visit 10 Evcrleigh, Wiltshire on Whit Sunday,
May 29th, 1966.
"Answers to your questions dated 7/8 March 1999.

As to the photograph.

1.- I would say that the UFOs (sorry to correct you) were seen
from midday onwards. I saw the first two quite close in time 10 each
other. Apnrl from their description the most indelible feature for me
was thal I was shaking like hell!

Unlike the I\\O earlier sightings there \\<OS no background ofexcite
ment or activity. If you look at the foreground it is possible that the
others had sloped olf to the village.
I saw an aircraft 0y at a low and level height from right to left (cast
to west). l\s you have remarked there was a lot of IOClll activity that
day above us and I have always seen that as being connected with
Anny aircraft which were based nearby. The planes were light and
slowish.

The lirs1 one was tl1e Eye. This was a slationary obJcct correspond
ing to an outer eye-shaped (as one would see from the front and drawn
symbolically as such). It had as a pupil a raised centre wilhio a concave
around it (rath�r like the tumulus - wen: silting on had a depression
around it.) Its colour was brass-like (or golden) and I had the impres
sion it was metallic. It was stationary and tl1cn disappeared suddenly
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The tlight of this particular aircraft was not extraordiinary.

6.

The only initial interest I took was when it came by again in exactly
the same fashion and from the same direction.

7.
8.

This time it struck e that it was a smaller version of the American
World War IT B-29 type, with the huge tailplane on a slim body. Whal
was peculiar and the only reason J gave for photographing it was that
the tail-plane was too large for the body-even for a B-29 type. And
the other feature was the very strong reflection from the stm on the tail
area of the plane.
The sighting took as long as the aircraft flew at a reasonable air
speed across a stretch of horiron ahead of me. This would have been
governed by my level of interest, so that I would not have even moved
my head to ei1her side. Say, ninety degrees of vision, multiplied by
twice.
It is possible that I did not even mention the plane to anyone, it was
so 'uninteresting'.
A couple of days later l took the film along to a photographer I
used on advertising shots. He was interestei;I in the s10:ry about Ever
leigh having a general interest in UFOs. I think I remained in his stu
dio 1,111lil the black and white negative was processed. Or I may have
returned luler, he was a short walk away.

five years.)
The car is correct I do not recall a fourth person. J lived a1
Chelmsford.
It was not an impression.
I gave you the negative for the. trip lo Belgium. Afterwnrds,
I asked you what was made of it. especial.ly what the Con
tact made of it, and you replied that the was no-committal, a
fact which r was extremely disappointed about at the time. I
am afraid we both, in our different ways_, lost contact with
UFOs, and yes, what should have been a truly memorable,
signi6cant eye-opener went somewhere, who knows where!
The copy negs you saw recently were in existence along
with the original neg (naturally) and Ibey would have been
shown to you at the same time as I handed over The neg,
and presumably much earlier. (As 1 indicated in I.)

r never met with any of the IOAP co-workers, I wish I had, they
always seemed to me to be a bit like shining knights going forth. I was
always captivated by the Rodeffer stuff and the Mannheim shots but
strangely I was always a bit put off by some of the elements concerning
Adamski. The cosmic brotherhood is perhaps a bit like Tchaikovsky
turned out ffis music was fabulous and original until it got the choco
late-box treatment.

When he processed the whole frame and had blown ii up he must
have seen something of note because he made a copy neg (negative Ed.) so that we had a larger view of the 'object' in the centre of the
frame. I do not recall the logistics of the processi'ng, simply that to
gether we saw this object emerge in the bath of processing liquid. It
could have been the Loch Mess Monster. We were very excited.

At the same time I think the 'temple-like' saucer in the Adamski/
Desmond Leslie book was real, despite it looking the most un
technological flying machine ever. Petersen comes over to me as having
immense integrity and having invaluable 'inside' infonnation and expe
rience. As does Tim Good. There is something about him and his stuff
which is straight and true. Factors do not always measure he had to say
(some of it was pretty d' ubious) and yet l was immediately struck that he
was somehow c�oscly connected wit.Ii Adamski.

Firstly, the object on view was not what l thought I had photo
graphed.

So there you are. You sit on earth-shattering natters and it night as
well be a dung-heap for all the care we look that day and afterwards.

Second.ly, although fuzzy ii had the appearance of a bell-like object
not an aircraft.

Pro3r:,m event. I cannot stretch my imagination that far. I only know

Thirdly, when we checked back to the overall picture showing the
rest of the sky and the foreground with the tumulus, we noticed that
something was wrong. The reflection on the object was in the wrong
place. The rest of the picture showed that shadows were appearing on
objects where nature intended them to be at t'hat time of the day-with
the sun towards tbe west of thc;; sky, not the east!
Of' course, with time, the realisation grew stronger that this was a
UFO, a probable scout type. Later, aod having come across Dino
Kraspedon's book and his 1houghts on how certain UPOs were pro
pelled, it occurred to me that the 'burned out' reflection on {he wrong
side of the object could have been the vacuum which Kraspedon sug
gested craft used by attracting themselves forward into it.
Without remembering dates and situations I find it hard to imagine
that all this was not communicated to you '1/ery soon after Everleigh.
Perhaps you were focused into other things.

You might want to check on whether there is 'dirt' or· 'lines' on the
frames (which I believe arc original negs-the ones which Pbillippa
and Gillian are in) which were next lo The neg.
2.
3.
4.
S.

I do not recall anyone drifting otJto the village.
There was an air of complete exhaustion about the party
before it left.
Do not know
I do not recall any conversation about processing film. I
would not have thought about it before the trip and cer
tainly, since no one believed anything had happened
would they have asked me anyway. I had no prior thought
of involving my photographer friend before the trip. The
only peQplc I met again from that incident were yourself,
Dad and Cherry.
I have a snealdng suspicion thal some of the shots may be
of Dad's and Peter's. (I worked in the same company as
his at the time. I have not seen Peter for twenty, twenty-

You may be right about Everleigh being part of George Adamski

what I saw and fell at Evcrleigh.

Perhaps we were too focused on t.l1e Get Acquainted J>rogram so that
we expected something served on a plate. Perhaps it was like the
Scoriton incident-pluses and minuses. I was never enamoured by
Gary's contact or his voices; much as I found elements concerning
Bryant off-putting. But, I have to accept that the things I was/am abso
lutely certain about were/are irrevocably tied into the things l was not so
happy about.

•

Perhaps Everleigh was about Warminster and Warminster was about
whatever Adamski was about.
I know what I saw thal day and what turned up on film. Those two
facts have probably been �nough over the years for me. f have never
dwelled on the experience and always felt sad and a little amused that
there was someone or something from another place fling around above
us, and if Gary's part in it is true, wondering what the bell those humans
sere doing down below, and what the hell did They have to do to get
noticed. Or perhaps the boys at RAF Rud.loe Manor had the last laugh.
As to the question of why Everleigh took so long to come to light (I
lak.e it you mean 33 years later) what happened in my case was that I
got caught up in a career which, soon afterwards, took me to Dublin. I
then began my own obsession, which started with maps and which,
unknown to me until years later, involved •remote viewing' years before
I had ever heard of SRI or Starlford.

There was always m1 element of 'dead end' in the context of UFOs.
It did not-and does not-help mixing what start of as improbabilities
like Jey-lines and brotherhoods and conspiracies, not that these are not
deserving in their own right. I think I would be disappointed LO see you
write a predictable up-date on where you left off al.I those years ago. 1
know that is where you arc coming from but would it interest today's
readership or serve any real purpose. Use !GAP as an historical fact,
that is its strength and interest.
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EVERLEIGH RE-VISITED
l find the idea of The Co-workers, however grey/white they are
now. a much more accessible story than the very over-American
sounding international Get Acquainted Program. The Co-workers are/
were real people, different language, different cultures, same quest.
Whatever your loyalty, the Program is secondary, it has been overtaken
so that the readership knows all about conspiracies, en in black suits,
Roswell, aliens, abductions. cosmic idealism, pseudo-scientific
religiousness. Certainly, point oul the history, that these clement� exist
ed thirty years ago, but see it for what it is today.

had Ronald watched the ungainly vehicles jerking and cavorting
around the muddied hillsides, their drivers jostling for a position of
ascendancy over other "tanked-up" colleagues customarily housed
alongside them in Nissen huts bordered with white-blancoed stones, as
per instruction of company sergeant-major, or in meat, ble-.ik barrack
rooms devoid of human kindness, replicas of many strewn in Army
camps across d1e Plain.
Picking your way in a jeep or a Hillman P.U. along a narrow, hedge
-lined lane, trying to dodge - unsuccessfully - the great clots of mud
and clay left behind on the tam1acadam road by the tracks of untidy
young tank-pilots had been par for the course in those balmy days
when he had been the Major's driver and billete-d at cushy Upavon wid1
all those beautiful WAAfs to sit with at meal-times! Beautiful Waafs!

Hope that has been some help.
PS. Personally, I find that the most fascinating, but sinister, aspect
today is something I discovered for myself in a recent UFO documen
tary on TV. It showed and spoke of a top se�ret project code-named
Cosmic Journey set up in 1989.

He smiled as he reminisced. He'd almost married on of them.!

I quote: 'Cosmic Journey is a new experience in life entertainment.
A new concept and a new dimension. This is something that no-one
should miss and J guarantee you millions and millions throughout the
world will remember this for the rest of their lives.' - presenter Ken
neth Feld. (Kenneth Feld Productions).
' ... Jt's aim was lo display to the public by way of a travelling
exhibition the crashed craft and preserved alien bodies that the govern
ment had in its possession. The Pentagon enlisted the help of Bob
Oechsler, a NASA Mission Specialist in Robotics who was also a
respected UFO researcher.
'At a series of meetings in Washington in 1989 military officials
set out their plan to Oeschsler. They were devising a variety of kiosks
to show the history of the UFO sightings, UFOs associated wfth the
space programme and, of course. aliens associated commonly with the
abduction phenomena. "I was shown photographic rendition that in
volved an actual, what appeared to be some form of alien creature,
typical to the ' grey aliens' that have been referred to popularly in lhe
publications and Lhe press The creature was encased in a sort of glass,
coffin-like structure that was being preserved with a lot of apparatus
tanks and so forth, probably some fonn of cryogenic tank to preserve
the body from decay."'

♦

We had left the car parked near to tl1e roadway, a narrow country
roadway that a mile or so further on disclosed one of Dennis' "White
Horse(s)" cut into tl1e green hillside by long-gone Man, at a bend in the
road was another earthworks and accompanying tumuli to sanctify the
landscape, though not nearly as grand as the tombs of the Pharaohs of
Egypt.
As we walked along the tufted middle of the track, every now and
tl1en inadvertently scuffing a shoe into the small puddles gathered into
the tractor tracks on either side following on the morning's rain, we all
wondered what we would find. Dennis hoped we'd got Lhe righr place.
r<athy wondered aloud whether we'd got {he right county...

TI1cy were there, lHE Tumulus and a companion tumulus a short
distance away that Ronald hadn'l remembered.
Overgrown with coarse, straggly, knee-high grass and hip-high
gorse bushes, Lhe low rounded hillocks did not noticeably emanate t11e
solemnity one would associate with the tomb of a Bronze Age warrior
or whoever he - or she - was. Nevertheless, an alien from another world
bad positioned his scout-ship for Dennis' camera lens - (the second
time of trying, apparently) - with that humble burial mound in the
foreground as the photo-frame bad shown.

There was a book revealing the project itself. Project etc. was all
denied ...
If it has cone to a world audience being marketed the most awe
some fact in human history as some product by an advertising agency
or entertainment industry then I think we might as well all pack up and
go home. An even worse outcome would be to be part of that without
realising it.
All the best.
Dennis" - Unquote.

It had been thirty thirty-three years, three and a half months since

the Ufologist brothers Dennis and Ronald Caswell; along with Caswell
senior had led a small convoy of cars along the narrow cart-track be
tween the hedgerows and sparse pole fences on their exploratory way
to West Everleigh Barrows.
The morning of Thursday, Septem�r 16u, was auspicious for its
opening up of the heavens and depositing a deluge over Salisbury
Plain, its military secrets and its aforctimes UFO mysteries.
A picnic lunch in the car organised by Dennis' wife Kathy did
much to lift the spirits, and, in a symbolic kind of way, was a bright
prelude to the rainbow that appeared over the oopse-strewn, undulating
landscape as the clouds rolled on and heralded a glorious anemoon.

We knew that trying to make I log's Wood across country would be
inviting trouble, if not disaster. "DANGER" notices were posted on all
the inlets to the roUing panorama of fields and small hillocks, unex
ploded shells could be resurrected and make more than a mess of your
walking shoes, - if you had aol already broken an ankle in one of tbe
deep tank-tracks criss-crossing the countryside and leading out onto die
narrow lanes of rural Wiltshire.
Many a time in the distant past, long before the last "Everleigh".

The Pytarnids at Gizeh had not received more honour.

No longer could one see Lower Everleigh. There was a tree-line in
the way. Whatever might have grown in the fields around seemed to
have been left to the mercy of the four winds.
Intermittent low, lluffy clouds rolled over the panorama of field and
hedgerow, small copses of trees darkening and lighting up again as the
sun was momentarily hidden from view, then re-appeared. In the dis
tance lo the west there was a low range of hills; but before that was
Abbot's Down, and Bruce Down and Bohune Down and all those
magical names from the past. Southward and westward lay West Ever
leigh Down, and, way oul of sight down there was Stonehenge, steeped
in an impenetrable antiquity, a megalithic monument that had wit
nessed all of Britain's history and much, much more. Was it Lho.sc
massive stone blocks raised on high, that the Visitors had called "The
Big Stones"?
♦

Everleigh - that's West'' Gary's contact had said.
Why Everleigh?
As the two brothe,s stood looking out al the strangely-familiar
countryside, a military helicopter flew up clattering in lrom the north.
Following it with his camera lens, Ronald took two shots, one of
them as it appeared lo hover immediately overhead,
He tried to hide a smile. Had RAF Rudloe Manor got wind of
them? Again? After all these years?
Times hadn't changed ...
Ragnvald A. Carlsen and Major (ret.) Hans C. Petersen
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l/FO CONTACT: llle Day Before Yesterday ©

In Support Of George Adamski
(Series Two: Pan Four)

FACE TO FACE

AS

By Ragnvald A. Carlsen and Major (ret.) Hans C. Petersen

I drove slowly down the hill out of the encroaching trees to
wards the village of Ivy Chimneys. a panorama of' neat yellow
and brown fields and copses of trees met my eye. and I could
see for miles towards 1hc east over the surrounding country
1
side. across the low. level Essex plain, undulatingly flat almost all the
way to the Channel coast some 35-40 miles away. The way the bomb
.
ers had come during the War. And the "doodle-bugs. , • and the V-2s.
precursor of the rocket 10 the Moon. Nol many places to hide there,
except at night.
Bui behind me. to the wesl, was the medieval deer-stalking ground
of Epping Forest where brave King Harold lay and small parties of
berry pickers would wander off the paths through the undergrowth.
looking for the shiny. nodulous blackberries 10 go into the Sunday
apple-pie, when they were in season. They were in season now. I had
noticed.
One could get lost in Epping Forest ...

mind Gary's commentary on his joumey into Harlow along the same
stretch of highway thirty-four years before. I recalled Ronald's de
scription ofevents. II was Friday, May 20th. 1966. ''The spring weath
er was temptingly approaching summer." he had said.
11 was three and a half weeks since a purported message from the
Space visitors made the connection between George Adamski's work
in the United States and Ronald Caswell's work in Europe.
'"We know that G.A.'s films are heing shown widely, and thal
people are taking interest.''
-unknown to me at the time.'' Ronald had said.. "this Friday was to
test my credulity and my 'faith' to a previously untried extent. al least
with regard Lo Gary Beyers. I have since wondered if/ was the one
being contacted in this subtle manner, and perhaps Gary was being
used to test my own reaction in some way.
·'Gary had been doing some work on his car and decided to take it
out on a lest run to Harlow. It was later atlcmoon, one of those warn
May atlcrnoons when ii was a pleasure Lo be our for a spin.
"So Gary was coming into the southern edge of ll1e town. a couple
of minutes drive from my home. He was a very short distance from
Harlow when it happened. and in broad daylight. TI1e message was
very clear ll1is Lime. The voice was as human and clear as his own ... "

I looked lhTough a gap in the trees al the paddock and the fields
behind what had been Mr Bank's riding-school back in the sixties. The
sun shone brilliantly down onto a truly pastoral scene. A beautiful
chestnut stallion stood stock still for a good few moments as I watched.
then high-stepped across the meadow grass a few paces lo where a
smaller. pure white filly nosed the ground against the palings of lhc
paddock fence. She straightened up.
They nuzzled; whether father and daughter or prospective bride and
groom, they made a 1nuching sight,

As I came lo the botlom of the short upward gradient. I checked
my speed and dipped my clutch. signalling my intention to pull in to
the left

Yet this paddock. from where Miss Pauline Abbott's approximately
8 feet long, 3 feet thick. shiny disc had taken off into the air. at a dark
ening 4.00 p.m. on Friday, 27th December, 1963, was just 165 paces
uphill from the diminutive Ivy Chimneys '•high street", and a mile as
the crow flies from "The Green" al Theydon Bois.

"I wanted to ask the voice questions, but I just couldn't gather my
wits to phrase them"' Gary had explained lo the reporter of the West
Essex Gazette of Friday, .19th April, 1966.
''A few weeks later,'' Eileen Buckle had written in '·The Scorilon
Mystery". ''Gary had the idea of visiting Ronald Caswell at Harlow.
As he was approaching Harlow, close by the tavern -The Bull And
Hounds- he was doing about 40 mph, when his eagine suddenly cut
out. Conveniently near a lay-by. he rolled the car into ii and stopped.''
·ll"lfll(Jle

�1•m looking for Flying Saucers - ··
Ten minutes Inter. I drove back onto the London-Epping road.
passing almost immediately on my left the country road from which
Ronald had emerged in the middle of the night all those years before.
after searching the skies over Epping Upland for an elusive mother
ship, "an enorn1ous silver and grey, cigar-shaped object" which two
Epping girls had seen hovering in the sky for some 7-8 minutes and
reported to a West Essex newspaper. It seems that they had stood their
boyfriends up on a date because they were afraid to go any further!

l40 Paces. It figured.
I stepped out of the car and locked the door. laking a note-book
and ball-point pen from my pocket. The lay-by was 120 paces long.
From the lay-by I walked back downhill lo where I had dipped my
clutch. l 40 paces. It figured.

The policeman on his solitary beat along the desened Epping High
Street had been most perplexed when. in answer lo this polite question
as to what Ronald was doing, sitting on a bench outside the police
station at three o'clock in the morning, that zealous ufologist replied:
Ah-is it that la1e? - I'm looking for !lying saucers-"

On the other side of the highway was the site of -1he tavern •'Jnc:
Bull and Hounds' (actually '"The Bull and Horseshoes"). a site now
occupied by a "McDonalds's"', no less; its neighbours. four of five old
houses. tall and white-washed. small and red-roofed, still remained .
clinging 10 their rural dignity. despite the "McDonald's�. which. to
give the butlders credit. was white-washed and red-roofed to blend in
with its Essex surroundings.

0

'

•

My investigations had not quite finished. I had decided to conduct a
little test. to satisfy a question in my mind. It was something that Gary
had said that had stuck in my sub consciousness, something that had
happened. he had said. on the. road into Harlow to vis it Ronald.
I wended my way back through the now busy high street of Epping.
that market-town of old. passed the church with its tall clock-10\vcr.
stopping every few yards at the pedestrian lights which Epping Council
had. in its wisdom. planted 10 irritate the motorist. Bui then. there was
one consolation. I told myself. i1 could have been market-day!

l walked back across the routl lO the lay-by. The view faced west
ward across the yellow cornfields. Soull1-westward, a line of trees
cordoned ofl'tl1e countryside.
Of more interest lo me. however. was the nearer, forested area tCI
the northwest. No more than a mile ofT. Parndon Wood had its secrets.

The lhrcc milejoumey to Harlow allowed me to summarize in my
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On 27th June. 1967, on the night of International Sky Watch Day
-the 20th anniversary of Kenneth Arnold's sighting. and 13 months
aller E verleigh- an exiting sequence of photographs of a "falling
lear· space craft was taken by a newly-fledged member of Ronald·s
group in Harlow. The shots were taken from Harlow Common towards
the south. over Pamdon Wood, an adjunct to Epping ForcsL

l11 a suddeil panic. "11ich tl1c tlm:e young men were qurte ready to admit.
they lumcd and nm hack down towards tlJcir car on the road a couple of
hundred yards away.
Stopping us if by a common impulse, U'k.j' all turned and looked back.
llie light which before had been a vague cigar-shape of glowing colour.
scented to shrink as they watched - in seconds it becanie a small pin-point of
intense while lighl For a further fi:w seconds ii seemed to pause, Oien. still
completely silent, al great speed. it suddenly curved upwards in a wide arc.
and shot off to the south and m:sL over Epping Forest 111c time W11S a few
minutes ro 2 o•clock on Sw1day morning.
They stayed rn1til 6J0 a,m., not 11:ally lll\-pecting anything else to happen
and still tingling from their sudden meeting with a UFO. Bob took a couple
of linie exposures, focussing on the lights near a line of houses oo die edge
of the heath. ll1ey went horne and slepl worn ou1,•· I !11t711rJ1e.

The August 1967 issue of UFO CONTACT published the account.
with ll1e two photographs corroborating tJ1e sighting.
..UFO 'Allp' Over England

International S!s.-y Watch Night lGAP 'Bags' a Saucer!
NE.VER HAS lhis oountry known such UFO activity a; during recent
months. Reports are publicised in national newsp..'1pers to Hn unheard-of
ex1ent and one can fuel tlie apathy lifting from the general public and being
n
replaced by - wel� al lea,;t -a luke-warm iteresL

A Prediction come True.

Events are happening at such a pace tl1at before one report is fiilly notoo,
another comes into Oie news.

Ronald wont on with his account of what was to be seen as a pre
diction come true, as we shall later be shown 10 be the case. As lo the
incident just recorded. the integrity of the story-teller. along with
evidence of the photographs. was a surety as to its lnrthfulness. The
account continued:

But let us begin by produ�-ing an IGAP scoop-<:omplete ,vitl1 pictures!
Here is tl1e full n.-,xirt
Excerpt from •Tuily Telegraph'·. London. Monday June 26. 1967

"l believed John immediately he told me his story. He is a very sincere,
devout young man, a Lutl1eran, highly regarded by his pastor. Bul another
reason why l believed John was because 12 da)".i before. Monday 12"'. he
had burst into my horne at around I 0.30 in tl1e evening and almost dragged
me to U1is car. With crashing gear.; we had sped the few minutes' journey lo
tlie same heaU1 area where he srammered out his story of a red ohject silent
ly approaching from tl,e We!>1 and coming in over the lreeS at the top oftlie
hill. It had disappeared. apparently below and behind Ilic trees. and he had
broken all limits to get me up there while ii still might be 111 lite area

"A cigar-shaped object was seen over Es.5ex on Saturday nigjlt by observ
ers in 15 different places, taking part in the 24-lnir 1967 International Sky
Watch for flying saucers. The w11tch celebrated the 20th birthday of · Dying
saucers'". l fl•11ir11e.
From tlie "SUN" newspaper, London, Monday June 26. 1967.
"Do�ns of nying saucers spotlt,'l"S yesterday reported that lhey had seen a
large cigar-shapro object tlying westwards over Epping FOR!St.. Essex."
Utk/1/()(e.

"Unbekno,m to John. lights in the sJ..'Y had been seen by scores of peo
ple in the Kent and Sussex areas. to the sooth of Essex, 2 nights before on the
"'
10 June. Anolher strange. glowing object WIIS seen in anotlier disllfot of'
E.5se,-c by four people. only tl1e night before, Oil the 11111, hUl tl1is report did
not come into tlie nowspapcrs until a number ofdays lotor.
At the nx1uest of a local reporter, Bob spent all night processing the
movie and still films. Pl:ter's orie shot was blurred. John ·s movie•lilm unlbrtuna!clly not a fast film---showed a detinite light phenomenon and this
has yet to be analysed What the Yashica produced is shown herealler.

The roport in UFO CONTACT continued:
However, it was on the Sunday afternoon, June 25 1'. that a young Harlow
man. John Lander. came round to my home to report a reni:lllkable incident
that had taken place in the e-dfly hour.; of that morning. when he and two
friends, t'Omplele wi1h compass, still and movie cameras and a lot of hope,
stood out on lhe lonely common l11nd just south of Harlow. Essex, wondering
if tllC}' would see a flying saucer.
John, newly-interested in the subject of Hying swicers. hro jllSl joinro
IGAP-GB. and, because he wanted some friends to see son1ething of what he
had himself seen in recent v.'Ceks high in tlie sky over Epping Forest, he had
decided on his first all-nightsls.-y-watch.
With John were two liiends of his own age. 20 years -Peter Philpott and
Bob Brown. John bad a cirl<!-camera. Peter had a still camer.i, and Boh. an
arruitcur photograplier. had his YlWlica Mat

L�/1: light effec -1s appearing on photo but not the 'cigar-shaped' body
as described by witnesses.-lli�hr: objects apparently during its ·falling
-leaf descenL (Photos by Bob Brown.)

By Mid-night they had seen several of the visible satellites passing over
head, and l11ter the sky hecame partially cloudy. and not very promising
·spotting' weather.
Suddenly - and they cannot be sure who lirst saw it - a red light appeared
over in the We:,t, fairly low and apparen�y below the cloud layer.
·we watdtcd it for several minutes - we don't know if it was moving
slowly all the tinie - but tl1en, all ofa sudden. it came over the forested area
on tliebruw ofd1e hiU.'ll1is was fucing south.
Witl1 trembling fingers. all three tbcussed or1 the objec� it wa� about tlm:e
quarters the si7.C of the full moon. P.:ter managed one shot, John had a short
run of a few seconds, and Bob was fortunarc in swinging 2 snap-shots from
his lasHictioo Y11-<mica Mat

I la1er checked the negatives and discovered un Nos. 4 and 5 some tiny
streaks \\11lch John thought might be the house-ligj1ts Bob photographed. I
had them printed and went to tl1e heath al nigh� - there were rlie lights in
queslior1, identical to the film.
Tiic questioris I asked the three young men were answered ,vitl1 utmost
franJ..'Jless.
'l thought it was just going to land!' they each said with sincerity.'" l/lN/UO/e.

11,e object was cigar-shaped. reddish at first, tlien ch:inging to a pink,'
whitc as it slo,"l:tl and hovered. 1l1cn something happened th.at none of ihc
Um:e young men had eitlier heard or read about It began to sway from side to
side, and fall sotlly and silently. like a leaf.

There were a further dozen reports or so in Ronald's account,
rnngjng from nearby counties and up lo the Midlands and southwest to
Cornwall. Both regional and local newspapers tJ1roughout the country
were alerting Britain to one of its biggest ·•naps" yet, A pattern
seemed to be emerging which gave Ronald Caswell rood for thought.

'IL was beautiful to watch.' said John.
Bob, meanwhile, had laken a third shot.
ll1cn Uie object stopped - only apparently tliree times d\O height of the
trees. perhaps 1 SO fi:et up.

''It's coming tnre'· he said.
Parnclon Wood certainly held its scc.rcts, J tl10Ugj1L as I observed the sun-I it
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landscape. I turned and caught sight of a car-load of fast-food diners
emerging from their car outside the newly-finished tavern, - if one can
apply such an honourable tille to a han1burger-joinl. But good English
ale or American Coca-Cola. - what difference did that make; was not
this the era of the "flying saucer" ...?
And the "three mon in suits'' from "the Ministry of Defence" who
came and confiscated Bob Rtown's photos and negs, then went on to
visii the newspaper oflioe?
One good reason for the details of Gary's story and his name and
address to be kept under wraps. Ronald had said. Enough had been let
out of the bag already ...

notice ofhim because I was wondering what had gone wrong with tl1e car.
Finally he says, "Having trouble with the carT So I just tunied round and
said, "Yes." ()just saw a pairoffect and said ''Ye:f' lo the pair offeet.)
So then }le says, "Don't you recognise my voice?" Well, I didn't n.�
the. voioe, so I turned round to look ai llim. I thought he might be an old friend
you know. Well I know it sounds strange to say; directly I lookoo at him I
seemed to realise that this \l"d.� somebody 0U1er than from U1is planet.
'Tiie main thing really was his eyes. · lliey were blue. and they looked as
tl1ough they were going right through mo-and out of the other side. ·niey
hadn't a hypnotic effect but they were really penetrating eyes. He smiled and
pul his hand out and I grabbed hold of his lllW'Kl He didn't like that! And L
reallsed afterwards they ck;Jn·t shake hands like we do. hut I never knew H1is
then, not having read Adamski's books.·

Mysterious Voice on Norman Oliver's Tape-Machine

On the evening of the 2nd December, 1966, Eileen Buckle, Norman
Olivet. and two friends, a married couple, Colin and Lyn McCarthy,
paid Gary Byers a visit, on his invitation, at his home in Hackney,
London.
Colin McCarthy was a young Australian electronics engineer who
was also interested in the occult. He had listened to the tap�s on which
Norman Oliver had earlier received strange messages in circumstances
bordering on the impossible. Voices or a voice had been inducted onto
the machine without it being switched on, voices which. to say the
lcru;t, gave garbled and confusing messages.
A letter to Gary and a telephone oonversation foll<>wed. A meeting
was arranged to see whether Gary's "contact's•· voice resembled that
of the mysterious voice on Norrn,m Oliver's lape,machine.
Eileen Buckle reoorded the event in "The Scorition Mys
tery'' (1967.)

'How drd you know Ire didn't like it'?" I a-,ked. 'Did he grab his hand
back?'
'Well, his exprussion, you k"Tlow. I could see he w�"Tl't enjoying my grip. I
e_xpect I m.1shed his finger.;! Anyway. aiothot thing about him was that he
didn't look as he'd ever needed to shave. ms skin Wa5 more lik:c a woman's
and his hands were, as faras I remember, completely smodh.'
'Wa� hevery1Hll?'
'No. Ron·s asked me several times lo describe him. but he is very difficult
to describe because he was nothing OU! of the ordinary except for his eyes, and
his skin. If he'd been in a Cf()Wd you'd pass him. He had fair hair. eyebrows
and eyelashes just like we have, but I've never seen anybody ,..,,u1 eyes like
U1is. The outsides of Ute eyes (the whites) stood 001 a lot from the blue. lliey
wt:re very piercing. His hair was cur like a normal person's, He had a jacket
...
and trousers and open-necked shirt. - I h,quute.

"When the ·Voice' tapes were played over to him. Garry Immediately
said that ald10Ugh he oouldn ·1 be sure duir it was the same Voice Uw 'spoke'
to him. ii sounck.-d very similar.
In the course of our conversation wilh him we all became convin<.,ed of
his sincerity. He was an ,ibsolutely nonnal young man. well balanced and
fully integmled. In u nawral •• matter-<>f .fact manner he recoanted what had
happened to him from the very beginning until his most recent conlad which
I gll1her had taken place not many days previously. Gany's SlOI)' as received
from him then may be only the beginning of much more to come. I will nol
the,efore, descnoe die details of his last l\so ronlads lest po.at,lic knowledge
ofthem adversely affi:ct U1e chances of further meeting;.
If I had nOI met Garry then I may well have continllled to liart,our what
may have been a false impra'iSion qfthe man he conta:ted, so I mention only
those points oflhe story which might have some bearing on our 0\\11 in order
thar readers may not lall into lhe same mistake.
Garry went on to describe the circumstances of his first ��fuce
contact in (May) 1966

Ronald Reviewed-"The Scoriton Mystery."

Also In the August 1967 issue of UFO CONTACT. Ronald reviewed
the newly-published book by Eileen Buckle which, as its title indicated.
dealt primarily with the ''Yamski" meeting with the Dartmoor ex-prison
warder, ex-soldier. Ernest Arthur Bryant, on the day following the death
in Washfngton D.C. of George Adamski. The book also presented a
short history or the Adamski story, lt seemed appropriate to Eileen to
include what she had accumulated oflhe Gary Beyers account, because.
for one thing, the "Voice" sequences that her co-researcher, Norman
Oliver, had experienced seemed to be allied in some ways with Gary's
telepathy contacts. As Ronald wrote of''The Scoriton Mystery'':
"In one volume she has recorded alleged contact v,<ith SJl'ICC people physi
cally, mentally and instnnnentally. all these incidents occupying a period of
one year and a half. en�passing 01e lives of live ordinary people. All living
in the soutliem part of England.
Bound into Ore story are two of the best-known figures in UFO history,
Capuiin Thomas Mantell and George Adamski.
And the question arises. 'Are there "goodies" and "baddies'' visiting us in
flying saucers? ls confusion being delibernlel)' sown by unseen 'opposition'?
- I ,,.,,.,wt.

'I'd had quite a lot ofttouble with the car. I'd brought the engine indoors
and worked on it fur quite a tew weeks, had It down, done the steering, the
gear-box and ever,1hing. Finally I got it back together and it was running.
This happenoo to be a Friday. I said to MUITL ·J 01ink l'II go 1111d see Ron:
�he said, 'Oh, :,,iu've ooly jUSt got the car to go - (in fact I still had dirty
hands)-say il brcaksdown?' I said, 'Ohno. it won't l'm a good mechWliv. I
lhink. I've dooe it all right 1'll chanc:e it' she replied, 'I think :,,iu're �illy.'
Anyway, off I went I wanted to see Ron• I hadn't seen him for quite a
few weeks. I weot bombing along thinking what a marvellous job I'd done
on the car and I got jll.5l befure the amber I ights leading to Harlow; and
tl1Cre's a rise there; you go past what I think most be .a kennels (there are
white heads of dog; outside� ifs quite a rjrag up this hill. I was bombing
along there quite merrily. All ofa sudden the engine cut

After reviewing the "Yan1sk-f' incident and its ramilications, Ronald
introduced what was 10 be the only mention ever io JGAP publications
of the Gary Byers contact and its follow-on.
'Then. a year later to Uie day after die meeting wilh Arthur Bryant. ll1is
time across England in Essex on April 25•h I 966, a voice spoke across die
thoughts of a young man smoking a liN i;,igarotte before bed-time. Over a year
before the young man had had a saucer sighting in very unusual cir
cumstanct:s. TI1e voice said: 'Go to the Green in die morning. Go to
the Green in the morning.'
At a rentletvous in Epping Forest -a saucer was sighted hovering
high in the sky, and the same insistent voice spoke, this time of
'G.A.'.
Almost a month later ll1e young man·s car engine was stopped
mysteriously, and a road-side meeting with a strange man took
place, a stranger wearing brown jacket and nannels, a stranger will1
fair hair, penetrating blue eyes. skin that had never felt a razor-blade
and a hand-shake that was not a hand-shake.

'I thought "Mum!" straight away. "Mum's words have come true." The
engine had cul complete.just like that. And I just had enoogh speed to gel up
this hill and into a small lay-by in the lefi. So I got ou� <.-ur.;ing and swearing,
up comes U1e bonnet, I'm starting inside, blankly wondering What it could
mean. And I'd no sooner got the bonnet open and was l�ming on the car
looking in, when I realised ·there was someone standing quite close.·
(Eileen relates:) ·'J asked Garry ifhe had noticed him bcfOfC when coming
up the rise, did he see wllere he had appean.xl from.
'No, I had not noticed liim before. ·nus is what· really annoys and baffles
me. I could have been too preocuipiccl, but definitely he was not on my side
of the road and if he'd beet, on the other side of die road he couldn't have got
3'-TOSS in the time, there was too much tralfic. '!here were no houses on my
side of the road either.

from instructions given to th� young man a day-long watch "'as
kept near lo a small village in the Wiltshire countrYsidc • barely 20
miles from Warminster. "Things' were seen in the sky, again a voice
came through. and a member of the sky-wat�h group took a lucky photo-

•Anyway, I sensed this chap was sta1ding there. l didn't really UJke much
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graph. When it was developed it showed a typical 'flying saucer'. And in the
background �1woot11er•0yingsauc...--r1>'.The young man in .Essex continued to have meetings with the fair-haired
man; he wa-; forewarned of 'sightings in the area' which actually came to
� during the period stated. verified from a number of sources. The C011tacl
goes on ...
ls coofusioo being deliberately spread among UFO researchers in a: certain
field, by an opposition which oould crnan;ite from entities in spare or certain
agencies on Earth? Is this S001C kind of last-<litoh stand against an impending
revelalion ofthe rads about flying saucersT- l/11q1101e.
FJld ofQuote from Augu<a l967 issue ofUFO CONTACT.
The message given to Gary was simple and to the point "There
will be something big down at Everleigh on Whit Sunday." Gary
looked bemused at this-sudden pronouncement.
"Write it down," suggested the stranger. ·'That"s West. Get some
others down there."

hope of seeing anything unusual. But he, 100, felt a contrnlled excite
ment at the thought of Gary's "contact" for here, a.t last, apparently was
something "�olid" to go on, far more so than a "vojce•· in the head. The
nature of the mysterious "cutting-out" of Gary's engine, too, was a
factor whiuh gave the "contact" realism. That it had happened on a day
f
that the young man had taken a day of from work to finish his car
repairs also seemed significant. He still had dirt under h.is finger-nails!
He was mulling over in his head the fact that the contact's rendez
vous was at Everleigh. Surely it was the same l;verleigb. There was an
East and 11 West Everlcigh, that much he remembered, even afler all
those years. Nearly twenty years, it was, - 1947. just after the war. He
ought to remember. His WAAF fiancee had broken off their engage
ment on his 21" birthday. Htir married sister had just died in childbirth.
There was no way that she was going to get married and have chil
dren...
He had gone AWOL for a week until she went up to Bradford Lo her
mother on compassionate leave. When he got back lo camp at Upavon,
he had been very sympathetically dealt with by his StmT Major boss.
but had been sent back to Perham Down Camp-return to unit-as a
result. And ten days' ')ankcrs" and con.fined to camp.
He remembered Everleigh alright. ..

•

He'd obviously Cut your Ignition to Stop you

•"fhe fields to the west of the A 11. • as ii then was-were very
open, with no trees near enough to the road to have concealed a casual
passerby. On the opposite oflhe road, apan from the few houses, - only
one of which had a low hedge io front-a lairly high hedge, perhaps
six feel .in height. in the shade of overhanging trees, stretched downhill
to the gateway at ·'RUNDELL's'' and beyond. a very unlikely "escape
route". There was no pavement going downhill from the end of the lay
by. It was just as Gary said.

''So I dives in the car, getSa piece ofpaper, and he says, 'That's West' So
I thou_ght to myselC that's West Country. Great! I've got evCl)thing, While
rm writing busily, he disappear.;."'
(Eileen questions him funher):
"Did you see 1-1liere he went?' l asked.
'No, that wa-; another thing which annoyed me. you see, because I didn't
see where he'd come from, .IJd I didn't see where he wcot And when I told
Ron, he said, 'Wei� did yoo see where he went?'
I said. 'No, l was so dumbfounded. He'd gone!' So he said, 'You.'rc sure
he didn't walk across the rood?'
I said, 'I don't know. As far I c.w1 remember, he must have walked away
down the road from the way I cane. He coo.�dn't have walked fur because
there was no pavemen� he would have had to have crossed over. - So with
lhH1 I just gut it, dx, car and caaicd on.'
Ron said, 'Well, \�abouitheca,'l' I said, 'I don't know. lju;tgot in and
started:
So he said, 'WeU, to IJ\C it sounds as ifhe'd obviwsly cut your ignition to
Stop YOU,"'- {h1qllote.

"Unless the stranger had thrown .himself down behind a he<lge
which would have been ridiculous in the circumstances. - it was hard to
fathom out how he had so quickly disappeared.
"It seemed clear enough, however. thal Gary's oar engine had been
stopped precisely al the right moment.. - he had just enough momentum
to reach U1e lay-by. Thal needed precision! I'm not sure if, at the time.
11�ry knew of the manner and frequency of these �stoppages" of car
engines and other 'electrics' as reported in LIFO-related incidents, ln
fact, I don't think that Gary was much of a reader. He liked to chat and
listen but I don't think he was a natural reader.
"When I asked him if he had a clue 1-11here U1is "'human'' alien went.
he said that it took him-Gary-a minute or so to find a pencil and a
piece of paper to make notes. as the man had suggested, - he had to dig
into his glove compartment on the dashboard to do so, with "bits and
pieces•· falling out. • by which time the stranger had gone. Neither
before he had coasted into tl1e lay-by, nor afterwards, did he see the
man. In any case, 'he could hardly have skipped across the road, - there
was a lot of traffic going by,'
"So we can see," Ronald reasoned, ''This was a very special use of
whatever device the alien, or aliens. employed, - because no 01her car
was stopped at the same time, which would have been the case ,in other
inslonces ofengine ·cut-out'. They just wanted to stop Gary.
"Either the 'man' in the brown jacket and flannels, • or a nearby
scout craft or telemeter disc. - l1ad used some, probably. electro
magnetically ope(ated instrument; perhaps something similar to those
used to de-magnetise or otherwise affect tape-recordings. as both
George Adamski and Wilbcn Smith had experienced.-And, come to
think ofit, - Norman Oliver.
"1l1e only other explanation I can tl1ink of that would cover all the
circumstances would be that the ·stranger' had been following Gary in
a car, either he or an accomplice 'zapped' Gary's engine at just the
right moment coming up the hill. stopped and spoke to G.uy. and was
off in the car, - which could have parked just behind him,· before Gary
could look around and sec whal happcncd.-lt seems the only explana
tion possible:·

ln her further account of the evening when she and her companions
hnd met Gary at his home, she went on:
"He told me he had mct the sane man he originally encountered io the lay
-by on two funher occ:-6ions. I had tended to � that this man had lxx:n
up to no good. Probably the� for U1is was thal as our prornisimg mes
sages led to severe diSappOiotmenl so had the promise Iha! something big
would happen at Everleigh m;ulted in dashed hopes; there seemed therefore,
to be a similar pattern in bolh episodes.
I asked Gany what he thought of the m:vi, did he seem 'all right'? Gany
replied that he was quite all right bu1 that he had told him Iha! interferance
was taking place and confusion brought about. Funher contacts with him
would have to be made f.lce to fuce as they could no looger get through to
him by the aher method They were sorry for what happeuoo at Evcrleigl.
the situation was completely out of their control." -U11qU01e.
I sat back in the car, idly watching the traffic, occasionally taking
note of the clientelc of McDonald's entering and leaving the establish
ment. with one small boy clutching the dregs of this large Coke in its
enormous container to hi� boyish bosom, some\vhat to mother's des
pair. I smiled, I had kids ofmy own.
Gary's "kennels" and "white heads of dogs" were still there. but
actually the "kennels" were the entrance to "RUNDELL's''. a. house
lying back off U1c road one hundred and forty paces downhill from the
lay-by, the "dogs" were two ln1ec-high, crouching "white" ornamental
lions which guarded the gateway. Rundcll's was an antique dealer's of
long standing, certainly going back before Gary's mysterious engine
"cut-pit'" as he was "bombing along" towards Harlow in the month or
May. 1966.

Eileen Butkle asked Gary to relate what he had actually experience
at Everleigh.
"Well, it was getting on a bit The sun was getting pretty hot Ron said to
me, Fancy coming for a walk?' I said, 'All rigl1t • We went for a stroll and
Roo said, 'Try and keep your mind open.'
It w.is on our way back thal a member ofthe pany had come offU1e hill we
had been sitting on and was walking towards us. All of a sudden I had a
feeling lhal I shot.ildn't go near her, I should go away from her. I remcmhcr
walking to my right trying to avoid her line of direction and I \\la'l beginning

_He remembered Everleigh alright ...
Ronald had immediately accompanied Gary back lo the lay-by
opposite the "Bull and Horseshoes". although. of course, with no real
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to lose the sense of thing around.
I sensed Ron was lhere, but I sensed I wa., losing conlllc1t with hil1i and wiU1
lhat there was this tenific greai-,vell shall I say it was like being hit on Uie
head with a hammer-this splitting voice came U1rough, and it was really
honibil\"
I lost complete balance

·was it the same voice as U:ie Olher?'' I enquired.
"Well, that r can't be sure ofbecause it w<l'iso sudden. so sh3Jll. It ,wsjust
a big maze. I heard wlwd1ey said but afte1wards J couldn'I really delennine
in what tone, except: that it was a harsh tooe. It was really honible. It came
through as though they were just above me. They pumped ii through. I put
my hands to my head, 1 lhought il wouid !ij>lit I lost complete balanc.e. I had
my hand·over my eyes and I didn't know whether I was silting there. laying
there-I suppose I must have had a lemporazy blackout - I lost oJJ sc.�ISI: of
balance an d finally fell over.
I laid there for a minute and remember opening my eyes. Ron was kneeling
down beside me and he was trying to pwnp out of me what was going on. I
wasn't indie mood. Anyway, I told him whatdicy'd said.
"They said they 'M)Uid be coming in over the big stones, ,\iiich was com
plete Hebn.'W to me. However. Ron decided !hey obviously meant Uiey were
ooming from the direction of Stmehenge. WeU, with 01at I telt completely
rotten, I don't mind admitting. Right up tolhis point I tell I was on lo some
lhing good and d1is made it homble. As I say. I felt really rough; it gave me
U1is terrific headache, and I SLJWOSe' the heat didn't really help, and l must
admit I went back and completely cut ,nysclf off I laid dawn and sulked and
nobody could do a thing with me. I lay in the sun. ashamed to show my race.
I willi so upset about it

'In wha1way were you tonncntro: Voices?'
'Yes, ,u1d luughing--homolo. and we'll get yolL so1lof tliing, and joking.
Itdidn ·t make English LO me.'-ll11quc,t(!.
The Name of a Tiny and Insignific ant Village

"Eileen Buckle. in her book_ placed two names onto the map of
southern England which mig)lt otherwise have been overlooked in a
histoi y of the British Isles. Those names 111e Scoriton and Everleigh.
Throughout these pages covering the UFO-case as a whole we have
threaded the account of a young man's reported contact with II human
represeniativc from another planet.. a human being who arranged a
Rendezvous with a Flying Saucer.
Evidence of the reality of the rendezvous is available in forensically
provable dooumeni-ary form, wherein a date: i.e. 23 rd May 1966 is
sealed onto a name: Everleigh W,S., the name of a tiny and insignifi
cant village indistinguishable from the thousands of tiny and Insignifi
cant villages situated throughout the lcngU1 and breadth of the British
Isles. Thal dale. Monday. May 23 rd 1966, gave a full week's notice of
intent: the name was lodged beneath the postage stamp and the post
office franking seal.
The subsequent arrival at Evcrleigh in Wiltshire on Whit Sunday,
May 29'h 19(,6. of five car-loads of persons anticipating LIFO activity
that day, and four individual, supportive accounts of the events of that
day, are strong evidences of premeditation, a presumed and prior ex
pectancy of a UFO presence over that one tiny, insignifioanl village,
Everle,gh West.
A national newspaper's front-page was photographed as part ol' a
deliberate film sequence. indicating p1esence at the site either on, ot
subsequent to the date of the newspaper, and is strongly indicative of
the actuality of thal presence on Uie day; also, the ·'head-lines photo
graph" included within its scope motor cars identifiable with other
photographs of the same vehicles in U1e Everleigh lan<tsc.ipe.
Corroborative evidence of "intent" is provided in a fifth individual
account, that of John Cranson. whose intended journey to Everleigh on
that day was aborted, when. due to alleged circumstances Which titted
in remarkably well with Norman Oliver's and Gary Byers' accounts of
t
app111ent "psychic t or other •·unfriendly" interference, he and his pas
sengers wmcd back,

··well, I don't know how long I lay there, but it must have been a fair time.
Then, suddenly, I had tl1is impulse to get up and stm1 walking. I got up and
S1arted olf do1M1 the side of tl1e hill. Someone shouted out. 'Where's Garry
going'?' I 0,ink it was Cliff.
Then his girl mend Kay came along, nnd I rememhcr pushing ber. She fell
in some brambles. I was quite spitcruI with everybody and then S()jndxxly
shouted cJUt, "Leave hln1 alone:' I rememberdie voices being shouted out but
J had Uie feeling. oh, I eouldn't care less. I was going along and r was pushing
everybody. Good il1ingd1ere was no one bigger than me!
I had this tenible sort of feeling to go somewhere, but wheie I dido ·1know.
I kept walking (I'll leli you, I'm not particularly fond of walking), and I
n,meml)er seeing something. It must have been miles away, glistening in the
sun. I can l remember what it was. Well, I was sure this was somebody trying
to attmct me away from w here everybody else was. and it wns thiu which I
was following. Now T would never have got to il, whid, I realised afterwards.
but I was being compelled lo walk towards this silvery glint

Further steps were taken in order to pre-empt scepticism as lo the
true nature of th.is '·rendezvous"; for example. the names of partici
panl'i. as reported in the account, were photographed attached to the
"EVERLEIGH" sign at the edge of the village. This was deemed nec
essaiy in the event of pictures being taken, to identify the photogra
pher, and also LO make available caml.!ra particulars and filming_ speeds
uperture size and film and emulsion type.

"Then I remember hearing a oar, someone was coming aller me. Then
there was Mr Caswel� Ron's futher-l remember him sayfng they'd had
some sightings. Ron joined him and slowly they were walking rile round as
they were talking. Dil'\.'(.it y I got out ofd1e liro of thisdlin ,g I began to gct my
senses back. and I realised they were telling lhe tnrtl1, they had seen some
thing.
At lir.,t 1 had believed U1cy were kidding me to make me go bock. When I
reached the odlCl'S they began patting me on Uie bid and �aking my hand,
sayingd1ey had seen U1is, and they had seen that I thought Great! I hadn'I
seen ad1ing!
Nobody, to my knowledge at that time had takm any photographs, so I
was quite disappointed. you mighi say." -llnq1lfNe.

The Everleigh S aucer is Similar to another Photographed in Brazil

As matters sometimes tum out. ii was quite a co-incidence that a
problem Gary had been having durilig the previous few days before the
visit of Eileen and her friends could be explained by Colin McCarthy.
The fact that he wa� there to help, wa�. in itself. something whioh
offered food for thought. It was almost as if ·the Good Guys" had
stepped in lo help ...

The bell-shaped ''flying saucer·· and at least one other UFO in
apparent close proximity, {frame•wise), depending on the size of the
second object and its perceived distance in perspective. are in a frame
with the tumulus at Everleigh Barrows. on "West .Everleigh Down•·, in
its identifiable landscape background. There are other frames. as re
ported in Dennis Cas well's account, which show activity by multiple
UFOs either in unison or possibly in "avoidance" mode. (Perhaps
"scout craft" in conjunction with "telemet<!r discs".)
The main, bell-shaped UFO photogrnphed by Dennis Caswell on
29•h May, 1966, bears an amazing resemblance 10 one shortly after
wards presented in a I 966 issue of "Flying Saucer Review", and taken
by an engineer at Beh�_yn, ne81 Melbourne, Australia, in early April
1966,
The Everleigh saucer. with its brilliant corona effect opposite th.:
sun's glare, is similar also to another photographed in Brazil on May
8'" 1966: thus, three almost identically-shaped UPOs were filmed
within literally weeks or each other on three widely sep111ated conti
nents. Europe, Australia and South America.

·uarry continued with an account of his subsequent meetings with d1e
spaceman and aftc1wards added lhal since Uien he had not had the beSl ol'
times.
·You 'vc had tliese interfen:nces sinoo then?' I asked.
'Yes, and tliey've been quite nasty'
'How often hasd1is happened?'
•'Ille first one was last MO!lday nigllt I had ihem when I phQni:d you, I
didn't say anything at 1hc tiine, I had already been tormented one might I've
had enough of it'

No human being on earth 1.,-an predict that a flying saucer wouJd be
present al such a i-iny, insignificant village site on one specific day in
the calond3.1 ye111. The actuality of a flying saucer turning up on May
29�'. 1966, at the stated rendez.vous. Wesl Everleig h. is astronomically
ou1 of lhc question, unless some alien associated with the space vehlcle
gave prior notice.
The fact that that alien later gave notice of increased UFO activity
in the Epping 'Forest area at a later date. is extra proof that the alleged
meeting was genuine.

As if'The Good Guys' h ad stepped in to Help ...
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Ancient Account

All the corroborative evidence points to the undeniable facl that
Gary Byers· claim of contact with an alien human being was the truth,.

Russian Ufologist/Biologist Saw Saucer Land in 1980
December 29. 2004-

The connotation attributable to the telepathic message: "We know
that G.A. 's films are being shown widely, and that people arc taking
interest'', indicates an affinity with both 0.A. and the films on Uni part
of the speaker. Thus, valid reasoning points 10 a projected fiJm "show"
at Everleigh (which, in favourable conditions, night have led to a cor
nucopia of photographs. given the number of cameras at hand) .
The "cul-out" engine -in Gary's cas1>- indicated a refined appli
cation of a "by-product" of space craft in near proximity, or a "ray''
technique adaptable also to electronic instrument� Iike tape-recorders.
This is a readily acceptable precursor of today's remote-control devic
es.
The descr1ption of the alien in "brown jacket and flanne.ls". His
pccuJiarly singular characteristics. So reminiscent of Adamski's meet
ing at Desert Centre on November 20'" 1952, (and couple with the
casual humanness of those described by Madeleine Rodeffer and the
Stecklings), are also indicators of the benevolent approach madre by the
Space Brothers of those earlier years, so different from the fear in
duced by visits of the "Greys" today.

"I got scared of a VFO only once. Lt was during a 1980 expedition
to Kamchatka when we saw a strange disc landing near a 90-meter
deep lake bottom," reveals Valery Ovu:i;hilny, one of Russia's most
notable specialists in the investigation of unidentified Hying objects.
Dvuzhilny, a biologist by occupa!ion residing in a town of Dalnc
gorsk some 500 kilometres north of Vladivostok, made investigating
VFOs the main purpose of his life. In his four-room apartment.. the
scientist has established a laboratory equipped with obsolete Soviet
era tools and a collection of about 1,000 samples of materials found at
nearby sites where at least one VFO is thought to have touched down.
Dvuzhilny was the first to suggest that space visitors use geologi
cal fissures in the planet's cruS't to orientate themselves with Earth
before descent. Dalnegorsk County, which is considered the most
anomalous zone in Primorye and is also notable for its 14 caves. is
located on a geological "break" that contains a field of powerful elec
tromagnet and gravitatio11al energy. The counties of Temei and Olga
and the city of Arsenyev are also locacions of interest for UFO re
searchers, with more than IO unexplained sightings in the past 20
years.
According to Dvuzhilny, on January 29, 1986. a UFO was ob
served in the Vysota-61 1 Mountain near Dalnegorsk. Burnt fragments
found at the site revealed the rare-earth metal lanthanum and silicon
shales discharging magnetic radiation.
In 1995, Dvuzhilny participated in the International UFO Confer
ence in California, USA. Pavel Reshetnikov, head of U1e anti-aircraft
forces in the Russian Fat East.. was also invited to the conference but
was prohibited from leaving Russia because of his military status.
However, he later con finned that a UFO was tracked by radar over the
Amur River in the early 1990s. According to Reshetnikov. the object
could not be identified as either a missile or a plane.
Each sample found at the Dalnegorsk site has heen subject to mul
tiple scientific tests. including isotope analysis. Of U1e samples found
50 kilometres away at the Krivaya River, dozens were proven to have
been burnt at a temperature exceeding 2,000 degrees C. According 10
Dvuzhilny, thorough analysis of burnt metal pieces found at sites so
remulti from t:ach other sl!ggcst they w<a:rc affected by extra
terrestrials. who may have heen interested in them as sources of lead
and silver.
With his modest laboratory tools Dvuzhilny lacks funds to perform
his scientific activities. To conduct an isotope analysis in Moscow
costs $1,000, but Dvu1..hilny, who earns very little money teaching
students at an ecology club, does not give up. He is an ample enthusi
ast. as are his colleagues at the Science and Research center
'Kosmopoisk'(Search of Cosmos) where Dvuzhilny works as a coor
dinator.
Dvuzhilny, the energetic sky watcher foatured in both Japanese and
American documentaries, is currently planning an expedition to the
Amgu territory, and dreams of creating Russia's fir..1 UFO museum in
Dalnegorsk.■- By Tamara Kaliberova (UFO Co.,·ehunk.)

In the Space Committee room they sat with bowed heads
On that remarkable February 26th 1965. �at approximately 8
o'clock in the morning, a space friend contacted Mr Adamski, came to
this house -''; - ''and by the way, three more space men came and
knocked al the door - - and llicy told him: 'get your cameras ready,
they're coming' - and that was how close he wa� associated with those
people from other planet�. - and it's difficult to believe. they looked
just like Americans; oae of them had brown hair, one had dark hair.
one had slightly grey hair. - - They parked in a car, - and I believe it
was on Oldsmobile, but I don't know the year, - down here on the
street when they came; and the space ship came and we went out - I
had a broken leg, I had fallen the month before in my living-room and
I was in a walking-cast, and so I was able to walk around. but with a
little limping difficulty, but I did gel around." -U11{fl1111c,
"They parked in a car, - I don't know the year, - and the space ship
came, - I had a broken leg-", How casual can a person be if she was
telling a bare-faced lie?
"In the Space Committee room they sat with bowed heads, and
would not look at me or Ingrid for some timtl alter I showed them
George's film in January. - - I took quite a verbal beaJing at the Senate
in January. Alter about 45 minutes of that, l gave it right back lo thc:m.
and among other l11ings I asked them if they thought the public was
blind. For many had seen the planes chasing the saucers. Even chil
dren. f elso told them, I would not like to be in their shoes "''hen all the
people find out just whal is being hidden from the people of the world,
- - My lather passed away one month after George. n-Unqunte

The Premeditated Nature of the Presence of Space Craft.
The thread of interconnection in the Gary Byers' case and the UFO
case generally is nowhere more present than within the story. - saga,
continuum. - of George Adamski and his close associates.
The premeditated nature of the presence of space craft in the cases
of the Adarnski-Rodeffer Silver Spring film, the Fred Steckling
"Annadan film taken in Germany; the frequent manifestation of VFOs
over the various homes of Hans and Jytte Petersen: the repeated sight
ing over Epping Forest, Essex, - all in line with the '·blue-eyed fair
halred"' stranger"s prcd.iction-have been shown to be part of a pat
tern-a design-to olJer photographic witness lo (heir visitations to
and presence on--Earth.
That design could not only have been the work of the space craft
pilots themselves, not some Earthly human agency.
It will be these spaceships pilots from other planets who wi II finally
bring the whole half-century long UFO conspiracy into 1hc open.

HassaJl U of Morocco and UFOs
A batch of 1,3 million diplomatic electronic wires released on
April 8, 2013, by Wikileaks. contain the case or a request to the U.S.
by the Moroccan Sovereign, King Hassan 11, to investigate multiple
sig)1tings over hfs country.
Indeed, on September 25, 1976. the U.S. Embassy at Rabat re
ceived the visit at 10 A.M. of General Housni Bcnsliman, command
er of the Roya.I Gendarmes, for a meeting wiU1 Ambassador Robert
Anderson.
On his arrival he reveals that it is the King himself Who sent him lo
discuss the different reports from Agadir, Marrakech, Casablanca,
Rabat., Kenitia. and other regions, all accounting the passage and
sighting of 1)1-'0s, during the night or 18/19 September between I and
3 in the morning. The object generally travelled from SW to NE. was
silvery. luminous and of a circular shape. It was emitting IIashing light
and made some noise.
Gen. Benslimane asked Mr Anderson to look into any information
they could have on these UFOs.
I lis request was then transmitted to Margaret P. Grafeld at the
State Department in Washington.
Thirty-six years later, a passionate American satellite observer said
to bave found what caused the Moroccan sightings of 1976: it con
cerned a piece of Russian (Soviet) rocket. .. ! ■

The Ivy Chimneys, Theydon Bois, Epping forest. Everleigh,
Pamdon Wood series of events gave evidence of activity on a continu
ing scale, o pattern duplicating that of the Adamski-Rodeffer 111m,
followed by Steckling's filming of an Armada. TI1ese various
·'combined ex.:rciscs" by space ship pilots will eventually be brought
to the attention of the put,lic, and to officials of various persuasions,
who will join the ·'Disclosure" teams now lining up to relate their long
concealed personal stories, and damn the consequences! ■
Ragnvald A. Carlwn and Major (rct) H. C. Petersen -(Royal Danish Air l'orce)
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VFO CONTACT: The Day Before Yesterday @
In Support Of George Adamski
(Series Two: Part 5)

is is what I ha11e been waiting fort•

G

By Ragnvald A. Carlsen and Major (ret.) Hans C. Petersen (t)

eorge Adamski made many controversial claims
du ring his tenure of office as "the most controver
sial contactee of them all!"

de\�g. dicreforc the rcasoru; for denial would be equally as m1�Jus. It
would tum this \\hole ·'flying saucer· busi� upside 1kmn in one fell swoop
by its impI ications.

Did George Adamski see the ai.ling Pope John XXXID

before he died?

It was not, of course, Adamski's aim to be eot11roversial: he related
the fuas of his claims and his convictions. 11,c people who denial his cl:11ms Olli
of hmd wac the controva'Sial mes. those who called him a liar, a clie:t :ind a
charlatan.
However, an interesting play on words arises here when discussing the
"cootrovcrsy•· surrounding Adamski. A definilion given in Webster's New
Collegiae Dicti<nr,y call� it ·'A discus.rol ITlalkoo cspecinlly by the ex�
of<lJl)OSing views-'·
This is an a.nu-are portrayal in some rcganJs concerning the pros and cons of
the Adamski deb.We. Ho"ever. the defmition given to "coocrovat" speaks of. " .
to &,putc or <lJllOSC by reasoning -."
The ·'dispute" against Adamski. only in rare cases. was and is conducted with
"rc$00ing·•. One might say that the astronomers and �rophysicists put dieir
opposed views fOIW!lld oo the basis of their understnlin g of the solar systen1
:ind Uic bodies in ··deep space.� This mighl be con.sidercd a,; acocptille
"cootrovcrsiaf' debate.
Many of Adamski's delractors. however. do noc " - dispute or oppose by
rcasming... They sed( 10 deslroy by sl:nler.

The tir.,'li,;sue of the journal UFO CONTACT was. es we have noted, pub
lished in October 1966. IL would be of valuelo draw on a number of Sllllements
from thal �ne. bod1 with regard to il<i ga,cral � to the UFO<:ase.
111d more sproifically at lhis nlOlllellL the record. from start to finish. of George
Adamsld's visit IO lhc Vaticm, where his alleged audience of the dying Pope
John XXIU took place.
There is no denying Oic impacl on world Opini<Jl rcganling oor visitors from
spaoe if the Catholic Church were to admit that George Adamiki w as seen by
Ow pope a matter of hours before he succumbed to his last illness. If one
measures the event in I/tis light, lhen it is under..imdable lhat Adamski 's claimed
meeting wi01 the Supreme PootilT was. and is. an:ealcd from the general
public. As 111<:re is no magic wand or all-revealing mirror 10 show us the truth.
then the evidence 0tat tl1is meeting took place must be left for dte reader to
aro.,x or rtject. as he sees liL

Evidence-Unprovable

Sceptics Would Look For Evidence-

The evidence for and �- Adoolski's claims 6, in many cases. unprovable
by our present knowledge and within curenl scielllific parameters. When we
consider 1hc whole oflhc UF(xase. it stands out a mile tl13l the objects seen by
people-pcihaps nwnbering in ihci.r millioos--i!re doing things which "Earthly"'
sciena: considers �ible. Conservaive science says, in effitt •· . . . they
don ·1 come from this solarsystem � no other phinet oould str;ppor1 in1elli
gent life; 11�-y can't oomc 1rom od,er ,-yst�'lllS because !hey arc too far away.
Ergo. they ca,·1 exist. Thcn::fore.!hose claiming 10 have seen or photographed
'flying saucers' are hallucinated. arc fr.ud<; or idiols- Deblle over."

THE CLAJMED audicnre with Pqie John.lhe lead-up to it. the potential
significatce of it, raised questions in lhe mind<; of many people throughout the
world, lhe questions: "Did it happen, is it lmeT
As has been. said previously: II '-is a straight-forward case of truth or lies. It is
within l'lllll's sure knowledge lhat it� or i1.did no1 happc:n.
We have shown that. becaJSe sccpeics would l<XK foe evidence, so should
Adamski\ supporters look for evidence. 'That. was why: ..Major Petcr.;en's
people immediately began an inve.1ig.ition of GA·s claimed meeting - (near
Copenhagen.- Ed.)- because. as Pctasen said: 'We were forced to be scqJtical
...
as Olhas would have been.
The question will. inevitably, be asked., -'l1ow did Adamski know tlrat a
Venusian would be rnoeting him al five o'clock in the morning a1 the jetty? ...
mld "Was !here a hidden code in the letters a1 the lxxtom of ttie rxxe 1hrusl
beneath the doorof his room?"
Firslly, it is now established by Russian and IJ.S. scientists tllal "telepathy" is
a fact whicl1 was no1 generally accepted Im in the Sixties. George Adamski
did 1101 need a axle.
Recall. a phone-call w·.is made to the horel to inquire after Adamski. How
would his presence tl11;.,e be known?

That is a controversy in itselt: without George Adamski entering into it Re
garding the questio1 as to intclliga,t life on � or Venus. he would say in
mswer 10 his aitics. (such as the fare al1lleUr astrooaner Pauick Moore� ·'I lave
we ever been thae?" And. of coorsc. ,�e haven ·1. How. tl1e11 could oor '"probes"
be \WO!lg'? For one d1ing, of COUJSC, our probes. onoe in space, are vcry vulnera
ble. Interestingly, en: school of� suggested thli.. if Adamski truly saw
wha he says he saw. then it could have bea1 one grea1 mock-up oontrivoo and
consuucted by-who k110ws-perhaps tlleC.I.A.?
lhe same could be said ma the results telemetered back to our scientists at
NASA and olherwonhy institutions. Ch:would think that llly couple ofVcnusi
uns worth tl1eir salt could confabulate a plan 10 prevcnl blood-{hir..'ty, war
mongering. atom-moo and greedy Ea1hrneil from polluting ihcir fuir and lroublc
fra: plin:t. by doctoring the scientific evidence. Shouldn·1 be n\Ud1 of a problem
lo someone who could hall and n.'VCISC a flying saucer doing about 120.000 Ks .
would you think?
lhen. of course, die uuerly ridiculous question: Coold Governments or Agen
cies Unmentiroablc on l!ath coolrive lo hold back in� or isroiauts'
fihrn showing that there {1/'C alial bases on the Moon. after all? J>eri,;t, ihc thought
11131 these authorities could be so disll<llCSIJ 1110Ugh. of course, it is being amply
proven now that they've lied through llx..-ir lCCth for the pa.51 sixiy ydlr., regarding
visitors from space, 1� they arc liom Venus oc Tau Celi.
There is one area of controversy regarding Adamski. hm-r. !hat is a straight
-forward case oflruth or lies. It is wi01in man ·s sure krmwlcdgc U,at it happened
or it did nol happc:n. II is a plain l'llliler of whet11e1 or llOI devious men have
concealed facts known to !hem. or recorded by dlCl'll, and \m:thcr or llOI. for the
sule of expediency, political or otherwise, or for \\hal:evcr r=oo, U,cy have
decided Ul3t dte truth will not come OUl
The wmeqoo,ccs of admissi<Jl lhat lhis paniww event look place would be

No denying The Impact On Wortd Opinion.

In his book �lnsKle n1e Space s,,1p5·· M'lmski tells of the cxpllnfi<Jl given
IO him regarding the ability of the 'telemeter discs· to pass back information
fiom Earth to dteir ships in sp.K:C.

•By tlie use oflheses machines we know ev1.'fl ,mai )WT people an: thinking,
and wheU1cr or not they are hostile towards LL,· - "Ea:h new step brought fresh
marvels until I beg/Inlo fear that I could not retain half oflhcm in my rnemo,y.
Bu- my friends =urcd me Iha 1"1Cll the lin1e canie to \\1ltc. they \IOOld help
me to recall an accurate picture ofdrc night's events in cvay detail.�
Is this 10 say that a "telemeter disc" was operating near to Adamski over
Copenh�en?
Fustly, we might rccaJI how Copeohagen police-inspector &NO Slei spoke
to a 'bubble· lypc telemeter device in a busy Copcnha.,<>en smx:t, and it "obeyed"'
his LmSpOken command?
� an explanat:ion of all 0tcse ''n1y.,tcrics"-h ow Ute mystery call�-r
knew Adanski·s hole! th.i:night how a mysrery rrm met him a the jelly na1
mominghcfore breakfust--is to be found in Ute wriltcn report sent 10 Ronald by
Major Hans Petersen himscl� one or Uie many e.xpericnces tltai this former
chiefAirTrafficControl officerrnd wilh in his ma.1y years ofmilitary SCIV'icc.
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THIS IS WHAT I HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR ... !

Will these authorities, in the lace ofthese oontinued clailii.s, still remain silent?
Perhaps, in die course of time. we shall see." - U1•p101u.

"Gecxge ww. in Denmark 10 VlSil Major Hais C. Pctcrscn and to lectun: at a
Congi=. Major Petersen and his son, Lars, went to the Tirstrup Airport to pick
him up, and, aniving al die airport, diey went lo a position where they could see
lhe plane with Mr Ad:rnski approach and land .. When the Mctrup0lila'l came
out of lhe clouds., they saw how a Flying Sauccr was right behind it and Slayed
visible for some lew seconds belore it weot back up into die clouds. When, a
little later, lhey mct :Mr Adan� Major Pcteisen said: ·George. !hero was a
flying saucer right behind your plane when it came out of lhe clouds', Mr Ad
amski did not show my sign of 5U1prise, and said: 'Yes. I know, - the boys al
ways follow me. - / b1q111J1e.

A Man Dedicated to the Last ...

Over a year later, anotllcr article this time in the Allgust 1968 is.sue of the
same journal, die Vatican Visit was again brought up. as a !\.--minder, aid sum
marised w. follows:
"Adamski died on a )ectlll\,'-tour in the eastern United States on April 23..t
1965, He was 74. I le died of a series of repcared heart attacks brought on by
exhaustion and over-work. l11C friends in Washington wiU1 whom Adanski
slayed before finally being carried olf to hospital, have carried on his work,
against lhe greatest �ition, physical and menll11. fiom those same powerful
mid ignorant elements which pursued Adamski.

Checking, Recall lhe restaurant in Anmlll]'l where Adamski said: "'I le·s a
spice man.-He's the man I met in Copenhagen.·· Rocall how Mr.; May Mortel
met Danish colleagues several mondis later in Denmark. llie descrip4ioo of die
man seen by lhe angler al die jcuy was the same as the man seen in 01e Antwerp
restauralt And again: ''It was at an hotel in 8a.5lc. Switzerlood, tlllll Adamski
ooce again pointed out his 'space man'."

Is this the piell.lre of a man who could have 11;,"'tin:d in ltLxurious =.? Any
one who has seen the energy that Adamski put into his oork, know.. th� he
was not the 'retiring kind'. Is this nol, rather. a picture of a man ded.icatcd to die
last in bringing out the truth... ?

Wlial could be checked was checked. That was why, oo receiving tl'l6c infor
maliQll from May Morlet Iha:" They hooked in at the Albergo 'Auriga' on Vlll
S. Andrea delle Fmne, taking rooms 7:2 and 23. a short while after "8 o'clock in
the evening" - "of die 30th". Ronald wrote to the albergo's proprietor and had it
confumed that th6 American and die two European ladies had. indeed, booked
into rocms 22 ll1d 23 at his worthy establishment on the day concemed.

"Adwnski was received in Audience by ()iec11 Juliana of the'Netherlands on
May I gd, 1959. Also present ai a planned thrce-<juarter hour 11Udience that
stretched into two hours. were Prince Bernhard, Mr C. Kol.ff. Presick.'llt of the
Royal Nt.'tht-rlands Society for Aviation; Lieutenant-Ge1icral l·L Schaper. Olief
of the Royal Nctherlands AirStaff; Professor Jongbloed. of Utredil University:
and Professor Rooy, of the University of Amsterdam.

Olecking again. That is why Ronald Ca.-well \WOle to lheSCC!ffiry of State at
the V!lican.
In the April 1967 issue of the magazine UFO Contael, he quot.ed a letter he
had written to the Vatican and die reply he received.

His&rirEnce

Cardinal Cioognn
Secrmr; of Stare. VatiCill

Adamski was received in Audience by Pope John XXlll at 11 am On May
31� 1963, diree days before the Pope died. He was awarded a gold pontifical
medul for certain services rendered. He did NOT. for obvious reasons, sign the
vL�itors' book. The medal has been photographed in colour. the foll story has
been related in UFO Con/act, October 1966. I knQw personally the two people
who oo:.ompanied Adamski to Ronie. He w.is seen to approach a small priVllle
dcxxway in the Vatican which was qJer1 and at which waited a man in ecclesias
tical garments. He came out an hour later.

r Septl!Tlber l!lil

Yaur Emioo1u,
I hiMl been informed that srnrily before he died His Hoflness P� .Jmn XXIII was plem ID
QM! a brief auoiP.nce to Mr George�- of California l1SA

"My own inquiry, dated ,� September 1963, regarding an audience or Pope
John accorded to GCOJgC Adaniski, and rnooe lo the Secretary of State at the
Vatican, Cardinal Arnleto Cicognan� pn:duced Uic reply as mentioned earlier.

As this is af l!Xlrelllll interest tD me. would It �ease Yaur £min= to confillTI this !<1:1 arx! to
cafMI'/ to me the dats of this interview?

'Mthutmost�
lremail.

Lf the audicoce had not lalcen place, Uie Vatican CQUld have denied i� and that
� that It did not Since then, a copy of every issue of ourpublicalion (i.e. UFO
Contact -RC.� which has repeatedly brought up die matter of the audience
and the medal ha,; been sent to the office of die Pope, lhe Secretary ofStale, and
to the Editor of Ossemi/Ot'/1 Romano, the official Vatican newspaper. They have
been challenged to refute d1e claims made. 11-.cy have never done so.

Yours SincBra�
RooaltJ Cml ." ----{ h,q11ole.

Not P1Mblt' to Provide the Information .••

In Buenns Aires, Jesuit priest Fii!ier Reyna. has many times told the story of
Adamski's visit to the Vatican. He has held the rn�ne bearing a phcxograph
of the medal in his hand, !Ild said: 'This is no ordinary medal. lli.is is a veiy
special award' For a long time, Father Reyna has lec.11ired and written articles on
flying saucers-which he has him.5elfsccn repeatedly as Director or the Adhara
Astronomical Observatory in Buenos Aires-and his words have reached fur
out from Argentina to all parts ofSouth America Can it be doubtcxl dllll his
superiors have knowledge of Y.ilat he is saying? Can one doubt for one moment
(ha( die Holy Falhers in Rome do not know all about Father Reyna's activiti�?
Why do they not silence him? Perhaps becau.<;e you do nc( silence the truth ... "
-Umpmli,,

A reply was received from the Secretmia1 Of Stale at the V!lican- (bmealh
the Papal Anns, the words Segretaria Di Slato Di SiJO Sandt.a, - Dal Vat:icano.) datedSepfember20th 1963. lfhekl the official inked seal of the Secretariat
"The Sa,-reiary of State of His Holiness. in acknowledging receipt of the
recent letter which Ronald Caswell addressed to His Eminence Amleto Cardinal
Cicognan� regretfi.JUy communicates that it is not possible to provide the infor
rnatim requested 01crein." - I /1Mp101e.
The article goes on:
"One may, of ooursc, interpret. this TL'PIY in any way one d1005CS. which Wa<;
no doubt the intention. A strange fact remains, however. Several months have
now passed since a copy of UFO Contact -bearing detail� of Adamski's audi
ence of Pope John X:X.ltl and photographs of the gold medal award he received
after his audienro-was sent lo the Pope. to the now Secrctaiy ofStale at lhe
Vatican, and also to the Editor of the official Vatican organ, Ossen'O/Ore Roma
no,
The claim that Adamski bore a rnes.,;age for Pope John from people living on
other planets in Oiis soJ.ir system. !Ild the claim that, as a result, Adamski was
awartled a gold medal by Uic Pope, has been published .i n a number of langu3e�
in many countries round the world Any claim to have had an audience of 11 Pope
who ·was dymg is surely a very serious matter, true or false. To have claimed to
be the bearer of a mes.sage from Outer Space. is even more fantastic. To have
claimed that a gold medal was awarded a-; a result of this W()ll)d border on the
insane-if thl,>rc was not good evidence that all these claim; v.ere true.
''This Magazine too, will be sent to the oflices oflhe persons named above.

"VATIC1N vtSrr /963" wa<; the first account of the event read by n:searclier
and author Timod1y Good. a friend and fom1er =iate of Ronald Caswell.
TY.cnty years later. he ,vas to write of the controversial event in: "George Ad
amski: The Un/old Story· (1983).
Tim was a researcher who tried to get to know the f.lds or a UFO caw by
personal investigaticn if ��ible, unlike many of todays UFO writer.;, who
appear lo "investigate'' other people's woo: via eon'lputer. 1hus, in lum, he got to
know May Morlet. Lou Zins.<;tag, Madeleine Rodefkr, Fn:d <lld Ingrid Sta:k1ing and ll!hers. who have played a 1-cy part in Uf'O contact and reseaid1 cases.
Jn his chapter entitled: "1l1e Burden of Proof' Tim. in relerring to "side
doors" through which it appeared that Adamski gained access, stimulates the
long donnnnt controversy back into life.
"The Vatican visit (Chaplet 7.- 1rntten by oo-author Lou Z-ins.5lllg.-Ed.) is
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THIS IS WHAT I HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR ... !
a dilli:n,'111 nmer in Chat bah Lou Zinsslag and May Mortel wi� Adamski
enter a priV!le door of die building. As Lou rK1ed a1 the linie_ lhe visit would
probably n<X have been recorded officially, so it is hardly surprising (hat the
Va1ican have failed to confirm it. But in a letter to e<rworl.-cr Ronald Caswell on
20 September 1963. tllC Vatican ·s wording was sutfioicntly !Illbiguous lo en
courage me lo write again for U10 same information. The Vatican ·s response of
14 May 1977 is more specilic:
'Secretariat Of'Sllb!
No. 326.770.

From the Vutica,.

Adamski had been allowed lo take a look And he addcd confidentially: 'If you
ask me. lhe Pope is hardly a dying man. I have seen sevaaJ people dying of cm
rer but the Pope·s skin has still gtt a fine tc:A1ure like a child's. They haven ·1 yet
tried 10 operate oo him bu& rm s� that's what lhey will do soon. He is not too old
for Iha(: Harry 1'n.JIT1lu1 unoorwmt the s.11110 opera!ion .succcsstully at eighty.·
GOQIEC added tlllll die Pope even had rosy cheeks. and had said that he did not
feel so bad. In the evening papers I found a nolice lh:u t110 Pope had spcnl a very
.
good day. and dl31 he even had some colour Cll his diccl.s. I also recall George s
stllcment that he was ROI the only visitor on this day and that. another mm w·.is k:d
into the room the moment he Jett·•

14May 1977.

'Dear Mr llood

Lou WQ'll on io rell how, U1e following day, at lunch, Ad!mski showed diem
the � medallion Iha! his visitlll' had brought lo the small lioo:I where lhey were
staying. She goes on:

I wnte to� yoor letter af 4 Ma'1 S77 e,11 llll B-.:losBI �of )1)11' Jl'MI.IS letter ri
10 February.

·'At this hmch, Adamski was ready to tell us a few more delails about the
meeting, He had been helped oo wiU1 a kind of cassock over hls suit before he
mlered the bedroont llie Pope gave him a nice smile ltld said: ·J have been
expecting you.' When George handoo him the sealed message fiorn Copmliagm.
T
he said also in English: ' lw is wh!II I have been waiting for.· I le then �e 1o
his visitor in a very low and so11: voice for a few minutes. Adamski had 10 bend his
head down close lo the Pope's, whose last words were: 'My son. don't wony, we
will 1m.e it· After receiving dlC P� blessing. Adamski was ushered ooL

Wlh reg;nj to the aleged prm audier1ce gr;rud II'( Pnpe ..om XXIII on 31 May l!ll3. I�
mnywllliiloomp,MIBatlED!l!lel'!omcpe;e.
\16th all grod wisl1es, I remaii

"· Other Secret Mttti�udl u 1llc White House - "
'"T'wo days later, on Whit Monday, the Pope died, a few hours before we had to
ny back-Adamski 10 Londoo, May to Brussels and I lo Zurich. When I lefl him
al Rome Airport he was rull in a lqipy mood. die bad news l10l )'Ct having
re.ached us. But I felt lllll&Jally m aid depressed, knowing all of a sudden that I
would not see him agairt The filct that I had been of S001C help in fulfilling his
hcwt's desire, U1011gh, made Uie parting easier,

··My query as to how Adanski came to be in possession of the Ecumenical
Council ooin -tiich proves lhe aud� wa-; oowa,ia,tly ig,ionxt. For lhe
moment the matter rests there.•· -/ ,,.,.,,'/1c
'"fhctt He ls---1 can Stt The Mao!"
l.oui'it'-lou--------Zins&ag, wa, a cousin of lhe n<led Sw� JE)·chiarist. Carl
Gustav Jung, who himself developed m int� in U1c subject ofOying saucers.
Lou's own account of Uie Vati<.'311 visit has been. lo an �en� narrated, along
with May Monet's. in Uic origiral text published in 1966. She CXllll1ds the per
sonal side of the stay in hct IXJOk. c::oruthonxl with Tim Good. In order to avoid
UllllCCC3.'W)' repetitions. we wiU include e.�cerp!S thal add oenain dwtils to the
accoonL
''We �1lllted liom Rome on May 30111• Having told us Uial we would be ex
peeled in liml. of SI Pcter·s (l(1 U1e 3 1• at 11 am, May u,ld I got him there in
good time. We walked slo" ly up the bnw central stairway, looking arourld us.
Whhin a few minutes George cried oot: 'There he is-I ca, see the man! Please
wait for me here in about 1111 hour's time.'
I le descended the steps swiftly, ruming to lhe lef l I had looked lo the ri[!),t
because I expedCd him lo be oomined dmrgh the well-kll0\\11 gae wiien: the
Swiss Guards were �ed. Ya. withoul any hesitllirn, lie walked to lhe lcfl of
the Dome where I saw now a higli wooden entrance gite behind the open door
way, wiU1 a small built-in door. This door \Y8S partly opened and a man was
stllnding inside iL gesturing discreeOy lo George. He wore a black suit but not a
.
pricsl s robe. On hi<! chest I noticed soo,e ldnd of coloured material in. while.
gn:en 111d red: either part of a shiny silk vest or a meml plale of S(l(lJC kmd.
Owing lo the distance I could not make Olll much detail, nor could I St'e his
leat=. Also. there were gro.rps ofpeople standing in our w11y.
FfJS Visit Would Probably 10( Be R«onkd
"AI01ougli we knew that admitttncc to U1e Vafia111 did nOI necessarily nle:111
thar George ,va,; going to be received by the Pope. both May and I felt excited.
We had been ralhcr doubtful in the moming because die � had referred to
Po pe John's declining heallh. I made a mental note lhat Adamski's being re
ceived ll a gae �'I' thai the usual one where the Swiss Guanls checked on
every vi�itor meant (hat he would not be registered on the daily visitor's list. 111<1
that his visit would probably not be rocordcd officially by U1e Vati�1. ·n1is, I
reali71Xl wac; very interesting in itself but would not be helpful if= had to look
forproo(
May 111d I returned :.i hoor taer. There was George alnaly, grinning like a
monkey. I never saw his faoe us happy as u,ar his e)eS shining like beautiful
1Clpa7.e<;. something. I shall never fOfgCl 'We have �e iV he said 'I was re
ceived by die Pope. He gave me his bles-�ing 1111d I handed him the message.'
"When la.er in the day we llll'IChal with George he lold us that the Pope \�
nOl lying in the room above SI Pcn:r's Squaro. as the people had been told, but
that his bedroom faced the ma;t beautiful pwt of tlie Valica, garden. a1 which
Genslng Gardens News •

I was by now fi.1Uy a.-.vinced that Adamski was indeed a 11131 with a mission
to fi.1lfil. 111d I suddenly n:memberoo his ·pm'lle tuition' ns a )'Olllg boy. I knew
for certain Iha he was expected and n,'Ceivcd by Pope John XXJil, \\hich also
made me inclined lo llclieve him when he told � ofother secn:t meetin� in other
important buildin�. such as the While House. into which he had also been oomil
lcd lhrougli a side door." - I J11q1""e.

•

Tim Good, in oie of his ll1llil recent books: "Alien Base·•, again refers 10 the
Votiau1 visit. reproducing a copy of Ronald's reply from die Vari= Sccn:tariat
Tim wrote:
"Not surprisingly, then: has hem no official C(l(lfimlllion of Adamski's meet·
ing.. Following an ambiguous responSC from the Valicm lo Ronald Caswell. ClllC
of Adamsl...'fs British co-workers. �1111ing that UJeY were unable lo provide die
required information. I followed up wiU1 a similar requcsL 'With regard to the
allegod privare audimce gntllcd by Pope John XXIII on 31 Masy 1963'. I was
infomlCd by ai officer of Uie papal coon. 'I \1oold assure you that no such pnviM.e
audience ever tad< place · I reoeMXl no resport;e 10 my enquiiy as to how Ad
amski managed 10 obtain the coin.''- /111,pmle, - No such denials took place
following 11umerous challenges by Ronald Caswell in O,e 1960s. llien Oic
IBlJfH was c.;Joser to home ...
Another C(l(ltemponuy rocipicnt of Adamski's exciting news was his long-time
friend Md colleague, Desmond 1.cslic. Shortly after Adamski died, Major Hans
Petersen and other co-worker.; and fiicnm wrote tributes to d1eir old comradc-in
anns in a D.lnish publication put OU1 by Hans Peteisen. ll was entitled: "F.litcns
Sendcbu<f' -�Courier Elite''--a title Ronald had used for his O\\Tl oontributicn
Caswell has since translated an article foon the publication that was written by
Desm011d Leslie abol.rt his old friend George Adamski. just d1ree mooths before
he died
ll Wll'i to be II filling epitaph.
A Character Study of George Adamski
"AFTER TWfLVE )= of sa.icer his1ory there is ooly orie truly debatable
figure.
No matter how hard Uiey tried. no other contact pcrsa1 has been able to nwdkl'll
sud, intcn:st. rage, dev(llion or hare. Maybe it's as well. because it has caused
people to U1ink.
Aflcr twelve }ears of elm: ocquaintrlCC with this exuoordinary man, rm rK1
mllCh Wl>l:f than when I first met him in California in 1954, more than a year after
our joint literary ctfon was launched ag;iinst 31 earthbound humm ra.-e, He wilL
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in all probability, end up m one of three things, the bigge;t charhian of all times.
an extremely original fool or the most importlWlt person since Elijah.
Geoige is a pet'S(Jll who can drive you crazy. He talks for hours without strop
ping. and you m: just prepared to accept that what he is saying SOlUlds likely.
And d1en, suddenly, without blinking an eye, he comes with a stalement so
outrageo11� and pitent.ly impos.5ible d131. you wish he had never said it. And you
go away. disappointed. A couple of weeks or months, or days, lmer. it's con
firmed from another source that what he had said Wlfi true.

anymore. he comes up with une which later becomes solidly substmtialed. I
remember, too, d1at whm I was with him in 1954. aid he told me about the Van
Allen Belts, many thousands of miles above the surfuce of the Earth; two of them
have since been disoovered. die lhird not yet discovered. but mlght well be when
the asu-onauts start olJ to the moon.
One of George's drawb@cks is, lhal tic·s such a poor narrator. He has oo
men10iy for thiJ1gs visible: and his descriptions of thing, and places are raiher
confusing, I noticed Iha� when I heard him describing to ahas a journey we had
taken together. Sizes, times, outlines !lld colour don't seeni lo make much of an
impression or1 him. So it's not so surprising d13l some of his saucer stories leave
much to be desired

"That's Ju.st What! Have Waited For!"
•·Like, for example, when he arrived in London from Rome about ihaL tin1c
when Pope John died, I met him at the airport, - I believe it was WhitslDl week
end: - and L drove him sualght down to my little cabin-cruiser al Staines. where
several of us � staying for the week-end. He was enjoying himself and talked
about his tour. Latez-the talk. for some reason or another. turned to a discussioo
on gold. and finally Gel)rge said: 'Herc is a piece of gold thal n<XlllC will ever
wheedle out of mer. and he conjured up an exquisite little gold medallion with
Pope John's pi�1ure oo it. I discovered later thal. this rnedallioo had not yet been
awarded to anyone.
I asked him how he got it and he answered: •John gave it to me die day before
yesterday,· As I knew that die Pope was seriously ill and had 00! had visitors for
a IOl'lg time, I became quite annoyed with him. He went oo lo tell us lww he
arrived at the Vatican according to the Space people's il'l.5ln.lctions and was led
directly in dressed in a C3.5SOCk, and shown to John's bedside, where he g\lve hin1
a sealed package &om the Brothers,
As he received hirn John's face lit up, and he said: vlhal' just what l have
waited for!' Then he amu1ged for George to receive the medallion and the audi
ence was over.

"His Pictures WeJT Given Away Free.''
"111is doesn't meat thOugh, that they shouldn't be truthful He just finds it
hard to fonn lhing;, -the physical 1!1ings-inl.o words: he's much bettl.'f with
regard to abstract and metaph}sical subjCCIS. when he really b'CIS going, - it's a
real experimce. Most of you have never heard him really get going, At let1Ures,
he's nervous and muddled He easily becomes tired and uses all his energy. But if
one can get him in an intimate circle, relaxed and in the right hwnour, one will
find a wholly different man, a deeper and richer voice. almost a new personality,
where a higher conviction begins to shine througlL Sud1 momenlS I remember
and ohcrish.
Witl1 regard to Go;Jrge himself. I bclicve tll!ll die world becalic richer when he
arrived and it will be poorer when he leaves. It was his amazing pictures pictures that have survived hoth tinie and criticism-which firsl got people to
discover what was goillg on.TI
(RC.- Of those photos, Lou Zinsstag was Inter to write; in: "GEORGE
t
ADAMSKJ: The Untold Storyt , quote: "Contrary to a wide-spread belief that
Adamsl5 w;is making a lot of money through his publicooons and la.1Ures I
knew this was 1D1truc. llie best-seUing 'F�1ing Sm1cers Herve landed' was co
authored with Desmond Leslie, md Adamski's contribution amounted to only
55 pages. His pictures were given away (i'ce, as Leslie testified in his 'Trihute To
George Adamski' iJ1 Gray Baiker's book. 'Whal an extraordinary man· Des
mond: wrote, 'He takes the most priceless pidures of all time and wanL� no
money for lliem'." ') � lnq11om

''Lou Zinsstag, ....11o is very relioole, had accompanied him, so I made inquir
ies with her. She wrote 0181 they had gone to the Vatican and, when diey g-Ot near
to die private entrance, a man with purple al his throal (piesumab!y a priest or a
bishop), George exclaimed: v1nere·s my man!' - he greeted him and was shown
in.
AboUI twenty minutes or a half-hour later. - (11 seems that it was nearer an
hour. aa.-ortling to UJU's later, personal acwunt-RC.) - he came back' just as
excited and delighted as witnesses related that: he was. after the contact in die
desert in 1952. He was absolutely overcome With emotion, and told the amazed
Luu: Tvc seen him! I've SC..'il him!'

(Leslie goes on in his ·'Character Study of George Adamo;ki):

"I Asked An Abbot Whom l Knew"

'1 believe, that: when a Union of tl1e Eartb and older races is finally accom
plished-{\vitl1in the next lWo thousmd yearsHis m111e will be esteemed and
honoured.

"He described the audience to her injust such a manner as he had dooe lo me.
Lou could not believe that: he wa<; able to obtain entr.incc into die Vatican and be
reocived by a fairly high cleric. if it was just a bad joke. He had decidedly had a
wonderful experience, whilst he w3S in there, and die only experience that oould
bring such a reaction fr<m a man would be that he had been al the Pope's bed
side,
Later, l asked an abbot whom I knew. about the medallion. He was very
swprised and said Iha! such recognition would ooly be given to someone in the
most exceptional cirrumstances, and, in any case, as fur as he knew, no-one had
y,.--t received lhis special medallion.

Per,ooally, I wouldn't for anything in 1he ....urtd have missed being his mend
Desmond Leslie."

January 1965.
-lin<(l1t'lle.■

you

(Desmond Leslie later revealed tha1 the ·'abbot'' was an old sd100I liicnd,
Basil, lalcr Cardinal Hume, leader of the Roman Calhofic Church iJ1 England,
who r=ntly died.)

A-PA MS 1.-1
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"So. despite my original misrust, it looks very much as if George met John a

R

couple ofdays before he died and possibly given lu'm a scaled package.
I asked what the package conmined. He said be didn't know. The Brot11ers
had given itto him before he left for Europe, and lie'd beeli asked to give it to the
Pope, and that all amD1genlt!llts would be take care of within the Va1icai so that
this could take place. Allow me to point out that tlm Btothers have a fifth column
in St Peta's Palace, as they have everywhcre.-1 II oppeam tl!lll Leslie had mis
remembered the place of delivery of the package to AdamskL as all other oo
counts refer toCopenhagen.-R.C.)

77 /VI e..
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George said lha1 he reckoned 61at it contained advice and guidance to the
Second Ecumenical Council: aid if one looks at the agenda aid resolutions that
follo,�: Christendom's Unity and an end to anti-Semitism: noo-Cad10lics
saved, despite everydling, and olher natural adjustments that are necessary for the
O1urch to survive. it's pos.5iblc dllll the package contained a message to tlic
fisherman's (Peter's - R.C.) successors to the effect: 'Get it soJted out or out you
go!'- although it was probably couched in a more pOlite rna11ne1".

-Copy ofnote• m front of envelope-GA found beneath die lloorof his
Copenhagen room.-

••He Told Me About The Van Allen Dells."

Ragnva.ld A. Carlsen and

Major (rel.) Hans C Peren;cn (t) Royal Danish Air Force.

"lh�s typical of George, Just as you decide that }OU won'rbelieve his stories
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lJFO CONTAC: llle Day Before Yesterday ©

Ln Support Of George Adamski
(Series Two: Pan 6)

Adamski-and a Feisty Lancashire Lass
By Ragnvald A. Car]sen and Major (ret.) Hans C. Petersen (t)
death. to --acquaint" the world with the facts about our visitors from
Space.

LOOKED UP the word in the dictionary because Ronald
D had used it and it is not in everyday English usage. the
word '•feist" is. North American dialect for a small dog.
From thaL one derives the word 'feisty'. Ronald thought
this rather small lady was "'foi�ty: plucky. full of fight:·
From what I surmised. she needed to be. to take on George
Adamski.
But I shall not rush on ahead with this story. because it has
implications that need to be digested; it also shows lhat George
Adamski could keep a confidence as well as - in fact. better
than - the next man. I-le could also divulge '"secrets:· To his
friends ...
It was Ronald who knew this "feisty'' lady back in the Si1-
ties. She is still going strong today ...

When several months later, I returned to the Midlands metropolis, I
had with me the Adamski-Rodeffer lilm. which was shown to a full
house at the Manchester School of Adult Education. It went down
well.

It was as if this ·'feisty'' little, middle-aged Lanca,hire lass declined
to seek prominence in airing her experiences. the details of h�r life.
her problems; instead she subjugated them in her interests, in her arL
in her ·'flying sauuer study" activities. her "UFO group." She was an
accomplished artist. was Emily Crewe. It was her art. in fact. thal
almost caused her to "'drop·• George Adamski! But not quite!

When she did agree lo write down for me her own personal
''contact" story. - contact with Adamski. that is. - it made me won
der who it was exactly whom about the activities of tl1is somewhat
amazing man. This ·•veteran•· Ufologist - she began her studies back
in 1954 and is still •·1eaming·· today, - wrote an endearing, yet pug
nacious story, a story with a daunting beginning and a somewhat
an1azing end.

My personal acquaintance with Emily Crewe - she had joined
IGAP-O8 earlier that year - began on the 8th of May 1965. when I
arrived at her flat quite early on the Saturday moming for a week-end
of talks on the subject of George Adan1ski to members of Manches
ter's local UFO study groups. She had made U1e necessary arrange
ments, had small halls booked and had "ordered" her friends to be Uiere
to debate her favourite subject - flying saucers - and her
favourite, despite everything, "conlac(ee", yes. George
Adamski. But thereby hangs a tale...

Emily had been Uuough - emotionally - hard times;
in the year the Second World War had ended she had
lost a husband and an 8 monUi-old baby within a short
period of time. Some years later, her second marriage
had ended in divorc(} and she was left with two children
to bring up alone. The Welfare State "bene-fits" were
not as "well'" as they might have been: she worked in a
hospital to make ends meet.

I did not learn of U1ese things then; U1e more person
al details came later, when we got 10 know each other better through
correspondence. Emily wasn 'l one to moan: she held the view that
there were many who were far worse off than her. She was a smaJl
staturcd, plucky woman with a good Lancashire humour that soon
removed the tired feeling I had from lhc overnighl coach-ride from
London's Victoria long-distance coach station. The ample breakfast,
too, perked me up no end, and gave an excellent start lo the. day.
Bot. unfortunately, I was the bearer of bad news.

I had with me the Ad amski-Rodcffer film.

When I told her that George Adamski had died, she was stunned.
She had letters from George Adamski. letters he had signed himself,
answering questions she had asked him U1rough the post. (Adamski
replied tu all genuine correspondents, a fact that his decriers did not
know of: it was a costly-enough affair with the number or letters he
received from all parts of the world.) The news had apparently nor yet
reached U1e English newspapers. • if it had, it was scant: - I had re
ceived notification direcl from Mrs Alice K. Wells, who was managing
Adamski's affairs in California while he was lecturing in Washington
and 0U1er norlh-ca,tern States. l, too. had been stunned. I had lost a
personal friend ,vho had changed my Iife.

The lecture and tbe smaller, group discussions had gone down well
that week-end; when I ldl on U1e Sunday afternoon I had made many
more friends, friends Adamski had worked for until the day of his

Even the title reveals something of Emily Crewe.

"My Huckleberry Friend - George Adamski"

"Yes, I know the heading relates to a lovely riece
of f:ilm music called 'Moon River'. from lhc Sixties. a
film called 'Breakfast At Tiffany's' which featured
the late lovely film star, Audrey Hepburn.

But it has nothing to do with my particular Huck
leberry Friend. George Adamski, whose Moon River
ran right alongside the stars in the heavenly firn1a
menl: and when one of them fell down at his feel, so
to speak, the whole world rose up in an unprecedented
furore because he was just a nobody from nowhere. and he eamed a
living in the Californian desert selling hot-dogs to the UFO punters.

I low do I know all this? Because L too. am a nobody from no
where in particular. and for me lo slick out my neck in this matter is
equally outrageous in a world where nobodies should learn to keep
their place.

''This was the George Adamski I met"

A greal many people met this extraordinary man, as he eventually
turned out to be, who. quite unintentionally, evolJ,ed strong passions
and made life dif1icult for himself by keeping 'shtum· about his star
friends' particular hiding-places. But he was the sort of man who
would have done the same for the illegal immigrants from the Mexi
can border into the good old US of A. And incidentally, he was said to
have loved U1e Mexican peopk for the very nai\lctc and simplicily that
made U1em so vulnerable to their political masters.

This was the George Adamski I meL who never !urned anybody
away who wanted to talk to him. - (twice. in my case!) - no matter
how harassing it might be for himself or the organisers of his lecture
tours, while here in this country, both in 1959 and 1963. (Not forget
ting the harassment he had to endure from some of his organisers as
witnessed by myself on one occasion.)
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"My first impressions of this conlactee with the Star People could,
at first. only come from books and news clippings; and though I had
read much about other 'spacemen contactees', like Cedric Allingham
from Lossicmoulh in Scotland, who also reported a landed 'flying
saucer' around the same time as Mr Adamski, there was some01ing
about G.A., as we all came to know him, that was special, as i I' he had
been cut out and tailored for this meeting with tllfs beautiful man from
another world, who gave out an equally beautiful philosophy, about
our place in the heavenly scheme of things, and who ·read the riot act';
about our dissolute ways and careless disregard for our beautiful planet
and all its creatures. and our unkindness to our fellow citizens living in
poverty and deprivation.

audience in Mancester, Lanca�hire. It was sent over by Mrs Rodeffer
herself, who, after a raid on her home by Govemment agents. was
anxious for its safety. due lo damage lo one of tlie films. She thought it
would be safe in F.nglandl
Because her nightmare began after George Adamski died in April of
that year. II would take a writer like Frederick Forsythe to describe the
cloak and dagger tactics that 'have been employed in the Qover-up of
Uiat and other UFO reports. It must be left. to her to tell ii in her own
way some day: hopefully. of the time when she was visited by extra
terrestrials at her home-, just eighteen miles out of Washington D.C.,
and was advised by them to be ready with her movie can1era. as they
would give her some good pictures for her campaign; in her fight to
gel the truth to the people, that the 'Saucers' were here, and that U1eir
occupants were here, living and working among us here on Earth. as
friends." - Un,fflllle.

'Get your house in order: came the message, 'and share and share
alike:
Qne cannot deny the effect such a message would have on power
politics on both sides or the Atlantic: together wil11 the second message
warning us humans to stop the testing of atom bombs anywhere on
earth because of the damaging effect it would have, not only on our
ecology but on the delicate ·Swiss watch' precision of the solar system
itself.

She has been cruelly punished

Emily Crewe went on to tell how George Adamski helped Made•
leine to secure the now famous "Silver Spring'; scout-ship movie. She
goes on:
T

" hen George told Madeleine not to tell anybody that ho had taken
the pictures, as she would only get into trouble.

"None of this endeared George Adamski to U1c Astronomical Sci
ences, whose members have since gone oul of their way to bring him
into disrepute, encouraging the image of a con man and a liar, to hide
their embarrassment and professional jealousy on those occasions
when George's remarks were proved right. especially by astronauts in
space who also spoke of the 'fire-tlies' surrounding the NASA space
vehicle, for instance, as experienced by George during a trip 111 a space
craft.

However, she has since continued her campaign over the years lo
follow. and she has been cruelly punished, her life shattered. her beau
tiful home taken from her, along with its memories. Now, she rarely, if
ever, answers lelters, as both her mail and her telephone calls have
been intercepted. My phone calls to her have tactfully avoided the
subject nearest to our hearts; but I prefer that she knows how much I
respect her privacy and her peace of mind While that sensational docu
ment remains, locked up in her mind. Per.haps forever.

But these criticisms were mostly due to the machinations of the
Space authority within the government who could in tum blame the
Cenlntl Intelligence Agency or the F.B.L As when the truth Was not
told in the early days of a formation of alien scoutcraft whioh were
reported and photographed above the Capitol Dome and the Washing
ton Memorial. The authorities knew that this had happened: tlrnt they
had been upprooched by space emissaries who had subsequently been
ignored.

So much for Ami:rica and irs so-called democratic principles!
"My first meeting with George Adamski was something of a disru,
terl For me, al any rate! All I knew about this man was d11e to the hrief
head-lines and a spot on television on my monochrome set. (Bought
seoond-hand and for which I had taken up a part-time job cleaning
otlices. Thls was in I 959).

That Adamski must have known more l11an he would veil about
these alien spacecraft. only a few people. well-versed in this game,
could know, as for example. when tentative overtures from NASA
space scientists made it possible for this alien liaison to begin. Not long
ago. in another space science documentary on television, NASA ·came
up with' a revolutionary idea for the protection of astronauts and the
inside instrument panels of the returning nose-cone whilst passing
through the searing atmosphere during 'free-fall' back to eanh; - 'gold
linings.'

The puny information I got from friends who had just formed study
groups was inadequately expressed, about this central figure who was
to initiate a world-wide controversy which would continue to rage
even al\er his death six years later. So I got it completely wrong when
I thought all l had to do was to go to the lecture he was givi.ng "in U1e
local city of Manchester and make arrangements to meet the gentle·
man afterwards and ask him some questions about religion which, as a
Christian. bothered me. with regard to the Space Visitors.

But more of that another time ...

I had read the book written by him and another man called Des
mond Leslie. who. it appeared, was sonu:thing of a television literary
entrepreneur. He had sci out a long d1scourse as an introduction about
Space Visitors coming 10 our world for literally centuries and monitor
ing our cultural and genealogical progress at different perioili; of our
evolution. Some of this had been traced in archaeological findings and
anefaets which pointed to a highly evolved culture even b1ifore our
present history of a few thousand years standing.

I had the privilege of meeting him only twice.

�1 must correct any false impression I may have given, that I knew
G.A. very well and was a mcmher of his inner circle. 1 had the privi
lege of meeting him only twice and each time in circumstances which
prevented me from having any sort of 'conversation' with him. I have
envied those persons who had a great deal to do with him and were
able to use inOucnce in high pieces to organise his European tours, but
who have expressed certain reservations with regard to his personal
integrity, i.e. in thu book by Timothy Good and Lou Zinsstag,
GEORGE ADAi\lfSKJ - The Untold Slory, and who have not been one
hundred per cent with him at times when it was most needed.

�My normal concepts of a life-time were knocked sideways. Look
ing at the tiny figure sketched on the page 10 ntustrate what the space
man looked like, (in the book: 'Flying Saucers Have Landed' by
Desmond Leslie and George Adamski), I took out my painting materi
als and paimed a half life-size portrait of what he may really have
looked like.

On reflection. only the outsiders seem to see most of the game and
are able to read between the lines, as in this posthumous book.. while
there is one person mentioned in it who has seemingly always taken a
back seat yet has been totally committed. and has stood by him to the
end.

It was an exciting venture for me and my family, who were equally
bemused by this fantastic story, though my children preferred the Dan
Dare version of Space adventures and soon lost interest. They- got
confused with my picture oCG. Adamski's friend Orthon and a famous
football hero wearing a football jersey, which later on could have been
confused with a blond Georgie Best. a few years before his time!

"I refer here to the lady from Silver Spring, Maryland, USA, Mrs
Madeleine Rodeffer. to whom we might all owe a debt of gratitude for
one of the best UFO "Close Encounter" stories on record, with photo
graphs and a colour movie to prove it, It hns been moving around ever
since 1965 when .1 last heard of ii and saw ii in the presence of a large

Be that as it may, I was bent on sending it off to this Mr AdanJSki to
see if! was anywhere near the likeness, since I had great confidence in
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this particular ability, wbich brought me some success in recent years.
With a mention about my oil portrait I wrote to Ilic organisers of
Adamski's lecture tour in this country. 1 got a reply rrom a Mr .lames
Dale. -who suggested I send it on to him if l could not attend U1e lecture
and he would give it to "the American as soon as he arrived from Basic.
in Switzerland. where he was staying during his European Tour. If I
could attend, - which I could-he would U1en arrange a meeting for me
af\er the lecture.
This was better than I could have imagined. aod I eagerly looked
forward to the next two weeks for George Adamski's arrival in this
country,
I found the Hall to be packed to the doors.

"When the day arrived for me to go to Manchester, about twenty to
thiryt miles away from our small town of Accrington, I set off for the
evening session. which began at seven-thirty and finished at nine-
thirty. Alter this there would be half hour to spare for people to have
the books they had purchased signed by the author, and the possibility
ofa chat with him.
When I arrived at the hall, a few minutes late. - (it was Houldsworth
Hall, Deansgate. and. thankfully. only a couple of hus Stops away from
my return home bus to Accrington) - l found the hall to be packed to
the doors. with a large audience sitting so quietly, you could hear a pin
drop.
''Tbe tall, lean figure of the American walked across the stage and
took his seat in a chair by a table arranged near to U1e rront of Ilic
platforn1, the overhead lights shining on his head with the thick iron
grey crop of hair. turning it white. He sat down and fol.ded his arms
before him. and witlJ a contemplative gaze, faced his audience.
It had been said that the liked to settle his audience before he began
his lectures, to encourage a certain empatliy with them, his large dark
eyes searching the faces before him. Some intriguing stories were rife.
about how same people were affected by this, by sudden, involuntary
levitation of temporary loss of body wcie)it.
This happened to me, as, to my surprise and alarm, I felt myself
lifled by a floating sensation of which I- with some embarrassment
- immediately seized control ·by grabbing Ilic wooden seat of my
chair, which caused a further embarrassing clatter, with books and
handbag hilting the floor.
I didn't know which way to look for curious eyes, until I hid my
burning face behind the pages of a large brochure handed Jo me on
entry. Par from telling relaxed, r settled myself down somewhat 1ndig
nantly at my own gullibility, trying to reassure myself that it hadn·t
happened!
'"The lecturer rose lo hjs feel with a courteous bow and began to
address us with his Yankee drawl:
'Ladies and gentlemen. - my name is George Adamski: and I've
come here to tell you about my Visitor from another world... '
It was just as the b()ok said. and much more besides. We were car
ried away into a far country. where there was only peace and harmony
among its peoples. W11ere there was 1,mly One Law, the Law of Love,
of caring, of compassion for all. Where everyone had an equal share in
a well-balanced economy, where there was no disease and a longer
lifetime was enjoyed by all. He spoke ur how this in0uenccd their
respect and regard for the na.tural world and the surrounidings, for the
creatures that Iived among them and were cared for; how IJ1e practice
of communicating by ESP - extrasensory perception - was extended to
their natural world. encouraging the quality of Iife to the extent that
this natural world responded in kind to this love: he spoke of a caring
relationship with the living creatures and the, planet itself. which. in
tum, cared for them.
"This was a world where it wa� possible for everyone 10 have equal
opportunities both in wurk, in education and at play. As their lives
were not governed by the pressures of money, in a system that had
learned tu pool iCs resources to U1e extent that there was enough of
cVcrylhing for everyone, competition was relegated to the more artistic

and athletic cultures allied only to character building and health pv.r
suits. Of !heir children. chey were the lmb around which their world
revolved. They matured quickly both in body and mind, due to the
constant care bestowed on them by loving parents and families.
"It was possible to travel between planets through fantastic star sys
tems in ships that flew themselves. while passengers enjoyed the ad
vantages of space flight on massive moU1cr-ships that carried planetary
ecologies with them and supplied all the needs of food, water, and spac
es for recreation on board, while smaller ships were used to carry stu
dents for planetary studies and exploration. They had no roads systems
or the sort of traflic problems we have here on Earth. Their country
sides were free to the animals and birds, while the earth, the soil itself
burgeoned with lush prairies, forests and panoramic gardens of flowers
and trees.
Such a world we could have here on earth if we were not so depend
ent on so many sophisticated pastimes which required special technolo
gies to maintain. Of religion they had none. Their way of life was de
signed lo acknowledge and praise the works of the Great Creator, by
acts of devotion and love towards HIS Creation. as for instance, to old
sacred the body physical as a temple for the soul to dwell in - with the
Creator-to hold in respect as opposed to abuse.
Of Death there was no fear

·•or war and conlli�t. they had long sinoe outgrown the need for
territorial gains in a world that wa5 free for everyone to live in and
enjoy. Of death there was no fear. Dying. in their world. was merely a
painless transition from one dimension into another, sometimes from
one step out of one life into another, where 'reincarnation' wa5 chosen
by tl1ose who wanted lo 'gel it right' a second lime round. All of life
was a graduation, from one school to another, until one became perfect
ed and no longer needed to return again, except to God.
"A special message from the Brothers was as follows:
'Earthmen. you must find a better solution than war in Which to son
out your economic problems. The way is now open for you to come out
of your present treadmill or recurring frustration. pain and needless
sulTering caused by the regular altercations of war and peace and igno
rance forced upon you by exploitation, exploitation by those of your
brethren who do not want change and are happy with your world as it is.
-A Window is now open through to the heavens, where your brethren
out there wait for you to take the first steps to your true home among the
stars...
"At the end of the lecture the audience dispersed, while a long queue
formed by the platform where the lecturer now sat lo meet his public
and to sign their books: 'Flying Saucers Have Landed.' Unfortunately, 1
dido 't have a book to sign.
I glanced at the ciock on the wall to see that I would. with luck, have
just under an hour in which to join the group on the platFom1 and wail
until Mr Adamski was free. although I didn'I hold much hope of a talk
with him. as I hadn't bought a book, I had read it from the public library
shelves in Accrington. I c o ·uld only hope that my painting might fill this
gap. I lavlng met U1e organiwr, Mr James Dale. at the door. l now
looked about me for his small. slight figure amongst the milling crow\!
for him to tell me what I should do ab,1ut it, a5 he had, as yet, made nu
mention of the painting,
..When, al lasl he joined me, I thought he looked worried as I asked
him about my picture. which was nowhere to be seen among the books
he wa� carrying. He replied vaguely to the effect that 'it was being
taken or. and would I follow him to join che queue?
We mounted a few steps up 01110 the stage and crossed over to the far
side at the back of the queue, with G.A. silting, facing us, at his table a
few yards away. r could see he wa� kept busy signing the books a�
people passed along, with nothing more than a surreptitious glance in
our direction.
I looked up and caught his eye.

"The time was now creeping forward; it was past nine-thirty and I
remember saying to my companion that I had to catch the last bus home
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at 10.10 p.m. at tbe bus station, - which was about half a mile away, and there didn't seem to be time enough for me to wait until G.A. was
finished with the queue. Suddenly. I looked up and caught his eye.
Simultaneously I received a jolt. when I heard him say. loud and clear.
to me, ·stay where you arer. But he never opened his mouth.
I immediately exclaimed to Mr Dale: 'My goodness, did you hear
that?' and: 'He didn't open his mouth!'. whereupon Mr Dale main
tained a dogged expression wid muttered something about 'cranky old
men'. I asked him what was the matter, to which he replied: 'Ohl everything!', and that G.A. was being 'diflicult.'
The sudden shook from this odd experience scattered my thougl1ts
somewhat. and out of ii came the realisation that I had received a sam
ple of what G.A. had said about ESP-extrasensory perception!
-1 eventually arrived at the table in a some,vhat subdued mood,
while I simultaneously observed G.A. and Mr Dale engaged in a mute
eye-ball to eye-ball confrontation! Feeling very uncomfortable. I stood
there, feeling outside of something I couldn ·1 understand. when. with
some relief, Mr Dale seemingly responded to G,A,'s stare. which so.id.
quite plainly and without words: 'Go on. - you teU her!•
It was then that the mystery, such as it was. was solved, when Mr
Dale made a confession about my painting, which had. unwittingly.
become a bone of contention between them concerning a matter very
close to G.Q. 's heart, i.e., 'Orthon's trne likeness.
Up until that moment I had not thought through all the ramifications
regarding a very delicate issue, that of 'identification', in Mr Ad
arnski's agenda. an issue which took the situation into the realms of
forensic science and 'mug shots'. nonnally reserved for lhe identifica
tion of criminals and missing persons. Jim Dale had photographed my
painting and sent the monochrome photo to Adamski in Switzerland. where he was staying before coming over to this country. - and G.A.
had returned it with the immediate response: 'Nol like.·
Mr Onie had then treated the matter as 'of no importance·. and had
not even bothered to bring the painting to the man for whom, wisely or
unwisely. it had been painted. and so he never saw it in its true colours.
This hurt, to have m)' work dismissed in this way and my simple gift
turned into a meaningless object for deception and malice.
To bend the ears of both George Adamski ...
"Before I left the hall, I took a few extra seconds of the little time I
had left to bend the cars of both George Adan1ski and James Dale.
pointing out that unless they treated the public with more respect with
regard for their intelligence. then no-one would take 'Oying saucers'
seriously, and they might as well 'shut up· and go home.

outlaw war and keep everybody occupied for peace and plenty for all,
for all future time. How? By a tremendous oulput of Space vehicles
and equipment essential for Space travel, and exploration, and coloni
sation of other planets. Not to mention lite spin-off produots that are
already in use in our manufacture of medical and other instrumentation.
Added to that. it would relieve this Earth of its present pressures and
popula1ion problems. which. to date, have very nearly destroyed it.
Hold on to the sim11le faiths of our childhood '·As I tap out these words, arranging them and re-arranging them to
fit into their proper conlcx:t.. I wonder. of. after all. it is just a waste of
time and labour; if maybe, - somehow. - ORTHON's message will be
able to filter tluough the barriers of cynicism and a apallty. to tell the
world that there is A Way Through and that we must, at all costs, hold
on to our dreams and the simple faiths of our childhood, and that pre
cious God-given gift of Wonder, to recognise our place in that wonder
ful Universe out there, and our natural heritage among tl1e stars.

"Because we arc going to need it in the struggles that lie ahead of
us. Perhaps too late, we have drained the planet of its strength, tom
apan its protective bubble and let in the ultra-violet rays that. in combi
nation with the pollution from our volatile industrial waste products,
have induced the global warming that will eventually alTect the final
·coup de grace· as the polar ice breaks, the seas rise. and the tortured
tectonic plates lying beneatl1 us convulse and give rise 10 unprecedent
ed seismic and volcanic activity in unprecedented places.
IS THERE STILL TIME'l Surely all that has gone before will nol
have been for nothing? Will we be granted a second chance to make
the dream come true? Because we have all recognised that Adamski's
dream is our dream too. as he would say: · A dream is a wish your hean
makes: and the \lords of this song fit him to a Tee.
' Moon river wider than a mile
I'm crossing you in style someday
You dream maker, you heartbreaker
Wherever you're going I'm goine your way
Two drifters otT to see the world
There's such a lot of world to sec
We're after the same rainbow's end
Waiting 'round the bend
My huckleberry friend. moon river and me
(Moon river. wider than a mile)
( I'm crossin' you in style some day)
Oh dream maker, you hean breaker
Wherever you're going, I'm going your way
Two dril\ers off to sec the world
There's such a lot of world to see
We're after the same rainbow's end,
Waiting 'round the bend

At the bottom of lhe hall on my way out, Mr Adamski waited to
offer an apology, but I refused to listen, much lo my everlasting regrel.
I was so angry thal I told Mr Dale to destroy the painting. and said that
if I saw anything like it copied anywhere in any publication. he would
be in serious trouble.

My huckleberry friend. moon river ... and Me.■
EMll...YCREWE.' - U11q1mw.

"For the rest. I arrived home that night quite resigned to lite fact that
if it was anybody's fault. it was mine. and that there were far more
important things happening ·up there· to reckon with; for if it was all
rrue, - what I had witnessed that evening. - my ·gut reaction' would
keep me busy following these events. And if George Adamski's story
was a fabrication then he would surely have given up before now,
rather lltan go through so much to keep it alive.

•

Ragnvald A. Carlsen and
Major (ret.) Hans c_ Pelerscn (t) - Royal Danish Air Force,

Jesse Marcel Jr. Dead At 76
The UFO world has saddened to hear the news on August 24, Saturday
that Jesse passed away in his home due to a suspected heart attack.
Jesse's memorable working life was spent mostly in the medical field
and in the military wherein he served as a flight surgeon for many
years. Jesse retired shortly after he turned 68 but was called back into
duty in October 2004 as a flight surgeon for the 189th Attack 11elicop
ter Battalion during the Iraqi war. Jesse Marcel Jr. was still young
when the alleged UFO crash and space alien body recovery took place
in Roswell, New Mexico in early July of 1947. His father showed him
and his mother some of the debris that was recovered in the crash
site, Jesse Marcel Jr. will be missed.■

"For. to me, whatever U1c odds, I hud learned something wonderful
that made sense out of many previous worrying things: it would take
far more lltan one man's life-time to work out this futuristic vision, a
vision brought to our world by a people who were wiser and whose
genealogy was far older lhan ours. Who were we to dismiss it as of no
account, when we couldn't order our own afTairs properly und hovered
over a chasm of self-destruction as a result?
For the fonnula lltey had given us could open out a window into an
unprecedented future, an entirely new era in our evolution. for our
children and our children's children: a Space technology which would
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ADAMSKI - IN A HOUSE OF LORDS

D

By Ragnvald A. Carlsen and Major (ret.) Hans C. Petersen (t)
But because or that life contained a "graveyard of secretsr, those
pieces of jigsaw that were of value were left only with his friends,
those he could trust, those who, over the years, have prove that trust.
not by words alone, hut by actions ...

n the previous article we intimated that this was a
story that had implications; the implications of the
next part of the story go far deeper than a meeting
with George Adamski, though the significance of that
alone is immeasurable, as the reader will see.

•

When "Lancashire Lass" Emily Crewe got on a train and went to
London Town, she had no idea that when she returned lo her humble
home she would possess secrets that could cost lives and a secret of
her own which Adamski, too, had kept, when the divulging of it could
have brought credit to his name and tremendous weight added to his
story.

Adamski once said that his heart was: "a graveyard of secrets." But
he knew that hearts can cease to function; he knew, too, that there were
those who might find it necessary to ensure that his heart should cease
to function. in order to keep those "graveyard secrets" rrom reaching to
the outside world.
So what better ploy than to leave little trails lying around. pieces or
jigsaw. which. on their own. would seem to be of small value; they
could also be taken for gossip lo blow up one's ego, to draw attention
to oneself. Not that George Adamski needed that; on innumerable
occasions the eyes of the entire world were on him, if one considers the
amount of wood-pulp expended on denigrating him, or pouring scorn
and bfle onto his claims of alien contact The.se were the ones who
could not see the wood from the trees. They are still with us today,
braying out their belly-Olaughs in derision. Their time will come.

Adan1ski died with that secret intacl
We are revealing that secret today.
The second part of Emily Crewe's story is entitled:
'Change of Direction'
·'Jn 1961. I left the small town of Accrington to live in Manches•
ter's twin city of Salford, Lancashire.

Some pieces of jigsaw present clues. others are padding, put in to fill
out the picture. Those who have no car for Adamski only see the pieces
blazoned out in derogatory and un-funny head-lines. These are the
padding, because only very few journalists arc "ufologists" in the true
sense. real investigators, honest researchers. If you have an open and
seeking mind, you spend time and effort in trying to find the truth.
Most newspaper "research" is looking through o,ther peoples' com
ments on something of which they. too, know nothing. That is not
''honest'' research, it is a conglomerate of plagiarism and imagination.
Genuine researchers spend years and money from their own pocket
in objectively seeking answers to the may-faceted UFO probl'em, using
personal resources--1;ometimes resulting in personal hardship-to find
answers to questions which are of importance lo U1e whole human race
if their set--0ut hypotheses are proven valid. This is no matter for laugh
ter and derision; it could be a challenge or it could be an exhilarating
injection. a challenge to our very existence Or a re-vitalising of that
existence y a discovery that we are not alone in the Universe, and that
there are others who care.

Here. l found a top storey tlat in Murray Street. One of the two
rooms had a skylight window. whicb I decided to sleep in for the l'n..'Sh
air Which helped my asthmatic lungs during the summer months. as
the window could be opened back against the sloping slate roof in hot.
humid weather. Also, it afforded me a good view of the night sky and
the stars in the heavenly fim1ament, when, standing a sturdy wooden
chair, l could lean my elbows on the edge of the window and look on
a large expanse of sky to some advantage.
Miss Molly Thompson. my young teacher friend from the small
town of Darwen - only a few miles away rrom Accrington - had
moved to St Annes-on-Sea, roughly thirty of forty miles away. to
another teaching job. but we continued to meet. She would arrive by
(,"fil and come up to my place for a chat. or take
me off to our bi
monthly meetings 1n Manchester, where we met up with our UFO
group friends to examino the latest News Letters received from home
and abroad by our Chairman, Mr Harry Bunting. who hailed from the
nearby town of Stockport. where he lived and worked as an electron
ics engineer.

Journalism in its broadest sense is the commercialising of what
makes news. It is not the event itself; it is hat is made of the event by
its propagating into the public domain. It is. in fact, propaganda by
another name, (Congregalio de propagandefide, meons Congregation
for propagating the faith.) It is defined as: "the spreading of ideas,
information or rumour for the purpose of helping or injuring an institu
tion. a cause or a person." Another definition is: "ideas. facts, or allega
tions spread deliberately to further one's cause or to damage an oppos
ing cause."

Much of the news of UFO sightings and contacts with extraterrestri
als came from the United States of America, Europe, and some. lately,
from South Africa; one letter was from a man in Johannesburg, called
Basil Vandenburg(*), who. with help from an extraterrestrial scien
tist, had nuili a tlying saucer. Due to media interference, however. the
story died a natural death, as so many contactee stories had done; only
George Adamski seemed to endure all the brickbats and arrows of
dissension and remain above it all.

So the commercialisation of what makes new:s makes that news
subject to the pecuniary, political, religious, personal interests of those
who propagate that news. Which means, put succin ,clly, it doesn't have
to be true 10 make news. And bad news makes ore money, in Ute way
that a man slipping on a banana skin gets bigger laughs than a man
diving into a river to save a dog. So, you put a slant on the ..news" that
makes most money, if you're that kind of joumalist.

This group friendship with like-minded people helped me a great
deal to live with the traunm of change following my divorce, life in a
strange, large city away rrom home, and having my two younger
children in the care of paternal relatives until I could find something:
better. in order for them to join me and be together.

The difTercnce between Adamski and those who write - or wrote libellous comments about him is that Adamski put his money where his
mouth was, - and he died doing it. Even the FBI couldn't shut Ad
amski's mouth. 1,VlJy? Because Adamski, - the ma111 who died talking. had a mission that meant more to him than life itself.

(771e man's correct name was t,ctual(y Basil van den Berg jram Dutch or Flemish Belgian origin and was able 10 develop an
anti-gravity motor -not a saucer!- pretended to be indeed with
Alien help. Some ir1(or111ation is to be found in the book 'George Ad
amski: The Untold Story' by Lou Zinsstag and Timothy Good- 1983

*
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to tell the worlcl

"Al times like this, perspectives are rarely rational, but I held on to
my job al the hospital, meanwhile keeping my eyes opeo on lhe hous
ing market, where, two years later, I found a small, old house in which
to get my family together at last and make our dreams come true.

"One day, my letters to Miss Zinsstag were to pay ofE In early
May of l 963 she told me in her letter lhal George Adan1ski was com
ing over to EUiope, but not to lecture in England. He would slay with
the Leslies in St. Joho 's Wood, London, for a few days, before taking
lhe next lap of his journey back to California. The date would be be
tween the last week-end in May and the 1st of June l 963. (Though at
this moment ln time, I can't be absolutely sure of the exact date. I
know my birthday, 6th June, would coincide with die first three days
following his arrival in England,)

But for now, I lied in a kind ol' limbo: yet. l was determined to use
the spare time I had to improve my position., by keeping up with my
art. Since the days I had succeeded in making an impression in this
respect with the daily papers, I fell it best to hang on to see if I could
attract some art entrepreneur and make some extra money. But. it was
ao easy" However, I had three projects going for me; my art. my job at
the hospital, and my Group Membership in the UFO movement.

I did not make a note of these events, nor did I keep a diary. unfor
tunately. so, when at last, I had used up the precious time 1 needed to
get things going - by writing useless letters to people who could not
or would not- reply lo my suggestion to make a small trip down to
London to see Mr Adamski - I made one last appeal to at lea�t one
person who had expressed a desire to meet George J\dan1ski, (though
bcr views were more with the occull side of the question or people of
outer space, which were considered by Mr Adamski, dUJing his lec
tures. as being confusing and dangerous,) I thought tlJat, perhaps, by
meeting him herself, she would be more reconciled to views about the
nuts-and-bolts side of the mystery, (which was, of course. more fa
voured by pragmatic people), and more llkely to win sympathy for this
controversial contactee.

Part of my activities as a member was to hand.le some of the mail
which came through my letter-box from enquirers of all kind&, most of
whom were local, though some where more distant. I spent late hours
answering their letters and reading of their personal experiences, which
gave me a kind of pleasure, to he able to do something For somebody
when my life was in the doldrums.

·n1en, one evening, l was put in touch with a lady from Eastern
Europe who had met George Adamski during his last visit to Europe
on a lecture toUJ around some of the major cities d1ere. Through her, I
was led lo a Miss Lou Zinsstag of Ba�le, Switzerland, and l was given
some insight into the work they had taken up, promoting the wonderful
Space Philosophy that George Adamski had taught in his lectures.

My friend agreed to come with me and to bring a friend or two, if
possible. However, she was not too hopeful about our welcome at St.
John's Wood at such short notice, so she promised lo phone. I waited
for her reply about this, but it didn'icome.

This, l felt, was the key to his continued survival, where other
'contactees' had faded out of the picture.

It was then l thought: well, whetl1er I can go or not, perhaps 1 can
do something to inform Mr Adamski that he was more welcome to this
C<luntry than he might have thought. The BBC had given him a good
reception ln May 1959 - maybe they wouldn't be so prejudiced,
On the Friday night that I wrote to the BBC, I had an idea thal they
may not know tl1at Mr Adamski was coning over to England., so I
filled my letter with as much of the information I had received from
Miss Zinsslag about his coming tu SI. John's Wood, London, etc, for a
short stay, and that a few people who had not met him or heard him
speak would be very disappointed if he went home without him being
able to do that

It wa� this philosophy which tirsl attracted me and finally kept me
going in my ordinary and mundane lift:, which kept me from going
uader. IL is this I was determined to spread as far abroad as I could
some day, by writing my own thoughts and hopes on the subject, a
subject I had heard George Adamski speak o.f dUJing his first visit to
Britain.
Miss Dom Bauer from Austria had told me her sad story of the
experiences she head had of the German Nazi Occupation during
WW2. I think her courage helped to inspire me to get through my own
difficulties at that time. Again I got in touch with Miss Lou Zinsstag,
who had said that sbe hoped that Mr Adamski would be coming over
here again, and if we wan1ed him to come. we could get a fund going,
as she and her friends had done.

J posted my letter on my way to the next Group Meeting and I met
my friend, Miss T. there, but l said nothing ahout my lt:tter 10 the
BBC; after all I would not know anything until I was lucky enough to
get a reply.

However, I was soon to discover that our UFO Group !had other
ideas, as our Chairman remarked:
'l think we should concentrate on more valid experiences than
meeting strange people in the desert; we are an investigative organisa
tion, not pushers of some new cult or religion.'

I had shot my arrow into lhe air, (I said in my letter); where it
would fall was in God's Hands,
Perhaps the Almighty had decided to give this silly. little, middle
aged woman her first break in years. Por. on the Monday morning,
almost by return post, I got my reply.

This was uncalled fonn and I made my protest accordingly.

As l recall, the letter ran in the following vein: The BBC thanked
me for my letter and for news of George Adamski's second visit to
this country; tl1ey were delighted!

The reply l got was that George Adamski was still a questionable
chsracter, and his slory did not answer the questions about the planet
Venus, which was scientifically considered a 'no-go area' as far a�
Space Travel was concerned. So, that was that.

As a last minute decision. they would be at lhe airport to meet Mr
Adamsl.i, and they hoped to change some prog,ramme or another on
the radio in order to put him on air while he was over here. They
thanked me very much again for my in.Jormation about the visit.

Since no-one else had spoken out, l knew I was on my own in this
respect.

When I read the reply 1 was ecstatic! Al first, I couldn't believe ii
was happening, for the letter had been written by hand ·'and in haste"(

''Remembering the negative experiences I had had with the lecture
organisers in this country, and the mess they had made of my painting
gift to Mr Adamski in 1959, in Manchester, I couldn't help feeling a
surge of anger, as when, during my visit to BUFORA's. first UFO
Convention in London, in 1962, I had witnessed a very odd, prohibi
tive attilude towards the Adamski story and towards his saucer photo
graphs, which were displayed on the screen all that evening to all kinds
of engineers and scientific bods, eager to put some vision of the future
in place with regard to lhe aerodynamics of the Adamski Saucer; how
ever. One important factor was missing in this Convention.. and that
was Mr George Adamski himself. I thought that this was rather out of
order and downright mean.
The least they CQuld have done was to invite him over to the Con
vention., lo be able to jqin in tile debate about something that concerned
him - more than anyone else - and for which he had worked so hard

l then set to work to write to one of the most prominent of the
UFO groups I knew that would oot be prejudiced. to lell them the
latest news about Mr Adamski This was the Tyneside Group, in New
castle, Northumbria
My friend, Miss T. had expressed a desire to meet Mr Adamski, so
now I fell that, having rnceived confirmation, l could tell her, and she
could finalize her arrangemenls to take a trip down to London with
me. Otherwise, I told her. I could not go alone, whlch was true. Even
tually the arrangements mere made, as she had phoned Desmond
Leslie. She heard him talking to 60mcone with an American accent so Mr Leslie had obviously asked G.A. if he was up to visitors, and he
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replied� 'Let them come.'-An hour of his time was promised by Mr
Leslie who. I felt, would be our host. aod not G.A.
We arranged to set off on the Tuesday evening on the Midnight
Express train, as it then was; it would travel straight through to London
and arrive at _seven am. at MBI)'lebone Station. It was a surprise to me
to find that Miss T. knew the Leslies well enough to phone and make
these arrangements. 1 thought it was odd that she had not been in the
picture on G.A.'s last visit and had not taken the opportunily then of
meeting George Adamski. However, she had decided to give it a go, so
that was the end of the matter.

it moved off inlo the East. In all of thirty minates of time it was up
th�re, without any visible rneat\S of support, How could it be an aero
plane? A helicopter? A satellite? NotJ1ing I knew of could have stayed
up thete for so long without some sort of support.
'Then l thought a bit; and it seemed that the impossible had happened.
What I had just witnessed up there in the s1--y was a spaoe crall! An
Unidentifiable Plying Object! And by it.� unusual behaviour ii could not
have been anything bul extraterrestrial, could it! Al firs(, 1 couldn't get
lo sleep. thinking: 1 couldn't wait until I got to London to tell George
Adamski what I hadjust seenl

Only one other triend turned up for the trip, and that was her boy
friend.
"The night before we set off, 1 packed an overnight bag and then
tried 10 get some sleep. II was a warm night, and l climbed up to the
skylight to push the window frame back on to the roofliles. To do this,
I stood on the chair: I had just sel my alarm clock for 6.30 a.m. in
order to get to my work at the hospital a mile away, in Salford, finish
ing the shift at 5.30 p.m.
I had switched off tJ1e light, finding the night sky more plea.�ing
and soothing in the heal. 1 had heard about a satellite having been sent
up the previous week, according to an announcement by .ludrell Bank,
and as I had bad not much luck seeing any UFOs since J moved from
Accrington - where I had seen only one small silver dot near to the
Electric Works Chimneys- I decided 10 be content with only one
satellite with which to make interesting conversation in ST. John's
Wood. London.
But that was not to be, as another surpris.e was awaiting me that
night. though I could not have suspected it at all.
The sky was clear and dnrkly,blue; a peppering of stars here and
there assured me that I might see the satellite, if nothing else.
Facing me was the biggest and brightest star J had ever seen before.
Blll, of course. I had nol seen much of the heavens in all the dim. sad.
recent years of my failing marriage; I had kept my head down and just
got on with the business of being wife and moth e. r. What occurred in
lhe wide world outside was not my concern. Until now.
So I marvelled at this miraculous sight of one big, bright star
ahead. and, as J looked up further, higher, to my right, I saw there a
small, faint cluster of stars I recognised as tJ1c Pleiades "Seven Sis
ters". Bui there were Eight, not Seven.
So I counted again, and again, Eight. This could not be. or were my
eyes failing me?
Then one of the stars moved slowly but surely away from the clus
ter. Now. I was alert. The star slipped away and down in a curve: it
had no tail as a shooting star has. And it was travelling too slowly for
that, anyway. But it was coming down and I thought; "Oh my!'· It was
going to crash of it didn't stop! But it stopped inieJiinittently and
changed course. A satellite... ? I thought: and then it started to blink as
if like a kind of Morse code I had heard of and seen in films, spy
films. Was it a s.att:llitc?
How clever, I thought, watching its progress towards the position of
the big. Brighi star ahead, blink, blink; it was quite unearthly at tha!
lime in U1e early morning, at two o'olock. It seemed to be talking to me
• that is, if it was talking, but I couldn't accept that•· b:ul what was it
doing, signalling to nobody in particular? Or, was someone else more
important than me in the picture?
I was hooked by now_ Sleep wus far away from me: whatever hap
pened tomorrow, l had 10 be with this thing that was happening now. It
made no sound, and presently it stopped close to the Big Star. Of
course, l recognized that this Big Star was out in space billions ol'
miles away an that all I could see was a reflection of tis light. Or, isn't
that what astronomers say? More than this I couldn't say, being so lost
for words.
So there my little friend stropped quite still, actually swelling up its
light. Rather like a small boy. l thought, flexing his muscles beside big
daddy. "Look, Dad, 1 can do it!"

I awoke the next morning, early, feeling, despite little sleep. fresh and
ready for the day ahead. The evening saw our httle group catching the
Midnight Express to London; ii had been a long day at work for me,
working on a skeleton-staff, while some were off on a week's holiday.
It was the day before my forty-Eiftli birthday. Well, ii seemed d1at some
body had remembered it ...
"On my way to London that night in the sleeping compartment I was
beset by misgivings, a fear that perhaps I had 'gone over the top•, that
my behaviour was irrational and that the recent night's experience had a
lot lo do With ii. Maybe my group friends were right: this was a trip I
should not make.
Bill everything had stood on a knife-edge, had been crowded into so
linle time and space; time was of lhc essence, - three days in which to
sort out something - as Harry Bunting had put it, of this magnitude,
connected with the UFOs. And in particular with George Adamski.
The san1c thing applied to the Houldsworth Hall lecture in 1959. and
Jim Dale's tardy behaviour concerning my painting of ORTHON;
again, time was of the essence: result, muddle and someone pulling the
strings?
Could this be why nothing was ever resolved, why all one's most
sincere and arduous efforts seemed to be for nothing? Now, I had to
wait to see what would become of this trip to ST. John's Wood, Lon
don; a trip to visit an old man who was maybe spoofed by a strange
encounter in o,e Arizona Desert all those years ago?
Were we being played with? Was my strange encounter just another
part of a game plan? Known only to a few?
By the time we reached London and the train pulled in at Marylebone
Station, some of the rosy glow of our trip had faded.
"We cooled our heels around the area closest to SL John ·s Wood,
spent the time sightseeing and in cafes until the time for our appoint
ment drew near. The weather was hot; d1e sun beat down on cverylhing,
and everywhere seemed to be in the grip of a heat-wave.
Pretty soon, for me, tiredness set in. making me irritable. but, as we
set off at last al two o'clock in tJ1e afiemoon for d1e Leslies' place, wc
joked and laughed, hoping it would all be worth it.
Eventually, we reached the large, ra(her elegant building, which
comprised of an eight-storey apartment block, quite different from the
ones I saw every day in Manchester. We found a door which led to a
stairway to the middle Jloors and Mr Leslie's apartment, Here there
appeared to be large rooms spread oul to either side and divided by �
long corridor running from the front to the back of the building, with
large, elegantly-curtained windows.
On our arrival, we were ushered in by a middle-aged cleaning lady.
who, as she said, came her� every day to 'do for' the nicest people one
could work for. A motherly soul, she soon made us feel at home in as
mall but sparsely-furnished reception room with a Queen Anne style
sofa with two seats, which Miss T. and I occupied at once: the -youn_g
man was given a chair to sit on.
Mrs P.-'thc clcanin_g lady- then told us that her employers, Mr and
Mrs Leslie, were both out to lunch with the American gentleman and
would be returning soon. But she hastened to advise us that since noth
ing here seemed to happen to plan, not 10 worry too much if they were a
little later for our appointment What with phones going and tblks going
in a11d out all week, and Mrs Leslie expecting her fifth child in a few
months, nol surprisingly, everybody was getting a bit fed-up!
She then asked us if we would like to have a look round.

So it remained until the unearthly time of two thirty-five a.m. Then
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She took us on a short tour of the flat on lhe domestic side of the
apartment, the kitchen, dining-room, etc� and then along the passage
where the family portraits were hung. including one of our hoste.ss Mrs Leslie. as a young beautiful girl.

So it took me some time to gel used to this new revelation, in the
light ot' what we knew about official cover-ups and denials by VIPs and
politicians!

Mrs P. then stopped and stood before a door that seemed to open
into nowhere, and. when opened. it revealed an interior not unlike that
of the ·'Tardi's�, in TV's ··or. Who'"!

"In hindsight I think J cllri now appreciate how theses three gentle·
men might feel embarrassed by the sudden and unwarranted appear
ance uf these three members of 'the great on-washed'. who had slipped
into their little secret escapade, but they had the advantage over us, for
all they had to do was to step out of their chauffeur-driven cars and
walk in wherever it to. ok their fancy, while. for us, this whole event had
taken on the urgency of an eKpeditionary force!

As we were not allowed in, we stood at the door looking in on a
jumble of wired-up benches, willi button-panels of what appeared to be
one of those stereophonic studios one reads about in Science journals,
or magazines like the Radio Times. Here. Mrs P. said, Mr Leslie lis
tened lo the stars and communicated with them from Outer Space!

At the outset; there had only been three days out of the week, during
which lime wa� of the essence if we were to catch G.A in transit;
while somewhere else, somebody was pulling tJ,e strings. hut 1101 quite
in our favour!

This remark was mind-boggling, and my companions and I smiled
indulgently at Mrs P. and nudged each other nervously.
Th,:n she added another shocker by saying how the whole household
had had as much as they couId cope with that week, when Llie space
man called and stayed a few days, with people corning in and out al
inopportune times, and Mrs Leslie not being too well, and a lot of
people coning down from Scotland to meet Mr Adamski. and he only
being there to rest before going home, beside two more VTPs who came
to join the lunch party, who we might meet,, but she wasn't allowed to
say who they were yet.
Also that Mr Adamski was given every comfort he could wish for,
and he would he having an afternoon nap.

Eventually, after the introductions, and the other guests lrad gone,
Mr Leslie departed from the scene and left us to il
Then Mr Adan1ski. (whom I should refer to by the popular abbrevia
tion - G .A.) entered the room, and. seizing a chair he sat down with us.
and all the negative thoughts vanished, because George AdanlSki was
not a negative man. Straight off. the atmosphere lightened, and we
were held in thrall, for this time the meeting was more conversation<1l
more dare I say it! - oft�the-cuff.
"My own impressions of the man had not altered from the time of
that first lecture in Manchester in 1959. Like the old perennials of
nature which never seem to change. but endure, this was the man who,
in 1959. in Manchester -as in other northern cities- I had watched
hold a large audience of hard-headed North Country Brits - spell
bound. Nor did he seem to be any older than the four years just gone;
and the message was as before, persuasive, eloquent - and very urgent.

"The housekeeper left us to ourselves ror u rew minutes as she had a
little errand to attend to in one of the rooms, She then returned and sat
down, as if on cue, I() join in the talk. when suddenly she asked me if I
was THE Mrs Crewe. Perhaps she had heard Mr Adamski say that he
knew a Mrs Crewe from Manchester. It thought these questions as
being time-wasting and I fell a bit affronted by her inquiry, as personal
ities and their irnportanoe were not, to my mind. what George Adamski
and the Flying Saucers were all about.

He opened his mouth and, to put it in lhe words of Miss T .. @It just
poured out of hi rn ..."

My reply was in the negative.

Then came the answers to the questions:

For the rest of the day I kept my head down to avoid these false
impressions that I full would only cloud the subject of the exercise!
The result of this was that I did not find the right time to discuss some
of the questions to do with my encounter the previous night and any
way, they were answered in the affirmative by what G.A. later told us.
concerning the presence of e.�lraterrestrials in our society_.

ucan you tell us about your visit to Rome, - and the Pope?"

G.A.

"I can, but first let me show you the Peace Medallion he
gave to me:·

From his jacket pocket he took a small cardboard box. He opened it
and inside was revealed - nestling in its white silk lining - the most
beautiful thing I have ever seen. All white and gold, it bore traces of
blue enamel in some of the lettering around the medallion.

"Then, as was expected, at this juncture. Mr Desmond Leslie ap
peared, and I was better able to make an appraisal of 11im for myself
than that of tile newspapers, which had related an intriguing incident on
the television, of how Mr Leslie had sent shock waves around the
media when. during a recent TV chat show, a colleague in the pro
gramme openly criticized Mrs Leslie's acting ability, and Mr Leslie
knocked him down in the sight ofmillions of viewers!

G.A. then began lo tell us about h.is audience with the dying Pope.
He entered tl1e Vatican by a side entrance guide by a cleric. He was
tJ1en taken into the interior of the Sanctum wearing a grown over his
suit to where the Pope reclined on a couch bolstered by pillows.

This episode, coupled with remarks about the Manchester weather,
macks and umbrellas in the middle of a heat-wave, set everybody
laughing and in good humour. Tall, slim, and darkly handsome, Mr
Leslie set the mood for the day. Having loosened up what might have
been a fraught situation, Mr Leslie exercised his Irish ch,nnn further by
telling us that we were soon to be formally introduced IO three otJ1er
members of the luncheon party with Mr Adamski, who would then join
us after his afternoon nap.

On the moment of his entry. G.A. was greeted with lhe welcoming
exclamation, "Ah, how I have waited for tJ1is!", while G.A. handed lo
the Pope a small parcel from the Space Brothers. G.A. never said what
was in it; and perhaps he didn't know,
G.A. knell beside the couch. where lhe Pope place his hand on his
head and blessed him.
AJ\er a few more words of conversation which G.A. could not repeal, he then rose to his teet and lell the Vatican.

"The three other guests appeared al the far end of the corridor, and,
to our astonishment they were introduced verbally by Mr Leslie's
announcement as: Brinsley le Poer Trench -the popular writer of
Flying Saucer books relating to space ships and ancient burial mounds
all over the British countryside. He later became kl!lown as Lord
Clancarty. and was Chairn1an of the House of Lords UFO Study
Group.
With him stood Lord Louis Mountbatten. of the Durman Campaign
in WW2, and Lord Dowding, Air Chief Marshal of the ''Battle of Brit
ain" Air force. the latter now a very old man unlike the vigorous per
son of his youth.

Q.

Then came the next question.
Q.

"After your meeting with Orthon. did you sec him again?

G.A.

"Yes, I did. But it was a little wh.ile after, when I was taken up in a saucer, and aller thal in a mother-ship,

By this time, G.A. handed round the plaster-cast foot-print --0r
shoe-print- left behind after thai first encounter, in the Arizona Desen
in 1952.
When the plaster-cast reached my hands, it was. for me, a moment
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like finding the Holy Grail, I suppose, so - with confused U1oughts - I
held it finnly, turning it over, taking its weight and measurement as
best I knew how, and. much to my friends' amusement, I recall saying:
'It weighs as neavy as a pound of butter." -typically a housewife's
observation. 0.A. 's eyebrows shot up hen I added oonl'usedly, 'But.
Really. Ifs more like old bone, light brown an gritty. but jus lill.e plas
ter of parisl'
I then examined it for size. Because the shoe-print appeared to be
smaller than I expected a man's shot:-print to be, and I asked G.A. if
this could be a woman's shoe-print, about size four in the old measure
ment (and my size, incidentally, which was neither here nor there.) For
G.A.. quite unperturbed by my findings, reiterated briefly, "Orthon was
a man. A line specimen of a man."
After waiting for that to sink in, G.A. tben pointed oul some of the
sharp lines and markings on the sole of the shoe-print. {Not the heel.)
These appeared to be odd, for they were letters and figures. including
an oval sketch with a sharp line drawn through it. This depicted a
mother-ship. \vhile. the others were remarkably like Egyptian hiero
glyphs I had seen before.
"G.A. then gave us an account of the Mother-Ship - 'Which
served all the needs oF the Space travellers for long joumeys through
Space.' These gargantuan vessels varied in size. but none ever landed
on terrestrial ground, U1ey were built and designed only for outer space
travel. in die way that submarines here are buill only for underwater
travel. Some were approximately one to two or three thousand feet
long, and some hundreds of feet in width. They had many decks and
vast spaces sectioned off for the Iife support systems., for the growing
of foods and freeze-storage of these kinds ofsupplies.
They contained water tanks, so big, that large sea creature.s could
swim in them, but this water was fresh and taken from terrestrial water
ways such as here on Earth. This essent-ially accommodated all tcir
needs for hygiene and drinking and for general uses similar to ours.
And for the wellbeing of U1e Space travellers. Where necessary. ii was
re-cycled in terrestrial skies, where it fom1ed clouds of refreshing pure
rain once again.
"I then observed by the clock on tbe wall that our visit had gone on
For two hours and our time was up long ago. We were so engrossed
with the story of the Space People that time seemed irrelevant some
how. While G.A. continued non-stop. we asked him if hc was not tired
• after all he wa� an old man, - but he sniiled broadly, saying that he
felt as fresh as when he started and that he was enjoying our compnay.
It was plain to see that he was enjoying talking about his Friends.
the Space Brothers. who were far more real to him than tJ1ey could be
to us; he was talking about people that he loved and respected. - it was
there lo see and it was written all over his face. How his eyes shone, his
movements so relaxed, as he would stand up and describe these events
that had become an integral part of him.
"Now some serious matters L-ame uppem1ost. with regard to his
experiences with the Establishmt!nl when, during his lecture tours, the
U.S. Air Force would appear among the audience '"like 0eas". very
observant of what he told them, even more so of his photographs dis
played on the screens. 011 one occasion, some Government agent�
visited him in his shack on Mount Palomar and offered him large sums
ofmoney to sign certain aflidavfts lo "'prove'' that none of it was true
and it was all falsification. G.A. refused and turned them out of his
home. This kind of thing happened more than once, in fact, but each
time G.A. refused to play their game, refused to accept their bribes.
When I usked ifthe President was responsible for all !his, he replied
that he didn't think so. as JFK was too straightforward a. man to deal
covertly about the saucers; he himself had received a summons from
the Brothers. who landed on the tammc al the end of one of the air
lield's runways in the very eurly hours. When he arrived, his car was
stopped, and he was advised to gel oul and walk to the ship U1at await
ed him. And that he was alone,
JFK obeyed the summons. and he was seen entering the alien ves
sel. I le stayed for some. time. before (:)Oming out at last, refusing to
speak to anyone about the im,"ident. Thereafter, the matter became just
another closed case.

Nol long afterwards, came the missile crisis when rockets U1reaten
ing the U.S. were discovered on Cuban soil. and, afier careful but
electrifying negotiations with the Russians over the territorial rights of
the Cuban dictator. lhe Soviet leader, Nikita Kruschcv stood down. and
WW3 was averted.
Not long after thal, the Space industry got under way, and there was
some trouble about U1e re-entry nose-cone of the rocket, which had to
withstand the intense heat from the EarU1 's atmosphere prior to landing
in the sea by triple parachute. Gold was used to protect the inner cabin
and the instruments, and for the safety and comfort of 1he on-board
astronauts. (Jt is known that certain elements like the electrons and the
titanium ca�ing react favourably with pure gold lo make it work; ac
cording to some notes I have made during my own research into this
matter from hooks on the subject. I trust that I have got it right, and
stand to be corrected if I have not.)
O.A. told us that the Space people use gold technically. However.
gold has other valuable uses in medicine to treat ailments like arthritis.
Indeed, ir becomes easi�r lo understand how our Space friends have
prospered from their reliance un Mature in all they said to do.
"However. the Space Shuttle has resolved these problems, Thirty
years on - 1992, to be exact- I was watching television in my Oat,
when on came an American Space Programme, the subject concerning
costs. I was about to switch off, when the next shot include the re-entry
nose cone used C!lflier. A section of it was opened out - and there was
the gold lining!
G.A was right when he told us ofthe Space people's use ofgold in
their technology; so, it was true 61>011t U1e Space people"s liaison wilh
NASA at the time.
"Now. I believe that another of G.A. 's statements will. be verified,
after the introduction of organic elements with silicon, - which are
implemented in cybemeties (New Scientist), - an already well-known
technology.
"Towards the end of our afternoon with G.A., he told us that he had
been taken up in a new kind of saucer which was implemented with
this kind of technology. and this made it independent of U1e MoU1er
ships. Due to its extra speeds and inter-dimensional navigation., this
new model was able to think for itself and to be independent of pilots.
In this way. he was taken to Saturn. where he observed from the
portholes the breath-taking majesty of Saturn and its rings. They visit
ed a planet which was situated just outside the rings. too small to be
seen by telescopes at the present time. ( 1963 ).
"'Soon the afternoon came to an end. and the magic bubble burst as
we said goodbye to G.A Just then, a wicked asthmatic cough overtook
me, so I refused the ofter to join my friends when they were taken to
Broadlands. to the home of Lord Louis Moumbatten, where a Flying
Saucer had landed ·in his backyard', as it were. in the winter ofl955.
Here. According to a member of staff coming inlo work \hat morn
ing, he saw what appeared to him to be like a car without wheels rising
up into the air an taking off 31 great speed. TI1e sbock sent him skid
ding on his bike, which forced him off, sprawling in to snow. On re
covery from this shock he was then able to go tu his boss, the butler,
and tell him what he had just seen. The report was phoned through to
His Lordship, who then returned to Broadlands sooner than planned.
This sighting was recorded fn TirnoU1y Good's book, ''Above Top
Secret,"
"While my friends prepan::d to go with G.A. and the other guests,
Mr Leslie approached me and said that they might be late coming back
with regard to my return home. so he said that he would book me a
room in an hotel in Poplar, where I could rest for !he night; my friend,
Miss T., would join me later and keep me in touch.
Mr Leslie ofl'ered lo pay for our expenses, hut I politely refused. and
Mrs P .. who was now going off duty, was to take me there.
Before everyone departed. Mrs P. wheeled out a large lea-trolley,
and Mrs Leslie provided us with a sumptuous tea and cakes.
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Afterwards. I felt a bit better and I helped Mrs P. to wash up the tea
things. which wa� my way of thanking my hosts for 1heir generous
hospitality. (I felt it was the least I could do.)

The Huddersfield Contact Case
When Emily (a pseudonym) was young she remembers tha1 whenev
er she got upset she would start to cry and say to her parents that she
wanted to go home. She does not know what "home'' she was referring I
to et U1e time.
When Emily was 7 years old, one night in lhe summer of 1997 she
I
�as lying aw ?kc in b� in_thcir house in�laithley.a Hud� erslield. shar
mg a room with her rwm sister. She felt hke she ws being watched in
the dark. She closed her eyes for IO seconds. When she opened them
again she immediately saw u shadowy figure leaning over her. only
about IO cm away from her face! II was a humanoid shaped shndow,
shorter than an adult human, around 4 feet.
Emily closed her eyes and screamed in fear. Her sister woke up end
her mother came rushing into the bedroom. The figure had vanished.
Her mother dismissed it as a dream.

Mrs P. took me into Mrs Leslie's room, where she was resting. and
I thanked her for her kindness under such unprediotable circumstanc
es.'·
Emily Crewe.

In this article the reader has read - or re-read - of much of po
tential significance, depending on each poim of view To some, the
idea of George Adamski meeting with persons in high places is either
ridiculous or anad1ema. That is the individual's prerogative, this is a
free country. It is also the individual prerogative to state the facts of
an experience that that person has, however circumstantially. met
with, and relates to people who either believe or do not believe.

On holiday in Somerset. Emily. I.hen 15. woke up and found that
when she tried to move she was paralyzed. She tried to shout for help
but no sound came out. She then felt waves of electrical energy start to
now through her body from her toes to the rop of her head. At the same
Lime as this she began to hear a roaring sound in her head Which sreadi
ly got louder and louder. She sensed d1a1 there was a presence of some
kind in the room but was too frightened to look. This seemed 10 go on
for about 3 minutes. Then suddenly everything stopped und went back
to normal.

Emily Crewe's statement is as straightforward as it comes: you
either believe it or you do not.

For those who believe it, or have an open mind as to its truthful
ness, we invite that one to consider the implications.

For those who do not believe it, we invite that one to lay this ac
count aside. - for future history to decide. ■

In 20 IO when Emily was 20, when staying over at her boyfriend
(now husband) Ben ·s house in Bradfbrd. she woke up and looked over
at Ben alongside her. As she turned it fell like everything was moving
in slow motion, Ben appeared frozen, she could not even see him
breathing.
Her memories arc extreme) y fragmented: she was abducted and
taken aboard a craft. She recalls being up in the air floating towards tho
wall and window of the room. She was floaling about 5 cm off die
Door in a standing position. Her head and upper body passed through
the glass of the window. Her lower body passed through the solid wall.
Aller this she then has a period of missing time. Although she
doesn't recall seeing a craft in the sky she remembers a silver disc
shaped crall with a dome in lhe middle of the upper surface. It had
smooth curved edges and no visible markings or other lighting. Her
next recollection is of standing in a large open room with white walls
and no visible furnishings. A 61l tall Grey being, wearing a silver or
white skin-tight suit will, some kind of insignia on the upper chest area,
stood in front of her. The exposed head was light grey. with a pointed
chin. small lips and nostrils, but very large dark eyes. It communicated
directly into her head. telepathically. during a long conversation from
which she only remembered that the being told her it was time to come
back with diem, at which she replied that it was too soon, and that she
needed more time. She was shown a glowing golden holographic map,
. lold Ben
displayed in U1e air. with symbols and Siar constellations. She
only a year later about her abduction.
Emily also remembers an incident in broad day-light.. near her moth
er's home. She saw an identical craft moving in the sl.y, then stopping
about 30 m above her. The domed top hes a reclangular shaped win
dow and a Grey on board put ilS hand up again�i this window. She then
reaches up rowards the craft almost as a return gesture. She has no idea
whether this craft was there 10 observe her. abduct her or had even just
dropped her back off after being taken.
Emily claims to possess a high level of intuition. She says 1ha1 ollen
she will be able to delect an individual's personality and emolions
before speaking with them and can be aware of ulterior morives. She
also has had dreams which have seemed to Inter on come true. When
17. her boyfriend al lhc Lime, started driving. She had a dream that
something bad was going to happen to him on the road. She dismissed
it but later that same. day her boyfriend pulled out onto a juoc1ion and
almost crashed. About a year later she had a dream that her boyfriend's
mother had stomach c.ancer. She told him about it soon afterwards. A
week later his mother went into hospital for positive tests.
August 2013 Emily woke up to find she could not move. The silhou
ette of a Grey, standing completely still at the top of the stairs wa� all
she could rcmemher. On 7d1 August Emily and Ben. driving on their
way into town at about I pm suddenly noticed a large obj1:c1 in the sky.
It was disc-shaped and silver in colour. with a white light at either end.
It appeared to be larger than a plane. Emily believes that this was the
firsl time she had seen a cran while being fully consciously
aware. Ben was more sceptical. and suggested that it must have been
some kind of plane. though he does admit that it looked very strange. ■
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UI70 CONTACT: The Day Before Yesterday ©
In Support Of George Adamski
(Series Two: Part 8)

SO SAY THE NOBLE LORDS
By Ragnvald A. Carlsen and Major (ret) Hans C. Petersen (t)

HE TWO ARTICLES with which we have just dealt
are basically first-hand accounts of experiences of a
long-time friend of Ronald Caswell, an associate with
whom be bas corresponded over the years since their
first meeting in May 1965, a matter of weeks only
after George Adamski's death in Washington.

Emily Crewe, now in her early 80's (at lhe time of this report.
Ed.) and as spry as ever, recalled that meeting in a recent letter:
"You know very well how it all started, - with you, I mean! Forget
ting is so convenient! Someone must have given you my name and
address in those early days in lhe I960s, for, - if you remember - you
wrote to me about my trip 10 meet G. Adamski in S.t. John's Wood,
London, on the 1st week of June 1963.
How did you know? Before then, I'd never heard of you. and I was
too full of my own troubles to wonder too much about it."
She went on:
''Otherwise, those meetings were loo brief. - while you were in
Manchester. I told you. then, in my letter, what I have told you since,
except that Mollie got plastered that night and got to my hole.I too
drunk to tell me a straight story about he1 trip to Bro.adlands with the
Party.
"Moreover, I forked out my own money at the hotel -30 shillings,
one night for two people. Mollie had lbe gall to borrow 30 bob off me
before she went off with them, - don't know why.
"l was so upset about being left behind, with my sudden coughing
fit. - I forgot to keep the little book Leslie gave to me, that his children
had sketched and written about Oying saucers, and I left ii behind that
day and forgot it. A pity, because there I had all the proof needed, and
D. Leslie had given it to me. Maybe he was a bit miffed about it. 'How
dare the woman refuse My children's book!' or something like that!

Before we go into the matter of the presence of these gentlemen in
the company of such as George Adamski - liar and charlatan that he
was! - let us consider the oft-repeated remarks of his critics: ·'How
do we know if he was where he said he was, and with whom he said
he was with ...?"
In a chapter of Timothy Good's book, (co-authored with Lou
Zinsstag), "George Adamski: The Umold Stor)' '", Tim has allowed us
to quote the result of some of his c)(cellent research.
In tl1e chapter: The Burden Of Proof, Tim writes:
"What of further evidence that Adamski had official recognition
for his claims, or that he was in any way treated seriously by the au
tl1orities?
On 16 March 1960 Adamski received a 1elegran1 summoning
him to New York and Washington for official meetings. In a lette.r to
the co-workers dated 5April 1960, be wrote:
• ... In New York l had the great honour of dining and visiting for
one and u half hours with Dag Hammarskjold's right-hand man in the
U.N. Original arrangements had been made for me to meet Mr H. but
the African connict took him away at just that time. But I learned a
great deal. of interest to us all... I also met one to the foremost news
reporters of the U. N. We had a most interesting conversat inn. At its
end he thanked me, saying the information I had given him about
interplanetary and space conditions was of utmost interest and he
would write it up in articles for public release in 32 languages
throughout the world. If you are able to secure papers carrying U.N.
news reports, you might find his article helpful to you in your ef
forts...' - Unquote GA.
In the same letter Adan1ski alluded to a fifteen-minute meeting
with Senator Margaret Chase Smith from Maine. who at the time was
chairman of the Senate Finance Committee for Space Research.

'During that time,' he wrote, ·t gave her as much information
as possible. for which she thanked me. This was an accomplishment
that I little expected and for which I am most grateful.'''

"During the time I wrote to G.A.-as you know- I wanted him to
know about our British lingo, so that if he came over again, he would
be able to understand the different" accents, and l told him about our
dog, Geordie. How he stayed by my side when I was critically ill as a
child, with bronchial pneumonia. - well over thirty years ago then.

On a visit to the U.N. in New York on September g•h 1995, Major
Hans Petersen addressed the SEAT Society. which is fonned of many
delegates of the international body.

I told him how the name George was abbreviated in the Northern
accent, particularly in "Geordie-land' amongst the Northumbrian Tyne
siders, for he had lectured in Newcastle with some success, I had
heard ...

His introduction to this august gathering of diplomats and others.,
after the usual niceties were dealt with. was like lhls:
"The primary subject we will deal with is the person, George Ad
amski, and his activities, which are today almost unknown to most
people, thanks lo some very powerful interests, which is known as the
"SilenceGroup':' -Ullqunle.

As for those VIPs, I did not feel too happy about them being there.
in spite of the boost it might giveG.A.'s P.R." - //1u11101e.
Head of Fighter Command during the War

"I talked with Mr Adamski in my office." - Margaret C. Smith

Emily had spoken over the phone about Lord Dowding being rather
gruff in manner, - as if he wasn't too pleased at the intruders into the
privacy of this meeting. (As head of Fighter Command during the war,
he no doubt had a few words with one of his former fighter pilots.
Desmond Les Iie, on the way to Broadlands, about not letting the enemy
see the whites of your eyes!)
Nol the Air Chief Marshal Lord Dowding was in any two minds
about the existence of Flying Saucers. In the October I 967 issue of
UFO CONTACT, (in an acknowledgement to Flying Saucer Review),
Lord Dowding was quoted as saying: ·'The existence of these machines
is evident and I have accepted them absolutely.'·

Speaking of a visit to t11e U.N. by George Adamski. when G.A.
missed the U.N. Secretary-general because of urgent business abroad.
Petersen quotedGA. 's succinct remarks: ''I spent an interesting day in
the U.N. building and talking to a lot of people." Petersen went on:
"At one of his meetings he met wiU1 Senator Margaret Chase
Smith. These various activities were, of course, a lhom fn the side of
his many opponents, and some tried to prove that he was lying, - for
instance, about his meeting with Senator Smith.
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On the 2• of July 1963, I asked our co-worker in England, Ronald
Caswell, to write to Sena1or Smidt and ask about tltis meeting. Only 7
days later, on 9•h July. the Senator answen:d:
"Dear Mr Caswell.
I talked with Mr Adamski and others in my office, but I do
not recall the date. I do know that I never made u public s1atcmcn1
about him. I have never read any of his writings into record. I do not
know what Mr Adamski's staius is.
Signed: Margaret Chase Smith.' •·
For those readers who have shon memories, may we quote for
them a passage from tlte anicle recorded earlier dealing with the lead
up to the Vatican visit, when Adamski claimed to have met a Space
man by a jetty on the outskins of Copenhagen.
..Major Petersen's people immediately began an investigation of
G.A.'s claimed meeting. as Petersen said: ·we were forced to be scep
tical. as others would have been.' ·• - Wu111nlo.
The title of the preceding chapter: .. Adams!,.; in a house ofLordst .
was, we must confess, coined with tongue In cheek. The tltoughl ot
George Adamski lecturing 10 an All Party UFO Study Group at the
House of Lords would surely have brought a shade of purple to the
cheeks of his detractors. whatever tlteir shade of pol11ical opinfon. BuL
of course, 1h01 Study Group was not yet more - perhaps - than a mere
twinkle in tltc eye of its subsequent founder. Lord Clancarty, at that
time.
t

ln 1965, when Ronald visited him at his apartment in Soutlt Ken
,sington lo show him the ·'Sliver Spring•· movie, it was a quite amiahlc
The Honourable Brinsley le Poer Trench who oflered him tea and a
..rather special"' Marks and Spencers fruit cake. (which he spoke of
almost with reverence.) .. , love Marks and Spencers fruit cake!"" he
had advertised blatantly. as he handed over a plateful of the delicacy to
an amused Rona.Id.

Lord Dowding's remarks: - - II might be that the visitors from one
planet wished to help us in our evolution from the basis of a higher
level to which they had attained." and. whilst doing so. to prevent us
from armihilating ourselves and others with I-I-Bombs and the like, are
not the stulT of present Ufologists and analysts. to whom the idea that
anyone could be so altruistic is anathema.
It would be most interesting to know when Lord Dowding made
these utterances. pre SL John's Wood or pos1 St. John's Wood.
Wl1y? Because they arc indeed the stuff of George Adamski!
�what I am in terested in. is Accounts or Intelligible Contacts."
Another item of extreme interest. and not insignificant, was a fur
ther note by Tim Good, following the previous remarks by Lord Dow
ding. And again we might ask: pre or post Adamski? The answer is
pre.
"In February 1957 Lord Dowding wrote to the Italian diplomat
Alberto Perego, stressing tltat his interest went beyond the mere sight
ings of flying saucers. · What I am interested in: he wrote. 'is accounts
of intelligible contacts between beings and the occupants of interplan
etary ships.' •·-1111quo1e.

It was later, after tlte Hon. Brinsley was elevated to the peerage.
that he became Earl of Clancarty.

A Nucleus of Students, Lords end Lords-in-Waiting

Again. the discerning reader may well recall a passage in the ac
count by Ronald Cas,�cll. entitled: Vatican Visit 1963:· It stated:

Desmond Leslie. too. succeeded to the family estates at Castle
Leslie. in lreland, when he was made Lord Leslie.

·'On Sunday, Dr Alberto Perego, the Italian co-worker. Called at
the 'Hotel Auriga·. They had lunclt and discussed the Pope's
health.··-unq11orc.

So. there was no doubt al all that a nucleus of UFO studenL5, Lords and Lords-in-Waiting - were gathered tltat day at SL John's
Wood, never dreaming tltat Emily Crewe and entourage had made her
way southward from Lancaster, prepared lo re-enact a miniature War
of-thc-Roses in Desmond Leslie's front room.

Yes, Italian diplomat. Dr Perego, was a co-worker in George Ad
amski"s International Get Acquainted Program.
Did Lord Dowding m8"e his remarks vis-a-vis benevolent visitors
pre or post St, John ·s Wood? Tim Good provides tlte answer.

Of these men of some eminence in literature or the military orpoli
tics, we know of Desmond Leslie's co-authorship with George Ad
amski of the best-seller: "Flying Saucers Have Landed". later translat
ed into multiple languages.

The noble Lord's utterance was made in the "Sunday Dispatch"'.
London. on 11th July, 1954. It seems most natural that the Air chief
Marshal would like to meet George Adamski at last.

Brinsley le Poer Trench. author of a number of "Flying saucer"
books and a forn1cr editor of the world-renowned ''flying Saucer Re
view", is known to all Ufologists.

Me had been reading his books ...
In intimating his conviction that "'these objects do exist and that
lhey arc not manufactured by any nation on earth -" Lord Dowding. Air Force Chief - is subscribing to tlte outright statement made by Naval Chief· Admiral of the FleeL The Lord I lill-Nonon GCB, in tlte
foreword to "Above Top Secret'", succin�'lly expressed in tlte follow
ing phraseology:

In Timothy Good's best-selling: "Above Top Secret� he writes an
interesting precis of the UFO-related uuerances of a man who was the
linchpin of one of the most decisive battles of the Second World War.
"'Air Chief Marshal Lord Dowding. Commander-in-Chief of
RAF Fighter Command during the Battle of Britain in 1940. was great
ly interested in the subject of UFOs and on a number of occasions mad
e some courageous slatcmems, such as the following:

·•1 am convinced that there is an official cover-up of the investi
gations which Governments have made into UFOs, ccnainly in the
United States, probably in our own country, though not in France. and
for all I know in Russia and Other countries as far apan as Argentina
Spain. Australia and China lo name just a few:·--v11q11ote.

·More than I 0.000 sightings have been reponcd. the majority
of which cannot be accounted for by any •·scientific" explanation. e.g.
that they are hallucinations, the effect of light refraction, meteors,
wheels falling from aeroplanes. and the like ... They have been tracked
on radar screens... and the observed speeds have been as great as 9,000
miles on hour... I am convinced that these objects do exist and tltat
Gensing Gardens News •

they arc not manufactlm:d by any nation on earth. l can therefor sec no
alternative to accepting the theory that they come from some extrater
restrial source...
I think that we must resist tJ,e tendency to assume that they all
come from the same plancL or that they arc all actuated by similar
motives. It might be that the visitors from one planet wished to help us
in our evolution from tlte basis oJ' a higher level tu which they had
auained.
Another planet might send an expedition to ascertain what
have been these terrible explosions which tltey have observed. and 10
prevent us from discommoding other people besides ourselves by the
new toys with which we are so light-hcanodly playing.
Other visitors might have come bent solely on scientific dis�
covery and might regard us with the dispassionate aloofness with
which we might regard insects found beneath an upturned stone.· Um1uole.

(llow reminiscent or the words of Canadian scicntisL Wilbert B.
Smith, in a personal letter 10 Ronald Caswell on February 23•d 1959,
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and published in UFO CONTACT of December 1967.

there is an official cover-up of lhe investigations which Governments
have made into UFOs -··.

uFor your information EVERY nation on tliis planet has been
officially informed of the existence of U1e space craft and their occu
pants from elsewhere, and as nations they must accept responsibility
for any lack of action or for any official position which they may take.
There is nothing more to be done along these lines, and efforts in this
direction is effort wasted." - U11q1101e.

Whal does this Lord h"ve in common with anoU,er "Chief of thef
United Kingdom Defence Staff" and "Chairman of Chiefs of Staf
Committee in 1959-65 (Encyclopaedia Britannica)'". fom,er Chief of
Combined Operations and last Viceroy of India. Lord Louis Mountbat
ten?

Lord Hill-Norton goes on:

An interest in the subject of UFOs which they - irrespective of their
high rank in Military and Naval command - were denied knowledge of,
and from which they subsequently drew certain conclusions.

"Let me tum to some
views on what I and many
others believe to be the
cover-up. There is no dis
pute that there have been at
least two m�jor investiga
tions into lJFOs in u,e United States in the last forty
Lord Hill-Norton
Lord Dowding
years, and Uiere has been an
acknowledged French Government investigation since 1954. but there has been no public
acknowledgement of anything similar lo Britain or elsewhere.
Nothing of substance has ever been disclosed about the US investiga
tions, and though in France the Government does seen to be more
ready to take the public into its confidence. quite the reverse is true in
botli the United States and Russia, as many other official pronounce
ments have emphasized. While I cannot prove that there is a cover-up.
I believe Uiat Tim Good's book does so. certainly to my satisfaction.
He shows beyond doubt that under the recent Freedom of lnfonnation
Act in U1e USA. there are secret, even top secret, Jiles on the subject
which have not been released, and what has fairly recently been re
le<!Sed there. as the result of a court decision against the Government,
is telling enough:·- U11q11n1e

Precisely the same conclusions that George Adamski, Tim Good,
and among others. Major Hans Petersen and Ronald Caswell, co-editorS
of the journal uro CONT ACT. had subscribed to for many years.
Grand Conspiracy, Cover-up: - ii means the same.
And what did George Adamski. one-time soldier of a cavalry unit of
the United State.� Army. and Louis Mountbatten. one-time soldier of the
Burma Campaign, and elsewhere, have in common?
They both had a ··flying saucer" story lo tell. With this in mind.. let
us consider now the role. both as guest and host, Mountbatten played on
that rather significant day in June 1963. at St. John's Wood, London.
We've heard Adamski's story. This, in abbreviated form, is Mount
batten's, as recounted by Tim Good.
Chief of the Defence Staff from 1958 to 1965

� Admiral of U1e Fleet the Earl Mountbatten of Bum,a, Supreme
Allied Commander in Southeast Asia in World War ll and Chief or the
Defence Slaff from 1958 to I 965. showed an enonnous interest in
UFOs for a number of years." (According lo his biographer. Philip
Ziegler.)
On the morning of Wednesday, 23"' February L955, ua flying saucer
complete with occupant was alleged 10 have landed on his estate at
Broadlands. near Romsey, I lampshire. The story was related to me by
Desmond Leslie who had investigated it personally and later published
an account in Flying Saucer Review following Mountbatten's tragic
murder in 1979." wrote Good.

In the House or Lords debate-March 1982

It seems pretty certain thnt I .nrc! Hill-Norton was/is also an active
and voluble participant in the House of Lords UFO Study Group.
In the House of Lords debate on 4th of March 1982. a report from
the official Parlian1entruy record, Hansard, concerning Lord Hill
Norton. is picked up by Tim Good. Viscount Long Tcpresentcd the
Government in u,e debate.

Statement� were made by lhe witness to the event, Frederick Briggs.
who at the time was employed as a bricklayer on U1e estate. and one by
Lord Mountbatten himself wiU, regard to the follow-up reconnaissance
of the area of the hovering craf t Mr Briggs was on his bicycle,

"Another member of the Lords UFO Group, Admiral of u,�
Fleet Lord Hill-Norton, then asked ·whcU1er it is true I.hat all sighting
reports received by the Ministry of Defonce before 1962 were d�
stroyed because they were deemed to be "of no defence interest." And
if it is true, who was it decided that they were of no interest?'

Here, in brief, are some of U1e details.
·The object was shaped like a child's huge humming-top and
half-way between 20 feel and JO feet in diameter. - Its colour was
like dull aluminium, rather like a kitchen saucepan. An overcast sky
and light snow on the ground, just after 8.30 a.m. - an object hover
ing stationary over the field. - l rode over the grass for rather less U1an
I 00 yards. The Saucer was certainly less than LOO yards from me,
(after dismounting), - not more than 60 feet over the level where I
was standing.

··Long responded: · My Lords, my reply to the noble and gal
lant Lord - I was wondering whether he was going lo say that the
Royal Navy had many times seen the Loch Ness Munster - is U1at
since 1967 all UFO reports have been preserved. Before that time U,ey
were generally destroyed," The Admiral chose not to pick up tbe
gaunUet," - (about the old ''chestnut" about the myth of the UFOs
being equally as ridiculous as U,e myth about the Loch Ness monster Ed.}- "but he must have wondered why only part of his firs( question
was answered and the second ignored.

-while l was watching a column. about the thickness of a man.
descended from U1e centre of U1e Saucer and I suddenly noticed on it.
,vhal appeared to be a man. presumably standing on a small plarfom1
on the end. He did 001 aprear lo be holding onto anything. He seemed
to be dressed in u dark suit or overalls. and was wearing a close
fitting hat or helmet."

·'During an interview on BBC Television transmihed a week
after the Lords debate. Lord Hill-Norton was asked: 'As a fonner
Chief of the Defence Staff ( I 971-73), wouldn 'l you have known ir
there was infom,ation available which hadn't been released to the
public?' He replied:

As he watched, said Mr Briggs. Uiere was movement in the saucer. a
light appeared LO be directed towards him, he fell to U,e ground in tlie
snow, the bicycle on top of him. 11,e saucer rose vertically. - "quite as
fast as the rastest jct aircraft I have seen, or faster:·

'I think l ought to have known. but l certainly didn't and, had I
known, I would not of course be allowed on an interview like U1is to
say so. So that in itself seems insignificant. What I do believe is that
information has come to U,e Ministry of Defence - probably over a
period of' twenty years or longer - which is not available to the public,
and was not available to me while I was in office.•" -U11,1unle

Lord Mountbatlen·s statement was to the effect that. along with his
wife and daughter. and his own electrician. ·whom Briggs had confided
in, he accompanied Briggs to U,e area of the alleged sighting, where
marks in the snow indicated U,at the tracks ended and, where U,ere
appeared to have been a fall in the snow. th�y were renewed.

A Former Chier of the Defence Staff-1971-73

Lel us bear in mind that. as reported, "A former Chief of the De
fence Staff (1973-73) Lord Hill-Norton. stated: "I am convinced that

After having Briggs' statement typed out Lord Mountbatten con-
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eluded his own statement regarding the UFO witness:
"He did not give me the impression of being the sort of man
who would be subject to hallucinations, or would he in any way
invent such a story. I am sure from the sinoere wny he gave his ac
count that he, himself, is completely convinced of the truth of his
own statement."- Ump,ore.
If the Human Race wishes to Survive
"Philip Ziegler" goes on Tim Good, "comments that by 1957
Mountbatten had become disillusioned with the amount of rubbish
published on the subject. 'l must be honest and confess that I no longer
take the same interest,' he wrote to a more ardent student of die sub
ject. Ziegler adds that Mountbatten never rejected the possibility that
such things existed, but insisted that they must be susceptible to more
rational explanation 'Pew senior naval officers would have been ready
to confront the paranormal with equanimity,' Ziegler commented. and
quotes an interesting observation made by Lord Mountbatten before his
enthusiasm waned, in 1950: 'The fact that they can hover and acceler
ate away from the earth's gravity again and even revolve round a U2 in
America ( as reported by their head scientist) shows that they arc far
ahead of us. If they really come over in a big way that may settle the
capitalist-communist war. If the human race wishes to survive they
may have to band together.' "-(lnq1101e.
And, of course. with such a remark, both GeoTge Adamski and
General Douglas MacArthur, - another (American) Chief of Staff, 1930
-3S. Commander of U.S. Armed Forces in the Far East, World War II, as we have observed, would heartily concur,
The reader will recall our excerpts from George Adamski's arti
cle: "A Space Economy Program'' earlier. The mayor of Maples spoke
of General Douglas MacArthur quoting a prediction dial 'future wars
would be interplanetary rather than between nations on earth.' Ad
an1ski noted: "'With this possibility in mind, I agree with General Mac
Arthur. that we should organize the world in defence of the world,
against such an attack."
MacArthur's statement was made in October 1955, five years
after that made by LoTd Mountbatten.
Interestingly. before Philip Ziegler made the comment "that by
1957 Mountbatten had become disillusioned with the amount of rub
bish published on the subject". Tim Good wrote, - regarding the Broad
lands incident, - "Philip Ziegler malces short shri.ft of the episode.''
That, in itself, is a noteworthy observation. Does it indicate that
Ziegler was not, himself. an enthusiasl perhaps not even a "believer"?
Or perhaps not one who accepted near contact? It was apparently an
observation, not a quote, that Mountbatten: "insisted that they - 'such
objects' - must be susceptible to rntional explanation."
" •Few senior naval officers would have been ready to confront the
paranormal with such equanimity', Ziegler commented."
A delinition of"paranormal" gives it as: "not rationally explicable.''
Yet the leading comment in the excerpt says that Mountbatten:
··showed an enom1ous interest in UFOs for a number of years."

Missile expt:rt, CommandeT MacLaughlin, who, in 1949, staled: ··Many
times I have seen flying discs following and overtalcing missiles in
flight al the experimental base at White Sands, New Mexico, where, a�
is known, the tirsi American atomic bomb was tried oat"
And what did General L.M. Chassin, General Air Defonce Coordi
nator. Allied Air Poree, Central Europe, say in his preface to Aime
Michel's book: "Flying Saucers and the Straight-line Mystery" before
he retired to become President or G.E.P.A., a French Civilian UFO
rescaroh group?
He wrote, with great equanimity for a French General we suggest;
•·For if we persist in refusing to recognise the existence of these uni
dentified objects. we will end up, one line day, by mistaking them for
the guided missiles of an enemy; ·and the worst will be upon us."
It's All "rationally" inexplicable
We would think that a Chief of the United Kingdom Defence Staff.
- on top of being a UFO buff foT many years. - would have been au fail
with the bigger picture vis-a-vis the Soucoupe Volante. of General
Chassain and.others enough to have weathered a bit of"rubbish'' flying
his way?
Anybody in the UFO field who cannot confront this kind of "not
rationally explicable'· phenomenon with a measure of equanimity.
should not have got into the business in the ·first place.

It's a/I "rationally" inexplicable,
ls magnetism ''rationally explicable�? - or electricity, or any of the
thousand and one other "paranonnal" phenomena perceived by science
explicable in "rational" tem1s?
Accordin� to SCIENCE the planets in this solar system cannot
support intelligent life. (That included this planet. according to some.)
According to SCIENCE, distances from other star "systems" - if they
exist - are too impossibly <listant as to preclude passage of space vehi
cles to this planet. Ergo: such cratl. occ11ponts, visitations are - halluci
nations, you nan1e il
But the term "paranormal" is a point of view, it is NOT a fact.
What is a fact is, that Lord Mountbatten seems to have recovered
equanimity enough by June 1963 to face the �rubbish" imparted to him
by some fellow, - admittedly from California, - called George Ad
amski, to the point where he could invite this "liar and charlatan" to his
own pad, - admittedly in quiet, rural Hampshire where paranormal
events shouldn't really be allowed, - to see where his saucer had hov
ered some eight years before, - before, that is. a dip in his interest in the
subject in 1957. when it all went rubbishy.
One wonders if the term "rubbish" was coined by the biographer or
the noble earl himself, and whether the term was used by the biog
rapher selectively or in all-encompassing manner.
The question thut might, logically. be asked is: what �rubbish'' did
this chap Adamski impart to this distinguished gathering. - for exam
ple, before lunch, during lunch, aner lunch. and during a period until
,veil after midnight. whon Miss Mollie T, returned to her Poplar hotel
and Emily Crewe a trine so1.zled?

It just seems strange that a man who had evinced such an Interest
for so long, - then, in 1955, subscrihed to the apparent honesty of an
employee ·s (Frederick Briggs') statement concerning an alleged inci
dent on his (Mountbatten's) own estate,• should become disillusioned
about ''rubbish" printed on the subject.

Would il not. logically, be pretty similar in content to that imparted
to Emily el al. before the ten and fancy cakes arrived on Mrs Leslie's
elegant trolley?

We've all read "rubbish" about "Flying Saucers." Have we all
become disillusioned?

When he arrived in London from Rome

And as regards: "Few senior naval otlicers would have been ready
to confront the paranom1al with such equanimity." it appears that Ad·
miral of the Fleet Lord Hill-Norton was one that could, And so was
Admiral Delmer Fahrney, a former American Navy Missile Chief.
who, at o Press conference on January 16111 • 1957, wa� quoted as say
ing: "Reliable reports indicate there are objects coming into our atmos
phere at very high speeds and controlJed by thinking intelligences."
Full of equanimity was Admiral Delmer Farhney. As was another

Because of the sudden and recent death of the Supreme Pontiff, the
subject of Adamski's Audience with Pope John would no doubt have
been first on the agenda, along with the handing round of the gold
medallion. Or had the distinguished party, perhaps, seen the medallion
and heard the story before? Surely not -the man has only got back
from Rome in the last couple of days? Exactly. but '"Like for example. when he arrived in London from Rome about
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that Lime when Pope John die. 1 met him al the airport, and I believe it
was Whitsun week-end: and 1 drove him straight down 10 my little
cabin-cruiser al Stain��. where several of us were staying for the week
end. He was enjoying himself and talked about his tour.
''1 asked him about it and he answered: 'John gave it to me the day
before yesterday,'•·. Desmond Leslie -Unquote.

" - the boy's tbnnal school was of short duration.'' -Obviously no
habil of exaggeration there. Also. as we have observe-0 previously and we will return the ball as often as it is batted against George Ad
amski in this way, lhal is. without people checking their facts first, - we
.
advise them to get lhe 1953 edition of �Flying Saucers Have Landed'
and read on page 180 Adamski's own words: "And I have no college
degrees.fl

Out perhaps we might re-cap a little here, 10 sec where we are in the
stream of time. The odd day might have slipped 0111 of gear here in
there-telling.Using the account of the Vatican Visit 1963, and points
made in Emily Crewe's accounL we arrive at the following summary
of events:

As for Nick's remarks about Adamski exaggerating his career, he
has confessed 10 being a manual worker, working at a cement factory,
serving hamburgers 01 a cafc on Palomar. being a general handyman.
- what else do people want out of him?
If by "career" Nick means "claims··. that too bas to rely on history
lo prove one way or another.

Fri., JI st May

Audience with the Pope. In the afternoon,
according lo May Morie!, the Pope sends his
emissary 10 lhe hotel with the medal

Sat., 1st June

G.A. shows medal ro May Morlet and Lou
Zinsstag at lunch.

Sun., 2nd June

'' - but not 10 lcclure in England, - a few days to rest, - journey
home to California'' -Ui,q,mte (Lou Zinsstag.)
No Lecture, Nick, Not in 1963..

Lunch with llalian diplomat and Co-worker,
Dr Alberto Perego.

Mon., 3rd June

Bui. the.re is an illuminating piece of information concerning G.A.
where he writes: "I have been told by someone who was present that a
lecture given by Adamski in London in 1963 was attended by Air
Chief Marshal Lord Dowding. and Lord Mountbatten of Bunna�I ln(JUO/e.

Pope dies; Adamski leaves for London around
2.00 p.m. Met at airport by Leslie (and BBC

To remind us once again that "this is a very small world", - a fact
one recognizes more and more 1be older one gets to be, - is an interest
ing earlier circumstance �connecting� Lord Louis Mountbatten and
Lord Dowding "UFO-wise··. Long before 1963 ...

Tue., 4th June

Emily to London on Midnight Express.

Lord Dowding, as we said earlier, made his remarks: ··...11 might be
that the visitors from one planet wished to help us in our evolution
from the basis of a higher level to which they had attained ...•· in the
"SUNDAY DISPATCW, London.of 11,. July. 1954.

Wed., 5th June

Arrives Marylebone; SL John's Wood.

Philip Ziegler. in his biography of Lord Mountbatten. q1101ed an
observation made by Mountbat1cn in 1950:

team?), then Staines.

"The fact that they can hover and accelerate away from the
earth's gravity again and even revolve round a U2 in America (as
reported by their head scientists) shows tbut 1hey are far ahead of
capitalist-communist war. If the human race wishes to survive they
may have Lo band together." - llnquule .

Interesting is the paragraph in Emily's a<X:ount of her no1ification
of G.A. 's visit, which appears to be the only other guide to his itinerary
in England. other than that sel by Desmond Leslie.
..Then, one day." wrote Emily "my letters to Miss Zinssmg were
to pay off. In early May of 1963 she told me in her letter that George
Adamski was coming over to Europe but' not to lecture in England; he
would stay w ith the Leslies in St. John's Wood, London, for a few days
to rest before taking the next lap of bis journey home to California
The date would be between the last week-end in May and the 1• of
Junc."-lfnq1101e
He worked on a Hamburger SlAnd

Used to take down Mountbatten's letters in Shorthand
In a December 1999 letter from Eileen Lloyd. (fonnerly Eile�n
Buckle) to Ronald. she mentions Waveny Girvan -publisher of
'·Flying Saucers Have Landed"- who, at on lime, worked for the
Kensing/On News. "Dan'·, Eileen's husband, "used to work jusl down
the corridor to Waveny Girvan al Odhams Press in Covent Garden.''
"Concerning Waveney Girvan,'' she wrote..here
.
is a little coin
cident� you might like to know about When Dan was in the Royal
Navy he spent two year.; at Malta where he used 10 lake down
Mountbatten's letters in shorthand, In one of these letters written in
1950 Mountbatten wrote to the editor of the Sunday Dispatch ask
ing him to do II series on flying saucers. The letter was published as
written by 'a world-famous figure·.

Interesting. 100. are a couple of comments made by Nick Pope.
MoD official, UFO researcher and author, in his book: "Tire Uninvit
ed, " Unfortunately, excellent researcher that he is, he does, occasional
ly. follow the crowd.
"Although it is commonly believed that Adamski held a Profes
sorship at the Mount Palomar Observatory, the truth was that he
worked al a hamburger stand in the vicinity of the Observatory. His
habit of exaggeration, both of his qualifica1ions and hjs career. has
done much to undennine bis credibility.''

In his book 'Flying Saucers And Common Sense· Waveney
mentioned this letter from a 'world-famous figure'. Dan read his
book with interest and was able to tell Waveney who the world
famous figure was. as he had dictated the letter to him!

Here again, Nick has fallen into the trap of nol checling enough.

We have shown that. both in his books and in his C.V. with the FBI, he

stated categorically that this was not the case. In the very firsl sentence
of his account in "rlying Saucers Have Landed". he writes:

Wavency was delighted and bore him off to his club where he
was paraded before his friends who were also UFO bulls. From
then on Dan became more deeply involved in the subject.tt-/11111111,1e.

"And 10 correct a widespread error let me say here. I am not and
never have be.:n associated with lhe staff of the Observatory. I am
friendly with some of the stair members, but I do not work at U1e
Observatory."

Dan Lloyd later became Assistant Editor of Flying Saucer Rc�icw.
back in the Sixties, to be succeeded by his wife, Eileen...

People tend to make widespread errors when they don't have access
to the original bool,,s which are now out of print. In the Biographical
Sketch by Charlott.e Blodget in: "Inside. The Space Ships", she writes:

Ragnvald A. C11rlsen and Major (rel.) H.C. Petersen (t)

It's a small world - - - ■
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lIPO CON7'AC-.F.· 77,e Day Before Yest.er<h1y ©
In Support Of George Adamski
(Series Two: Part 9)

,--...c..,_F PRINCES, LORDS AND MINISTERS
By Ragnvald A. Carlsen and Major (rel) Hans C. Petersen (t)

t is an interesting fact that in Tim Good's "Above Top
Secret", in the concluding part of Chapter One, he
makes reference to a section entitled: ..HRH Prince
Philip, Duke of Edinburgh", to be immediately followed
by another with reference to "Lord Louis Mountbatten", a juxtaposition that was no doubt intended, as we
shall see.
As previously noted, Lord Mountbatten ·s interest in UFOs apparently
went back a number of years before 1955. when the �Broadlands'·
incident allegedly took place.
Referring, however, to Prince Philip. Tim Good makes the point that
when. in February of 1954. young Stephen Darbishire took photo
graphs of an Adarns�i-type -saucer" near to Coniston. Lancashire, it
was just a month or so later that Prince Philip invited the lad to Buck
ingham Palace 10 have the details related to one or his aides.,
Later -and this is of some significance- the Prince was quoted as
having said at a dinner-party in 1962: 'There are many reasons to
believe they (UFOS) do exist; there is so much evidence from reliable
sources. The book "Flying Saucers Mave Landed'' has a lot of interest
ing stuff in it.'' - Unquo1e.

the investigations .. , . though not in France, -•· and his further com
ment: ·' • there has been an acknowledged French Government investi
gation since 1954 ... and though in France the Government docs seem
lo be more ready to take the public into its confidence -··. these re
marks being made in 1987. it shows that the Admiral had been doing
his homework.
This item was sent to Major Petersen by Ronald Anstee, or IGAP
Canada. It indicated an important step forward in recognition of the
need for UFO investigation and UFO debate. The fact that this broad
cast was not. apparently, featured in English newspapers needs no
comment.
And what should a spokesman for the Ministry of Defence in Lon
don have to say about such an interview, should I have reached his
ears?
Probably: "Well. - what else would you expeci from the Frogs?"
"Ht:UlSIIE: �l)N THE fl AST TIIIE TUE MINISTER llF Dm�t:f. SPEA�s··
.
By Jean-Claude Bourret, Reporter with kFrance-lnter. .
February 19th 1974.

On the 12th October 1962, IGAP's Austrian Co-worker.Dora Bauer.
wrote to Hans Petersen. Adamski's European co-ordinator, to inform
him lhat: "The 2"" June 1962 issue of 'McCalls' magazine. with 30
million readers. quotes Prince Philip as saying: ·rm sure they exist: all
the evidence points to it. So many people have seen them. You should
read the book "Flying Saucers Have Landed'"." -Unquote.
So JOm people. at least plus Tim Good's readers. have read of the
Prince's interest in UFOs. But, - is it just the -nying saucers" that
intrigue the Prince? What docs Timothy Good then go on to say, - and
very modestly, too, I might add.
"In 1983 I was honoure-d when he (the Prince) ordered a copy of
'George Adamski-The Untold Story'. which I co-authored with Lou
Zinsstag."
One Wonders WhRt He Told The Queen ...
One might reasonably ask the question then: who got the bug first.
the Prince or his uncle, Lord Mountbaiten?
An interesting write-up appears in Collins National Encyclopaedia
( 1966) concerning the earlier life of the Duke or F.dinburgh, which we
quote here in excerpt.
"Philip, Prince. Duke of Edinburgh (1921°). Born Corfu. Great
great-grandson of Queen Victoria. Spent early life at home or his
uncle, Earl Mountbatten, in Hanis (Hampshire). Served with dis
tinction in R.N. in World Wo.r II. Became British citi1.en. Feb.
1947:' - U1,q111//e
One doesn't need much imagination to guess who was the first person
Earl Mountbatten called when the news of the "Broadlands" saucer wa.�
made known to him by Frederick Briggs. The chances are that Prince
Philip was on the next helicopter to Hampshire with his Sherlock
Holmes sleuthing cap and magnifying glass. He must have known the
place backwards. That was in 1955. exactly two years before he be
came "Prince" Philip, in February 1957.One wonders what he told the
Queen on his return to London ...
Lord Hill-Norton is obviously on the ball in the Ul-'O debate.
In his remark: "I am convinced that there is an oflicial cover-up of

"Here is the interview with Robert Galley, at that dote the

French Minister of Defence (Ministre des Armi}es). It was destined

10 mark an epoch in the history of the UFOs.What Robert Galley
said went round the world. J have received German. Brazilian,
Spanish, Italian, Swiss, and American Newspapers in which this
interview has been given a prominent place. As for the specialists
on the UFOs. they all quote it. It was an interview which gave the
Minister the opportunity to declare: it is certain that there are phe
nomena which are unexplained.'"
" • Monsieur le Ministre. you have granted FRANCE-INTER an
interview which will assuredly make history, for I think it is the lirst
time that a Minister for the Armed Forces has consented to speak
about the UFO problem. Have you data which enables you to give a
reply to the questions which our listeners ask themselves, data about
which we would have no knowledge?'"
R. Galley. - •· • I don·t k.now about that, because I have spent a
comparatively limited amount of time on this subject, though it has
always interested me. Consequently l am not' in a position to know all
that has beea said in tl1e course or your programmes. but I do know
that certain people in the Ministry arc following them assiduously.
What I do believe, profoundly. is that we must adopt an extremely
open attitude of mind towards these phenomena. A number of advane.
es have been made among the human race by the fact that we have
sought to explain the inexplicable. Now, an1ong these aerial phenome
na. these visual phenomena (I won't say more than that) which we
have grouped together under the tern, 'UFOs'. ii is certain that there
are things ihat we do not understand and tl1at are at present relatively
inexplicable. J will indeed say thal it is undeniable that there are ll1ings
today lhat have 1101 been explained or thal have been incorrectly ex
plained.

" • In 1954 a section was set up in the Ministry to study and gather
eyewitness accounts of these apparitions unidentified objects. I have
looked through a certain number of the accounts.These (filly or so)
were in the period up to 1970. One of the earliest of them is an ac
count or personal sightings by LL Jean Demery. of No.l 07 Air Base
al Villacoublay. dated 20 November 1953. They contain reports from
the Gendarmerie, a number of sighting repons from pilots, reports
from people who are the heads of air establishments. and a lot of
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material in which the general agreement was quite disturbing - all of
it in the course of the year 195( Consequently, I think that tlie attitude
of mind one must adopt towards these phenomena must remain an
open one-that is to say, ii is not an attitude which consist of denying a
priori. Our forebears in past centuries denied the existence of many
things that today seem to us perfectly elementary, such a� piezoelec
tricity, or static electricity, not to mention a certain number of phenom
ena connected with biology. lo fact. the whole development of Science
consists in the fact that at a given moment we realize that fifiy years
ago we l.."IJew nothing and understood nothing about the reality of such
phenomena
JC. Bourret - ·'Minister, have there been cases in which Mirage
planes have pursued UFOs over france?"
Galley- "- Not, I think, in France. after having gone through nu
merous reports. But we have had a certain number of radar sightings.
In particular, in the 1950s, we had a radar sighting in the Aquitaine
region. For t�n minutes we had a radar echo that was inexplicable and
still remains unexplained. On the other hand, other radar echoes
thought at first to be mysterious have heen explained by the phenome
na of scatter, But there still remains a small residue. And those sight
ings arc unexplained. Similar phenomena exist in other countries. They
are quite well known. There are phenomena in the U.S.A., and there is
the recent phenomena in Turin. But to answer your question p,recisely,
I would say that the number of UFO reports from French military
pilots is relatively small compared with what you lind in other coun
tries. All the same, there are some that are classified."
Bo11rret - "Are you in touch, Mr Minister, with other intemationai
military organizations?''

Gafley - " - No. Since 1970 we have been sending on all sighting
reports to the Groupement d'Etudes des Phenomenes Aeriens, and we
are continuing to do so, each time that something extraordinary hap
pens. This refers to sightings by pilots or investigations by the Gendar
merie. Since I970 the Air Force has in fact held the view that tlie
UFOs represented no son of th.real and consequently it was 110\ the.ir
task to study these phenomena at the scientific level. We consider that
to be !ht; role ufthc National Centre of Space Studies (C.N.E.S., Centre
National d'Etudes Spaciales). where folk like Monsieur Claude Poher
arc doing work which seems to us to be quite interesting. So we don't
have any direct contact. But. I repeat. every time something unusual
crops up. we send it to this organization, who, fundamentally, are
working on behalf of the whole country."
Bo11rre1 - " - Nevertheless, Mr Minister, unidentified space phenom
ena in the skies over Prance are, it would seem, S\Jrely of interest to the
National Defence?"'

Galley - " - Oh -yes, they are of interest to the National Defence.

And that is the reason why we arc following this question, in order to
see whether correlations in it can be established. Personally, I have
taken an interest in this phenomenon of the correlations. • which Mr
Poher has explained. - between the magnetic field and the passage of
unidentified flying objects. Here we have a body of relatively di.sturb
ing phenomena which may one day get an explanation which is not due
to some specific object, and which may be magnetic phenomena. But,
for the time being. we are obliged to admit that there is something that
we don ·1 understand. There is also the steady accumulation, - absolute
ly impressive. - of visual sightings of luminous phenomena. that are
sometimes spherical, sometimes ovoid, and which are characterized by
extraordinarily rapid movement. All these phenomena are things to
,\/hich one must pay a certain amount or attention. But I must repeat
once more that they do not appear to us in the Air Force to pertain lo
the Air Def-ence of the country.�

times, the conclusions reached in investigations conducted by your
Gendarmes-spectacular conclusions: when an eyewitness avers that
he has seen a flying saucer land and that he has seen small humanoids
beside this saucer, the Gendannes very onen conclude that- the wit
nesses are lo be trusted and are 'telling the truth."
Galley-" - Well. of course, on that score I shall he infinitely more
discreet. But I must say that, if your listeners could see tbe accumula
tion of reports coming in from the Airborne Gendarrnerie, the Mobile
Gendarmeric, and the Gendarmerie charged with the regional investi
gation work, which have heen transmitted by us to the National Centre
of Space Studies (CNES), it is indeed quite disturbing. What I think is
that the Gendarmes are reliable folk. When the Gendarmes make a
report, they don't do it haphazardly. If there had been only one or two
of these reports, on might imagines that the Gendarmes' good faith
had been abused. But I must say that, nevertheless, there are a great
many Gendarmerie reports that are very dissimilar, the ones from the
others. All this is, of course, prett)' fragmentary" To sum up, I thing
that in this business of UFOs. we must adopt an extremely open
minded attitude. We must not call in question the good faith of eyewit
nesses who are obviously sincere. But at the present moment it would
be extremely premature to draw the slightest conclusion from it all."
-U11q1111to.

Another Minister of Defence- Beat Him Tn It ...
There is, of course, a great deal to debate in the earlier French Minis
ter of Defence's recorded interview, in which there was much of val
ue, particular lo the dedicated UFOiogist. We shall take up that debate
shortly, aft.er dealing with one or two other matters, But just one point
springs to mind from the introductory remarks of the reporter, Jean
Claude Bourret. He says. in part: "I think it is the first time that a
Minister for the Armed Forces has consented to speak about the UFO
problem." M be prefaces that remark by commenting that that fact
''will assuredly make history'', then it is either French history of histo
ry in a world-wide sense. If the latter. then we must point out- that
another Cabinet Minister, anoth�r Minister of Defence, a Canadian
one. beat him to it in July 1967.
In the December 1967 issue of UFO CONTACT. in an article con
cerning the then recently-deceased Canadian Government scientist and
pioneer UFO researcher Wilbert B. Smith, Ronald Caswell wrote:
"Canadian Defonce Minister Paul Hellyer has recently disclosed thar.- the Canadian Government 13 years ago made available the defence
research board experimental station at Sutlield, Alberta, as a landing
site for Unidentified Flying Objects."' This was reported in the
"Ottawa Journal."
It is worthy of comment to hear the French minister speak (in his
broadca�t) of UFOs as "things that we do not understand and lliat are
at present rela1ively inelplicab/e. Remember Philip Ziegler's point
an observation, not a quote-that Lord Mountbatten •'insisted that they
- ·such objects' - must be susceptible to rational explanation."
Bear that in mind for the moment M. Galley then goes to say, re
garding Science;
··in fact the whole development of Science consists in the fact that
at a given moment we realize that fifty years ago we knew nothing
and understood nothing about the reality or such phenomena. Similar
phenomena exist in all countries." He continues:
"Since 1970 we have been sending on all sightings reports to the
Groupemcnt d'Etudes des Phenomenes Aeriens."

Bourret - " - If you were asked to make the sightings by military

This group, GEPA. is a civilian VFO study group of which the re
tired General LM. Chassin, Fornier General Air Defence Co-ordinator,
Central Europe, was one-time president.

Galley - .. - If anomalies appeared on Air Defence radar screens
there would be no reason why we should not pass on these sightings to
them. Indeed. ·that is what we are already doing now. And I have here.
incidentally, all the sightings that come from both the Air Force and
the Gendarmerie, and we send them all on directly to the scientists who
are dealing with them.

''Personally - " goes on M. Galley, ''I have taken an intcr�t in this
phenomenon of the correlations-between the magnetic field and
the passage of unidentified ·flying objects. There is also the steady
accumulation. - absolutely impressive - or visual sightings of lumi
nous phenomena that are sometimes spherical, sometimes ovoid,
and which arc characterized by extraordinarily rapid movement.'·

8011rrel - .. - You bave spoken of the Gendarmerie. Monsieur le
Ministre. Now, our listeners on FRANCE-INTER have heard, many

As has been said. these are extraordinary revelations by a then sitting
Government minister. (Many important people have made such revcla-

radar available to the scientists, what would be your answers?'''
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to!)' statements in the past., and since, but almost always after they
have retired from office.)
But now we must lay emphasis on his next remark:
"But I must repeal once more that they do not appear to us in the
Air Forc.e to pertain to llie Air Defence of the country ... '' Un<111111e.
A Mention of H.C. Petersen ...
I go back now to another yellowing newspaper cutting, to an almost
full-page article in a Harlow, Essex. Weekly paper, in which Ronald
Caswell made reference to many pioneers of the UFO movement and
their utteraoces and actions. In lhe Harlow Citii.en of 27th December
1963, after a mention of the work of Major Hans Petersen, who had
been in "the saucer business" since 1947, he wrote of Aimt\ Michel
and General L.M. Chassin.
"In France. scientist Aime Michel has developed 'orthotcny',
which, by pin-pointed and dated observations on scale l!Jld large
scale maps of France. has shown the intelligent pattern of hundreds
of reported sightings, joined in series of as many as seven or eight on
a straight line. Investigation on orthotenic principles has shown a
definite global pattern, stretching over countries a� far apart as Brazil
,ind Spain, America and Algeria. France and Poland." - U11q1101e.
Aime Michel ( 1919-1992) wrote many articles- on U1e subject of
UFOs, and two books: The Truth Abolll Flying Sa11aer,1· ( 1954), and
Flying Saucers and the Straight-line Mystery ( l 958).
ln the latter book, the foreword was written by his f ir end, a distin
guished mil.itary man, General L.M. Chassin. Of him, Ronald wrote
the following summary of his views and pronouncements.
''General L.M. Chassin. until recently General Air Defonce Co
ordinator, Allied Air Forces in Central Europe (N.A.T.O.), has writ
ten of tl1c need of governmental-organized bodies on a national scale
to lake over from the hard-pressed civilian U.F.O. groups - of the
need to break the conspiracy of silence: surrounding flying saucers.
'We must become dedicated then,' he says,· in our zeal that the
conspiracy of silence may not suprcss news of phenomena of the
highe,t importance, with consequences which may be incalculable
for the whole human race. To this end. each of us should interest
those of his friends who are people of influence. If we succeed in
convincing a director of a review or a big newspaper, an important
official or a scientist, little by little each in his tum will become an
agent for spreading the truth, and we shall finally succeed. m U11quo1e.
One wonders how "recently" the courngeous general had been Gen
eral Air Defence Co-ordinator for Central Europe, expressing his
views so forthrightly on such a highly-sensitive (military and political)
issue. Especially when he concluded with o very direct and pointed
remark:
"Por if we pcr.-ist in refusing to recognize the exislem:e of these
unidentified o�iccts, we will end up, on fine da,y, by mistaking them
for the guided missiles of an enemy; und the worst will be upon
us:'-Un<(l1oie.

personally interested_ we have to remember that this wi5 In 1974. How laid-back.
how laissez-fair can you get'? L� the Groupement d'Etudes ooi Phcnomcnes
Aeriens, - as a,aluus and as dcdica!ed as it showed itself formerly to be, - still
advising the French Air Force and the French Government what to do abou! the
ubiquitous "'flying saiceff'
Let us just consider now another "attitude" Iha! princes, lords and
commoners on both sides of the Channel have to bow down to, the
attitude of officialdom and bureaucracy, which is often more of a bur
den than a benefit. Let us take note and compare the previous remarks
to those of another Ministry of Defence official, - certainly a junior one.
And this one is British ...
It is not one to make the pulses race in anticipation and stare, goggle•
eyed, as each word, each sentence unfolds. It tells - almost with a yawn
ing lethargy - of UFO reports with mundane explanations. Which is just
what this official document is full ol: mundane explanations. In truth, if
the official who has his name and signature mimeographed at the bot
tom of it were paid a penny for each one he has sent out to the. general
public, he would probably be in a position to purchase the building
some a1mex of the Ministry of Defence in London, no doubt. - in which
lie lived and hreathed; if he needed co breathe to place this picuc of
paper lnlo an envelope, lick a stamp and send it on its way, He could
have done it in his sleep. Probably did .. .
Apart from changing the date and the name of the addre,<;sce, this is
the form letter sent out to any member of lhe electorate who shows
enough interest in the subject of UFOs to make an enquiry of the
M.O.D, As of the year 1970 at least. In fact it is such a form letter that,
to save the drain on the public purse. - by ordering new stationery, - the
telephone number on the headed note-paper has heen crossed through
and the new number typed underneath.
Thal it is a standard reply letter can he ascertained by checking at U1e
Public Record Office at Kew. in London, where a roll of micro•film will
disclose the exciting answer to one's query. If only Mister (or Mrs. Or
Miss or Flight-Lieutenant or whatever) L. W, Akhurst knew before-hand
what his claim to fame would be at lhe Ministry of Defence, he would
probably have retired on a pension years before.
So what does this needle stuck in a gramophone record look like, apart from a small dog listening into an old-fashioned, horned gran10phone to "His Master's Voice", which most septuagenarians will recall
their Daddies playing?
"Tl1e Vast Majority Have Mundane E:xplaoations ...''
PEH/n/5/2

MINISTRY Of DEFENCE
Main Building, Whitehall, LONDON S.W. I

Our rel.: AF/CX 38/67/S4f')Air}

8 May 1970

Dea.r Mr G. Public. - (pseudonyrn for a well-known Ufologist)
I am writing Lo thank you for your letter o{ '2 May 1970 asking for
information about unidentified Oylng objects..
The attitude of the Ministry of Dcfcnc<,e towards reports of unidentified
flying objects is quite straighlforward. The Department tnvestigates
reporls because of their possible air defence implication�.

The Mounbtin Had Gone Back To Mohammed ...
It coold be thal the discerning reader has alrealy noted the paradoxical situa
tion that has arisen here, a situation that �omes more ti'= with 1he rcadinl!,

Lei us go back a paragraph a-two.

"Gen. Ola-;mn-has written of'dic need of govcmmental-Org311izal bodies on
a national scale to take over from the hard-pressed civilian UFO groups - ''
I lnquOle.

Unidentified flying abjects reports are e11amined In the Ministry of
Defence by experienced staff. 'fhey do this with art open mind. They
have access to all information available to the Ministry of Defence,
They call on all the full scienlific and prafesslonal resources of lhe
Ministry of Defence and may call in expert advice as necessary from
other Governme11t and non•Govcmmc11t bodies.
The vast majority of UFO reports turn out to have mundane explana·
lions and we have found no evidence that they represent an air defence
threat to the United Kingdom. t think you may be interested 10 read
the enclosed analysis of the UFO reports we have received since 1959.
You will see lhal Lhe incidents which give rise to UFO reports are
varied The mos1 common single sou.rec is aircraft. Satellites and "space
junk" come a close second. Balloons and various meteorological and
natural phenomena account for a fair number of reports and some
reports originate from unusual sighnng of celestial objects; and finally
there is a rnnge of miscellaneous sightings. Covering a wide variety o(
events, including hoaxes.

.
"Since 1970 we have been .sending oo all sighting reports to dic GEPA. M
Galley, Minisler of Defonce. -I klffU<)lc..
The Mountain had in fact gone back to Mohammed ...
When we consider die fact. too, !hat the preceding remarks about "magnetic
fields.", '9uminous phenomena", "spherical -ovoid - extra-Ordinary mpid move
meot'', - concerned areas in which dlC fonoer French Minister of Oerence was
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'Jhe relatively small number of reporls which remain unexpla.lncd
contained insufficient infotmation to en11ble the occurrence conccrned
lo be positively identified. Although we are unable lo make positive
identification In these cases. tbere was nothing in lhe reports even to
suggesL lhat the lnciden1s to wbich they refer were any different from
the incidents mentioned in reports wbich were identified.
People w'ho submit reports are advised of our findings, but corre
spondence hetween memhcrs of the public and the 0epar1 men.I on
any subject is regarded by this Department as a private mauer be,.
tween the person concerned and the Department ln accordance with
this principle fuU details of UFO reports received by the Department
cannot be released.. Access to public records is governed by the Public
Records Act which, as a general ruJe, provide for records lo be opened
10 public scrutiny after thirty years.

An article in the ··National Enquirer" of 27th April 1982, exploded
the myth of Government propriety. and once again "perfidious Albion"
springs to mind. to quok the Bard once more.

Secret Govt.. Probe Proves UFOs Really Exist.
By Lee Torrey
• A hu.sh-hush British defence agency has secretly probed more lhan
2,000 UFO sightings in the past lhree years-and is sharing its findings
witl1 top U.S. intelligence and defense ageuc(es.
A full report of the British governments UPO invt>stigatio!ks was ob
tained by the Earl of Clancarty, a member of the House of Lords. In
trigued, U1e Earl has launched his own probe Into the top-secret project

Yours sincerely

·1 wa• told that lhere had been 2,250 sight1ngs officially investigated
between 1978 and 198!,' he revealed.
"!his information is not only processed by our own Mlnistry o( De
fence but is also relayed tbrougb our military communication links to
the CIA a,,d the North American Air Defence Command (NORAD).
'This rqpQrl, for the first time, has confirmed the suspicions of millions
of people that lJFOs do exist and that our government has been <locu
mentlng Lhem.
'For years our government has been denying they have been docu
menting UFO sightings, and this report means lhcy have been engaged
in a massive cover-up.

(Signed) L.W. Akburst- Unqu<Jce.

Where does this anomalous situation arise, this variation in attitudes
that seems to threaten the cordial intent between the Anglo-Saxons and
the Gauls, this amity between such diverse nations that has seen them
through two World Wars, • this Entente Cordiale, or understanding that
h.is supposed 10 exist between Britain and France since Anno Domini
1904?

1

The UFO sighlings werc complied by a secret agency called the Depart•
menl of Aerial Studiei,, the ENQUIRER was told. II� reports arc distrib
uted 10 other British intelligence, defence and police authorllies.

Well, it arises thuswise, to quote an old English expression.
Since 1970, the French Ministre des Armces, our M. Galley. and his
colleagues at the French M.0.0., have been sending all their sightings
reports to a group of civilian Ufologists 10 sort out, because, M. Galley
records: "I must rnpeal once more they do not appear to us in tJ1e Air
Force to pertain to Air Defence of the country."

The documents include tl1e date and lime oflheslghtings, the location,
\he name of lhc person who spoiled lhe UFOs; a. nd a mysterious coded
classificalion tanging from Class 2 sightings lo Class 16.
A spokesman for the British Ministry of Defence confirmed lhal infor
mation has been compiled on 2,250 UFO sightings from 1978 to 1981.
'with a view 10 esll!blishing wheihcr or not there is any defence implica
tion.'

In England, - They Do Nut Even Give A Straight Answer ...
On the other hand, in England, where they do things differently to
those foreigners who live on the Continent, they do not even give the
civilian Ufologists n straight answer, let alone trust them with all the
UFO sightings reports; - why'/

Spokesmen for bolh the CIA and NORAO have denied aoy l<l'lowledgc
of the British UFO report. However. the British defence spokesman said
that information about sightings were shared with the U.S. government
'ifwe felt there was some sort of interest in them.'" - Unquote.

'"Because of their possible air defence implications.'' Britain.
And that is an entirely different kettle of fish to nol appearing to
"pertain to the Air Defence of the country." France_
Speaking in this context, one wonders if the two nations are e'llen on
the same planet and not just divided by a twenty-odd mile strip of
water called the English Channel by-guess who? • and La Manche
by-yes, you got it!
''The vast majority of UFO reports tum out lo have mundane expla
nations -� is the off-shore mundane explanation, while across the Eng
lish Channel-La Manche divide, (no doubt consisting of a Top Brass
Curtain which makes the Berlin Wall look like a small collection of
children's play-bricks), arc tl1e unidentified flying objects accompanied
by 'magnetic fields'.
'ovoid or spherical" in shape, g!owing
'luminously' and with 'extraordinarily rapid movement' of the Minis
ter of Defence of the Republique Francaise, who appears. oo reflection,
to have 'been rather laissez-faire about the whole affair - laisse.z-faire
also having the connotation of ''the principle of non-interference, esp.
(no, not extrasensory perception). - especially by the Government."
This principle apparently guided by the maxim, directed at the civilian
Ufologists, that "you started the game, so the ball is back in your court.
- So there.''
Having thuswise established that 1970 was not a good year for mutu
al understanding between the Pommies 1111d the Frogs, what docs the
year 1982 present in the way of surprises, in attitudes and plat irudcs,
where the old English adage: " - if you cant beat 'em. join 'em • ·• at
last appears to take oa the French Connection. ·'the ball's in your
court·."'/ It was, iodced, a surprise. Our "Lords'' have had another say.
It appears that our amiahle Hon. Brinsley, now elevated to thll peer
age, had been at it again. exposing the flanks of the Establishmc_ nt. to
the slings and arrows of outrageous fortune, - or however the distin
guished writer of"HamlcC phrased it.

Gensing Gardens News
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Lord Clancarty and Lord Hill-Norton were not the only peers who
made their views known in the House of Lords. Again, we can turn lo
Tim good's comments and references to Hansard to fill out the picture.
In the House of Lords debate of 18th Jw,uary 1979, the first UFO
debate .in its history and instigated by Lord Clancarty, there were a
number of peers who supported Clancarty's charge of a Government
cover-up, among them the Earl of Kimberley, the fom1er Liberal
spokesman on aerospace. He commented:
''I think the general public should be encouraged to come forward
with evidence. Many do not, for fear of being ridiculed. Let tbem be
open. let them be honest: let them badger their Member of Parlia
ment and the Governmenr to be open with them and to c.case what I
am convinced is a cover,up here. ·n1c people of Britain have a right
to know all that the Governments, not only of this county but others
throughout the world, know about UFOs."
Lord Rankcillour supported U1is charge, adding that the effect on
witnesses of the many UFO sightings each year was one of concern and
that most governments ignored or ridiculed this concern. Regarding the
Uni Jed Kingdom. he said:
"'TI1osc who report seeing UPOs are taken to be misiafonncd,
misguided and rather below par in intelligence. If this is so. Why has
some of the infom1ation on this sub ject been given to me by the Min
istry of Technology? Why should the Ministry waste its time gather
ing false information? Of course, it is not false information: ii is data
reported by civil and Air Force pilots, policemen, sailors and mem.
bers of the general public who have all had personal experience
which has intrigued and/or frigblcned them ... I suspect that the Brit
ish Government do have a Department studying UFO sightin �. for
why else should they bother to publicly debunk reportt!d ones if they
are of no interest to them? Quite apart from the fact that th� Govem
menl hove not admitted 10 the existence of UFOs. These machines are
potentially dangerous ... "
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Lord Straboig� who wa, spokesman for the Govemmenl claimed chat there
had been nolhing to convince the Government diat any UFO n!pOltS showed
evidence of visi1S by alien spacecraft.
"It has been suggested in this debate that our Government are in
volved in an alleged conspiracy of silence. I can assure you1 Lordships
that the Government are not engaged in any such conspiracy ... There is
nothing to have a conspiracy abouL" - llnquote.
lnformalion nowing into lhe hinds of Ufologists No longer lhe Case
What of the French Connection with its glowing promise of •·open
doors" to the Ufologist and the Government coming into line'! Well, it
didn·1 tum out like that at all, despite M. Galley's apparently open
minded allitude towards revelation of UFO data.
Tim Good made an investigation into the French UFO data situation
and visited UFO researchers and scientists in France personally to find
out the facts concerning what originally appeared to be a liberated
society with free information flowing into the hands of UfologistS.
Alas, such was not-or, no longer-to he the case.
Perhaps the French Defence Minister's remarks were re- assessed by
other. less liberated minds. After all. To say on moment that ··the UFOs
represented no sort of threat -� and in the next breath, almost...H�re we
have a body of relatively disturbing phenomena which may one day get
an explanation·" and !hen:" - if your listeners could see the accumu
lation of reports coming in. - it is indeed quite disturbing:· -Ufk/uOle'
then ii is indeed quite disturbing ... !
Tim Good's references to General Chassin's weighty part in the
UFO believers and sceptics debate show that the Oeneral·s participa
tion goes back to its very earliest days. Writing of Chassin's preface to
Michel's "Flying Saucers and the Straight-like Mystery", Good quotes
the lead-in to that preface as referring lo various types of human re
sponse to extraordinary phenomena.
..Obsessed with the notion oFhis own omniscience, it enrages him tu
be confronted by phenomena that do not agree with this conviction.
Finding in his limited armoury no explanation that satisfies him . he
chooses to doubt (others) rather than himself, and rejects the most
obvious fact5 in order to avoid putting his faith to the test. The mistak
en pride and anlhropocentricity that supposedly went out with Coperni
cus and Galileo make him a peril to science, as histol)' abundantly
proves ... "
The General goes on"That strange things have been seen is now beyond question, and the
'psychological ' explanations seem to have misfired. The number of
th011ghtful, intelligent, educated people in full possession of their facul
ties who have ·seen something' and described it grows every day.
Doubling Thomases amung astronomers, engineers, and o-tlicials who
used lo laugh at 'saucers' have seen and repented. To reject out of hand
testimony such as theirs becomes more and more presumptuous.•·
What did Lord Rankeillour say years later. in the January 1979
Lords' debate? ..Quite apan from the fact that the Government have
not admitted tot the existence or UFOs, these machines are potentially
dangerous:· - I lnq11l!te.
How su? Are they then proven to be war-like aliens intent on de
struction of our society? Not at all. Recall Chassin·s words:

had a commillce of seven scientists, headed by Dr Claude Poher. direc
tor of the Sounding Rockets Division of CNES. The group was 10
collaborate with the Gendanncric. and was given access to laboratories
and scientific centres all over France, a� well as other agencies around
the world. President Giscard d'Estaing took a close personal interest in
the project.
It all looked very promising at fiJSL For example. in an analysis of
cl_even cases stud_ied in 1978. GEPAN concluded that in as many as
nine cases a physical phenomena existed whose origin, propulsion and
modus operandi were beyond human knowledge. Bui. later that year
Dr. Gilles, Deputy ReseaJchcr at the Centre for Scientific Research
(CNRS), attended a GEPAN meeting for private investigation groups
at the CN ES headquarters in Toulouse. He was told during the seven
hour met:ting that the scientific attaches at GEPAN could only devote
then per cent of their tirne to those cases that were given to them by the
Gendarmcrie. More significantly. Dr Gilles discovered that those cases
that GEPAN did receive had been screened by the highe.st authority in
the Gendarmerie Nalionale.
Those with the very highest "strangeness/probahility" imkx. he
learned, do not go 10 GP.PAN at all. but go 10 certain other bodies
which arc, if we might so 1em1 il, of o far less "obtrusive" nature than
OEPAN. In short, Dr Gilles believed that GEPAN was no more than a
Government-monitored public relations agency. The real, fundamental
research on UFOs was done elsewhere. Dr Gilles is convinced that the
meeting presaged the demise ofOEPAN as an effective group.
Und�r a heading: "The Masters of Silence", Tim goes on:
·'Monsieur Femand Lagarde. One of France·s finest researchers (and
editor of Lumieres Dans La Nuit). also expressed serious misgivings
about the state of official research, believing that the 'Open Door Poli
cy' seemingly initiated with the establishment ofOEPAN had come to
an end. Lagarde found tl1at his requests for infonuation and documents
from official sources were blocked al every stage. just as elsewhere in
tl1e world.
'We have now to race the fact tha1 a lid...marked secret, has come
�own on all official research," he wrote in 1981. 'Sighting reports
hL:ely tn he of mten:st to us no longer find tht:ir way to us.'
The 'Masters or Silence· more.·· - l/11<111010

as

he called them - had taken over once

U.S. Silent Governm,ot's Disinformalioo Project
The first ACTUAL "Minister for the Aimed Forces". Frenchman
Jean-Claude Bourrct's words, acmally Canadian Defence Minister.
Paul Hellyer, nearly forty years later, was heavily in the debate about
"flying saucers", when. in 2005. he spoke m a Dr Steven Greer
"Disclosure" programme about a U.S. "Silent Government's" mis
infonnation and dis-information long-term project to fool the world
about alien visitations to planet Eart11. In a book he wrote in 2010.
ligh1 Al n,e End Of The Tunnel-(Author I louse, Bloomington. Indi
ana), he referred to the Roswell case and Brig. General Roger R.imey's
explanation that the ..alien" crall was a "largt:t balloon". wf'HAT WAS
A LIE !" says Paul Hellyer.
·'The information provided by Brig. Gen. Ramey was not only a lie, it
became the cornerstone lie on which has been built a monstrou.� skv•
scraper of lies spanning more tl1an sixty years during which the Am�i
can public, press and Congress have been deliberately uninformed and
systematically misinfonned about lhe subject of Extraterrestrial pres
ence on and around our planet, and the extent lo which some of their
vastly superior technology has been replicarcd for military and indus
trial use.

Whal did Good find out. what conclusions did he arrive al u1ler his
visits to France? That tl1ings were, indeed, hack 10 square one.

•·111e time has long since passed when there can be any justification
for secrecy in respect of mailers that are so important 10 the lives of
Americans. future Americans and all other Earthlings. Tbe issues. that
I will discuss later, include the question as to whether or not we will
continue on the path of making our planet uninhabitable. as the Extra•
terrestrials fear. or whether we will heed their warning. take advantage
of their technology and save our planet lbr the future benefit of Earth
lings and Visitors alike...··

'·Lo 1977, GEPAN (Groupe d 0 Etudes des Phenomenes Aerospatiaux
Non-identifies) was established under the auspices of the Centre Na
tional d'Etudcs Spacialcs. CNES -France's space agency. OEPAN

"I soon found - and I don't know why it should have been a surprise
to me - that whereas I had been disinterested and consequently unin
fom1ed, there was u small army of ufologists who had been painstak-

�,rwc persist in refusing to recognise the existence of these uniden
tified objects, we will end up, one fine day. by misstating them for the
guided missiles of an enemy; and the worst will be upon us .. :• l/11,111ote.
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i11gly researching the subject for years, and in some cases decades. who
hnd already discovered relevon1 information and documenu11ion of
diverse sorts. and recorded much of ii in books form. So they have
been the pioneers paving the path of discovery for lhc much larger
army of sceptics and naysayers who have ye1 lo be cxroscd to what I
like lo call ·1he broader reality·•·. - I /111111,lle,
One Chapter, a Primrr, On the ET Presence and TcchnolOf(Y
Jn II letter to Ronald Caswell, Paul Hellyer wrote, in excerpt:
''Dear Mr Ca.swell,
'lhis is• 11cry bc,latcd acknowledgcm<>nl of your leller of lune IS, 2007.
and the enclosed material that was e11en1ually forwarded to me from the
University of Toronto ... It will contain one chapter. a primer, on the E.T.
presence and technology ... l wlll also scan lhe materials that you sc1Jl me
before completing the chapter. How thoroughly l will relld ii will depend
entirely on whether or 001 there is anything l can crib or quote for my
chapter ... l am, of course, intere•ted In the co11tribution of Wilben Smith
and will be particularly interested In what he had ro say ••• ''-( /1111111111·.
With his letter lo former Defence Minister. Paul Hellyer, Ronald
enclosed a 33-item dossier of documents. nnicles and photos and much
like. to swdl the ministcr"s growing archive of UFO material. Much of
the dossier was related lo Ronald's earlier correspondence with the
Canadian Government scientist. Wilben Smith. dealing with Mr
Smith ·s contaci with the �Boys Topside". or "People from Elsewhere··.
A number of his articles were included.
Later m his ET chap1er. under the headmg ..Another Canadian Con
nection-. Paul Hellyer \HOte: ··one of the first questions that the ma
jority of UFOiogists I met would ask me is if I had known. or was
aware of. Wilbert SmitJ1. a Canadian public servant. who had heen a
pioneer in the field I was embarrassed to admit that I had never heard
of him. Shame on me. It was just further evidence that l had not taken
the time to comb my nwn files. where there \vere sevcml articles about
or written by Smith that people had sent me 10 read but thm were just
put away for lhal da} of leisure that never camc:·-1111q11111,•.
Ronald hod written in hos letter: "11 is fo"Y y.-...,.. ago that I first gol to
know your name and I.he position that you held in the Canaillan Oovern-
menL A slAlcment you made at the time gave me great pleasure in conclud•
Ing an article I was writing on the suhjoo of yes. flying saucers! I enclose
for your review and, l hope, interest, a copy of that article and other rele
vant material from an extensive archive." The article wns entiUed: "In De
fence of Wilbert Smith". and published in the December, 1967, issue of the
journal UFO CONTACT.
Wilbert Smltb - Was A Member Of The Earlier Committee
"Now we disco"er that lhe Canadian authoruies had a very real interest
In flying saucers. Canadian Defence Mlnistcr, Paul Hellyer. has rec�nUy
disclosed that 'Lhe Canadlun Government 13 year. ago made available U1e
defence reseuch board experimental station al Suffield, Albcr1a, as a landing
site for Unidentified Flying Objects'.
'"The special Canadian commillce, checking nut reports of UFO sighUngs
over Canada. Ccnsed lo functlon about 10 years ago, according to Mr Helly
er."
'The interview with the Defence Minister, reported in the "Ottawa lour•
nal". goes on: "The investigations in recent years have been cur,;ory and on a
hil•or-miss basis. it is undrr&tood."
"The proposed N.RC (National Research Council) study commmcc will
check into the current crop of UFO sightings and will presumably seek lo
determine whether then� is a justification for launching a new sclenlific
lnvesligalion of the UFO phenomena,
"Wilberl Smith. who died a few years ago, was a member of the earlier
committee. He was 10 become an expert in Canada on UFO research and
investigation. He set up at Shirley's Bay near Ottawa a specially designed
uppararus lhnt could detect and record any metal objecl passing over•
head.•-//11q11ore.
It would seem that Mr Hellyer had not read the foll accounl in the
·'Ottawa Journul" or that date. otherwise he would have known of
Wilbert Smi1h·s pan in the proceedings.
These People Tell Us Of A Magnificent Cosmic Plan ...
Smith himself - in an address to the Vancouver Arca UFO Cluh on
March 14. 1961. stated the following. in excerpt '·Funhcrmore. when
the material given to us through tl1e many channels is all assembled
and analysed, it adds up to a complete and elegant philosophy which
makes our cfTons sound like the beating of jungle drums...

"We may summsriu: the entire Hying saucer picture as follows. We have
arrived al a lime In our development when we must make a final choice
between right and wrong. The people from elsewhere are much concernoo
about lhc choice whicl, we will make, partly b<.-cause it wlll have its repcrcus•
s,ons oo them and partly because they are our blood brothers and ure truly
concerned with our welfare. There is a cosmic law about interfering ,n the
alTairs of others, so they are nol allowed lo hclp u, directly l'Ven though they
couJd easily do so. We must make our own choice of our own free will.
Present trends indicate a l'Crie$ of �rnts which may require the help of these
people, and lhey stand by ready and willing to render that help. In foci. they
have already helped us a great deal. Along lines tba1 do 11111 Interfere with
our freedom of choice. In lime, when we are so orienteJ lhat we 0111 accept
these people from elsewhere, they will meet us fr�-ely on the common ground
of murual understanding and trust, and we will be able 10 learn from them
and bring about the Colden Age nil men everywhere desire deep within their
hearts."-U11q11ote.
ln reviewing the words wr-iucn and spoken by Wilbert Smuh. Paul
1 lcllyer would do well to note the advisory words written by him lO
Ronald Caswell on February 23rd. 1959. In excerpt they stated:
·· · l apprc"Ciate your efforts In trying lo bring lo the public attention lhe
facts concerning !lying saucers. but I must advls� you that many sequences
arc ye.1 lo be fulfilled before U,e public generally will he able to acccpl the
reality of the people from CIS<.-whcrc •-•· -ll1,q11,>1,•
Ragenvald A. Carlsen Rnd Major (ret.) llans C. Petersen

Spacebus

Bristol Spaceplanes Ltd.. has been au
industry leader in space plane design for
nearly twenty years. Clients include the
European Space Agency (ESA). and
NASA studies on reusable launch vehicles and space tourism.
Its managing director. David Ashford (74). worked on several avia
tion projects. includmg Condorde. and several missile and electronic
wurfurc syst�ms. I le authored several books uno papers on the subject.
Ashford is boping to bring down the c-0st of commercial space lligbt
1,00()-fold with an innovative space plane design. I lis reusable launch
er '"Ascender is capable of sub-orbital OighL Ascender, which would
take off from on ordinary airfield with its turbofan engine and then al 8
kilometres up start a rocket engine to climh steeply to the edge of
space.
The Spacecab will bridge the gap between the Ascender, a smaller
sub-orbital spaccplanc used a1 Lht: preliminary stages. and ll1e Spuue
bus. a larger version of the Spacecab. The SpacebLL,;, takes concepts
forward to something more lil.e an airliner. with a SO-seater orbiter
being launched at 24 kilometres from a powerful carrier plane. Both
larger vehicles should be capable of orbilal spacellighL The Spacecab
is designed to be launched from a carrier plane. much like how Virgin
Galacric's spacecraft lifts-off from the While Might ·1 wo mothcrship
platform. with a technology that docs not allow orbital flights.
The Spaceplane can also take off from a traditional runway and
dOl.'S oot need extra infrastructure.
Although spat't tourism is the ultimate goal for Bristol Spaceplancs.
ii plans oo using the Spacccab to deliver supplies 10 space stations and
launch satellites. "It is the first successful orbital spaceplane that will
tronsform spaceflight, by slashing the cost of launching satellites, ferry
ing crews to and from space stations, and flying passengers to and from
space botels," predicts Ashford.
I ts space tourism tJmL wilI he the largest market though. says Ash·
ford. "and the first 10 bring in lhe economics of scale needed to slash
costs".
He estimates that a seat on the smaller Ascender will hegin at
£100.000. but will go down to a few thousand pounds within years. "In
tenns of cost. lhe only fundamental dilTcrence between Ascender and a
small business jet is thut the former has lo use rocket engines. Al pre•
sent these are more expensive than jets because they have a short life.
But this can be put right by continuous product improvement. So we
an: talking about aeroplanes instead of missiles -- hence the cost rcduc•
tion.11
"Space planes are nm in the strategic plans of major players. There
is no rational reason for space agencies not lo pursue spaccplanc devel
opment vigorously - they would save money on present programmes
ulonc. let alone new ones," ■-Brt�•tol Spaceplanes l/1111/ed.
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In Support Of George Adamski
(Series T\\o· Part 10)

*THE PHOENIX GAZETTE" 24 November 19s2
By Ragovald A. Carlsen and Major (rel.) Hans C. Pctc=n (t)

DER A FRO T-PAGE heading - "'Flying Sau
cer 'Passenger' Declares A-Bomb Blasts Reason
For Visits" - the newspaper itself confirms that
there are "visits", - in the plural. - a word that im
mediately backs up the reasons given by the Baileys
and the Williamsons as to why they called on George Ad
amski in the first place . In the case of the Baileys
from Winslow, Arizona, it was "late in August,
1952"; subs equently, on a second visit. they were
joined by the Williamsons, who lived somewhat
over a hundred miles nearer to the Californian
border, in Prescott, Arizona.

:

""These four people were as Interested in the 0ying
saucers as I. !hey had read everything available on the
subject. Th ey, 100, had seen these strange objects nash
Lh1ougb the skies, sometimes low, sometimes high.
And they, 100, had made trips to a number of desert
places in the hope of sccmg one IJnd. 1nen they heard
ahout me and the Baileys drove up lo see me and tell
me of some of their e.xpcrienccs.
Later, the Baileys and W111iamM>ns came up together.
Aller spending several days a1 Palomar Gardens as our
guests, they asked me Lo telephone them before my next attempt lo
establish a contac1. During their stay we had met a gl'cat Jeal anJ
had bcome better acquainted and they wanted to be with me if
things coukl be so ammged ...H ,,,,.,,.M...,_(llyngS:iwc:rsl-la\-eland
cd, pa1,,e 185 )
The FIR T �Adamski cout-Ship.-

pie of the holders wilh eq,oscd film in them for the paper to
finish and use, if they Jeslred.• -l'nquot,:- /·Slll.paKe2/J
So Adamski gave them a couple of the holders with exposed lilm in
.
them .. he dtdn I prmt them himse{f. In foct.. the heading ovCT the
photograph of the four voluntary "11ncsses reads: �Negnuves Of Fly
ing Saucer Intrigue Them.� and the caption reads·
•Two negatives reported Lo show a 0ying saucer that
appeared on the California desert lnlri�ue (Crom left)
Alfred C. ha1lcy, Mrs. Bailey, both of Winslow, George
Williamson and Mrs. Wllliamson, both of Prescoll.
They claim they saw the mother ship of the flying sau
cer while on picnic.--ll11111101e. 7hc, l'lmc11<t (111:ellr.
Sketched From The Impression In The Sand
A third intriguing illustrallon. entitled: ·'A Mi;ssAGE
FROM SPACE?'". shows the now welcoming markings
on the shoe-prints. marking that the space visi1or had
impressed upon Adamsl..i as being of some importance.
markings that both Ahce K. Wells and Bell) Bailey. the latter as shown in our photograph. • had sketched
from the impression m the sand ( In this instance. the
caption mistakenly names George I !um Williamson as
..George Williams-.)
"Ge<>rge Williams of Prescott is convinced that a man from
&pace left a mci,l,age m 111s footprints on the sand near the spot
where he lanckd a 0ying saucer. WIiliams took plaster paris casts
of footprints and from the casts copied designs on soles of slippers
the man wore. At lefl Is design made from cast of right foot an at
right is design Crom Cillil of left foot."
::--:-: 71

In the center of the front page "box·•. in a ,.1-TI __
S O_F_F_LY_I_N _G_SA_U_C_E_R_I _N T__
R IG_U__
E_T H£@::-M
N EG_A__V_E
report that continues on Page 10, •� a pholo
gr.iph of a typical •Adamski . scout ship. a
The report begins in a manner typical of
Iittlc blurred but not enough to conceal the
journalists • (in this insiancc. Len Welch) •
three-ball ·'landing-gear' suspended beneath
bent on capturing tJ1c readers· interest As
i1. TI1e caption asks a question and makes a
th,� sells papers. this 1s fair comment.
vel'} noteworthy statement
"ls this a flying saucer or a freak cloud
formation? Prof. George Adam'lki of
Valley Center, Calif., gave the ncg.1live 10 \
Ariwna friends, claiming he took the
picture ahout 10 mile� cast of Desert
Center, Calif., on the Desert Center
Parker Highway, and later engaged in
conversation wilh n man from space."

"Fasten }our sarcty belt. Buster, and 1akc a
light grip of )Our chair. for we arc about to
take olT on a SIIX)' to end all stones about
llying saucers ••· l/11q1m1t'
-"Tile Princiµab- then come under discu�
s,on ... four Ari10111ans". which include.

,.,.,.,,.,.,.

On Page 10 (of The Phoenix Ga1e1tc - Ed11or). we sec o photo of the
Baileys and Lhc Williamsons. George Hunt Williamson is holding up
two black film plates 10 the light. each one the length of his index
finger. \\hilc the four pairs of e)es stare searchingly at the negatives
"Grorge and Al. asked pcnnission to give a report to an Arizona
paper and I �ranted it. They decided lo drive Lo Phoenix since that
was the closest large aty whose papers ...
ould probably have the
g, ea test coverage. They asked me a number of questions to help
them in their rcp<>rt, one of which was- 'f-low large was I.he sau
cerr'
I answered 'about 20 feel' but I was still in that 'daze' and did not
m:all actually noticing how large it was. I had noled the Jetails but
1101 the overall. But to substantiate their report, I gave them a couGenslng Gar dens News •

"°"

�Mr Alfred C. Bailey. 38. of Winslow. for 12 year., an em
ployee of the Santa Fe Raih\3y and
"braking· on plbSCngcrs
trains. and Mrs Bailey.
�william,on·s interest in ll)ing saucers ,vas intensified by
stone:, of saucers he uncovered among Indian legends \\h1le doing
independent research among the Ch1ppe\\as.
·1 had corresponded wilh Prof George Aclan1ski. formerly of
Palomar Ob,crvatory near San Diego - (which Adamski states is in
correct). - and learned thru he made pictures of II) ing saucers.· Wil
liamson said. 'We (my wife and the llaileys) tlecided Lo go on a picmc
lunch with Prolcssor Adamski in 1111: hope that we would see a flying
saucer . f'
I lnqrmle
At Second Glance It w11s Obvious, II was not An Airplane
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TI1e repon went on Lo say that beside Adamski, the Williansons and

the Baileys. were Mrs Alice K. Wells and Lucy P McGinnis, (the

The saucer hung several feet off the ground and apparenlly had
such perfect balanl-e that it did not tilt when the man in charge
steppt.'<I into it.

"The party drove to a spot on lhe Desert· Center-Parker High·
way about 10 miles cast of Desert Center. They parked their vehi
cles on the side of the road and proceeded to unpack a picnic
lunch, which they ate a few yards fr(lm the cars.

Adamski said he took 4 or 5 exposures of the saucer from
aboul a fourth of a mile away. He then saw someone molioni,1g to
him from the point of a hill above a wash into which the flying
saucer had moved.� - ll11q11u1e

lauer the Professor's secretary). both of Valley Center.

Suddenly, one of the group looked up und spotted what at first
appeared to be an airplane. AL second glance ii was obvious, be
cause of its shape, that it was aot an airplane.

"'lhe object was shaped like a cigar, fat in the center and taper
ing al both ends, and wa� moving u1 an easterly direction. Al
times it appeared to be standing still and then il would speed
eastward at fantastic speed. It moved without sound.
The object was orange Lo reddish on top and silver on the bot•
tom. There was a black oval-like marking on the side of the ship.
These details they were able to determine by using a small pair of
opera glasses, although the object was believed from 2,000 feet to
2 miles io the air.
The object finally disappeared but returned traveling in the
opposite direction about S or 6 minutes later."-11,H/'""'·
(Adamski wrote later in his book that George Hunt Williamson had
been in the U.S Air Force during World War 11.) Of the ..mother-ship"'
sighting recorded in tJ1e "Phoenix Gazette" by ·'the Arizonians",
George Adamski wrole:
"Excitement filled the air as lhc truth was quickly realised, and
everybody began !al.king at once. Alice wanted me to get my tele
scope out lo the car and talce u plclure of this beaulifttl ship so
close by. Al Bailey wanted his Betty lo take a movie of it while ii
was hovering, but she was so excilcd that she could not set the
camera correctly. By the lime she got herself calmed, the ship was
already moving again."-Unq11me.
So much for Al Bailey not seeing o Uf-0... J

Several columns of "The Phoenix Gazene·' U1en go on to detail
Adamski's meeting with the man from space. Describing how Ad
amski initially asked to be taken a shon distance from the road in order
to set up his telescope with the camera attachment wilhoul altracting
anention from other motorists who miglil pass on the highway. On his
return over an hour later, he d.:scribcd the fao1astic meeting with the
space man and his close encounter with the scout-ship.
"Suddenly the group was anracted to a flash of lighL, near the
point where the professor bad sci up his telescope. Adamski next
appeared, wildly waving his hat." -llnq11v1e.
But now \,e fmd another significant poinLer to the truth of Ad
amski"s story. Of all the photographs shown in "Flying Saucers Have
L!IIlded"'. • those taken before December 13•h I 952, - only the "mother
..
-ships ttre shown in any kind of detail, as captured by telescope at
some distance from the earth. The "scout ships•· are shown us not much
more than pin-pricks of lighL or. at 1hc most. vague saucer outlines in
the night sky. Nm read Adamski"s description of a scout ship � he
described iL to the folk from Arizona. nn account they !hen pass.cd on to
'The Phoenix Gazette". And remcmher, this is hefore th..: now famous
Dcccmher 131h pictures were taken.

Saw Someone Motioning To Him
"PROFESSOR Adamski described lbe saucer as much similar to
the picture of one carried in the average p�rson's mind, except that
this saucer had a dome on ii. It was, the professor told bis friends,
about 20 feet in diameter, translucent but not transparent, with a
shining silver finish on the exterior portholes oo the side and three
ball bcaru1g devices und�meath.

T11e account goes on to detail U1c meeting and the "dim1ssion" with
the space man as he had told it lo U1e others in the group. The newspa
per repon concluded:
"The visitor was friendly throughout the conversation and
seemed lo understand English better than he could speak it, Ad
amski said. HE repeatedly indicated his footprints had some sig
nificance, so when Williamson and his friends arrived on the
scene, Williamson took plaster of Paris casts of the prints.
As an amateur anthropologiM, Williamson said he carries
plaster of Paris for use when he finds a skull that may need a bit of
filling in to make it complete.
"Mrs Bailey insists that she definitely saw signs of something
leaving the ground as the saucer look off after the conversation
with Adamski, and all admitted seeing flashes of light near the
scene.
Efforts were made by The Phoenix Gaulle to reach Professor
Adamski by telephone to gel a first-hand account of the story.
However, he docs not have a phone. The Baileys and Williamsons
are convinced that Adamski was giving them an honest a.ccount of
his amaiing experience. lhc fact lhal be has a restaurant and curio
shop where he seUs pictures of 0ying saucers did not lessen their
belief in the tale."-llnquntc.

Prior to the December 13 11, 1952 pictures taken over Palomar Gar
dens. when the saucer returned to literally ·'drop ow· the ··1oancd''
photographic plate, - and hecame lhc sultject (If heated debate for
decades atlcrwards, - none of his photos depicled a craft with l11c
"three ball landing gear.'' Now we see that, in ract. one was taken and
also printed before lhat date; it was processed and prinled for all the
world 10 sec: BY AN ARJZONA NEWSPAPER!
And what do the sceptics say? "Ah, it was fuzzy and blurred. sup
posed to be caused by radiation ... ! Hn ha ha!"' And so, for decades
afterwards they wheel out a Gas Lnmp which Adamski got smuggled
out of Germany by a G.I., a chicken lceder Imm a mail order cata
logue: -amazingly a catalogue that no-one since has ever laid his
eyes on- hut, also amazingly, a chicken feeder lhat Dr J. Allen
Hynek subscnocd to. - ond much else ...

Who on Earth - would pr-nt a' Flll'Zy and Blurred" photograph
One might ask the qu�tion: Having dllScribed so precisely. as the
newspaper account shows, the details of a flying saucer the like of
which has been photographed hundreds of times since, all over 1he
.
world, and which has been designated the "Adamski-type scout ship. .
who on Earth would present to U1c general public. - by way of a
couple of unprocessed negatives. • a ••fuzzy and hlurred·· photograph
which might well convince some, though by no means. all, of the
population, it would have had the journalistic staff or The Phoenix
Gazette -and every other newspaper in the world- climbing up the
walls to get the story?
As ii was. it caused a slir in Arizona. Adamski wrote: (l'agc214)
"Then excitement gripped the newspaper folks (although cau•
lion remained uppermost), and fear that a compclilor migbl get a
scoop on them resulted in a truncated version of the story being
accepll'<l and published in the Gazelle.
Reader.. were so interested in the story of this contact that
every copy of that issue of the newspaper was quickly snapped up
and for some time aflerwards the Phoenix Gazette bad to turn
down requests from people a.II owr lhc country, who had their
money refunded to them. - ( ln'lttmc.
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THE PHOENIX GAZETTE, 24 November 1952
Why didn't this "fraud and charlatan" produce the December 13'"
photographs first? Or did this "uneducated" man. a disher-up of ham
burgers on Palomar mountain -within 23 days- manage to build, or
find, a model and photograph it, with all the nuances and difficulties
that a telescopic print would have to overcome with the experts'! And
then present ii to the experts to knock down? Experts at NASA. high
ranking office.rs at the Pentagon, optical physicists and scientists at
pe-rhaps the leading film manufacturing and processing -tinn in the
world. These actions. as will later he authenticated. would have be.en
the work or a mad-man, if that man had falsified these photos, as has
been so often claimed,

the first time.
"Perhaps you remember lhe first contact; - he said he look
photos and they all were bur.ned or didn't come out because of the
UFO being �o near. I asked him if he had the negatives and he dug
them ouL and they were black. But I held them up against the sun,
and you could see I.he UFO; il was there. But you needed a lot of
light to see it. He hadn't spotted that He also hadn't spotted that
the full proportions of it were perfect golden section. Lol of lltlle
details like that."
''Now, I a.�ked the two ladles, Lucy and Alice, • they said, yes,
they'd seen him talking to the space man and they'd seen this flash
a� the UFO look off, and they also earlier, • as he describes, - saw
the big nmther-ship. And that was chased away b y a lot of Ameri
can planes. It just took off and wcnl off .." - U11q11111e

The immediacy -Adamski allowed this story to be Presented ...
Consider. too. The immediacy with which Adamski allowed this
story and the two unprocessed negatives to be presented to the general
public. II was the other two male members of tbe party who asked if
they might approach a newspaper and take unprocessed negatives with
them, it was not Adamski's suggestion. The fact that he allowed them
10 present the account, instead of snatching the publicity tbal would
surely follow. for himselt'. gives a good indication of how Adamski
lertded to trust his fellow human beings, even on an acquaintance lhal
had existed for such a relatively short time,
The reader might ask himself: If I were faking a story and photo
graphs concerning such an outlandish subject as "tlying saucers".
would I not want more time to get the story right? Newspaper reporlers
are probing individuals, as ready to prove someone wrong as to prove
him right. if il makes headlines and a good slory. Remember. ·'the
t
Arizonians t could have messed up lhe whole tl1.ing. if l!l0t. deliberately
then in some kfod of excited anxiety that did not presenl the facts as
they were and as Adamski had reported them. Remember, Adamski
had mistakenly been "connected'' with the great Palomar Observatory
on lop of the mountain. He has had to live that down ever since. but it
was not a claim that he. himself, had made. Although ha5lening to
correct the misunderstanding in his book, the correction has repeated
ly been ignored by thosll who wish to de-bunk his story and assassinate
his good character. II" he had been himself lo the newspaper office. he
could have scotched that rumour straight away. It has hung on for lit\y
years, along with all lhe other misinterpreted and malicious accounlS.

In tl1e December 1966 issue of UFO CONTACT. under a heading:
"Did The Air Force Know?'"
The question was answered already in 1963. on Adamski's Europe
.in lour.
'·At the Scandinavian UFO Congress on May 5•h. 1963, Adamski
was asked the following question. (Report From Europe. Page 72)
Q. 'How c()uldU1e FBl film Mr Adamski's first contact in
the desert?
l low did they know already?'
A, 'The FBI did nol lake lhe film. It has been taken by the U.S.A.F.
-I met tl1e pilot later on-and then the film. or a copy of it, has
been handed over lo the FB l.
I-low did they l(now it already? I don't know yet. It shows how
ever, that they knew much before I entered. ·�-U11q110le.
How did they know it, George? Well, hindsight is a fine thing.
.
"They _, (the FBI)- "knew much ..."already in 1947 .five years before
you came into the picture. as documenlary evidence shows. R.1.P.
George!

Adamski presented photogra phs to the F.B.I.
Another example of the inunediacy with which Adamski allowed
pertinent information to come out, when a taker would have pondered
his chances of being discovered in wrongdoing, is the fact that Ad
amski presented photographs from the December 13 rh foeidcnt over
Palomar Gardens to both the fBl and a representativ<J of the Office of
Special lnvestlgations of1he U.S. Air Force. A denial of this was made
by an officer representing Project Bluebook. but a r<!lease of documen
tation by t11e FBI in later year.;. nails this lie lo the masthead.

Perhaps the leading film manufacturing firm in the world ...?
"When Mr Adamski can1e to Rochester in March 1965, I took
him to Eastn1an Kodak Co. and introduced him to scientists and
photographic specialists in the optical laboratory. They questioned
him a length about his UFO photography since 1951. and examined
the film that had been made al Madeleine RodefTer's home in Silver
Spring, Maryland. less than a month b6fore.

Alld how soon afler the photos were taken did Adamski invite the
two agents to his home in Palomar? Less than a month afterU1e inci
dent: on January 12'\ 1953. as Adanski himself stated: "Al my request
representatives of two Governmental agencies came up to see. me ... "
The facts that it was an FBI agent and a member ofU1e U.S.A.F. intel
ligence service, and that it was on January 12 11'. 1953. was revealed no/
by Adam�ki, but by the Federal Bureau of Investigation ...

They accepted his lilms as genuine. A typical comment was:
·we wouldn't begin 10 know how 10 fake such a film if we wanl
e<l lo ... ' - l/11q1w1e.• Willian T. Shenvood, optical physicist, senior
proje�l development engineer at Eastman Kodak Co .. Rochester.
New York. U.S.A. ■
Ragnvatd A. Carlsen and Major (rel) Hans C. Petersen t.

That tbe United States Air force knew of the incident at Desert
Center before Adamski told them of it is also on record, as we shall
later reveal. Thal a modem-day de-bunker withheld the true faclS in
the PBI report in order to colour his own fabrication. will also be
shown up in a future chapter.

Drawin s of left and ri l foot rints made b Mr Williamson.

•

They turned up later - In a drawer.
Whal about the remainder of the irradiated film [.Jlates, alter Ad·
amski allowed the Ari1,0nans tu lake two of 1he exposed negatives to
"The Phoeni1< Gazette" 10 process and print? Surely Oley would have
been surplus IO requirements after the magnificent shots taken a little
over three weeks later? 111ey turned op later, - in a drawer ...
Desmond Leslie. a second cousin to Winston Churchill and co
author with Adantski of the book: "Flying Saucers Have Landed''. was
interviewed on video in 1995, by the German UFO researcher, M•·
chael Hcsemann. The former Batlle of Brita[n Spitfire pilot, now Lord
Leslie. describes his visit to California in 1953, to meet Adan1ski for
Gensing Gardens News •
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UFO CONT'ACT: 77.ie D"?Y Before "I _,..,esterday ©
In Support or George Adamski
(Series Two: Part ll)

TO FIND A PURPOSE IN LIFE
By Ragnvald A. Carlsen

N THE PREVIOUS article in this series, we repro
duced the wording of a report published in tttie Arizo
D na newspaper: "The Phoenix Gazette", of24 th
Novem
.
ber, 1952. The event described in the account was an
"earth-shattering onel in that it was of a factual na
rure, not to be taken as fiction, and would provide visual
evidence by photographs and corroborative evidence,
sworn to under oath by six fully believable witnesses with
faultless character references.

In essence. the account was "eartb-shattering", in the sense that it could
be acceptable 1o a judge in office, as it was acceptable lo a notary pub
lic. in other words, by a pillar of the community. "Earth-shattering" lo
the extent that it provided evidence for the first lime in history of a
visit to Planet Earth of. not just a being , but of a human being, with
eyes, fingers, head, arms legs and all the appurtenances, including
blood. of a full grown man.
The report was, of course. the story of George Adarnski's meetin �
with "Orthon·· in the California Desert, a few days before. on the 20'
of November. 1952, a date to be seared into human minds and into the
wmals of history. Some human minds, we hasten to add. Why? Because
alongside that date, and on into the annals of time. it would seem, are
the facts and the reality of l!ll earth-wide conspiracy, instigated by, aod
supported up until this day by, arrogant, dominating and selfish, de
structive agencies and men, whose policies and actions are a thr�at to
_
the future well-being of mankind. living as we do, on a planet which 1s
hcing poisoned by products of our own making.
Because "Orthon", our alien human from outer space. together with
his fellow humans. has come to show us a better way. He will not take
us on, but he will show us, the way to the stars ...
Orthon At The Vatican

When George Adamski went to Fredericia. on Jutland. then main
land of Denmark, on (he 5th of May 1963. he went 011 a personal invita
tion of the then senior Air Traffic Controller of the Royal Danish Air
Force, Major Hans Christian Petersen. Hans had been corresponding
with the very personable Polish-American for half a decade and now
was the time for them to meet. They hit it off, in the colloquialism of
the British Isles, like a house on fire. This meeting was recorded by a
citizen of the British Isles, Ronald Caswell. who had also been corre
sponding with Adamski. and with Hans Petersen. for the previous five
years, The date was a special one to all three men. l7or George Ad
amski. it was the opportunity to sum up the personalities and the char
acters of two long-standing friends and acquaintances by posl Like
wise \vith Caswell and Petersen and George Adamski, it was a chance
to gel to know the man personally. There was also another. very special
reason for the Dane and the Englishman, to celebrate the day. It was
the an�iversary of the Liberation of Denmark from the Nazis. Ronald
Caswell was one of the liberators. The Convention. for that was what 1t.
was, was anei1ded by 720 or so enthusiast. many of them members of
Petersen's large follmving of researchers. sorted ln UFO groups
throughout the whole of Denmark, and, in fact, through the wider Scan
dinavian sub-continent. The day itself was described in detail in the
account given in the very first article of Series One. IT was a day for
SUFOI to be completely won over by the sincerity, expertise and
chann of the Polish-American. The day itself was the prelude lo events
of utmost importance to H1unanity at large, and lo George Adamski in
panicular. The very aexl day, May 6'\ the large bill-boards and Jul
laild's DAGBLADET bore the headline: "ADAMSKJ: The Man From
Venus Warned Mc of the Coming Cuba Crisis.''
Al a later date, Adamski infonned I Jans that, in fact, the official in
Washington, mentioned by Adamski in the newspaper artic �e, was
President John Kennedy. and that the President had been invited on

board a large space-ship al a specific date in the near future. to hear
the Space Brothers' account of the Russians and missiles on Cuba.
Kennedy had attended the meeting with the Brothers, and, a., a result,
had had U2 spy-planes sent over Castro's Communist-dominated
island, by which fore-knowledge, Kennedy had called Khruschev's
bluff and averted a TI1ird World War.
G.A. had stayed al the Petersen·s for a we·ck after the Frederica
Congress. w1d many things were discussed. The situation over all
during the com1ng month was outlined in an article by Ronald
Caswell, in the Ocrober 1966 UFO Contact; "Vatican Visit 1963."

Quote:

'During a confidential conversation between Ma,jor Petersen and
George Adamski one evening at Major Petersen's home, O.A. said:
"Hans, I am very pleased that you could arrange this European trip for
me. ll was necessary for me to come over here by some means or
another, because I have lo go to an important meeting at the Vatican.''
''Are you to meet with the Pope?" asked Petersen. "I don·t known;·
w1swered G.A.. ''But it is possible. Orthon. the Venusian contact will
be there. He has been there three times before, twice during Pope
Pius· time and once during Pope John's.''- Unquale.
On Saturday, 11' h May, Adamski travelled across to Copenh�gcn,
where be was met by Petersen·s associates and given an short, sight
seeing tour. He was then driven lo the island of Amager, adjacent to
the city of Copenhagen. on which the airport at Kastrup is situated,
and taken to a quiet hotel decide(! upon at the last moment, so that he
wouldn't be bothered by the public. But when Ibey arrived at the
hotel, they were informed that a man had phoned an asked if George
Adan1ski was staying there. Adamski laid down to rest in his room.
and when he was awakened at 6 p.m., and envelol)e with a letter wa�
found on the noor of the small ballway into the room. The envelope
had ADAMSKI scrawled in large capital letters. and inside was a
message wrinen in half-inch letters: "Adamski, you must not go to
Finland at this time. R. Propaganda trouble for you.'' It was not
signed, but concluded by seven unconnected capital letters. each fol
lowed by a full stop. That evening, the small group took G.A. to Tivo
li Gardens, from where they returned at I 1.45 p.m. The account in
UFO Contact goes on:
"At around 5 a.m. next morning, long before breakfast. G.A. went
out for a walk to a nearby jetty, where he was contacted by a space
mw1 whom he had met in the United Slates in 1958. The Space-maJ1
explained how things stood, and Adamski called off the Finland trip.
The Space-man belonged to a group of t.wenly, which operated all
over the world_ with headquarters in the United States. There were ten
of them operating in Europe, at that time, and three were in Scandina
via.''
The account goes on: "Major Petersen's people-(which included,
by the way. a detective inspector or the Copenhagen Criminal Policie,
Enslo Slei)- immediately began an investigation of G.A.'s claimed
meeting, because, as Petersen said: ·We were forced to be sceptical. as
others would have been.' - On the jetty, Major Petersen's men found a
man they knew was often sitting down there fishing. On inquiry, he
said that he had seen and talked to a white-haired American with 11
large film-camera The angler was asked if hc had noticed the Ameri
can speaking with anyone else. He replied that he had met a man. they
had talked together for a while, after which the American had gone
ofito the holel."-Unq11ote.
This was an hotel. chosen by his hosts for anonymity's sake, un
known to Adamski, who could not speak a word of Danish and had no
Danish Currency. The telephone call inquiring after George Adamski
was contirmed by the receptionist.
Later, in Anlwcp. Belgium. enjoying the hospitality of Ms May
Muriel, Belgian !GAP Co-worker. a remarkable incident took place.
01101e: "Mav Morlel, GA, w1d some others were silting in a restau
;anl, when ·G.A. motioned towards a man sitting across the room.
'He's a Space man!' he said. This caused some consternation among
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To find a purpose in life
the others, naturally. 'But,. George, how do you know he's a Space
man?' asked one of lhe party in a low voice. 'He's the man I mel in
Copenhagen.' replied G.A., unabashed.'' In October, 1965, May Mor
let was able to confirm this. while in Copenhagen. The inoide11t and the
man were being discussed, and the description of Ute man matched that
in Antwerp.

"The B...s Have Killed l:lim!"

On the afternoon of the Papal Audience, an emissary from the Vati
can came to the �Albergo Auriga•·. where Adamski and the two ladies
were staying. May Morici and Lou Zinsstag were resting in their room.
G.A. and Uie church dignitary retired to the lounge, where 1he Papal
emissary presented Adamski with a golden Ecumenical medallion,
ncwly-strnck on the occasion of the Second Ecumenical medallion,
then awaiting the return of lhe sick Pope. The white leather case, 2
inches by 3 inches in size, had a Latin inscription on the front Written
on the inside cover. in fnk. was the date and name: G. ADAMSKI.
The book: "George Adamski: The Untold Story" co-aut.liored by
Lou Zinsstag and Timothy Good, contained a Foreword by Bnrones
Lady Falkender, Personal and Political Secretary to the Rt. Hon. Sir
Harold Wilson for many years.
The book published an up-daied version of the Vatican Visit by Lou
Zinsstag. Tim Good, whose interest in the story came initially from the
UFO Contact version of October, 1966, made reference to the letter
written to the Vatican's Secretary of Slate, Cardinal Cicognami. by
Ronald Caswell, requesting clarification of facts around the Papal
Audience. The reply was in the negative. Tim's letter received the
same treatment. "With regard lo the alleged private audience granted
by Pope John XXlll on 31 of May. 1963, I would assure you that no
such private audience eyer look place. Signed Mgr. G. Coppa, Asses
sor, ((lnq11nte). Tim goes on: "My query as to how Adamski came to be
in possession of the Ecumenical Council coin -which prove the t1udi
ence- was conveniently ignored," Lou Zinsstag wrote: "Pope John's
death was a strong blow to George. On .lune 18\h. 1963, he wrote to
me: '·~·Even Space people could not do much when they, tJ1e doctors,
kept pumping morphine into his body. They did not intend him to live,
or they would have taken the chance of an operation. and their excuse
of old age does not mean a thing."'
Adamski was met by his old friend, Desmond Leslie, when he ar
rived in London on his tlight from Rome. G,A, did not know of the
Supreme Pontiffs death. H1s first reaction was: "The bas... s have
killed him!� There were members of the Roman Curia, the political,
juridical and ·financial body governing the Vatican's internal matters,
who did not see eye lo eye with tbe otherwise an1iable Pope John. The
intelligence services of the Roman Curia were hand in glove with the
C.I.A. Nothing further need to be said on that score. In certain circles,
it js taken for granted that it was members ofthe C.I.A. who assassinat
ed John Kennedy - and Marilyn Monroe. Suffice it to say, that three
wise men of enormous collateral power. Pope John XXI 11, President of
the U.S.A. John F. Kennedy, and the man known alfeclionately by
some by the pseudonym: Courier Elite, died within the space of two
years.
Desmond Leslie was a man of many parts. A very vigorous part met
with G.A. on his return from Rome. as previously mentioned. Shortly
after the meeling, according to LeSlle, and after he told G.A. or the
Pope's sad demise, Adamski showed Leslie and others pr�sent the
golden medallion presented to him by the visiting emissary from the
Vatican.
Subsequently. Leslie mentioned the award of tl1e Ecumenical coin to
an old school-chum or his, a chap called Basil Hun.1c. Basil examined
the photograph and was suitably impressed; and made the remark
about "This must have been given for something really special." Basil
Hume was later to become the head of lhe Catholic Church of Eng
land...
Speaking of the Catholic Church in Rome, a researcher (i.e. the
actual editor of Gensing Gardens Newsletter. - Ed.) made enquiries at
the relevant archive offices in lhe Vatican, asking for information on
the activities, speeches and meetings and other generalities. such as
audiences, ofthe deceased Pope John XXIII.This was the reply:
"Archivio Segreto Vaticano

Vatican City, 20•• April 1979

Dear Sir.
In reply to your letter of26'b March. I regret lo inform you
that the papers regarding the audiences granted by Pope John XXIII
have not yet been deposited in this archive. Consequently, I am un
able to provide U,e infom1ation you have requested.
With kind wishes, Yours sincerely.

(signed) Mgr Martino Giusti. Prefect." - rtru111me.
This admission was made sixteen years after Pope Jolin's death!
What a way to run an archivlo segreto! This Monsignor couldn't run a
jumble-sale! SIXTEEN YCARSI

To Find A Purpose Jn Life
The reasons why tltis writer has revived, or perhaps re-lived, the ac
count or the Vatican audience with George Adamski, must be mani
fest. The handing over of a sealed package under such clandestine
conditions, is the stuff of thriller novels. !fit- were fiction. This was not
fiction. It was well-established fact. TI1c players in tJ1e scenario were
all persons of integrity, each of whom had set out lofind a purpose m
life. TI1c lead part was. of course. George Adamski, the conlactee.
TI1e second lead was. of course. a highly-valued officer in thu Royal
Danish Air Force, Air Traffic Control leader, Major Hans Christian
Petersen, the longest-serving in lhat role. which had given him unri
valled access In Air Force records relating to Unidentified Flying
Objects. personally ordering interceptor a!rcrafl aloft on a number of
occasions. with positive results,
There is no second, third of fourth lead in tJ1is attempt by honest
men and woman to bring to the world's notice one of its potentially
most important endeavours. with lhe grand purpose of helping bring
together high-ranking personages from dilTerent planets to a Cosmic
briefing table.
Belgian:

Mrs May Mariel, respected wife of a leading orthopae
dics designer.

Swiss:

Mrs Lou Zinsstag, cousin of psychologist, Carl Gustav
Jung (who also bad positive views of UFOs.)

Austrian:

Mrs Dora Bauer-Lnmmer, teacher, translator, who
suffered greatly under U1e Nazis.

Italian:

Dr Alberto Perego, diplomat, who initiated meetings
between Adamski and Italian Cardinals during G.A. 's
visit to Rome in 1959, following tJ1e audience with
Queen Juliana. Prince Bernhard and the Chief of the
Netherlands A;r Staff

American: Mrs Madeleine Rodcffcr, U.S,A.f'. Medical secretary,
co-photographer with G.A. of the Silver Spring, Mary
land. "Scout-craft" colour film. U.S. Co-worker.
Major players in the sctmario were. of course:
American: Presidcnl .lohn P. Kennedy
Italian:

Pope John XXIII, Supreme Pontilf

Venusian:

Orthon. alien, yet human cOntact from Venus.

Collectively and individually, each one of this international and
interplanetary group of human visionaries had put his present well
being and his future prospects on hold. With potential world climate
change. with personal security in lhc balance, even wilh The Grimm
Reaper himself hovering in an uncertain background. these honest•
hearted men and woman had decided:
TO FIND A PURPOSE IN LIFE ...
.vrhis is what I have been waiting for!" Pope John XXIII.

To Find A Purpose In A Long Life - Ronald Caswell
THE NEWSPAPER was not "ihe Phoenix Gaz.ctte" of Arizona.
and the date was not the 24th November, 1952. In fact. it was the
uNorthern Daily News" of Kirkland I .ake. North Ontario. and the date
was the 18'11 of February, 1959. The temperature would be "from five
below to 25 below", according to the weather chart at the top of the
front page. Just below the prediction of dire frost was a photograph of
a man in a ski cap, looking through binoculars. Al the right hand sidt:
or the photograph was a large head-line with anoU1er dire prediction;
"Force ln W. Berlin Would Mean War." "Khrushchev Declares In
Speech.'' was the secondary head-line. Now this was "declared in a
speech at Tula, an industrial centre 120 mile-s south of Moscuw.'' The
<.late-line was "today". not some lime later. when KJ1rushchev was
using his shoe as a gavel. on the rostnrm of the United Nations in New
York. or replying to strong talk by J.F.K. concerning the missiles
threat From Cuba. Now, with U1e weather forecast and the political
news out of the way, we can attend to the man in the ski-cap. This
caption reads:
►
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To find a purpose in life
·'RONALD CASWELL is seen observing the mysterious light in the
�---------------� sky WCSl of Kirkland
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p.m. It was visible
until about 7.J0 p.m.
Many others in the
area have also report
ed seeing the light
which has been de
scribed as; a !lying
saucer. Venus and
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steel separating plant for the high-grade iron-ore blasted out of the
mountain. Kirunavaara. Aase. of course, was with me, as she was in
Northern Ontar1o, having arrived by ocean liner two months after my
flight across the Atlantic. In Canada we had two children. a girl and a
boy. The girl obviously had to have a Danish name, Karen! Also the
boy was called Peter, aller his grand-faU1er, Peder Niels Pedersen.
My lirst meeting with George Adamski, in a public library in Kirk
land Lake. was by way of a buok: uFlying Saucers I lave !..anded.'' F)y
..
the time l had read his second book: "Inside The Space Ships . I was
hooked. The downright sincerity of the man shone through his, admit
tedly, ghost-written. narrative. I wrote to G.A., who replied very quickly
to my letter. answering my questions to my full satisfaction. We hcgan a
correspondence that C•ontinued until his death. in Washington. in I 965,
shortly ahcr taking the film sequence. rogeU1er with another good
friend. Mrs Madeleine RodefTer, of the Silver �pring, Maryland. �scout
ship". hovering over her garden, a sequence which along with all his
other pictures, was certified as genuine, by the technical experts of U1e
Eastman Kodak Company of Rochester. My third "meeting• ·. was with
Major Hans Christian Petersen ...

l�•t[Z,•· ·•
JJl, D ;,.�

"The People From 'Elscwhel'e' Displayed Great Palience -" Wilbert Smith

This observation was reported five days bdore a letter <lated "23 rd
February. 1959" was received by Ronald Caswell. a lettcc ·U1a1 was lo
become world-famous in its conlenl, a letter written by a man of scien
tific expertise. and second to none in UFO research, The writer was the
head of the Canadiall Governmen1·s Project Magnet at ·'the firsl llying
saucer sighting station in the world."
"In Defence Of Wilbert Smith" by Ro11ald Caswell.

,

This liUe was the heading for an arlicle in the December, 1967 issue
of the UFO CONTACT IGAP journal. The reason for writing the
article was because mis-guided men, both in the Press and within the
Canadian Government itself, were denigrating and making, it seem of
little worth, the name and the previous activity of Wilbert Brockhouse
Smilli, a leading Governmeni scientists who had been officialty
charged with the some.times onerous task of heading and investigative
body into research in and experimentation on. among oilier aspects, the
magnetism issues seemingly inherent in the "flight pattern·• and hover
ing capabilities of U1e ubiquitous "Flying Saucer, or recently Lilied
"Unidentified Flying Object", of UFO. The article began:
"THE LETTER wa5 dated February 23, 1959.
" - I appreciate your efforts in trying to bring lo llie public atten
tion U1e facts concerning llying saucers, but I must advise you ihal
many sequences are yet to be fulfilled before the public generally will
b� able to accept the reality of the people from elsewhere - For your infonnation Every nation on this planet has been offi
cially infonncd of U1e existence of the space craft and thei,r occupants
from elsewhere, and as nations they must uccept responsibility for any
lack of action or for any official position which they may take. There
is nothing more to be done along these lines and efforts in this direc
tion is effort wasted.'' -/l11q1101e Wilbert Smit//. "Many sequences are
yet to be fulfilled.''! The article continued:
··a was during my three years· residence in a gold-mining town in
Northern Ontario Uiat I decided Lo write to Wilbert Smith, to see if he
could help me in any way in my group work and approaches to the
newspapers regarding flying saucers, and to ask for information on
recently-reported UFO activity. I talked with newspaper editors. and
Mr Smith was agreeable to have some of his articles published in the
local press - with one proviso only. That biographical details were
excluded from U1e-account, though his nmrn: and home address might
be used. He wanted the text of the articles to stand on its own two feel
not to influence readers with his qualifications.
·'His friendliness and dedicated sincerity have remained with me
as one of the strongest supports in my own small efforts to spread the
news orthe tlying saucers.
uwitbert B. Smith died five years ago, on 27•h December, 1962."
-Unquote.
I had flown from England in the summer of 1956 to take up a job as
a gold-miner in Canada·s deepest mine. in fact, the second deepest in
the world after one in Soulli Africa. It was 8,000 fe{lt straight down
into the Cimadian Shiold. a mineral-bearing strata that covered a great
deal of Northern Canada. My wife. Danish-born Ase Pedersen, was the
second daughter of a Jutland school-master, This December (2014), we
will celebrate our sixtielli anniversary, having been married in Copen
hagen in 1954. For almost the whole of 1955, l had worked in an iron
mining tov.'TI on U1e high plateau. the vidda, in central Lapland. Arctic
Sweden. helping in the construction of a 200 feel-high, concrete and

My first few letters lb Hans Petersen were written in Danish. Durin.g
1953-4. I was a student al a Danish �folk-High-school'· for a year,
where among other things, I learned the language and history or (he
Danes, as well as much else. I lalfway 1hrough my study tenn on No
vember the 3 ro, 1953. - it was about seven o'clock in the evening in th�
di11ing-hall,- I met a young lady who stood out sharply among the new
arrivals for the winter tenn. This adult high school system was unique to
Denmark for some years. having been mstituLed by Danish Lutheran
Pastor Grundlvig. It later spread to all of tl1e Sc.mdinavian countries.
This young lady of 23. drew me lo her like a moth to a candle. We
were engaged within a week. and married within a year.
In my Canadian milieu. with Admnski. Smith and Petersen as my
guiding stars. all three with a common aim. that of persuading the world
of the reality of visitations by human extraterrestrials with benevolent
intentions, I was freed from the otherwise boring task of totting up
lights seen in tJ1e sky. which amounted to lliousands all over the planet,
but which could bave been merely trallic headlamps on a highway for
all it did for me. The exciting thought Uiat there were beings out there
other than the angels. and that this wasn't Dan Dare or some other com
ic book character that we were discussing. but warm. flesh and blood
human beings with lives and loves like our own, put a new slant on life
ltself. ll presented horizons undrean1cd of vistas of a race, or races. of
people who lived on alien planets, actually living a dream of peace and
security realised. targets reached. and long lives lived to U1c full. on
obedience lo Cosmic Laws. To quote from: ''In Defenc{l Of Wilbert
Smith'': -·'Wilbert Smiths's findings over the years of his investiga
tions show a remarkable similarity. in many ways, to the infom1ation
George Adamski received in his face-to-face meetings with tJ1e Space
Brothers. infomiation which was to become the basis or Admnski's
Cosmic Philosophy. Information such as: TI1c human race abound ing
throughout the Universe: Our present civilization being one of many
here on Earth; l'he colonization of Earth from outside by these 'blood
brothers'; The basic universal law of ·non-interforence' in "U1e inde
pendence of others. of individuals. of nations. of planets:· - Smith. in
his many articles to me. wrote: "I will not go into detail on the many
revisions of basic Uijnking which had lo be undergqne. beyond stating
that there were, indeed. many. The people from ·elsewhere' displayed
great patience and understanding in helping me LO overcome many of
the prejudices and srorcs of misinformation. which I had spent many
years in accumulating. I began for the first lime in my life lo realise U1e
basic ·Oneness· of U1e Universe and all !hat is in lt. Science, philosophy,
religion, substance and energy 11rc all facets of the same Jewel. and
before any fac�t of the jewel can really be apprecii1ted, the form of tJ1e
jewel itself must be perceived."
The article goes on: "It is ca�y enough to understand hov1 the consid
ered findings in d1is field, unorthodox-even fantastic- as they were.
of a man of Smith-s scientific background, could generate frictiun of a
kind among his contemporaries. who could see their own standing di
minished in the "heretical" theories expounded by this much-loo
struightforward man."-l/11q1101e.
Actually Living a Dream of Peace and Security Realised.
TI1is presumed aspect of the lives led by these Venusians and Satumi
ans, �of peace and security realised", would be a significant pill 10
swallow by mm1y through the world reading George Adamskj's books.
The whole question of alien visitations had heen resum,cicd in 1947. a
year or two only after two atomic bombs had been exploded over Japan.
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Thii; had exposed the sibling question; Aie they here because of "'our
propensity to play with atomic weapons!" as one of "boys from else
where" succinctly put it to W11bcrt Smith'!
Smith worked oo a number of scientific experiments. the lead-up to
which, in each case. was suggested to him by non-scientific
'contactees'; these experiments were in an entirely alien branch of
research, results of which proved them I 00 per cent valid.
Telling me o.f thc work of his group in Ottawa, he wrote;
·Several of our members are interested in basic research and we am
busy trying to learn something of the science of these people from
elsewhere. Needless to say, we are all in the kindergarten, but we are
learning, and have uncovered a lot of interesting material, all of which
can be substantiated by rigid laboratory experiment,'-(/11q1101e,

anti-rabies scrum in the stomach, which I received while staying for a
month at the home of a very friendly Italian family, the Benassis. I was
presented with the phials of scrum al the hospital in Pisa. On my return
to England, l joined the Special Alr Service al its Duke's Road, Euston.
H..Q. I was in the S,A.S. for four years. In September 1950. l went on a
long-term initiative exercise, hitch-hiking. in full uniform, but without
insignia, from France, through Belgium. Holland and Germany, to
Denmark, where I stayed awhile with war-time friends. For a few
weeks. in order to supply funds, I worked at "Del Gyldne L am" a res
taurant in the colourful harbour area of Nyhavn (called ''The Lusty
Seamen's Quarters" in a guide-book), owned and run by Teddy Barritt.,
a half-English, half-Danish restaurateur.
In late Ootober, I started on a long trek to the North. Crossing the
0resund to Malm0 in Sweden by rerry. a day later I was given a lift
into Stockholm. where l spent the night at a youth hostel. I still hadn·1
met up with snowy conditions, but ii wasn't long in coming.Gradually
the snow changed into slippery ice on tl1e main roads, where the sur
face had to receive the attentions of great snowploughs, generally
working at night under hazardous conditions. I travelled along hun
dreds of miles of the coastal roads, occasionally spending lhe night at
cheap boarding-houses· or in a tanner's barn. Skclle-ftdl, PiteA, LuleA, all these ports on the Gulf of Bothnia were closed to sea traffic. The
waters were frozen right across to Finland. Everywhere was snow and
ice. At Overkalix. I entered Lapland proper. The police constable at his
small control potnt was suspicious of me. even on production of my
British passport. Instead of putting me up for the night, as I had re
quested, he insisted on holding my passport, and driving me Lo a .hotel
in the hinterland, about ten kilometres away. l wa� very close to the
Finnish frontier, and he was U1inldng that a man in a camou.llaged
uniform like mine, even wearing a red beret, could be Russian. He
arrived next. morning and presented me with my passport. but he still
didn't look very happy. On the other hand, a group of Swedish soldiers
driving past in a large lorry, cheered me to the skies when they saw the
red beret and the rucksack. Unfortunately. U1ey were going the wrong
way, otherwise I was sure that they would have given me a lift.
That night I spent inGallivare. eighty miles insida the Arctic Circle.
Next day, I left the boarding-house early, knowing that the stretch from
Gllllivarc lo Kiruna, in the centre of Swedish Lapland, was a lonely,
almost deserted hinterland, with very few dwellings, and these moslly
Lapp sitas, small groups of earth-covered, domed, igloo-type katas.
gathered in family groups to face lhc winter together. In the early dark
ness. it would be folly to leave the narrow highway, marked only by
saplings pegged into the road verge l:O guard lhe unwary traveller
against a frozen swan1p. I spent the next six hours through a snow
stom1.

In association with the editor ef U1e local: "Northern Daily News" I
had a number of articles published, all of which, apart from uro mat
ters, spoke of the work of Adamski, Smith and Major Petersen. I also
had discussions with work-mates, fellow miners working deep wider
ground in dr1fli-. or levels, thousands of feet down in the Caledonian
shield. It was a curious thought that many of these space craft could be
operating at the same height above ground, as we were o ·perating be
low itl Another aspect of the mining for gold, which went on winter
and summer, in all seasons, was the possibility of rock falls, many of
them caused by the shrinkage brought about by the extremely icy con
ditions. I recall one winter. a half hour before I was due to go on shift
at the Lake Shore mine, I lay down of the sofa. preparatory for a long
night at the rock face. There was a muffled explosion an·d the whole
town shook, and t.he crockery rattled on the kitchen shelves. When I
arrived at the mine gates, there W3$ a crowd gathered. The mine closed
For the njght shift. It took six months to clear up the mess of collapsed
levels and shafts, miraculously, because it was just between shifts, not
one person was killed or injured.
Actually, living a dream of peace and security, was an ethos hard to
accept in this troubled wotld. For a start. at that moment in time. my
"baby brother" w115 in a jungle in Malaya. fighting against the insur
gent bands bringing terrorism among the populace. As a six foot plus
theodolite operator, tr&cking balloons across the cloudless sky, he
might have come across the odd flying saucer now and dlen, but he
was no longer my "baby brother". In J 940, al the height of the blitz on
Lo.11d.oi1. I can remember, as a fourteen years-old, leaning ovtir my five
years-old brother, praying to God to let me be killed by the Germans
flying overhead rather than little Dennis, with the curly, yellow locks.
That the baby brother was now taller than me. Hard to associate all this
with a dream of peace and security. Nor With my Dad, who. starting at
age 39. was on active service for four years in North Africa, lighting
with the Desert Rats of the Eighth Army. It was difficult enough for
Beyond Narvik
myself, too, to accept his eU1os of peace and security established oo
The story continues on, in an autobiographical manuscript l offered
Planet Earth. After three yean; of the blitz on London. :at age 17. I
for publication some forty-odd years later. entitled "Beyond Narvik�. It
joined the Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve. training as a wireless
describes how. after crossing Swedish Lapland and Norwegian Finnoperator/rear gunner on bombers. At eighteen and a half, I parachuted
mark. instead of reaching North Cape. for which I had been aiming, but
across the Rhine. In si..x weeks, we had force-marched -across three
which was now blocked off by ice and snow. I went fishing in the
hundred miles of war-tomGermany, lo the 8altic Sea, where I had the
While Sea fishing-grounds of Russia for best part of three weeks. With
dubious llonour of being bear-hugged by an eight member team of
the C.0. 's Standing Orders from SAS HQ at Duke's Road. Euston
Russian Cossacks who had arrived out of the woods to the east of
(senl to me in Copenhagen). in the side pocket or my rucksack. it was a
Wismar. J was also part of a British anny which witoessed thousands
bit dodgy boarding a 600-ton, Grimsby fishing-trawler called
ofGennan soldiers march intu British captivity rather thllril into a Rus"Lacennia". and sailing off ioto the Arctic Ocean to ma'ke up his lishsia gulag.
ing-losses, when the Grimsby skipper, Captain Harold Brenman, and
However, For me, the best was yet to come. On the 5th of May 1945,
his crew had just been released from captivity in the Russian Arctic
J flew form LOnenburg (Editor: Lower Saxony) to Copenhagen as part
port of Mum1ansk. and returned to the Norwegian porl or Honof a bodyguard for the Allied Mili1111y Mission accepting t:he surrender
ningsvaag. after nineteen days arrest for alleged poaching in Russian
of theGermans in Northern Europe. It was the account of my last days
waters. and with a promise over the Skipper's head. of two years in a
in Germany and my arrival at Kastrup Airfield, on Amagcr Island,
Copenhagen. that was descnoed in: "Mit Fersle Mede..------------, Sibcri;m salt-mine if he was caught again, Every time
a naval launch closed in on the "Laccnnia'' for the
Med Danmark" as an essay at Krabbesholm Folke
next U1ree weeks. I had visions of a long-term holiday
Hojskole, Skive, Jutland. The up-dated title: ''En
in Lubyanka. the K.G.8.'s Headquarters in Moscow!
Engla:nders 5. Maj"-(An Englishman's l'ifth of May)We later returned toGrimsby,
was published in Copenhagen's "National Tidende'· on
"Befrieseldag" (Liberation Day), 1954.
Next year. after spending Christmas in Copenhagen
with friends, together with a fellow S.A.S. trooper, I
After Germany and Denmark, I was in Egypt and
crossed the Hardanger Vidda in Southern Norway,
Palestine for a year. 1946-47. A civilian again in 1948,
starting south of Oslo on the 11101,mtains around Finse,
the next year, in May t 949, l travellt1d across France
to clear mountain passes of snow. The crossing to
and Switzerland, and down the length of the Jirench
Bergen. partly by ski. took four d_ays. from where we
Alps to Nice, where I crossed into Italy, and hitch
circumnavigated the south coast back to Oslo, and
hiked the length of Italy to Sicily, visiting all the major
then on to the Swedish capital. Sluckholrn, where we
cities, and viewing Mount Etna from Taormfoa, Sicily.
washed up al t)le Res\al,lfant Norden for a while,
Then across to the Adriatic, from Bari to Forli, where I
before returning to the U.K., via Denmark. Germany
crossed the Apennines to Florence. Whilst in the moun
and Switzerland. Next year it wa5 France and Spain.
tains, I was bitten by a dog, and had 25 injections of
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My Danish wife Ase and I, together with our two children, Karen
and Peter, came back to England in the summer of 1959. after three
years in Canada In 1961, we added another ace to our pack, with a
boy, David. Also in 1961. l translated a book about U1e Danish Re
sistance, a 1945 best-seller called: "Kremp For Alt, Hvad Du Har
Krert''. written immediately at the end of tJ1e war by a twenty years-old.
f
student Resistance leader. whom I met in Copenhagen. We bit if of
well together, this former Underground commander and the Engljsh
man of 18 and a half, who had jumped lnto Germany and finished up in
Denmark. The English translation of the title of the book. is very apt, in
the circumstances: "Fight for All. What You Hold Dear" by Hans
Edvard Teglers.
You crui"l go through life, expecting to get life's expl!riences handed
to you on a plate. You have to fight for it, as the Danish. and Norwe
gian peoples had to fight to get back their chosen way of life. I had to
physically tight for my way of life. as did my father and my brother
and my uncles. in Germany, North Africa and Italy. in Malta. in the
Mediterranean, in Maiava. and in tJ1e Atlantic.
In my advancing y�s too, I yearned for fulfilment of some of life's
dreams. For forty years, I regretted not making it to North Cape in
November 1950. I made it in December 1990. via Denmark. Sweden,
Finland and, finally, Norway. In January 1993. at age 67. I did a chari
ty hike from Lindesnes, at the south Cape of Norway. - 251 kilometres
to North Cape. I enjoyed every freezing minute of it! In December I
am looking to another flillilment! Sixty Years of Marriage.
George Adamski fought for a way of life, and died fighting for it. So
did many others. Are you. readers of Gcnsing Gardens Newsletter,
ready to stand up and be counted? Or are you just a reader? Would you
support George Adamski in his own private "Disclosure" programme?
Arc you ready to put your money where your belief was. or is? Now, I
shall make a Disclosure .. , Twenty years ago, I took on a pseudonym. I
called myself by a Danish name because of my beloved connections
with Wonderful Copenhagen and all that. I am now closing the book
for personal and health reasons. From now on, I shall wear tJ1e name
given me 88 years ago ... Ronald Caswell■

Grandad's trek to the Arctic
"CJTIZEN, October 20. I 993
c;RANDAD Ro·
nald Gaswell is
planning an unu
!lual 'trek lhrough
arctic conditions
lo the northern•
most point in

F. u rope to raise
money ror

charily.

Mr C&�weU 87,of
Carters Mead, Ftar
low, says be bas had
n wanderlu•t I\II bis
lire. He traveltt"d ex
tensively while he

way to
wa8 in tbe Army and his
a1 ..., after the w1tr Nordkapp (North
p
e)
•
tbe n or•
Ca
when he was in the
thernmost' point in
SAS.
Europe •·hJwh-hik•
Tb ree ycar11 at("O Ing and wallking.
he made II trip to the
Mr Cn...,•ell wlU
icy North Cope, have no sunlight to
bitch-biking and help him ,.Jong the
walking, but this 2.500 kilometre8 or
time be Is planning mountainous :road
o
t ge.l to the SA.me and lhe windswept
destination via n r.lateaus. Nordkapp
different route.
.
• in darkuess
from
l
He wi.lJ set ool in November 18 o
December from l..in· ,lanuary 24.
More than 1,000
de8nes in soutbem
Norway and make kilo1netree of bis
ro1Jte is inside the
Arctic Circle.
But be I• not new
t o rou b styl e
t rav el Fing. Ho
worked on a trawler
in the White See olT
Northern Russia
and in Swedish La•
pland.

He even spent
three yea rs gold
mining in
Canada.
He met hie Danish
wife when he wa8
stud y ing in Uen•
mark and tbe two
have lived in Har•
low since l�I. They
have three children.
Some of the chnri•
lies Mr (:aswell
b o p-es lo raise
money for are Ox·
Cam, Age Concern,
Cencer Research
Campaii;n and the
NSPCG. -Unquo_te.
This last story concludes
the series. Thank you Ronald• Ragnvald A. Carlsen- Caswell for your
dedicated contribution or years■ -Ge1rsi11g Gardens Newsletr.er.

A Worthy Attempt to Solve the Enigma of Extraterres
trial UFO 'Propulsion'
Engineer Robert L. Schroeder has a theory ahout the scientilic basis
for the technology of ET spaceships. I Lis experimental advances in
paniclc accelerators. his
�LMW1NG MOYE 5URfACE of lARTl'I
work will help demystify
the concept that scientific
laws related to General
Relativity make il impracti
cal to "travel'' between
great cosmic distances.
Mr. Schroeder usually
starts his lectures by affirm• �
""""
ing that the universe known
by standard physics is
Wlb
rather simple in that it has 3
types or main components: The 4 basic paniclcs of matter.
the parLicles that transmit the 4 known forces of nature and space-time.
The umesscnger·· particles thal transmit the 4 fundamental forces of
nature are: The photon (electromagnetism). the gluon with spin I (the
strong nuclear force that keeps the nucleus of the atoms togeth
er). hosons w+, w- and z neutral (the weak nuclear force responsible
for radioactivity) and the graviton with spin 2 (gravitational force).
The Higgs particle with spin O would be responsible of giving mass lt1
subatomic particles and could be considered as a field.
Among the 4 basic particles of matter there are electrons (a lepton).
protons and neutrons. but protons and neutrons arc themselves made
up of "quarks" and in 99.9999% of matter there are 2 basic types of
quarks. These arc the ''up quark" and "down quark.'' We also have a
ghostly particle called "neutrino" and. including U1e eleclrnn. up quark
and down quark and the nculrino we would have 1he 4 particles that
make most of the known material universe. Considering '·super sym·
mctry" I, there could exist more energetic versions of these 4 particles.
(now called "sparticlcs'·),
"Space-time" would be the scenery or background environment in
which matter particles and tl1c particles or force interact. Scientists are
qul1e interested in the panicles of forces, in the forces of nature that
lead us to think that they were HII unified in a ·•�uper force" during the
"Big Bang." Unifying these 4 forces would be the grcal goal of physi
cists.
They have already been able 10 theoretically reunify/explain the
electromagnetic force witl1 the weak nuclear force and they caU lhis
the "electroweak'' Force. In particle accelerators they have also recreat
ed this force. They are also trying to reunify (above all theoretically)
the strong nuclear force with the electroweak force and this effort is
called "Gl.JT" (Grand Unified Theory). The big problem has been that
they have not been able to include gravity along with the other forces.
The force of gravity is very weak compared lo the other forces,
What is interesting is that the development of some tl1eoretical approx
imations could explain bolh why gravity is so weak and some of tJ1e
behaviour of e,xtraterrestrials spaceships as observed in aspects of the
UFO phenomenon.
Maxwell's electromagnetic physics, quantum physics and Special
and General Relativity assume that U1e universe possesses 4 dimen
sions (three dimensions of space and one of time). Since Minkowski's
work we can use the speed of light as a convergence factor in order to
treat time as one more dimension. Before, pan·icles were thought as
points without dimensions hut with string theory physics they arc
thought of as heing made by strings with a longitude. However. th.ese
siring U1eories require a universe with more than 4 dimensions.
PhysicisL, also think U1at it could require I J dimensions. TI1is is
important because it was previously thought thal space ships had to
travel tl1rough a four dimensional space-time (3 of space + I of time)
but limited to the speed of light and to the amount of energy needed to
approximate this speed.
One of U1e imponant U1eories derived from "M Theory" lwith I 0
dimensions of space + I of time) is Warped Geometry Theory which
tries to explain why gravity is so weak. Robert Schroeder believes it is
key to understanding how UFOs may reach Earth from distant stellar
systems.
String Theory evolved toward "M Theory" and ii is believed that we
live in a space-time membrane floating on a vaster pentadimensional
space. This other space is referred to as ·the bulk" and it would repre
sent our universe as a 5 dimensional anti-de Siller space. TI1c elemen
tary particles (including 3 force ·'messenger" paniclcs) would be con
lined to our membrane or 4 dimensions ... except for the graviton. ►
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